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INTRODUCTION 

This is an interview with the Hon. Lyla Elliott for the 
Parliamentary History Project and the Battye Library Oral History 
Programme. 

Born in Geraldton in 1934, Lyla Elliott gained her Junior 
Certificate at St. Joseph's Convent, Waroona in 1949 and worked 
in two offices before being appointed as a junior office girl for 
the ALP State Executive in 1952. In 1956 she became secretary to 
the General Secretary of the Executive, Joe Chamberlain, a 
position she held until 1971 except for a period spent overseas 
during which she worked for the British Labour Party. She also 
assisted Joe Chamberlain in his work for the Federal Executive of 
the party in the various positions he held, and spoke at length 
of the man and his principles. 

Having been persuaded by Ruby Hutchison to consider becoming a 
member of the Western Australian Parliament, Lyla Elliott 
unsuccessfully contested the seat of Floreat for the ALP in 1968 
and won the Legislative Council North East Metropolitan Province 
in 1971, replacing the retiring Ruby Hutchison. Lyla Elliott 
remained a member until her resignation in 1986, chairing the 
State Parliamentary Labor Party from 1978, the first woman to do 
so. She served on several PLP and House Committees and was active 
in the community demonstrating a practical interest in many 
issues, particularly those affecting women, aborigines, children, 
the family and the elderly. 

When Lyla Elliott entered the Legislative Council in 1971 she was 
the only female member in either House. She spoke of how she was 
treated by members and staff and strongly criticised what she saw 
as the unfairness of an electoral system whereby conservative 
parties in Western Australia have always controlled the 
Legislative Council. Her work in the Parliament and in the 
community was outlined, including her dislike of making public 
speeches, one of the factors which led to her early retirement. 

The interview was conducted in Perth from July to October, 1987, 
by Ronda Jamieson. There are thirteen tapes. 



NOTE TO READER 

Readers of this oral history memoir should bear in mind that 
it is a verbatim transcript of the spoken word and reflects 
the informal, conversational style that is inherent in such 
historical sources. The Parliament and the Battye Library 
are not responsible for the factual accuracy of the memoir, 
nor for the views expressed therein; these are for the 
reader to judge. 

type face indicates a difference between 
transcript and tape. 

are used for insertions, not in the original tape. 



ELLIOTT 

Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority 208 
aborigines 
- land rights 71-2 
- views about 71-2,151 
Abortion Law Reform Assn 191 
Actors' Equity 185 
Agnew dough 183 
alcohol 6 
Alcohol and Drug Authority 201 
Alcohol and Drugs, Royal Commission 155, 
201-3 
Allnutt, Ian 163 
Alzheimer's disease 130-1 
Amalgamated Engineering Union 15 
Anzac House 18 
Ascot electorate 140 
Ashley, Jon 163 
Association for the Industrial Blind 239 
Australian Consumers' Association 53,56 
Australian Council of Trade Unions 26,93-4 
Australian Labor Party 13-5,19,23-6,73,78 
- banning of Communist Party 15,61,80-1 
- Catholic Movement 60-1,83 
- China policy 84 
- criticism of 45 
- democratic socialism 76-8 
- election campaigns 
- Federal 17-20,29,125 
- funding for 19-20,31,34 
- selection of candidates 22-4,79, 

96-7,137,139-40,219-20,243-5 
- State 17-20,29,31-2,34,98-9,125, 

145-6,210,249 
- Federal 
- Caucus 81 
- Conferences 29-30,35-6,39-41, 

45,76,79,95,108,114,117,125 
- Hobart, 1954, 44-5,54,60,80,83-6, 

96,98, 237 
- Perth, 1963, 35,39,106 

- election campaigns see above 
- Executive 29-30,80,83-4,89,95,97, 

100-2,107-8,113-6,118-9,133 
- President 29-30,82-3,88,92,118-9 
- Secretariat 31,62,95-6 
- Secretary 29-31,82,89,94-6,117-8,133 
- Vice President 83-4 

- joining 44-5 
- left wing 76-7,86,89,114,118-9 
- North-West US Bases 95,114 
- Parliamentary Labor Party, Federal, 

78,102 
- Parliamentary Labor Party, Western 

Australia, 13,32,39,99-100,102-3,147 
- attitude to women 148-9,151 
- attitude to new members 148-50 
- Cabinet 147-8,151,221,233-4 
- caucus 147-50,168-9,205,208-9,215, 

220,231-3,238 
- Chairperson of 168-9,213-5,222 

- committees of 177,191,215-6  

- Parliamentary Labor Party, WA, (cont) 
- leadership of 213,235-237 
- relationship with State Executive 

247-8 
- whips 153,194 

- platform 78-80,82,116 
- press, relationship with 89-90,99 
- privatisation policy 123-4 
- right wing 76-7,80,83-4,86,88-9,105, 

113,115-6,118-9 
- split in 61-2,76,79,83-6,96,98 
- State aid 106-8,115 
- uranium policy 123-4 
- Victorian Branch 83 
- Vietnam War 109-111,113,115,117 
- Western Australian Branch 49,83,96 
- affiliated organisations 36-7,102, 

104,110 
- Ball 35 
- Branches of 19,22-3,34-6 
- Mt Lawley 44,73 

- Congresses and Conferences 17,24, 
28-9,36-9,45,79,104,108,111,113-5, 
124-6,191 

- Disputes Committee 33-4 
- District Councils 22-4,26,31 
- trades halls 26 

- Divisional Councils 24 
- election campaigns see above 
- Electorate Councils 24,34-5 
- Executive 13,17,22,24,45,59,80-1, 

85,94,99-105,108,127,137-40,216-7, 
220,242 

- factions in 217,244 
- funding for 22,28,34-5,46,104 
- industrial work 26-7,33-4,49 
- Labor Day 29,32 
- Labour Women's Organisation 50-1,53, 

55, 124,192,243 
- office of 15-6,21-2,27,46,74 
- parliamentary salary increases 92 
- platform 39,80 
- relationship with PLP 247-8 
- retirement of Parliamentarians 59 
- Secretary 27,39,83,88,93,96-7, 

99-100,104-5,111-2,130 
see also Chamberlain, F.E. (Joe) 

Trades Hall, Perth 
Trade Unions Industrial Council 

Australian Labor Party (poem) 211,258-9 
Australian Labour Parliamentarians for 
Peace and Justice 248 
Australian Workers' Union 22-31 103-4 

Bakers' Union 217 
Barnard, Lance 109-10 
Barnard, Prof 182-3 

Barnett, Mike 214 
Beaglehole, June 62,74 
Beazley, Kim, Snr 84-5 
Beggs, Pam 221,229 



2. 

Belmont electorate 140 
Berinson, Joe 201,219,221,234 
Black, David 119-20,206 
Bluck, Harry 138 
Brady, Gerry 138 
Brady, Jack 138,140-1,148 
Brand government 93,147 
Brand, Sir David 208 
Brandt, Willie 64 
Brewery Union 32 
British elections 63,65-7 
British Labour Party 62-3,65,67-8,73 
Broome Freezing and Chilling Works 12-3 
Brown, Anne 47 
Brownes Dairy 12 
Bryce, Mal 148,150,204 
Buchanan, Pain 229 
Bunbury 2 
Bureau of Consumer Affairs 208 
Burke, Brian 187,207-8,236-7,256,242-4 
Burke, Gladys 130 see also Chamberlain, 
Gladys 

Burke government 175,186-8,204,206,221, 
235,237 
- achievements of 237,263-4 
Burke, Terry 148 
Burke, Tom 80-1,84-5,104,237 
Butler, Tom 243-4 

Cairns, Jim 30 
Callaghan, James 64 
Calwell, Arthur 30,62,98-9,108-9,113-5, 
128-9 

campaigning for Parliament 135,140-5 
- doorknocking 135,142-3,212-3 
Canberra 40-1,114 
Cant, Senator 96-7 
Capitol Theatre 43 
Cardell-Oliver, Florence 55 
Catholic Church 62,107-8,128 
Catholic Movement 60-1,83 
caucus see under Australian Labor Party 
Chamberlain, F.E. (Joe) 16-7,21,25-35, 
37,40,43,45,49,54,59,62,136 
- assessment of 75-134,265 
- attacks on 88-90,99,119-20,125-6, 

129-30,237 
- by S. Paltridge 129-30 

- ACI'U delegate 93-4 
- ballot for ALP Presidency 118-9 
- biography 131-4 
- Caiwell, A, relationship with 128-9 
- China 75,87-8 
- Communist Party, banning of 80-1 
- democratic socialism, view of 75-8, 

119-20 
- early life 75-6,81-2,90 
- Elliott, Lyla, esteem for 74,251 
- financial position 93 
- Hawke, ARG, dispute with 97-105 
- Hobart Conference 80,83-6 
- industrial work 26-7,32-4,49  

Chamberlain, F.E. (cont) 
- Labor Party v parliamentary wing 49, 

78-80,89,116,119-22 
- Labor Women's Organization 124 
- last years 130-1 
- Lecture 117,252-3 
- London visit, 1957, 86-7 
- North West US Bases 95,114 
- opposition to TLC 25,121 
- parliamentarians salaries 92-3,129 
- press, relations with 89-90,127,129 
- Secretary to 16-7,27-30,74,125,127, 

134, 136,251 
- Senate endorsement 96-7 
- State aid 106-8,115 
- uranium policy, ALP 123-4 
- Vietnam War 109-11,113 
- Wnitlam, G, relationship with 105-9, 

113,115-7,120 
- women's rights 126 
see also ALP, Federal President 

ALP, Federal Secretary 
ALP, WA Branch Secretary 

Chamberlain, Gladys 43,96,130,237 
Chamberlain, Harold 130 
Chamberlain, Joe see Chamberlain, F.E. 
Chamberlain Lecture 117,252-3 
Chamberlain, Pat 47-8,195 
Charon 43-4 
Chifley, Ben 80-1,90 
Chifley government 14,60,80 
Child Welfare Act 186 
Choice 53 
Church of England 8 
Claughton, Roy 175,191,227 
Colbourne, Bill 108,118-9 
Collie coal miners 33-4 
Commonwealth Parliamentary Assn 205-6, 

224-5 
communism and communists 13-5,23-4,76, 

83,94 
- anti-communism 13-5,60,80-1,83,107,113 
Communist Party 15,129 
- legislation to ban 15,61,80-1 
Community Health Centre, Lcckridge 174 
Community Welfare Department 208 
Community Youth Support Scheme 174 
constituents see under electorate duties 
Consultative Committee on Residential 
Child Care 249 

Cooke, Joe 84-5,96-7,104 
Cooley, Don 194,212,226-7 
Coolgardie cooler 3 
Coolup 10 
Country Party 14, 19,77,79, 120,167 
Court government 165,167,183,201,217-9, 

230 
Court, Sir Charles 155,158,197-8,208-9, 

218,226, 230,234 
Coverley, Evelyn 124 
Craig, June 157-8 
Curtin, John 117 



3. 

Dans, Des 153 
Davey, Jack 5 
Davies, Ron 13,100,148,197,201,214,236 
Davies, Stan 13 
Della, Charlie 4 
Democratic labor Party 23-4,79,83-4,94, 
97-8,102-3,107,113,120,125,141 

democratic socialism 75-8,119-20 
Depression 1,8,75,81 
Deputy ALP Whip 222 
Deputy Chairman of Coraiiittees 221-2 
Dianella electorate 212-3 
Diver, Les 225 
Dolan, Jerry 148,153 
Domestic Violence Task Force 160, 175, 

186-7,198-9,204,237,256,264 
doorknocking 135,142-3,212-3 
Dowding, Peter 175,221,234,243 
Dunstan, Don 30 
Dwellingup 33 
Dyer, Bob 5 

East Metro Province 219 
education 2,7,9,249 
Edwards, Graham 227 
Elder, Miss 2 
elections 
- Australian and British compared 66-7 
see also under ALP 

Electoral Act 211 
electorate duties 143-4,165,170-83, 

195-8,200,220 
- constituents, relationship with 143-4, 

165,170-4,177-83,187-9,193,195-6, 
239-40,243 

- office 161-2,177,193-4 
- secretaries 156,161-2,194-6,265 
Elliott, Albert J. 1,3-4,7-9,12,14-5,146 
Elliott, Alvie J. (flee Fulwood) 1,3-5, 
7-9,13-5,146 

Elliott, lance 2-3 
embarrassing moments 73-4,197-9 
Embassy Ballroom 35,42 
entertainment 5-6,41-3 
Esplanade, The 18 
Evatt, Dr. 31,69,81,83,86-7,90-1 

Fabian Society 73 
Falck, Mary 47 
Family Day Care Scheme, Morley 174 
family life 3-4,8-9 
Family Planning Assn 185,243 
Farrell, Bernard 12 
Farrell, Dermott 12 
fascism and fascists 76,83 
Federal Parliament 
- elections for see under ALP 
- House of Reps 80 
- Senate 45,51,80,96 
feminists and feminism 50,53,55, 149,245 
Fletcher, Don 105 
Floreat electorate 134-7  

Forrest Place meetings 17-8 
Fraser, Gil 52 
Freudenberg, Graham 106,108-9,111,113, 

115-6 
Fulwood, Alvie 1 see also Elliott, Alvie 

Gair, Vince 79 
Gallogly, Kath 29 
Geraldton 1-2 
Globe Brewery 1 
Graham, Herb 100,139,147-8,151-2,207-9 
Griffith, Arthur 207,225-6 
Griffiths, Clive 226,242 

Halden, John 227 
Hallahan, Kay 175,221,229 
Hansard 52,159,163 
[-larding, Alan 170-1 
Harman, John 140-1,148 
Harradine, Brian 115 
Hartley, Bob 22 
Hartrey, Tom 204-5 
Hawke, A.R.G. 
- dispute with Joe Chamberlain 97-105, 

113,132 
Hawke (ARG) government 56-7,125,147 
Hawke (RJL) government 123-4 
Henderson, Yvonne 175-6,229 
Hetherington, Bob 219,233-4 
High Court of Australia 81 
Hoffrran, Hans 10 

- 

Hoft, Les 163 
Holland 65 
Holman, J.B. 47 
Holman, May 47,50-1 
Home and Community Care Advisory 

Committee 182,248-9 
Hood, "Mick" 47 
House of Reps see Federal Parliament 
Hughes, Billy 79 
Hunt, Lyall 131 
Hutchison, Ruby 51-60,62,84-5,102,134,  

137,141,145-6,149,160-1,163,243,265 
- attitude to LC 52-3,57-8,144,146 
- founding organisations 53 

Industrial Arbitration Act 185,211 
Industrial Arbitration Commission 93 
Industrial Arbitration Court 26-7 
Instant Sports Lottery 203 
Israel 
- Kibbutz 70-1 
- visit to 64,68-73 
issues interested in 174-5,181,183-92 

James, Dan 84-5 
Jamieson, Cohn 100,140-1,148,235-6 
Johnson, Edna 47 

Kaub, Gillian 243-4 
Kennelly, Pat 98-100 



4. 

Labor Federation 25 
Labor Women's Organisation see under ALP 
Lavery, Fred 52-4 
Lawrence, Carmen 195 
Lee Kuan Yew 64 
Legislative Assembly 
- Speakers 140,151 
Legislative Council 
- abolition of 52-3,146-7,238-9 
- address-in-reply 151-2,159,187,190 
- attitude to 144,146-7,154-5,159,165-7, 

238-9 
- Bills presented to 154-5,165-7,184-8, 

191,210-1 
- Clerk of 162-3,225 
- Deputy ALP Whip 222 
- Deputy Chairman of Committees 221-2, 

224 
- dress in 59-60 
- East Metro Province 219 
- farewell speech 241-2,263-5 
- franchise for 52-3,56 
- government v oppposition 210-1 
- interjections in 154,156-7 
- Leaders of 150,206-7,234-5 
- legislation, defeat of 56-8 
- legislation, interest in 174-6,184-8 
- maiden speech in 71-2 
- members of 51-3,226-30,233-4 
- relations between 58 
- women 228-9 
- attitude to 56,58,157-8,168 

see also under Parliament and 
- by name of member 

- North Central Province 219 
- NE Metro Province 52,136-7,140,168, 

174,193,212,219,227 
- President 223-6 
- public perceptions of 57-8 
- questions 188 
- quorum in 158 
- reform of 56-8,146-7,151,154-5,238-9 
- retirement from 220 
- seating in 153 
- sitting hours 165-7,200 
- South East Metro Province 219 
- speaking in 151-2,154-7,178 
- staff of 162-3,225 
- Standing Orders Committee 224 
- Suburban Province 52 
- Supply Bill 155,187,226 
- swearing in 153 
- unfairness of 154-5,188,206-7 
- Whips 153,222,228-9 
- women members 228-9 
Lewis, Sandy 227 
Liberal Party 14-5,19,60,77,79,89,107, 

120 
- Parliamentary Liberal Party 167,186, 

194,204,206-7,230 
Liquor Act 230 
Lockridge 174,189,239  

London 55,62-3,73,75 
Loudon, Thelma 138 
Lyla Elliott Family Day Care Centre 245 

McAleer, Margaret 228-9,233 
McCarthyism 15,45,60,83,113 
McKenzie, Fred 175,219-20,228,248 
MacKinnon, Graham 53-4,157,234 
McManus, Senator 79 
McMullan, Bob 130 
McNeill, Neil 230 
Mannix, Archbishop 62 
marihuana 202 
marriage 246-7,250 
Marsden, Val 195 
Masella family 4 
Matthews, Flo 47 
Maylands 213 
Maylands electorate 140 
Medcalf, Ian 176,234-5 
media 18 
- relationship with 177-8 

see also press, under ALP and 
Chamberlain, F.E. 

medical services 4-5 
Meir, Golda 64 
Membrey, Ros 160 
Menagh, Clarrie 131,133 
Mensaros, Andrew 135 
Menzies government 92,107 
Menzies, Sir Robert 13,15,60-1,80-1,114 
Midland 174 
Midland Abattoirs 33 
Midland Workshops 239 
Mirrabooka electorate 140,142,146 
Miscellaneous Workers' Union 99, 131,217 
Mitchell, Warren 191 
Moore, Norman 204 
Morgan, Gwyn 73 
Morley 174,213 
Mt Lawley 212-3 
music 7,42-4 
Musicians' Union 135 
My New Year Wish (poem) 211,257 

National Civic Council 94 
National Party 167,194,201,206,230 
Nationalist Parties 79 
Native Affairs, Department of 71 
Nestles Milk Factory see under Waroona 
night cart 4 
North Central Province 219 
North East Metro Province 52,136-7,140, 

168,174,193,212,219,227 
North West Cape 95,114 
Northern Territory 95 
nuclear war 264-5 
Nulsen Haven 249 

O'Brien, Jim 128 
Olney, Howard 234 
ombudsman 208 



5. 

Painters' Union 217 
Paltridge, Shane 129-30 
Parker, David 248 
Parliament, Federal 15 
Parliament House 
- bar 58,169 
- dining room 58,130,169-70 
- women stewards 223 

- electorate offices in 48,161-2 
- entertaining in 170-3 
- facilities in 161-2,193-4,223-4 
- Library 156,160-1,193,224 
- press gallery 177-8 
- public galleries 159-60 
- staff of 162,265 
- Hansard 163-4 

- visits to 159,170-3 
Parliament of Western Australia 
- attitude to women in 56,58,135-6,143, 

148,157-8,168 
- Cabinet 147-8,151,221,233-4 
- campaigning for 135,140-5,212-3 
- constituents see under electorate 

duties 
- decision to enter 52,55-6,134-9,144,146 
- effect on personality 168-9 
- electoral reform 56,146-7,151,154,208, 

238-9 
- government v opposition 154,176,187-8 
- Hansard 52,159,163 
- Joint House Committee 223-4 
- Joint Library Committee 224 
- Legislative Assembly see separate 

heading 
- Legislative Council see separate 

heading 
- members 
- relationships between 141,169,173,220 
- status in community 193 
- view of being 199-200,239-42,244-5,263 

- opening of 153,160 
- redistributions 212,219 
- Royal Commissions 155,201 
- Select Committees 201 
- supply, rejection of 155 
Parliamentary Country Party see Country 
Party 

Parliamentary labor Party see under ALP 
Parliarrenta ry Liberal Party see under 

Liberal Party 
Parliamentary National Party see 

National Party 
party politics 229-33 
Passaris, Kay 12 
Perry, Tom 201 
Perth 5,11-2 
Petrov Royal Commission 91 
piano accordion 43 
Piesse, Win 228-9,233 
Pike, Bob 227 
Pinjarra 5,33 
poetry 211,257-262  

politics 7,14,44 
- decision to enter 134-7 
- in home 14 
Pougher, Dr John 201 
press see under ALP, and Charrberlain, F.E 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 184 
Privy Council 81 
Puccini, Peter 43 

Quakers 45 

radio 5 
reading 6-7 
redistributions 212,219 
Reedy 1-2 
referendums 81 
Reid, Alan 114 
religious affiliation 8 
retirement from politics 241-3 
- activities since 248-9 
Roberts, John 162-3,225 
Rottnest Island 41-2 
Royal Commission into Alcohol and Drugs, 

155,201-3 
Royal Commissions 155,201-4 
RSPCA 184 
Russia 14-5,60 
- Stalinist 14,60 

St Johns Prrbulance 181-2 
St Josephs Convent 2-3 
Same, Betty 195,198 
Santarraria, B.A. 61,75,83,87-8 
Savoy Hotel 43 
Scaddan, John 79 
Schmella, Jack 29-30 
secretarial training 2,11-2 
Select Committee on Sport and Recreation 

203-4,228 
Select Committees 201,203-4 
Senate see under Federal Parliament 
Senior Citizens' Centre, Lockridge 174, 
239,245 

Sewell, Bill 148 
shark attack 12 
Singapore 43-4 
Skidmore, Jack 214 
Socialist International Congress 64 
South East Metro Province 219 
speeches 
- attitude to 44,55-6,73,134,137,153-4, 

196-8,220 
- giving 44,73-4,151-2 
- writing 155,160-1 
sport 6 
Stalinist Russia 14,60 
State aid for private schools 106-8 
SGIO 208,237 
SGIO franchise 56-7 
State Housing Commission 189 
Stockholm 64-5 
Stout, Vic 118-9 



strikes 32-4 
Stubbs, Claude 148,153-4,194-5 
Suburban Province 52 
Sullivan, Des 42 
The Sunday Independent 199,211 
Swan electorate 140,212-3 
Swanbourne Hospital 131 

Tangney, Dorothy 51 
Taylor, Ian 182 
Telecom 198-9 
television 5-6,18 
Thompson, Ron 153 
Thoughts of a Vietnamese Mother (poem) 

211,260-2 
Tom, Mery 140-1,150,207-8 
Tonkin, Arthur 140,142-3,145,148,150 
Tonkin government 113,140,154-5,162,167, 

173,188,201,206-10,226,263 
- achievements of 208-9 
- ministry 206-9 
Tonkin, John 59,100,102,125,139,147-50, 

152,207-8,235 
Town Hall, Perth 18,27,38,46 
Townsend, Rosa 47 
Trade Union Training Authority 48 
Trade Unions Industrial Council 17,21, 

24-5,49,93 
Trades and Labor Council 17,48-9,121 
- establishment of 23-26 
Trades Hall, Perth 13, 15,26,47,49,85 
Tranways Union 27,34 
transport 4-5,43 
twenty-first birthday 43 

Ugle, Phillip 163 
unions and unionism 15,19,23,25-6,46-9, 
68,138 

- officials 46-7 
- support of ALP 22,24-6 
see also 

Ku-stralian Council of Trade Unions 
by name of union 
Trade Unions Industrial Council 
Trades and Labor Council 

United Nations 45,69,87 
Unity Theatre 17 
unity tickets 94-5,103 
Uren, Tom 30 

Vaughan, Grace 228-9 
Vermin Act Regulations 184 
Vietnam War 109-111,113,192 
- moratorium movement 192-3 

Waroona 2-6,10,62 
- Agricultural Show 6 
- Bank of NSW 9 
- Memorial Hall 6 
- Nestles Milk factory 2-3,9-12 
- Wesfarmers 9 
water supplies 3-4  

Watkins, Jackie 229 
Webb, Harry 80 
Wells, Peter 227 
WA Epilepsy Assn 53,56 
Whitaker, Ben 65 
White, John Edwin 246-7,250 
Whitehouse, Alma 195 
Whitlain, Gough 18,30,114-5,120-2 
- and Vietnam War 109-11,113,115 
- moves to expel from ALP 106-8 
- relationship with Joe Chamberlain 

105-9,113,116-7,132,252-3 
Whitlani government 113,208-9 
Wilkinson, Laurie 45 
Wilkinson, Nancy 45 
Willesee, Bill 150,152-3,158,163,168, 

206-8,225-6  
Williams, Charlie 16 
Williams, Joan 13,16-7,28,127 
Williams, John 201 
Wilson, Harold 63-4 
Wilson, Keith 198,203,213 
Wise, Frank 59 
Withers, Bill 228 
Women's Advisory Council 237 
Women's Information Referral Centre 195 
WIRE 237 
women's movement 243,245-6 
women's role in society 245-6 
work experience 9-12,16-7,27-30,33,36-9, 

46-7,51,62-5,68,73-4,125,133 
working class 3,8,14-5 
World Council of Churches 45 
World War II 2 
Wundowie Charcoal Iron Industry 183 
Wyndham, Cyril 31 

Yarloop 4-5 
Young, Mick 117-8 
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VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT 

ELLIOTT My name is Lyla Daphne Elliott. I was born in 

Geraldton on the 2nd of July, 1934. 

RJ And who was your father? 

ELLIOTT My father's name was Albert James Elliott. He had 

the nickname Darkie because he was a twin and his other twin 

apparently was fair and he was dark so he was given the nickname 

Darkie. 

RJ What did your Dad do? 

ELLIOTT When I was born he was a brewer at a brewery 

called the Globe Brewery in Geraldton, which is no longer in 

existence, of course. I understand he lost his job during the 

Depression years and did some labouring at various times. He was 

then a tool sharpener on a gold mine in a place called Reedy. 

Finally he was a fitter and turner and engine driver in the later 

years of his life. 

RJ And your mother, who was she? 

ELLIOTT Her name was Alvie Jean Fuiwood before she was 

married to my father. Her original name was MacPherson, but she 

was adopted at the age of three by people by the name of Fulwood. 

She was a waitress by occupation when she married my father. 

RJ Did she work after marriage? 

ELLIOTT No she didn't. 
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RJ And were there any others in the family? 

ELLIOTT I have a brother who was ten years younger than I. 

RJ And his name? 

ELLIOTT His name is Lance. 

RJ Well where did you grow up Lyla, where would you 

have spent most of your life? 

ELLIOTT As I said I was born in Geraldton. We left 

Geraldton in 1938 but moved to a place on the goldfields called 

Reedy, a mining town, goidmining town, which is now a ghost town 

although I think it might be about to be revived, the mine there. 

But we moved there in 1938 and we lived there until about mid 

1942 when we moved to Waroona in the South West. I started 

school in Reedy. I have some happy memories of my early school 

days and my first schoolteacher, a woman by the name of Miss 

Elder. I remember she was a lovely person. She got in touch 

with me several years ago actually. Apparently she'd followed my 

career over the years and contacted me. 

We moved to Waroona about mid 1942. It was during the war and 

my father was manpowered to work at Nestles milk factory which 

made condensed milk. So we went to live in Waroona. The rest of 

my school years were spent in Waroona. 

RJ At the government school? 

ELLIOTT Mainly at the State school, but unfortunately in 

those days there was no high school in Waroona and so my parents, 

not being wealthy, of course, couldn't afford to send me to Perth 

or to Bunbury and so for the last two years of my school life I 

went to the local convent in Waroona, St Joseph's Convent where I 

did my Junior. That was my ticket, of course, to a job because I 

did shorthand typing and bookkeeping as some of the subjects. I 
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might say that this was an expense to my parents who paid nine 

shillings a week for me to attend the Convent. I think it was a 

shilling a subject. 

RJ What sort of experience were your school years for 

you? 

ELLIOTT I think they were reasonably good years. I used 

to like school. Contrary to most kids I suppose, I used to enjoy 

mathematics and English, particularly composition. I don't think 

I was too bad at school. 

RJ What can you tell me about your family life? What 

was it like growing up in your family? 

ELLIOTT Well to begin with my family could be called a 

working class family. My father was a tradesman, a fitter and 

turner. He was a late starter as an apprentice. He did his 

apprenticeship for his fitting and turning and an engine driver's 

certificate when he was working at Nestles, as a mature age 

student I suppose you'd call him. So my background is from a 

family with a low income. I think my father was earning about 

five pounds a week as a tradesman. Out of that they were buying 

a house. They decided that they wanted to build their own home, 

so they borrowed 500 pounds and were paying off the loan at about 

25 shillings a week. So there were few frills about the home in 

those days, none of the modern conveniences that you have today. 

There was no such thing as a fridge, of course, or even an ice 

chest. We had what was called a Coolgardie cooler where you put 

your butter and so forth in the summer. We always had runny 

butter because the Coolgardie cooler was no substitute for a 

fridge. The only cold drink of water you could get was out of a 

rainwater tank which was usually full of wrigglies which you had 

to avoid. I'm talking about mosquito larvae, of course, but that 

was no great deal in those days. Everybody, when they went to 

the tap for a drink of water, had wrigglies in the glass that you 

had to avoid. There was no scheme water laid on in the 1940's in 

Waroona and so the water for the house came from rainwater tanks 
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and my father dug a well out the back and installed a windmill 

and this provided water for vegetables, fruit trees and chooks. 

Our bathwater was heated in a copper in the laundry and carried 

inside. There was no such thing as a washing machine. My 

mother used to boil my father's overalls in the old copper and 

what didn't come out in the copper, of course, had to be removed 

on the old scrubbing board. 

The toilet was another thing [laughs]. No such thing as a septic 

system or sewerage, it was the old pan system in those days and 

it was way down the back yard, of course. It was emptied once a 

week. I always remember the night man was a man called Charlie 

Della. Charlie used to collect the pans in his horse drawn cart 

and he'd move painfully slowly up and down the street with his 

load of cans. Of course in those days our only form of transport 

was a bicycle so if you were riding down the street and you saw 

Charlie down the road, you used to put your head down, hold your 

breath and pedal like hell. [Laughs]. If you were really 

unlucky you copped him on the way back as well. 

As I said the bicycle was the only form of transport on wheels as 

far as our family was concerned, and it used to be our transport 

to work, down to the shops to do our shopping and for recreation 

purposes. I remember we had friends in Hamel, Italian friends we 

used to visit. My father used to fix our friend's milking 

machine. So we used to ride out on the weekends and see our 

friends the Masellas. Of course when my brother was born in the 

Yarloop Hospital which was eight miles away, the only way my 

father and I could get there was on our pushbikes. I'll always 

remember being very disgusted that after, as a ten year old kid, 

pushing my bike all the way to Yarloop, they wouldn't allow me 

into the hospital to see my new brother because in those days the 

policy was that they wouldn't allow children in to see new born 

babies apparently. When we did get around to graduating from a 

bicycle to a motor vehicle it was an old burnt out body of an 

Austin Seven that my father bought for, I think, 55 pounds. He 

rebuilt the motor and repainted the bodywork and my mother made 
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the upholstery for the seats and the hood on her sewing machine. 

We used to come to Perth at the great speed of about 35 miles an 

hour I remember. 

There was no hospital in Waroona in those days or even a doctor 

or a dentist in residence. The doctor would come once a week 

from Yarloop but if there were any emergencies you had to go to 

either Yarloop or Pinjarra Hospitals or if you needed other 

medical or dental attention, of course, you used to catch the 

train to Perth or Bunbury, but mainly to Perth. The train in 

those days was called the Shopper which was the Friday train and 

most people came to Perth on the Shopper either for shopping or 

for treatment or to go to the dentist or hospital or something. 

There was also another one called the milk train which was a very 

slow freight train that used to travel in the early hours of the 

morning. I remember once going, I think I was going to Bunbury 

on that with my mother to get some treatment, dental or medical 

treatment or something. 

The train trip to Perth was pretty exciting. It was always a 

great outing for people who lived in Waroona although it's only 

70 miles away. In those days it seemed like a much greater 

distance. It seemed as though you were very remote because 

transport was so slow. In fact the train was so slow that we 

used to stop at Pinjarra for a pie on the way home, a pie and a 

cup of tea. It was a fairly friendly trip. They were individual 

carriages that would hold about six to eight people so by the 

time you got to Waroona, people would be chatting and you'd get 

to know each other. It was quite a different experience from the 

transport of today on the train. 

There was no television, of course, in those days; I'm talking 

about the 1940's. The big radio event of the week was the Lux 

Radio Theatre on Sunday nights when you'd all sit around the 

kitchen wood stove, knitting or crocheting. There were such 

serials as Dad and Dave, and Ada and Elsie, and the quiz shows 

compered by Jack Davey and Bob Dyer. People read a lot more then 
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and, of course, they had dinner at the table and so they talked 

more instead of sitting in front of the television as they do 

today. 

One of the things that we really needed in those days was a 

library which didn't exist. There was no public library in 

Waroona. I remember I used to hire books from the local 

newsagent at two shillings a time. The entertainment was the 

pictures once a week in the Memorial Hall and I'll never forget 

those hard chairs in the Memorial Hall. The big annual event was 

the agricultural show when people, of course, always bought a new 

a dress and a new hat and it was quite an occasion. It was a 

like a mini Royal Show with your side shows. I remember the 

gypsies used to come every year and tell your fortune and they 

told me I was going to be married at 21 with six children or 

something. [Laughs]. Oh you entered things. I used to enter 

scones and sponge cakes and embroidery and all this sort of 

thing. It was quite an occasion. Then there was a ball at the 

end of the day, the show ball. No alcohol of course. Alcohol 

wasn't important to teenagers in those days because the legal 

drinking age was 21. I think most kids stuck to that. I don't 

remember a lot of teenagers getting into trouble drinking. I've 

often thought how sad it is that the drinking age was lowered to 

eighteen because when you went to balls and dances you went there 

to dance, you didn't go there to drink and there was a lot less 

trouble as I remember. Teenagers were a lot happier then. 

So far as sport was concerned I didn't really play a lot of 

competitive sport. When I went to school I was involved in 

athletics and used to win a few trophies for running and high 

jumping and this sort of thing,1  but when I left school I didn't 

seem to be involved in a lot of sport. I don't know why looking 

-------------------- 
In 1947 in the first Inter School Sports meeting held in 

Waroona, Lyla Elliott tied as Girls' Open Champion and was the 
overall Girl Intermediate Champion Athlete (RJ). 
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back. It was possible to do so. I mean they had hockey and 

tennis and basketball, but I can't remember why I didn't get 

involved. I think I must have been too busy doing other things. 

RJ Did you get involved with music at all? 

ELLIOTT Not until later in life when I bought a piano 

accordion, but that was when I was about 21. I always thought 

I'd like to learn the piano but my parents really couldn't afford 

to buy one so I didn't ever do anything about it until I was 

older and then I bought a piano accordion which I subsequently 

sold to get the money for a trip to Singapore [laughs]. 

RJ You spoke of borrowing books from the local 

newsagent at two shillings a time. What sort of things did you 

like to read? 

ELLIOTT Oh very simple romantic novels. Frances Parkinson 

Keyes I think was one author I used to read but nothing very 

serious, certainly nothing like the sort of serious reading I've 

done in recent years on sociology and current affairs and these 

sorts of things. Life in those days was just so simple. The 

education was so elementary and so minimal you weren't really 

stimulated as a teenager to broaden your thinking. I remember 

when I did my Junior each subject was based on about one or two 

text books. There was no school library. You weren't encouraged 

to seek knowledge. You weren't encouraged to go to libraries and 

look up things. You were presented with one or two text books 

and you had to learn from those and you were examined on those. 

So it wasn't a very stimulating sort of education. So when you 

left school it was with the one great objective of firstly 

getting a job, then a boy friend and enjoying life [laughs] and 

ultimately, I suppose, getting married and having a family and 

living happily ever after. So when I left school and went 

straight to work, my mind was thinking along these lines, you 

know. I wasn't really into welfare and politics and these sorts 

of things: current affairs. I was really only interested in the 

immediate things that affected me and my family and my peers. 
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RJ Was yours a churchgoing family? 

ELLIOTT At various times - not seriously. They claimed to 

be Church of England and they did go to different churches. They 

tried different religions but although they would call themselves 

Christians and in filling in official forms, of course, they 

claimed to be Church of England, they weren't really religious 

people in the way of churchgoers. I remember them taking me 

along to different types of churches. They were seeking some 

sort of religious philosophy I suppose they could find credible. 

I don't think they ever did really. 

RJ You are reported as saying about your youth, "I 

think I have a strong affinity with working people because my 

parents were working people who struggled all their lives. They 

were decent-living people but life was a struggle for them."1  To 

what extent, Lyla, just how bad a struggle? 

ELLIOTT Well not, of course, to the point of poverty that 

you know in some families. We weren't really a deprived family. 

As far as I remember my father was never without a job. At times 

during the Depression when I was very young he was, but in later 

years he was always employed; a hard working tradesman. But it 

seemed that there was never any money to spare. By the time the 

loan for the house was met and the basics of food and clothing, 

there was never anything left over for some of the luxuries of 

life that you have today. There was never enough money for a 

good holiday. There was never enough money to get somebody to 

paint the house or to go out and buy new things. My father would 

spend his holidays, once he bought this old car, repairing the 

car or painting the house. There never seemed to be enough to do 

really pleasurable things that people expect today. I mean I've 

already talked about the basic things in the house. You didn't 

have the sorts of electrical appliances and things that made life 

easy like you have today. Well that didn't seem to be so 

important. I always remember my mother had to carefully manage 

-------------------- 
1 Sunday Independent, Feb 14, 1971. 
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every penny that came into the house to make ends meet so that 

they were never in debt. Tradesmen weren't very well paid in 

those days. He was fairly well qualified having a ticket as a 

fitter and turner and an engine driver as well and he was really 

quite good at his job. I suppose everything's relative, isn't 

it? I mean if you compare it with other families, you can always 

find people worse off. But it seemed to me all the time I was 

growing up until I went to work myself that it was always a 

struggle for them to make ends meet. 

RJ What happened to you after you left school? When 

would it have been that you left school? 

ELLIOTT I did my Junior in 1949 and so I left school at 

the end of 1949 when I was fifteen. I nearly got a job in the 

Bank of New South Wales. Actually I never really forgave them 

for this but [laughs] I had been promised that when I left school 

I would get a job in the local branch in Waroona, you see. So I 

was looking forward to this but when I fronted up for the job 

somebody else was given it instead. So, as I said, it took me a 

long time to get over that. But probably they did me a good turn 

because had I got that job I would never have ended up a member 

of Parliament and my life would have been very different. No 

doubt I would have gone on in the bank and probably ended up 

marrying a bank officer or something and that's how life would 

have gone along for me, but I didn't get the job with the Bank of 

New South Wales. So for a couple of weeks before Christmas I 

went to work for Wesfarmers in Waroona. I was only there, as I 

said, for a short period and then a job came up at Nestles in the 

office, Nestles factory, for a junior office girl, which I 

applied for and got and was paid the princely sum of 30 shillings 

a week. 

It was quite a traumatic experience that job because, you may 

find this hard to believe, but until then I had never used a 

telephone in my life. That was another thing you didn't have in 

the house; there was no such thing as a telephone. So when I 

first started the job at Nestles, of course, one of my duties was 
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to answer the telephone. It wasn't a pleasant little ring like 

many phones have today. There used to be this ghastly shutter 

that dropped down and made an awful noise. I used to just about 

jump out of my skin every time this thing dropped down and rang. 

That was bad enough but I hadn't had any experience on the phone 

and so I was very nervous when I picked the phone up to answer 

it. Well the first day I was there the shutter dropped down and 

it was the manager ringing from his office. The manager was a 

man called Hans Hoffman. He was a German and turned out to be a 

kind person, a nice person, but I didn't know this at the time. 

He was the manager and he was rather frightening as far as I was 

concerned. This rather stern voice at the other end said, "Call 

up nine." I said, "Pardon?" He said, "Call up nine." I knew 

there was no number in Waroona number nine. So I said, "Yes 

Sir," and hung up and then started to get all nervous about how 

I would call up nine. I wasn't quite sure what the nine was. 

But it appeared that he was asking me to ring Coolup nine, 

because Coolup, of course, was a town about eight miles from 

Waroona. A lot of the milk producers lived in Coolup and he was 

asking me to ring Coolup nine but I thought he was telling me to, 

"Call up nine," with his accent. So it was rather frightening as 

a new girl just in the job. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE ONE 
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TAPE ONE SIDE TWO 

ELLIOTT I was also given great power in this job as a 

junior office girl and that was to press the hooter. They had a 

system in the factory that if the manager or the engineer or the 

accountant was wanted on the telephone, you had to blow the 

hooter. So it was my job to blow one for the manager, two for 

the engineer and three for the accountant, you see. This was 

another thing that gave me cause for great nerves, because I 

couldn't believe that I would have this power of pressing this 

button that made such an awful noise and I was never quite sure 

whether I should do it or not. Anyway I finally got used to that 

and after a while used to press it without any hesitation at all 

whenever the phone rang for the manager or the others. 

I was only there about six months as a junior when the manager's 

secretary left (I was aged sixteen at the time) and as I was the 

only one in the office who could do shorthand, I was given the 

job as the manager's secretary. So that was a bit of luck 

because I was still quite young and it was a very good job 

actually. It gave me a good grounding for future work in Perth 

because, as I said, my formal education was pretty minimal. So 

the experience in Nestles in Waroona as the manager's secretary 

was very helpful to future jobs. 

RJ Just how good were you at shorthand, what sort of 

speed would you have had at that time? 

ELLIOTT Oh 80 to a 100 then but in later years I could 

take down speeches verbatim with the experience I had in later 

years. I used to quite enjoy shorthand and it was quite handy 

having it when this job came up. I've had girls in recent years 

who are interested in a career in an office say that they're not 

interested in shorthand and I've always said to them I think it's 

a good idea for any girl who's looking to a career in an office 

to be able to do shorthand, because you haven't always got a tape 

recorder handy and sometimes the boss might want to ring up and 
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dictate something over the phone. It's always appeared to me 

that it was a very handy skill to have and it certainly stood me 

in good stead, not only for my first job, this one, but in later 

years when I had to record important conferences and executive 

meetings. 

RJ Right, what happened to you after that time? How 

long did you spend as secretary to the manager? 

ELLIOTT About eighteen months. I went there early '50, 

late 1 49/early '50, and we left in early '52. So I was six 

months an office girl and eighteen months secretary to the 

manager. In early '52 my family moved to Perth. My father went 

to work at Brownes Dairy and we went to live at the house next 

door in Charles Street. 

Soon after moving to Perth, I got a job at the Broome Freezing 

and Chilling Works, which was the Perth office, of course, for 

the Broome works. It was a little one-roomed outfit on the 

sixth floor in Gledden Buildings. There were three of us there: 

the boss Bernard Farrell, his secretary, Kay Passaris, and me. 

The Broome Meatworks was a family concern with the Broome works 

being run by Dermott Farrell and the Perth office run by his 

brother, Bernard. The secretary to Bernard was, as I said, Kay 

Passaris. She was a most attractive vivacious woman who coped 

very well with a difficult disability. She lost her arm in a 

shark attack on a visit to Broome. She was up there while she 

was working for the company, went up for a holiday, and dived 

into what was supposed to be the shark proof enclosure and was 

grabbed by a shark. She would have died, of course, except that 

a doctor who was there at the time jumped in and saved her and 

saved her life, but she did lose her left arm. When I went to 

work there she used to use a typewriter which was specially 

adjusted for her to use with one hand. But she was a remarkable 

person really, very vivacious as I said and very attractive and 

coped very well. 
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Kay was married to Stan Davies who was the brother of Ron who 

later became the leader of the State Parliamentary Labor Party. 

You could say that this was where you could find the genesis of 

my life in politics because late in 1952 the Perth office of the 

Broome Freezing and Chilling Works was closing down and Ron 

Davies was in the office one day and he said he thought that the 

ALP State Executive was looking for a junior office girl. Ron, 

at that time, was the assistant secretary of the Railway 

Officers' Union. In those days most of the unions were in the 

Trades Hall. Their offices were located in the Trades Hall, as 

was the State Executive of the ALP. So people knew what was 

going on in other offices and Ron knew that there was a vacancy 

for a junior office girl and suggested I go and see a person 

called Joan Williams about the job. So I went over and saw Joan 

and she said, "Yes you can start whenever you like." So I went 

home and told my mother that I'd applied for a job at the 

Australian Labor Party and they'd agreed that I could start 

whenever I liked. I'll never forget my mother's reaction at that 

time. It was in the middle of the great anti-communist hysteria 

that was starting in those days. The campaign had been running 

since the 1949 federal election when Sir Robert Menzies got back 

on this platform and, of course, people were starting to think 

that the Labor Party was involved with communism. My mother's 

reaction when I went home, when I said that I'd got a job at the 

Labor Party, she said, "Okay, but if there's a hint of communism 

you get out." [Laughs]. Well that was 1952, 35 years ago and 

I'm still a member of the Party and very much involved. 

RJ So one of the conditions of you getting that job 

was not affiliation with the Labor Party in any way? 

ELLIOTT No. 

RJ You were not asked what....? 
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ELLIOTT No. 

RJ Were you asked what your political....? 

ELLIOTT No. No, in fact I was apolitical at the time. As 

I said earlier I hadn't taken a deep interest in politics or 

current affairs; I think like most teenagers those days. Another 

thing was you didn't vote till you were 21 either, as well as not 

drinking, so as an eighteen year old you weren't thinking about 

serious things like politics. 

RJ What about within your family? Was politics 

discussed by your parents at all? 

ELLIOTT No, not very much. No more than the average family 

talked about how government policies affect them and what they 

thought of this leader and that Prime Minister and so forth. But 

I do know that they were influenced by the anti-communist 

campaign waged by the Liberals, by the conservative parties, 

starting in 1949 when the Chifley Government was defeated. 

RJ In what way did you feel they were influenced? 

ELLIOTT I felt that they were influenced by the propaganda 

of the Liberals. It was really an overwhelming campaign because 

the conservative parties at that time were strongly supported by 

big business in Australia to get rid of the Chifley Government, 

by the banks and the insurance companies and other big business, 

so they poured millions into the coffers of the Liberals and the 

Country Party. So the campaign in 1949 was to try to convince 

the Australian people that they had to get rid of this dreadful 

Labor government because in some way or other it was aligned to 

the policies of Stalinist Russia. Working people, who were not 

well educated, who didn't read widely, who believed that if 

something is said in the paper and not challenged it must be 

true, were influenced by this. That was the first time they were 

influenced, the 1949 election. 
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Then subsequently, of course, in 1950 came the Menzies 

anti-communist legislation which was to ban the Communist Party 

which represented a very serious threat to the basic civil 

liberties of people in this country. That was the next thing, 

the introduction of that bill in the federal Parliament. Then 

there was the referendum later that year when the legislation was 

challenged in the High Court and thrown out and also the Privy 

Council ruled that it was unconstitutional. So there was the 

referendum to give the government power to change the 

constitution to ban the Communist Party, introduce all these 

things that they wanted to do. So we were going through a 

period, the beginnings in '49 and '50 of the McCarthyist, 

anti-communist hysteria that we were to suffer for the following 

two decades. This had a real impact on working people, 

particularly people who, as I said, hadn't been well educated and 

who were fed some pretty fearful things about what was happening 

in Russia and, of course, these things were happening in Russia, 

but they didn't really know whether the Labor Party was in 

support of it or not but because somebody said it, it was in the 

paper, it was repeated like the Goebbels' technique, over and 

over again, it was starting to stick, you see. So this had an 

influence on my parents and influenced them to the point of 

voting Liberal and was responsible for my mother's comment in 

1952 when I went to work for the Labor Party. But they didn't 

take a deep interest. They didn't belong to any party. My 

father was always, if I remember, a member of a union. He 

strongly believed in being a member of a trade union and was a 

member of the Amalgamated Engineering Union. But there was no 

active political involvement. 

RJ Well what was the office like when you joined the 

ALP in 1952? 

ELLIOTT When I went to work there, first of all the 

physical conditions of the office were appalling. At that time 

the State executive of the Labor Party in this State was located 

in the basement of the old Trades Hall. There was no air 

conditioning. Our only source of air was through some louvres 
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which opened up onto Beaufort Street. Now in 1952 the trams were 

still running, so that was the first thing - it was very noisy 

and every time you were on the phone and a tram went by you had 

to say, "Well excuse me just a minute," and wait till a tram 

passed before you could continue your conversation. Of course all 

the petrol fuelled vehicles were spewing out their fumes which 

found their way into the office occasionally and they too were 

noisy. I once heard something trickling outside the window and I 

opened the louvres and here was a little boy [laughs] relieving 

himself. He got the shock of his life when he saw this face 

looking up at him from the window. Anyway that was our source of 

air. We only had two offices. There was Joe Chamberlain's 

office and the office that Joan Williams and I worked in. 

The furnishings in the office were pretty minimal too, but 

perhaps the most interesting comparison with today would be the 

equipment that you used. For example we didn't have a 

photocopying machine. I don't imagine any office today would 

exist without one. Our means of reproducing was an old Gestetner 

machine which you had to literally squeeze the ink into. You'd 

run off all your circulars and your minutes on that. It was 

years before we ever got an electric typewriter, of course. I 

used to use this old chaffcutter to type the letters on. But 

despite that we seemed to get by alright. If we ever wanted a 

copy of something, if we wanted to send a copy of a letter, a 

minister's letter or some document, you couldn't photocopy it, 

you used to just retype it. 

I think it's worth mentioning the staffing situation in those 

days. The State executive office consisted of F. E. (Joe) 

Chamberlain, the general secretary, and Joan Williams, his 

secretary, and myself. Joan was the daughter of a former Labor 

member in the Legislative Council called Charlie Williams who 

represented a goldfields seat from 1928 to 1948. I remember Joan 

was a lovely person. She was there until 1956 when she left to 

get married and when I took over as Joe's secretary. But in the 

early days from '52 to '56 it was just the three of us and so we 

had quite an amount of work to get through for three people. 
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In addition to the State executive meetings which were held once 

a fortnight there was also a body called the Trade Unions 

Industrial Council which had been formed in 1947. This was under 

the auspices of the Labor Party. It wasn't a separate industrial 

body like the Trades and Labor Council is today, but was actually 

part of the Labor Party, so that unions affiliated with the Labor 

Party could have an industrial say or forward industrial items to 

the Trade Unions Industrial Council which met, I believe, 

monthly. Joe Chamberlain was the secretary of that as well as 

the State executive. So we had the industrial work as well as 

the political work. We had the State conferences to organise and 

record and Joan and I did those between us at that stage. Later 

on I used to do the conferences on my own, but when Joan was 

there we shared it. I might add that the first shock that I 

received when I went to work for the Labor Party was within a few 

weeks of joining the staff they had a State conference. For a 

green eighteen year old it was quite a frightening experience to 

sit up on the stage of the old Unity Theatre as it was called in 

those days where the conferences [were held], or at that time was 

called the State congress, but equivalent to today's State 

conference. They were held in the Unity Theatre and so within a 

few weeks I found myself sitting up on the stage of this 

conference taking the minutes. That was a fairly frightening 

experience. But anyway in addition to the State conference there 

were always the State and federal elections to run. 

RJ Just what exact work had to be done then at 

election time? What went on in your office? 

ELLIOTT We were responsible for advertising, for making 

arrangements with local radio stations for the presentation of 

tapes that came over from the Eastern States of federal leaders, 

for organising meetings, public meetings. Two things that 

happened then that you don't have today. One was Forrest Place 

meetings. Now these were quite important meetings in election 

campaigns and used to attract a great deal of attention. So they 

used to allocate the political parties so many days each in which 

they could bring a truck into Forrest Place and address the lunch 
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time crowds from, I think, twelve till two. I think it was about 

a two hour deal. This was a very important part of the campaign. 

You always put your best speakers on in Forrest Place. So we had 

to arrange for speakers to go to Forrest Place. We also were 

involved in the organising of suburban public meetings either in 

halls or on street corners. Now you never see that today, of 

course. The party has tried to organise them in recent years, 

but people aren't interested. With television you just can't get 

them out of their homes. Of course, Forrest Place meetings were 

stopped many years ago when it appeared that society was becoming 

more violent and there were fears that with the way that Forrest 

Place is constructed, apparently there were fears that there 

could be an assassination attempt or something on some prominent 

figure. One of the really bad times I remember was when Whitlam 

addressed a meeting there and the farming lobby put on a very - 

in my opinion - a disgraceful display of violence, throwing cans 

at Whitlam and were very abusive and threatening and it was 

really a frightening experience. But they  were stopped by the 

government of the day. They said, "Oh well you can go down to 

the Esplanade," but people won't go to the Esplanade. You do 

have the occasional rally down there, of course, in recent years, 

but for political meetings they've given these away as they feel 

they're ineffective and they now concentrate, as you know, on 

television and other forms of the media, but certainly public 

meetings don't take place, or very few take place in election 

campaigns. So there were the public meetings in Forrest Place 

and street corners and halls. There would be usually one main 

meeting at either the Town Hall or the old Anzac House or places 

like this when the leader would come across in the federal 

campaign. There was fundraising to be done. There were 

pamphlets to be written, newspaper advertisements to prepare and 

lodge and the proofs to be checked, and how to vote cards to be 

printed and distributed. All the usual things that you find in 

an election campaign. 

-------------------- 
1 TheForrest Place meetings (RJ). 
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RJ What means were used for raising funds? 

ELLIOTT The major donors, of course, were the trade 

unions. In that period, particularly following the 1949 

campaign, the business community became very anti-Labor and as 

the Liberal Party or the Liberal and Country Parties became more 

entrenched and the business community could see that that's where 

their interests would lie, it was very hard for Labor to get 

money out of business. It was also a period when the unions 

became very important to the Labor Party because of the threat 

from the right, which I'll talk about perhaps later on, when 

there was a threat to the Party to turn it into a right wing 

organisation. So the unions became very important to the Labor 

Party to keep it as a left wing socialist organisation. So the 

unions on the whole were very supportive and that's where the 

bulk of the money came from, as I remember, particularly in this 

State. There were the odd businesses that subscribed and you 

knew that they paid money into both camps but on the whole it was 

mainly from the unions and from perhaps fundraising activities on 

the part of the party. But in those days local branches raised 

very little money. It was mainly, if my memory serves me 

correctly, from the trade union movement which is, in my opinion, 

not unreasonable when you consider that the Labor Party was 

formed by the unions. I think some people tend to forget that 

these days, but after all it should be close to the unions and 

supported by the unions. 

RJ Was there a policy to make sure that a similar 

amount was spent on each candidate or would some areas be 

concentrated on more than others? 

ELLIOTT Yes. I think the Party has always looked at 

marginal seats first, of course, and that's where if there is any 

money, or if money is short, you look to your marginals and 

that's where most of the money goes. In the seats that were 

considered unwinnable, I don't think the candidates in those days 

received much assistance at all and many of them used to finance 

their election campaigns out of their own pockets. I think 
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perhaps sometimes it was with a view to later on getting a better 

seat that they could stand for, but yes I think that it was a bit 

unfair to those people in those days that they did have to, many 

of them, meet the costs of their campaigns from their own pockets 

whereas in marginal seats or blue ribbon seats the Party seemed 

to place all its resources. 

END OF TAPE ONE SIDE TWO 
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TAPE TWO SIDE ONE 

RJ What were your early impressions of Joe 

Chamberlain when you came to work at the ALP? 

ELLIOTT I thought he was a very pleasant person and very 

easy to work for. He expected the work to be done well and 

efficiently. He didn't like letters with mistakes in them, but 

if you did make mistakes he didn't bawl you out. He was a fairly 

kind person and corrected you in a fairly kind way, but he let 

you know that he wanted things done properly. 

RJ How busy an office was it? What sort of hours did 

you find yourself working? 

ELLIOTT Well it was very busy office, but we just worked 

the normal nine to five hours, as I remember, five days a week. 

RJ Saturday morning? 

ELLIOTT I don't think there was much Saturday work. Of 

course, when you had elections and conferences and things like 

this there was overtime, but normally it was nine to five, as I 

remember. 

RJ And just how was the Party structured in those 

times that you were working there, when you first went to the 

ALP? 

ELLIOTT At that time there was a very close relationship 

between the trade unions and the Labor Party. This was something 

that Joe Chamberlain was very keen to see continued that the 

unions would play an important role in the policy making part of 

the Labor Party. So, as I've already said, there was an 

industrial body called the Trade Unions Industrial Council to 

which unions affiliated with the Party would have direct 

representation and send through industrial items. But in 
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addition to this the Party was broken up into nine divisions, 

nine districts throughout the State. They were called District 

Councils. There were three in the metropolitan area called the 

Metropolitan Council, Fremantle and Midland Councils. Then you 

had six in the country, like the South West District Council, 

Great Southern, Avon, Eastern Goldfields and so on. The Councils 

were made up of representatives from unionists in the area and of 

representatives of ALP branches. They had the responsibility 

for meeting regularly, receiving items and they would send them 

on to the State executive. But at that time the unions, as I 

said, had a very important role in participating in the 

functioning of the party at a local level through the Councils, 

through the district Councils. Now the way they were financed 

was through union affiliation dues. Each union affiliated paid 

so much for males and so much for females. I think it was about 

three shillings for males and one and six for females (I couldn't 

be sure, I think it was about that) except the AWU which had a 

special privilege of paying less because in the old days they 

used to use their organisers in the North West to do work on 

behalf of the Party, so they paid a lesser amount. But as a rule 

it was three shillings and one and six. Now we used to send out 

accounts to the unions who were affiliated once a quarter and 

when the money came in four/ninths of it would go to the District 

Councils, based on the number of unionists and others living in 

their area. They would get four/ninths of the dues received on 

behalf of these people and that paid for the administrative costs 

of the District Councils, all of which had part time secretaries, 

with the exception of Metropolitan which had a full time 

secretary who was called Bob Hartley. The District Councils 

would nominate delegates to the State executive. 

The selection of candidates for Parliament in those days was very 

different from today. Today they're selected by the State 

executive, plus a panel from the appropriate electorate council, 

but in those days they had the old selection ballot system where 

thousands of ballot papers used to go out to the unions and 

people who lived in a certain area, unionists - for example 

people who were members of a union and lived in Midland would be 
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able to vote for the member of Parliament representing that area 

through his union. So he would be given a ballot paper to select 

the candidate for the Labor Party for that area. That was 

affiliated unions and branches in that particular area. Of 

course, the people who were candidates for selection all had to 

go out and address union meetings and branch meetings so they 

would become known and get enough votes to win the ballot. But 

there were two major weaknesses in this system as I saw it. One 

was that you had people voting for Labor candidates who, although 

they were affiliated through their membership of the Party, were 

not necessarily Labor supporters. That was the first thing. The 

other thing was that quite often the union with the - of course, 

I suppose it's all a numbers' game, but the union with the 

greatest number of members was very influential in the selection 

of candidates for Parliament and this applied particularly to 

unions like the Australian Workers Union. It was often the 

person who the secretary of the union liked who got the job. 

[Laughs]. It was a very sloppy system, I think, very 

unsatisfactory. In theory it sounds very democratic and it 

certainly got people out amongst the rank and file introducing 

themselves. But it was full of loopholes and weaknesses and most 

unsatisfactory as far as I was concerned and I think the present 

system is much better. But they were the old selection ballots. 

Then there were, as I said, the nine d-t't-La-t councils. 

RJ Sorry just before you get off that, when did that 

preselection process change, do you remember, approximately? 

ELLIOTT Yes. I think that changed about the same time as 

the district council system changed. That was at the time of the 

establishment of the Trades and Labor Council in 1963. For a 

number of years the federal unions in particular were unhappy 

with the situation where you had an industrial body as part of 

the political set up. They wanted a separate industrial 

organisation. Not only the federal unions but there were others 

for political reasons wanted it, people who were communists or 

DLP people. So you had the people from the left and the right 

who were not happy because people who were selected as delegates 
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to the TUIC had to be members of the Labor Party. They couldn't 

be a member of any other political organisation, you see, so you 

couldn't have a communist or a DLP member sitting on the TUIC 

while it was under the auspices of the Labor Party. So you had 

the push coming from three directions: the communist, the DLP and 

the federal unions wanted separation, and people who really 

believed that you could achieve more industrially by having a 

separate body. 

So finally the State Conference of the Labor Party in 1962 agreed 

to the establishment of a separate industrial body, the Trades 

and Labor Council which came into existence on the 1st of January 

1963. But this meant that with the divorcing of the industrial 

side you had to have a new political wing. The District Councils 

had to be replaced by some system and at that time they set up 

what were called Electorate Councils. I think it was at that 

stage they also changed the selection system but it really didn't 

work. The Electorate Councils were quite unsatisfactory because 

as soon as the TLC was set up, the unions lost interest in the 

Electorate Councils because they didn't have any teeth. They 

weren't decision making bodies like the old District Councils 

were. I don't really remember the constitution of the Electorate 

Councils but I know they were unsatisfactory. They didn't work. 

The unions didn't send along representatives. So it was felt that 

the role they were playing was quite ineffectual as far as the 

Party organisation was concerned. They were subsequently 

replaced by the present Electorate Councils. I think they were 

originally called Divisional Councils. Anyway the present ones 

are Electorate Councils and they're playing a much better role, a 

much more effective role than the initial bodies set up. They're 

given more say in the Party's affairs. Branches now send items 

through the Electorate Councils for consideration before they go 

to the State executive. Also they have a say in the selection 

of parliamentary candidates by selecting the panel to go on to 

the State executive when a selection ballot is held. So the 

present day Electorate Councils are in a way, I suppose, 

functioning a bit like the old District Councils. 
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RJ Joe Chamberlain is said to have opposed that 

separation of the industrial and parliamentary wing.1 To your 

knowledge is that correct? 

ELLIOTT Yes. 

RJ Why did he oppose it? 

ELLIOTT He felt that the reason that the Labor Party came 

into existence was because the unions could not achieve what they 

wanted to by industrial or direct action. They were powerless 

without having access to parliamentary machinery, to the power of 

the State through Parliament. It was only when the union backed 

candidates started getting into Parliament and achieving the 

right sort of legislation that working people saw some 

improvement in the situation or saw really effective changes. 

The unions, of course, had achieved a certain amount but they 

could only go so far and while you had the power of the State, 

the police, and the courts and the Parliaments with no influence 

from working people, they weren't really getting very far at all. 

It's an historical fact that the unions formed the Labor 

Federation, which later became the Labor Party, for this purpose. 

Joe Chamberlain felt that by divorcing the industrial movement 

from the political movement, by weakening the ties between the 

two, by unions perhaps disaffiliating from the Labor Party 

because they couldn't afford affiliation fees for both the Trades 

and Labor Council and the Labor Party, that this was going to 

weaken the political wing. He also felt that it gave a much 

bigger platform to the extreme left and the extreme right. But 

his main motivation in opposing it was that he felt it would 

weaken the Labor Party constitutionally and financially. 

-------------------- 
MITCHELL, D. in Westralian Portraits, Perth, Uni of WA, 1979, 
p. 257 
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RJ And was he right? 

ELLIOTT No. There have been times when unions have 

disaffiliated from the Party but many, many of them have retained 

their affiliation with the Party and supported the Party. He was 

right to the extent that a lot of unions perhaps think they can 

achieve more through the TLC than they can the political wing of 

the Labor Party. But I think that some of his worst fears 

weren't realised. 

RJ How did the formation of the TLC affect the 

working of the office? 

ELLIOTT Well we lost the industrial work. Part of Joe 

Chamberlain's duties when he had the industrial work was to 

appear before the Industrial Arbitration Court in this State to 

argue basic wage cases on behalf of the workers of the State. So 

that was something that he lost. He didn't have to do that any 

more. He was also a delegate to the Australian Council of Trade 

Unions so that was one less job that he had. Of course, there 

was a lot involved in the industrial side that left the office 

when the TLC was formed. We took over things that the old 

District Councils used to do, for example property management. 

Now in the days of the District Councils they set up trades halls 

all over the place, in Kalgoorlie and Fremantle and Midland, and 

of course, the old Perth Trades Hall. This became a real 

headache when we took it over because a lot of property was 

pretty downgraded and needed renovations or replacement. Also 

the managing of the Perth Trades Hall. The work that we lost as 

far as the industrial side was concerned was replaced by property 

management, collecting rent and running the halls, maintaining 

them. The first thing he did was to jazz up the old Trades Hall 

a bit. Nothing like it is today of course, but he put down new 

floor coverings and had the place painted. These were time 

consuming things, you know. But that was one change that I 

remember: taking over the property management in place of the 

industrial work. 
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Amongst the visitors to Trades Hall were a group of Indonesian cadets, 
pictured with Herb Graham, MLA, and Lyla Elliott, 1961. 
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RJ Did you get a better office out of that? 

ELLIOTT No. For the eighteen years that I worked for the 

Labor Party [laughs] it was spent in the dungeons of the old 

Trades Hall looking up onto Beaufort Street [laughs]. It was 

only many years later in the 1970's that the Labor Centre was 

changed and a new building put up when the office was moved 

upstairs. I think they use the old State executive office as a 

store room now. 

RJ You spoke of Joe Chamberlain being the advocate at 

the time of the basic wage cases. How well did he prepare cases 

like that? 

ELLIOTT Very well. He was very conscientious in preparing 

any case that he had to handle. I think that's how he became so 

well known and how he got the job as the secretary of the Labor 

Party in the first place. When he was secretary of the Tramways 

Union he undertook a job to improve the conditions of the tramway 

workers at the time. I think he was so thorough and did such a 

good job, which was recognised by the Judge of the Arbitration 

Court, that he became known as a very efficient person and a 

competent person. When the job for the general secretary came up 

I think this stood him in good stead for the job. Whenever he 

prepared for a speech or for a basic wage case or any job that he 

was undertaking, he was very conscientious about it. 

RJ What we haven't identified yet is the fact that in 

1956 when you were aged 22 you became Joe Chamberlain's 

secretary. How did that come about? 
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ELLIOTT 1956. 

RJ 1956. 

ELLIOTT Yes. Well Joan Williams was his secretary then. 

I was the only other person in the office so it was a natural 

progression I suppose. When Joan left to get married I got 

Joan's job. That's how it happened. 

RJ And was someone else appointed to replace you as 

the junior office girl? 

ELLIOTT Yes. 

RJ Once you became Joe's secretary just what were 

your duties? 

ELLIOTT From 1956. Well a major one was the books for the 

Labor Party. I used to keep the Labor Party's books and send out 

all the accounts and this sort of thing. I was responsible for 

getting the money in and balancing the books at the end of the 

year. That was his secretary's job in those days; they now have 

an accountant who does that. So there were the books. There was 

acting as a bit of a watchdog so that people didn't waste his 

time. As you can imagine being only one official he was a very 

busy person and it wasn't possible to let everybody who called or 

rang, through. So I had to sort of check to see whether I could 

help them without wasting his time. Sometimes you met quite a 

bit of hostility because people couldn't get through to him but 

it just wasn't possible in the hours available in each day to put 

every caller through. So it was my job to fend off people and 

try to answer questions and to sort of protect him from time 

wasting calls. 

There were the normal duties of a secretary of course, tending to 

his mail and writing letters and I used to prepare - or his 

secretary at the time, Joan used to and then myself, prepare the 

work for the conferences, the State conferences. When I was his 
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secretary, in addition to preparing the work for conference, 

used to take the minutes of the conference myself and type them 

back and prepare the report. 

I was very much involved at election times in helping to draw up 

and vet advertisements for elections. Helping to organise 

election campaigns. Helping to organise Labor Day rallies. This 

came later actually the Labor Day rallies. Prior to '63 the, I 

think it was the Metropolitan Council secretary, Bob Hartley, 

used to be involved in the Labor Day rallies but when we took 

over the work of his office that, I think, was when we took over 

the organising of the Labor Day rallies. They subsequently died 

out as union banners became older and older and they didn't 

replace them and the people who came along to watch the marches 

gradually dwindled away. So they finally did away with the Labor 

Day processions and they became meaningless to a lot of people 

who didn't appreciate what they were all about and the fact that 

they were to represent the achievements of unions for working 

people. So that was another thing: organising the Labor Day 

rallies. 

But before we get to that time, as you know Joe Chamberlain was 

also involved in the federal sphere and in 1955 became the 

federal president, subsequently federal secretary. Now when he 

was involved in federal conferences as federal secretary or 

federal executive meetings, it was my job to accompany him to 

these meetings and take the minutes and attend to the business 

following the executive meeting or conference. The first one I 

went to, I think, was in 1959 when I helped another secretary 

Kath Gallogly. She had been the then federal secretary's 

secretary. At that stage a fellow called Jack Schmella from 

Queensland was the federal secretary and Kath was his secretary. 

So in '59 I went over to assist Kath. So that was my first 

experience of a federal conference. But following that Jack 

Schmella died and Joe Chamberlain became the [acting] federal 

secretary as well as [Federal President]. He was doing the 

secretarial work for nine months during the time he was federal 

president. That was in 1961. He was federal president from '55 
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to '61 and was doing the secretarial work following Jack 

Schmella's death for about nine months. Of course, that's when I 

started doing the federal work too. He changed to federal 

secretary in 1 61, a position he held until '63. Of course, I did 

all the federal work in those two years in addition to my State 

work. 

In those days there was not a full time federal office or federal 

secretary. The work of the federal conference and federal 

executive was carried out by a State secretary acting as federal 

secretary part time in addition to his State duties. So in those 

years I was doing the federal work in addition to my State 

duties. I must say that perhaps these were some of my happiest 

years and most interesting years when I went to the East with Joe 

Chamberlain to federal conferences. I met many interesting and 

prominent people in the Labor Party. People like Arthur Caiwell 

and Gough Whitlam, Don Dunstan, Jim Cairns, Tom Uren: many, many 

people who later became good friends. It wasn't only the people 

I met, the interesting people, but the issues that were debated 

at federal conferences - the big issues: foreign affairs and 

defence, the economy, social welfare, the Party's constitution 

which may seem a bit uninteresting but in those days it was vital 

because of the attacks of the extreme right on the Party and the 

fact that it was defending itself from these attacks. The 

federal conferences, I would say, were some of the most 

interesting and happiest times that I've spent working for the 

Labor Party. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE TWO 
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TAPE TWO SIDE TWO 

ELLIOTT In 1963, the federal secretariat was established 

and so that's when I ceased doing the federal work. The first 

federal secretary was a person called Cyril Wyndham, an 

Englishman who Dr Evatt had brought over, he'd met. Dr Evatt 

and Joe Chamberlain went to a conference in London in 1957 and I 

believe that's when Dr Evatt met Cyril Wyndham and brought him 

over as his secretary subsequently. In later years of course, 

Cyril got the job as the first federal secretary. 

RJ Just from some of those points that you've made, 

you talked about helping organise election campaigns. What was 

the policy about conducting a campaign in those days? What would 

be involved? 

ELLIOTT How do you mean? 

RJ Well were you out looking for people to help when 

it came to doorknocking or whatever? What exactly were you 

organising at a State level? 

ELLIOTT At a State level the Party office was responsible 

for the overall publicity campaign, the advertising and the 

propaganda for the State as a whole. The advertisements in the 

newspapers, radio, public meetings. The things like 

doorknocking, as I remember, were usually organised at a local 

level. The local campaign in the days of the District Council 

was organised on a local basis with the support of the District 

Council, as I remember. So the things like manning of polling 

booths, doorknocking, printing of pamphlets, how to vote cards 

were, I believe, the responsibility of the candidate. But that 

was a State campaign. There was very little fundraising on a 

local level. As I remember the major fundraising was through the 

Party office, but as we said earlier I think most of it went to 

marginal seats and Labor held seats. 
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RJ In the advertising that you were organising, was 

that in support of particular candidates or was it publicising 

the policy of the Party as a whole? 

ELLIOTT Both. I think that the major part of the work was 

directed to a State-wide campaign, but I think candidates were 

supported and given assistance and advice by the Party office and 

by Joe Chamberlain and by the Parliamentary Labor Party. That 

part of it is a bit hard to remember. 

RJ You spoke of the Labor Day rallies. Who 

participated in those? What was actually in the march? 

ELLIOTT There were a lot of floats, as I recall, which 

mainly consisted of trucks with union banners. Some of them were 

pretty ancient and moth eaten by the time I was involved. 

Originally it used to be supporting industrial issues: eight hour 

day. In later years I believe other political issues came into 

the Labor Day marches. They used to have a busload of retired 

brewery men participate in the march. I remember the Brewery 

Union always had their busload of old fellows in there behind 

their banner which was carried on a truck. Sometimes the floats 

were attractive and the organisations concerned put a bit of 

effort into it but towards the end they did get a bit tatty. 

There were bands. I think there were the Scotties and other 

bands and marching girls, I think, and of course different trade 

unions and Labor officials would march in the rally. I remember 

once organising a float depicting international peace and 

goodwill and we had these young kids all dressed up in different 

costumes on the back of the truck. I thought that was rather a 

good one that year. But it is twenty years ago and it's a bit 

difficult to remember the details. 

RJ No, that's marvellous, the detail you've given. I 

wondered before the TLC was formed when you spoke of industrial 

work, whether as secretary to Chamberlain, you became involved in 

any strike matters at any time? 
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ELLIOTT In those days they used to have the State 

Industrial Disputes Committee. If there was a dispute, a strike 

that seemed to be a difficult one that couldn't be resolved by 

the usual means of negotiation, the State Disputes Committee 

would become involved. I remember attending several of these to 

take the minutes of meetings. One was one very hot summer in 

Collie and I remember it was the year of the Dwellingup bush 

fires. We had to drive through this very smoky patch around 

Pinjarra down to Collie and I had to take the minutes of this 

meeting of the Collie miners who were very unhappy about plans to 

change from deep cut coalmining to open cut. They felt it was 

going to mean the loss of jobs so they were going on strike and I 

had to take the minutes of the meeting that took place. Don't 

ask me the outcome of that particular meeting because I don't 

remember. I just know it was a very hot day and I was pleased to 

get back to Perth. There were other occasions. I remember there 

was a slaughtermen's strike out at the Midland Abattoirs. I was 

out there taking minutes of a meeting. 

RJ Those meetings that you do remember, what sort of 

feeling was at them? Was it a time of heated debate or were 

people reasonable? 

ELLIOTT Well I think the one at Collie was very heated. 

RJ And how did Joe Chamberlain deal with that in that 

situation? 

ELLIOTT Quite honestly I can't remember his attitude on 

that occasion it's so long ago, but contrary to the image that 

was depicted of him being an extreme left winger, which of course 

wasn't true, he wasn't a man who supported strikes willy filly. 

He felt that the strike weapon should only be used as a last 

resort, that all attempts should be made to negotiate, that there 

should be negotiation and conciliation because everybody suffered 

when there was a strike, not only the workers and their families 

but the public. So he was always quite opposed to looking at 

direct industrial action as a first option. I believe he 
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achieved a good deal for his union, the Tramways Union, by this 

policy of negotiation and intelligent application of.... you know 

researching cases and looking at precedents and looking at what 

was happening in other parts of Australia and good argument 

rather than saying, "Everybody out." So while I can't remember 

what happened at the time of the Collie miners' dispute, I think 

that would have been his attitude at the time, that you go 

through the appropriate stages and if you can't achieve any 

justice or rational compromise with the employers, then you look 

at strike action. At that stage they were already out on strike 

I think. 

RJ A further interview with Lyla Elliott held in her 

home on the 11th of August, 1987. 

Lyla you were speaking last time of the election campaigns and 

the way in which candidates in those days had to largely fund 

their own campaigns. Did that mean that there were people who 

just could not afford to stand as potential candidates? 

ELLIOTT I can't think of any particular cases, but I feel 

sure there must have been people who, because of a lack of 

financial resources, weren't able to stand but I just can't call 

to mind any particular people. The problem in those days was 

that everybody relied on funding coming from the head office 

which in the main had to rely on donations from the unions which 

weren't very affluent themselves in those days. This has 

changed, of course. Today you find there's a lot of fundraising 

going on, not only at election times, but in between elections at 

a local level. Branches, electorate councils, have a number of 

functions and fundraising activities which all go to help 

candidates in their local area. Of course, the Party's income 

has broadened beyond the trade union movement and many more 

business people are supporting the party these days. 

RJ I wondered if you ever became involved in any sort 

of fundraising activities while you were working for the Party? 
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ELLIOTT Very briefly. I found that my time was well and 
truly taken up in the Party office. There were a couple of 
occasions when you could say I was involved in fundraising. Once 
I visited several businesses in Perth and asked them for a 
donation. I think I got two small donations out of that. 
[Laughs]. The other time was when I organised the first ALP ball 
in 1963 to coincide with the federal conference we had here at 
the time. I don't remember whether we raised much money but I 
know we all had a great time. I think we had about 700 people 
there. It was held at the Embassy and it was wonderful night. 
Everyone enjoyed themselves and following that year we had a ball 
every year for quite a few years. But when the local 
organisations, the branches and the electorate councils, started 
organising their own social activities, the ball became less 
popular and less a focus for social activity. So eventually they 
stopped holding them and you now find that the social activity is 
on a local level. 

RJ You just commented that you went and knocked on 
doors looking for funds from business organisations. How did you 
take to that? 

ELLIOTT I was very nervous, of course, [laughs]. I wasn't 
really prepared for it but we were so desperate for funds that I 
said to Mr Chamberlain that I felt that I should give it a go. 
So I put on my hat, which women wore in those days, went off 
trying to look as respectable and smart as I could and called on 
a few of the retailers around Perth. But the response wasn't all 
that great. We received a couple of small donations I think. 

RJ What sort of things were you being told by people 
when you did ask, those who refused a donation? 

ELLIOTT Well they didn't refuse; they were very polite but 
said they'd think about it and that's as far as it got. But I 
can't remember being given a hard time by any of them. 
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RJ You spoke last time of the State conference work 

and federal conference work you were involved in. From your own 

point of view what was involved in the work leading up to a State 

conference, a federal conference and what was involved after both 

of them? 

ELLIOTT Firstly the State conference. The preparation for 

that involved first of all a circular going out to all affiliated 

organisations saying a conference will be held on these dates. 

Conferences were always held during a week from Monday to Friday 

in those days, once every three years. It was a week long 

conference. So a circular would go out to the unions and the 

branches, the ALP branches, telling them that the conference was 

on and inviting items for the agenda. When the items closed we 

then had to draw up the agenda and send out the printed agendas 

to the affiliated organisations. We also had a committee system 

and committees were selected under different headings: 

industrial, education, health, economic, local government, rural 

and agricultural and so on. The committees would look at the 

items which would be put under the respective headings and they 

would bring down recommendations so that these reports had to be 

run off. In the early days I don't think they were sent out, I 

think.... No the affiliated organisations just got the agenda and 

they would get the recommendations related to each item at the 

conference when they arrived. 

But the other preparation for the conference, of course, involved 

getting the card vote ready. Now the card vote was rather an 

interesting thing. It was theoretically a very democratic thing 

in that instead of just the votes at conference on important 

issues being based on a show of hands, you had affiliated 

organisations representing from say a 100 to 5 000 members. An 

organisation was entitled to a number of votes according to the 

number of affiliated members. So it was my job to make sure, as 

I did the books, firstly that the organisations were financial, 

they'd paid their affiliation fees, and then you had to work out 

how many votes they were entitled to according to the number of 

members they had. I think at that time it was one vote for every 
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500 members or part thereof, something like that. I'm not sure 
but I think that's about what it was. Or was it every 100 
members or part thereof? I think they were entitled perhaps to 
a delegate for every 500 members and a vote for every 100 
members. I'd have to check on that to be sure but it's something 
like that. So we would have to ensure that that was all correct 
and accurate, the fees had been paid, they were financial, and 
the card would be prepared showing the number of affiliated 
members and the number of votes. So that when the day came when 
there was some contentious issue, controversial issue, if people 
weren't [financial they weren't entitled to vote]. There were 
three ways of voting: on the voices - oh more than three ways: on 
the voices, a show of hands, a division, or a card vote. If the 
people who, were on the losing side in the first three weren't 
happy and they knew they had the numbers on the card vote, 
someone would call for a card vote, you see. This was a very 
solemn occasion. The doors would be locked and yon would have 
people from both sides of the argument up on the stage with the 
tally sheets. The general secretary, Mr Chamberlain, would stand 
up and call the name of the affiliated organisation, which way 
they were voting. They'd either say 'for' or 'against' and, of 
course, their vote would be recorded by the tellers on stage 
representing both sides of the argument. So that was one thing 
that was involved in preparing for conferences. 

You also had to ensure that the credentials were all in order 
that were sent in by affiliated organisations, that the people 
were eligible to be delegates because they weren't allowed to 
appoint anyone as a delegate who wasn't a member of the Party or 
who was a member of some other political organisation. So they 
couldn't attend. You also had to ensure that they had the right 
number of delegates according to their affiliation, the numbers 
of affiliation. So that was another thing. You had to keep a 
check on the credentials and make a list of them and draw up a 
roll for attendance. These sometimes changed. Organisations 
would replace their delegates at the beginning of each day's 
session. 
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There were the mundane things like organising the morning and 

afternoon teas which in those days was always provided by the 

Labor Women. They always did a very good job and there was 

always, I remember, a very effusive vote of thanks at the end of 

the conference for the wonderful job the Labor women had done, 

plus the other staff at the conference, but I always remember the 

appreciation for the tea and bickies. 

RJ Was that morning and afternoon tea home made 

biscuits? 

ELLIOTT Oh. [Laughter] 

RJ You can't remember. 

ELLIOTT I think it was just bought biscuits because there 

were a lot of people there. I think a couple of hundred usually 

turned up, round about that figure anyway, and it was a bit much 

expecting them to provide pumpkin scones or.... [laughter]. 

RJ And I wondered about accommodation? Were you 

responsible for organising that or were delegates.... 

ELLIOTT Ah yes. It was always held in the Trades Hall and 

still held today in the Trades Hall. 

RJ No, I'm meaning the overnight accommodation, 

because they're coming from Monday to Friday. 

ELLIOTT No that was something that they took care of 

themselves and, of course, funded themselves. Country delegates 

had to be responsible for their own expenses. 

RJ And with the agenda, could any item that was 

raised by a union end up on the agenda or was there any vetting 

process? 
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ELLIOTT No, no. Every item appeared on the agenda. If it 

was not considered acceptable, there would be a recommendation 

that the item be discharged, but I can't remember any item ever 

being kept from the agenda. 

RJ Well after a conference was over, a State 

conference, what did you become involved in? 

ELLIOTT Well during the conference it was my job to take 

the minutes and type them back and then at the end of the 

conference these would be typed in fuller form putting together 

the item, the recommendation, and the debate that followed. Then 

a conference report was printed and sent out to affiliated 

organisations at a cost. Then the State platform had to be 

rewritten. I think that was the general secretary's job. He 

would go through the various sections of the platform and change 

it according to the decisions adopted by the conference. Then 

that had to be printed and checked and that was available to all 

members of the Party. I'm not sure but I think in those days we 

even used to advise branches by letter what had happened to their 

items. That might have just been the State Executive items but I 

know there was a lot of activity after conference and a lot of 

correspondence. Oh, of course, there would have been 

correspondence to the State Parliamentary Labor Party advising of 

the decisions of conference because it was considered very 

important that the parliamentary party would take note of the 

policies and platform adopted at the conference. There could 

have been some federal items that would have been sent forward 

for federal conference consideration too. 

RJ Well when it came to federal conferences, what was 

involved in the organisational side? 

ELLIOTT That was different. We didn't have a thing like 

the card vote and it had to be organised from a distance because 

they were usually held in the Eastern States. We only had one 

held in Perth in 1963 and that was the first time for about 40 

years, I think. But usually they were held in Canberra or 
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Melbourne. They had been held in other capital cities but the 

ones I attended were mainly in Canberra, I think, and one in 

Melbourne. So you had to organise the conference from a 

distance. You had to organise the hotel and the conference room. 

There was always the correspondence to the other States about the 

agenda and the appointment of delegates. 

Federal conference was always preceded by a federal executive 

meeting which usually lasted for about a week before the 

conference. There too, as a result of work done by Joe 

Chamberlain, a committee system was set up. In the early days it 

was a fairly hopeless situation. You'd get the six delegates 

going from each of the States over to Canberra or wherever. So 

you had 36 delegates comprising the federal conference arriving 

and the first day they would be split up into different 

committees to look at the business on the agenda for that week. 

It was a very hurried consideration of the items. Joe 

Chamberlain always felt that this was quite inefficient and 

silly, that we had a lot of experts in the Party in different 

areas like foreign affairs, economic matters and the social 

welfare areas, industrial and so on, and that we should be making 

use of these people before conference started, so that you would 

set up committees before the conference and that they would look 

at the items and bring forward some fairly intelligent 

recommendations. That developed later on, but in the early days 

I remember that it used to happen on the first morning of 

conference. 

But there was the conference and the minutes associated with the 

conference, and then the work following: the correspondence and 

the printing of reports and the changing of the platform and this 

sort of thing. 

END OF TAPE TWO SIDE TWO 
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TAPE THREE SIDE ONE 

RJ And after the conference what was involved? 

ELLIOTT The preparation of the minutes and the printed 

report and the reprinting of the platform with the changes from 

the conference, and just cleaning up, advising the States what 

had happened and this sort of thing. 

RJ Since our last meeting you've come across your 

1955 diary and, of course, that was a very important year as far 

as the Labor Party was concerned. I was wondering what sort of 

memories that had stimulated by having the chance to go through 

your diary? 

ELLIOTT Yes. Well I was rather interested to find this 

diary. I didn't keep many diaries in my life, probably it would 

be about three, but this was one year that I'm pleased that I 

kept it because it was an interesting year, an important one for 

me and for the Labor Party. Going through it the other day it 

brought back many memories. It reminded me, for example, of how 

much I enjoyed life in those days and how simple and 

uncomplicated it was for young people. It reminded me that I 

started the year as usual at Rottnest Island. That's how I, in 

those days, often started the year. I'd go over after Christmas 

and stay there for the week and spend New Year's Eve on Rottnest 

at what was called the Winnits Club, a fairly famous Rottnest 

club. I don't know whether it's still in existence but it was 

very popular in those days and anyone who was anybody used to end 

up at the Winnits New Year's Eve party. In the early days too 

there were lots of dances and romances at Rottnest. They had 

dances at the tearooms, I remember, and I was always sad that 

they stopped these in later years and that there was nowhere for 

young people to go except the pub. It was always a great pity in 

my opinion that there was no organised entertainment for young 
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people and I was always speaking to Des Sullivan about it, the 

island manager. But in 1955 apparently they were still having 

the dances. 

RJ What was Des Sullivan's attitude when you raised 

that matter with him? 

ELLIOTT Yes, he agreed. He was always looking at ways in 

which they could provide some alternative entertainment for young 

people. But it was really left to, I think, the business people 

on the island to provide the facilities. If they didn't pay they 

didn't provide them. I think they used to bring a band over from 

the mainland for the week between Christmas and New Year and put 

on these dances at the tearooms, but apparently young people 

stopped going. I don't know why but perhaps it was the time when 

they started going to parties where there was booze and so forth. 

I don't know what happened but I just thought it was sad that the 

good times that were had by young people by attending that sort 

of venue changed and there didn't seem to be any alternatives. 

But I think it had a lot to do with what was profitable for the 

local business people. 

But getting back to my diary. I see it was a fairly 

uncomplicated time for young people. I remember I got a lot of 

pleasure out of going to dances at the Embassy which no longer 

exists, it's been pulled down, but that was a very popular spot, 

the old Embassy. There were lots of films and parties with no 

alcohol, of course, because you didn't drink until you were 21. 

I was obviously interested in fashion and clothes and males 

[laughs]. Quite a few references to males in that year, I see. 

They were days of romantic music from people like Jerome Kern and 

Irving Berlin and Frank Sinatra and Nat King Cole and Mantovani. 

Entirely different from the frenetic cacophonous sounds you hear 

today. But it was a romantic time and it was the time when you 

could walk the streets of Perth and not feel afraid. I always 
caught public transport. In those days the trams were still 

running, so there are references to catching the trains and buses 

and so forth. Not many young people had cars but as I said you 
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felt safe in the streets even late at night when the lights went 

out. I remember going to late concerts at the old Capitol 

Theatre. If you went to the second session that started at nine, 

sometimes you'd come out and the lights would be out, then you'd 

have to start looking for a taxi but it wasn't really threatening 

in those days, women weren't at risk then like they are today. 

What else happened in 1955? It was a pretty eventful year 

apparently looking at some of the entries. It was the year I 

turned 21 which, as I said, it was an important year because in 

those days 21 was an important age. It was the age at which 

people were given the right to drink and the right to vote. Both 

things were subsequently changed to eighteen but 21 was more 

important then. 

RJ How did you celebrate your 21st? 

ELLIOTT My parents gave me a dinner at the Savoy Hotel 

followed, would you believe, by seeing a Jerry Lewis film 

[laughs]. But that was quite a pleasant occasion. Had a number 

of friends at that 21st birthday party including Mr and Mrs 

Chamberlain. 

So it was the year I turned 21. It was the year I learned to 

play the accordion taught by a fellow called Peter Puccini. It 

was my first overseas sea voyage to Singapore which was a fairly 

exciting experience for a 21 year old in those days when sea 

travel was very glamorous and something that you saved for. 

Unlike today when a lot of young people have got the money to fly 

off once a year overseas, the main form of travel I suppose, or 

the most exciting form of travel, was to take a sea trip 

somewhere. So in 1955 a girl friend talked me into taking a trip 

to Singapore. It was on the old Charon, a Blue Funnel Line ship 

which we shared with cattle. One end of the ship was cattle the 

other end was passengers. I think there were about 70 
passengers. There was no airconditioning on the ship, no 

organised entertainment but we had a wow of a time. We made our 
own fun. We organised fancy hat and fancy dress parties and 
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there was a fellow who played the piano. We, of course, 

organised our own deck sports. But the most exciting time was 

the week in Singapore. It was a four week trip. It took a week 

to get there, you spent a week in Singapore and then two weeks to 

come home. It all cost, my notes tell me, 107 pounds for the 

trip and at that time I was earning 11 pounds a week. So it took 

a bit of saving for. 

Singapore, as I said, was fairly exciting; a very different 

Singapore from today. For a person who had never left Australia 

it was quite startling to be introduced to a very different sort 

of culture. They still had the old Chinatown then which has now 

been replaced by modern multi-storey buildings and Singapore 

today is becoming very much like any other modern city but in 

those days it was very much an Asian place and very exotic and a 

wonderful place to shop. We came home laden with presents for 

everybody. I still have some of the table linen that I bought in 

1955. 

That year, of course, was also the year of the famous Hobart 

conference and it was the year I joined the Australian Labor 

Party, right in the middle of the Hobart conference week. I see 

that I joined the Mount Lawley branch of the Labor Party on the 

16th of March that year. I was invited by Laurie and Nancy 

Wilkinson to go home to their place for dinner and then they 

would take me along to the meeting afterwards. It was a very 

important occasion for me. I remember I made my first speech 

when my membership was accepted and I felt so embarrassed I vowed 

I'd never make another speech in my life. 

RJ Why did you take that step Lyla? Why did you 

decide to join the Party? 

ELLIOTT When I first went to work for the Labor Party in 

1952 I was fairly apolitical. It was just going to a job and I 

didn't know very much at all about politics. But the longer I 

worked there the longer I became convinced that the Labor Party 

was a very fine organisation and that.... I think what really 
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motivated me was the very unfair press criticism of the Labor 

Party. I could see working there that what was appearing in the 

press just wasn't true, that it was biased, unfair. It was the 

beginning of the campaign of attack from the right. It was the 

beginning of the McCarthy era in Australia. So I was developing 

a political awareness and I was surprised to see that I actually 

joined the Party the week of the Hobart conference. I'd 

forgotten that. I thought I'd actually joined a bit earlier but 

the diary tells me otherwise. 

But I'd just like to talk a little bit about Laurie and Nancy 

Wilkinson. I admired them both very much. They were both 

Quakers. I thought they were a remarkable couple. They were two 

of the most sincere and selfless people I think I've ever met. 

All their lives they dedicated their energies and financial 

resources to the international causes of peace and disarmament 

and economic justice for poor nations. They were what you could 

call active internationalists and they strongly supported the 

United Nations organisation and its agencies. They were 

constantly sending forward items to the State executive and the 

State conference and federal conference on issues concerning 

international affairs and disarmament and developing countries. 

Often the items that they sent forward became written into the 

platform of the party. In addition to their Mount Lawley home 

they had a farm in Wooroloo which I understand they ultimately 

donated to the World Council of Churches. Laurie, who worked for 

what is now Telecom, became a senator in 1966 and held that 

position until he retired in 1974. I was always very fond of 

both of them and I believe that they had quite a strong impact on 

my thinking on questions of international peace and justice. The 

1950's was a time when I was developing a lot of my political 

thinking as I indicated just earlier. I think it was because, 

apart from those other things that I mentioned, I was mixing with 

people like the Wilkinsons. I was working with Joe Chamberlain 

and as I said Labor was under attack from the extreme right. 
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RJ Working in Trades Hall as you did, at that time 

some of the unions were located in that building, you would have 

come in contact with lots of different people and I just wondered 

what you remembered of the way the unions were organised then and 

about the sort of people who worked for the unions? 

ELLIOTT Yes. I think this was another factor which 

influenced my thinking about the Labor movement. In those days 

both the Labor Party and the unions were in a constant state of 

poverty. They were understaffed and under-resourced and they 

worked in fairly appalling accommodation, certainly without any 

of the technology of today. There were no computers or word 

processors. I don't think they even had photocopying machines 

and not even electric typewriters until well into the sixties. 

There was one bit of technology in our office that I remember, 

that was called an addressograph machine. Have you ever heard of 

those? 

RJ Yes. I'm not sure what they were, but I've heard 

of it, yes. 

ELLIOTT It was for addressing envelopes as the name would 

indicate. It was an awful contraption but it worked. You had 

plates stamped with the addresses of affiliated organisations and 

you'd stack them in the back of the machine. You'd place an 

envelope on the machine and manually pull a lever down pretty 

firmly and the plate would usually pop out, unless it got stuck 

in the course of it, and hey presto there was an address on the 

envelope. There were two other items of equipment, of course. 

They were originally manually operated and later replaced by ones 

powered by electricity and that was the Gestetner duplicator and 

the adding machine. 

The union officials of the time, as I remember, worked very long 

hours for low pay, many taking home no more than the basic pay of 

their members. Many of them, if not most of them, had come up 

through the ranks of their membership having worked in the 

industry concerned. This sometimes meant that a lot lacked the 
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proper skills in office administration and advocacy. But 

nevertheless they battled on for their members and provided a 

service without which working people would have been far worse 

off. These days with the amalgamation of the smaller unions into 

larger organisations, combined with better educated trade union 

officials and better technology such as computers, it's enabled 

the union movement generally I think to become more efficient. 

While it may be true to say that it has also allowed them to 

become more powerful, I believe in the main they exercise that 

power very responsibly. I always have to smile when I hear 

people complain about the power of the unions because I don't 

think they have anywhere near the power of the controllers of 

wealth in this country, or the multinationals or the media 

barons. 

But to return to Trades Hall. When I was there I regularly 

visited union offices as part of my job, delivering minutes and 

circulars, and I got to know not only the union officials 

themselves but their office staff, which often consisted only of 

one girl who had to answer the phone, do the typing and often the 

book work as well. I became friends with quite a few women who'd 

gone to work at the union office as a teenager and stayed until 

retirement. So this meant that many of them had been there for 

30 or 40 years. Names that come to mind are Anne Brown of the 

South West Timber Workers Union. That was the union with which 

May Holman and her father were associated. There was Mick Hood 

of the Loco Drivers' Union. Mick was a nickname; I think her 

Christian name was actually Florence but everyone called her 

Mick. There was Mary Falck of the Plumbers' Union. Edna Johnson 

worked for the Furniture Trades' Union. There was Flo Matthews 

with the Clothing Trades Union. I liked all of them very much as 

I did another woman who came on the scene a bit later as an 

organiser for the Hotel Club Caterers' Union which is now the 

Liquor and Allied Trades' Union. Her name is Rosa Townsend. Rosa 

is still active in the Labor Party although she retired a long 

time ago. Another person I got to know who was a lot younger 

than the ones I've just mentioned was Pat Chamberlain. That's 

her married name; I just can't for the moment think of her maiden 
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name. Pat, I think, worked for the Federated Engine Drivers and 

when members of Parliament were given the right to employ 

secretaries in the early 70's I asked Pat to become my secretary, 

which she accepted. So she was my first secretary. 

RJ Well you've spoken of fairly limited facilities 

and that sort of thing. Just how well organised do you think the 

unions were in those days? 

ELLIOTT As I indicated earlier they lacked many of the 

resources that they have today, mainly I think because they were 

so poor. They didn't have the funds to employ research 

assistants, employ additional staff, have bigger office space. 

Today many of them have their own buildings and computers and 

back-up with research assistants, but then they battled on. Some 

of them were very competent and very efficient. Some I would say 

were not so. Their heart was in the right place. They battled 

for their members but because of lack of resources and lack of 

proper training, their members perhaps didn't do as well as they 

would today. 

A couple of things I think have .... or several things have 

improved the situation. The first has been the introduction of 

TUTA, the Trade Union Training Authority which has provided 

training for unskilled people who have come up through the ranks 

and who needed some training in advocacy and so forth. The 

amalgamation that has taken place of smaller unions into larger 

organisations, which has given them not only the funds to employ 

more people and acquire bigger offices, it's also given them more 

power, more bargaining power. You can imagine an organisation 

with ten thousand members has more bargaining power than one with 

two hundred members. So this has been a great improvement I 

think. I think there's no doubt that the advent of the Trades 

and Labor Council was a great improvement. 
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RJ In what way Lyla? 

ELLIOTT Well you had an industrial body which could 
concentrate on industrial issues and you had not only a 
secretary, you had an assistant secretary and other officials and 
although it wasn't always in the best interests of the Labor 
Party, if a Labor government did something which the Trades and 
Labor Council felt was against the best interests of woAking 
people, it could speak out being an independent body. Whether 
they were always justified is another thing. But I don't think 
it's probably a bad idea to have an industrial organisation 
divorced on industrial issues from the political organisation. 

RJ In the days of which you speak, in the early days, 
with unions operating out of Trades Hall, or some of them, did 
Joe Chamberlain have any sort of role in giving advice to those 
where he could see a secretary was not necessarily skilled enough 
when it came to advocacy and so on or did he keep right out of 
that sort of thing? 

ELLIOTT He adopted the attitude of not interfering in 
union affairs. He tried to be helpful I think if assistance was 
called for. But he felt that while it was good for there to be 
cooperation between the industrial and political wings generally 
and he looked for support from the unions for the Labor Party and 
that was reciprocated I suppose through the Trade Unions 
Industrial Council where that provided support to the unions, I 
think that he was so opposed to political interference in the 
industrial affairs of unions because of what happened with 
industrial groups. That was the time when the right wing 
Movement set up cells within unions to try to get control, get 
rid of union officials they didn't like and put in right wing 
officials. Because of this political interference and the 
trouble it caused and the sinister situation that was developing, 
he became very sensitive to interference in industrial affairs 
from the political side. So I think he stayed away. 
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RJ I wondered how much contact you had with the Labor 

Women's Organisation? 

ELLIOTT I got to know a lot of the Labor women in the 

Party from the time I went to work there in the 501 s. I didn't 

have much to do with them in a formal way, I didn't go to their 

meetings, but I knew them as people and as friends. I think I 

could say that in the 50's and 60's, although there were a number 

of Labor women's branches, about half a dozen throughout the 

State, that I believe their profile was much lower than in 

earlier years, for example in the years of May Holman. I don't 

think there were many strong feminists in the Labor women in the 

50's or 601 s, but the same, of course, could be said for the 

earlier period. In the 20's and 301 s, they were times of great 

hardship for working people and this was reflected in the Labor 

Women's publications of the time. I've got some old booklets 

that were printed commemorating certain achievements of the Labor 

Women in those days. One sees words like "socialism", "social 

injustice", "the unity of labour", "international peace" and 

"brotherhood" and "comradeship". As I said, I think this 

probably reflects that the 20's and 30's were times of great 

hardship. 

I'd like to quote from a speech that I gave a Labor Women's 

luncheon on my retirement last year which deals with this 

question. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE THREE 
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TAPE THREE SIDE TWO 

ELLIOTT 

The struggle in those days was not basically feminist, 
but socialist. The focus was on safe and decent 
working conditions, elimination of unemployment and 
access to better health, housing and education 
services. The Labor women of the day reflected the 
feeling of the Labor movement as a whole, that the real 
fight was for democratic socialism to replace 
capitalism which they saw as the obstacle to social 
justice and international peace. 

A bit further on I had this to say: 

I think it was probably preoccupation with the need for 
survival in the cruel depression years followed by six 
years of war that occupied the minds of women as well 
as men and stifled any broad awakening of feminism. 
There were feminists around, of course, but I believe 
the great majority of women were just not interested in 
the feminist cause. The problems of the nation, 
indeed the whole world, seemed so great that the rights 
of women were to be well in the background for many 
years to come. 

That was said.... 

RJ Lyla I.... Yes sorry, when was that given? 

ELLIOTT That was in a speech I gave to a Labor Women's 

luncheon in March 1986. 

When I went to work at the Labor Party in 1952 there were no 

Labor women in the State Parliament and there had been none since 

May Holman who died tragically as a result of a motor vehicle 

accident in 1939. Dorothy Tangney was in the Senate, of course, 

having been elected during the war in 1943. She was in fact the 

first woman ever to be elected to the Senate. So she was the 

only Labor woman in Parliament in this State until Ruby Hutchison 

made history and won her seat in the Legislative Council in 1954. 

Ruby was quite a character and I wish that more had been written 

about her. The outstanding memories I have of Ruby are her 
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courage and strength of character, her beautiful garden which 

gave her a lot of joy, her deep love for Fred Lavery and her 

hatred of the Legislative Council. She'd had a hard life having 

raised her five children virtually by herself following the death 

of her first husband. It was only later in life that she was 

able to further her education and become involved in politics. 

She made three attempts to enter the Legislative Council and was 

successful on the third occasion at the age, I might add, of 62. 

It wasn't easy in those days. We didn't have adult franchise for 

the Legislative Council and it wasn't compulsory voting, so this 

meant that candidates had to do a lot of doorknocking, enrol 

people if they were eligible. There were certain 

qualifications, property qualifications. Not everybody had the 

right to vote, but if you were eligible you could enrol but you 

didn't have to vote so this meant that candidates had to put a 

great deal of effort into doorknocking, enrolling people and then 

when polling day came along getting them out to vote. This is 

not always easy. Anyway she finally made it in 1954 as member 

for the Suburban Province as it was called then. When she 

retired subsequently the seat was called the North East 

Metropolitan but when she was elected it was called the Suburban 

Province. 

She made quite an impact on her arrival in the Legislative 

Council. Following her maiden speech the Chief Secretary, Gil 

Fraser, is quoted in Hansard as saying, "A page has been written 

into history today. A lady has spoken in the Legislative 

Council. To us mere males that is quite a shock. Therefore in 

order to give us an opportunity to recuperate I move that the 

House do now adjourn."1 She retired in 1971 at the grand old 

age of 79 and that's when she talked me into standing for her 

seat. 

During her eighteen years in the Parliament she took up many 

causes but she's best known for about three of them I would say. 

Firstly her constant fight to get the Legislative Council 

-------------------- 
'Hansard, 17 June 1954, p.  6. 
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abolished. She saw it as a grossly undemocratic chamber elected 

on an unfair gerrymandered electoral system as, of course, it has 

been. It's always adopted obstructive tactics when Labor 

governments are in office and acted as a rubber stamp for 

conservative governments. So she went in with a burning ambition 

to see the Legislative Council abolished. In those days, of 

course, the Party's policy was to abolish the Legislative 

Council. Ruby would have been most upset in recent years if 

she'd known that the Party dropped that as a plank in its 

platform in favour of reform of the electoral system but not to 

retain the abolition plank. So that was the first thing: she 

felt very strongly about the Legislative Council and the 

electoral system that produced it. The second thing was she was 

founder of the Australasian Consumers' Association in 1959 and I 

think that is something that has really meant a lot to the 

consumers of Australia, the establishment of an organisation 

which now publishes Choice magazine and gets involved very deeply 

in testing of consumer products and advising people on what they 

should and shouldn't be looking for. The third area where she 

was very concerned was mental health. She founded the West 

Australian Epilepsy Association and became President of it. She 

was involved with the Labor Women's Organisation and held various 

offices and she conducted public speaking classes for them I 

remember. She believed in a fairer deal for women both socially 

and economically but would, I think, have been of a very 

different mould from today's feminists. I don't think she would 

subscribe to some of the thinking of today. 

Ruby's home in Beaufort Street, Bedford, always had a lovely 

garden. As I said earlier it was always a source of great 

pleasure to her. When she married Fred Lavery, also an MLC, in 

1966 she continued to live there with him. She adored Fred. 

They were like a couple of young lovebirds. They made history as 

the first husband and wife partnership in any Australian 

Parliament and, of course, she was devastated when he died in 

1971. There's a rather famous incident concerning Fred in the 

Legislative Council. Apparently during a division on one 

occasion he punched Graham MacKinnon on the nose and I understand 
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it was because Graham had said something derogatory about Ruby. 

But they were very close and it was very sad when she lost him in 

1971. 

I always admired Ruby for her steadfast loyalty to the Party 

during the years when it was under attack from the right, and for 

her action at the Hobart conference. She was, of course, one of 

the nineteen who remained at the conference along with Joe 

Chamberlain, the only two from this State, who made the Hobart 

conference possible. 

RJ I wondered how you found Ruby as a person, what 

sort of personality she had and that sort of thing? Try to bring 

her a bit alive for me because those are the things that you 

respected her for but what was she like as a person? 

ELLIOTT She was a very bright person. She had a nice 

sense of humour. A very strong willed person I would say. If 

she felt strongly about an issue I imagine it would be easy to 

get into a heated argument with her but she was a kind person. I 

remember she would often bring us bunches of flowers into the 

State executive office from her garden. She was very respected 

in her electorate because she cared about little people. 

RJ Did she have any faults Lyla? 

ELLIOTT Any faults. Well as I said she was probably 

strong willed in an argument and it may have been difficult to 

persuade her along some other course. When you're thinking back 

to the past it's often difficult to remember the unpleasant 

things; you only remember the pleasant things as a rule. I think 

this applies to people as well as events. I didn't ever have an 

argument with Ruby. I was quite fond of her really. I know that 

there were people in the Labor Party who she upset for various 

reasons but I felt she was a very worthwhile person and as I said 

I'm sorry that there hasn't been more written about her. She had 

a lot of gumption. As I said she brought up her children on her 

own. It wasn't easy in those days. You didn't have the sort of 
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supporting mothers' benefits that you get today so I think she 

ran a boarding house or something to make money to pay the 

expenses. At various times she had family problems which her 

strength of character helped her to cope with. 

RJ She clearly, and you'll discuss more of this 

later, encouraged you into politics. Did she try to make any 

impact on the Party about getting more women into the Parliament? 

ELLIOTT Yes. I think that this was why she conducted 

public speaking classes at Labor Women. I don't know to what 

extent she tried to get individual women in but I think generally 

she realised it was.... She was very proud of the fact that she 

was the first woman in the Legislative Council and like a lot of 

others realised how absurd it was that there were only at that 

stage two women in the Parliament, Ruby and Mrs Cardell Oliver 

who was defeated in '56. So Ruby was the only woman there until 

1971 when I replaced her and I was the only woman for three 

years. I think any fair minded person would realise how absurd 

it was that with women making up 50% of the population that they 

only made up a little over 1% of the members of Parliament. 

There were issues to do with women that she got involved with 

like equal pay for equal work and women on juries and this sort 

of thing. But as I said earlier, like a lot of other women of 

her era, she wouldn't have developed the same sort of feminist 

thinking of those young women of the 70's who challenged the 

whole male/female relationship and the roles, the stereotyped 

roles, that males and females had been placed into. 

Certainly I wouldn't have been in Parliament if it hadn't been 

for Ruby because I hadn't ever thought of it. I was quite happy 

being a secretary. I enjoyed the work I was doing, it was 

interesting, and I didn't really think I had the capacity to be 

in Parliament. Certainly I didn't think I'd be able to make 

speeches in public. [Laughs]. In fact one of the things I was 

going to talk about later on was about a speech I made in London 

which horrified me so much I vowed I'd never make another one in 
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my life. But I'll talk about that later. However, as I said, it 

was Ruby who came to me in 1968 and said, "Look I'm thinking of 

standing down at the next election," which was then '71, "and I 

want you to consider nominating for my seat." I think she was 

quite determined that a woman was going to replace her because 

the men did give her a hard time when she was in Parliament from 

what I hear. 

RJ Did she ever make reference to that? I wondered 

if you ever knew how she found being a member? 

ELLIOTT I think she got a lot of satisfaction out of the 

electorate work, the community work like the Epilepsy Association 

and the Australian Consumers' Association and things like this 

but I think, like a lot of us, she never got over the frustration 

of sitting in an Upper House which was eternally controlled by 

the conservatives and you knew that the way the electoral system 

was worked.... Even when adult franchise was introduced in 1965 

it was tied in with a hopelessly gerrymandered electoral system 

so that some votes were worth about seventeen times more than 

others. For example when I was in Parliament I represented a 100 

000 constituents. There was a seat in the country which had 

about 7 000 constituents. So this is reflected, of course, in 

the number of people representing different parties in the 

Council which meant that the Labor Party could never get control 

under that system which then meant that when Labor governments 

were in office in the Assembly, they were never sure of what 

legislation they were going to get through and many good bills 

were thrown out by the Upper House purely on ideological grounds. 

The Hawke Government was in power in the days of Ruby when she 

was there. The Hawke Government was in from 1953 to 1959. Of 

course, the Legislative Council was at its worst then and 

rejected many good pieces of legislation. In fact one bill that 

went through in my last term which I was delighted about was the 

State Government Insurance Office Franchise Bill which enabled 

the State Government Insurance Office to provide broader 

insurance cover to compete with the private insurance companies. 
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Prior to that, of course, they could only provide motor vehicle 

insurance and workers' compensation or general insurance for 

government buildings. But when the Hawke Government was in power 

I think it made six attempts. It introduced bills on about six 

occasions to broaden the franchise of the State Government 

Insurance Office and allow it to compete with the private 

companies and on every occasion the Legislative Council threw it 

out purely on ideological grounds. This happened to industrial 

bills which would have provided a better deal for working people. 

This was the sort of thing that sickened Ruby and why she hated 

the Legislative Council and why she was always insulting it and 

why she got thrown out once for abusing it, thrown out of the 

chamber. 

As I said, like myself - on occasions I found it very frustrating 

there and I think that applied to Ruby even more so because I 

think it was even worse in those days. As time has gone on and 

the public has been better educated about our bicameral system of 

Parliament, the conservative parties in the Upper House have been 

a little bit more careful about what they throw out, what they 

reject, because they're realising that the public is now better 

informed and they know that a lot more people these days 

understand how the system works but in those days they didn't. 

For example I think that very few people knew that there was an 

Upper House or that we had a bicameral system of Parliament and 

that bills had to go through two Houses. When I was first 

elected - I'm getting off the track a bit here - but when I was 

first elected, I would ring up somebody and say, "It's Lyla 

Elliott MLC calling," and I'd tell them what I was ringing about. 

It was usually a constituent's problem or something. I'd talk 

about Mrs Jones and her problem and so forth and there'd be a 

deadly silence at the other end. The person would say, "Did you 

say you were from Methodist Ladies' College?" [Laughs]. The 

number of times that that happened to me when I would say, "It's 

Lyla Elliott MLC calling," or the other thing was they thought it 

was the MLC Insurance Company but they just didn't know what an 

MLC was, you see. Well that was in the 1970's and it was even 

worse in the 1950's and '601 s. There were more people who knew 
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less about it so they were able to get away with murder in the 

Upper House in the way they behaved and legislation they 

rejected. So this had an effect on Ruby who was always quite 

insulting to the other members in the chamber and made herself 

quite unpopular with the people on the other side. 

RJ Did that affect her relationships with them 

though? How did she get on with people outside of the chamber 

itself, do you know? 

ELLIOTT I don't really know. She obviously got on well 

with the Labor people. Are you talking about Labor or the other 

people? 

RJ No I was thinking of just members in general 

including from the conservative side. 

ELLIOTT Yes. I don't really know Ronda. 

RJ I just wondered if she'd ever commented on how she 

was treated in the dining room or the bar or wherever, you know. 

ELLIOTT Well she didn't frequent the bar. In fact when I 

first went to Parliament House, she took me for a cup of tea in 

the corridor outside the bar and she said, "Don't you let those 

men get you in there." [Laughs]. So she didn't frequent the bar 

herself. She used the dining room and she used the corridor for 

a cup of tea. I really couldn't comment; I don't know what the 

relationships were like. I know that things got very rugged in 

the chamber sometimes. On the whole I think they probably 

respected her views but just used to get a bit niggled by the way 

she was always harping on the Legislative Council, as far as they 

were concerned. I don't call it harping. I think that people 

like that eventually achieve reform but they don't make 

themselves popular because of it. 
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RJ As you've said Ruby was 79 when she retired from 

the Parliament. You now have a move in many directions to 

force people to retire early and, of course, the Labor Party has 

now adopted that as part of their policy. How effective was Ruby 

as a member do you think by the age of 79? 

ELLIOTT I think she was probably getting a bit tired and 

certainly not as effective as she had been in her earlier years. 

I think this must apply to most people at that age. People vary, 

of course, and you get 70 year olds who make a greater 

contribution than someone of 40. I mean I remember people like 

John Tonkin and Joe Chamberlain and Frank Wise and a lot of these 

people who went way beyond the 65 year retiring age but still 

made a very fine contribution. But I think as a general rule 

it's a wise policy. The actual policy says that people won't be 

re-endorsed if they will turn 65 before the end of their term 

unless two thirds of the State Executive agrees to overturn this 

rule. I don't know whether that's still the situation but it used 

to be the policy and I think it probably is to make allowance for 

outstanding people like John Tonkin. But it seems that it's 

becoming a younger person's game, politics, for both males and 

females. There's more young talent around, more ambitious young 

people and more able young people who can do the job. So I 

suppose there's not the same need for the elder statesmen that 

there used to be, although it's not a bad idea to have a few of 

them who've had the experience of the past and have a feel for 

the Party's background and history and what it's all about to 

still be around to advise the young ones and to remind them that 

this is what the Labor Party's all about. But on the whole I 

think 65's a pretty good age to retire or before that age. 

RJ I wondered too about what Ruby used to wear. I've 

heard of a clash with the President of the Council on one 

occasion because she wanted to wear a hat and hats were not 

allowed to be worn in the chamber, of course a rule that was 

there because of men's style of dress. But what did Ruby used to 

wear? What sort of dresser was she? 
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ELLIOTT Very smart. She had a regular appointment at the 

hairdressers. Her hair always looked immaculate and she always 

dressed immaculately. She was a very attractive woman actually. 

Well into her later time in life she always was I thought a 

handsome woman and very well dressed. I mean I can't remember 

the sorts of outfits she wore, I just know that she was well 

groomed. 

I was earlier talking about why I admired Ruby and her loyalty to 

the party and the fact that she was one of the famous nineteen at 

the Hobart Conference. I think many people in the Party today, 

particularly young people, have just got no idea what it was like 

during the two decades of the 1 50's and '60's and what a life and 

death struggle it was for the Party in those days when it was 

threatened by the attempted subversion from what was known as 

"The Movement". From what I've read and from my experience in 

those days, McCarthyism in Australia was born at the end of the 

1940's when an anti-Communist smear campaign was used by the 

Menzies Liberals to defeat the Chifley Government. Labor had run 

the country during the war, had done a great job with post war 

reconstruction by moving to a peace time economy providing full 

employment and rehabilitation for the returning servicemen but 

people overlooked this at the 1949 election. They were swayed by 

the overwhelming campaign designed to align the Labor Party and 

its leaders with Stalinist Russia. The Menzies propaganda 

machine was very effective and of course the Liberals at that 

time were supported by the banks and the insurance companies and 

big business generally who wanted to get rid of a government 

which showed any socialist tendencies. 
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The 1949 election was followed by Menzies anti-Communist 
legislation which, of course, threatened the civil liberties of 
Australians. This set the scene for the attempted take over of 
the political and industrial wings of the Labor movement by the 
extreme right wing Catholic Movement led in the main by B. A. 
Santamaria. 

END OF TAPE THREE SIDE TWO 
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TAPE FOUR SIDE ONE 

ELLIOTT This resulted in the split in the Labor Party but 

it also split the Catholic Church creating enormous personal 

conflict and heartbreak for people like Arthur Calwell and Ruby 

Hutchison both of whom were devout Catholics but who refused to 

toe the line of the right wing hierarchy in the church like 

Archbishop Mannix who supported the actions of Santamaria. 

I'll return to this a little later when I talk about Joe 

Chamberlain but I'd like to tell you about the year 1966 which 

was a very interesting year in my life. That was the year I went 

to London and ended up working for the British Labour Party. 

Luckily it was another one of the few years in my life that I 

kept a diary which I came across recently and it reminded me of a 

lot of things that happened in that year. A friend of mine, June 

Beaglehole, who lived opposite me in Waroona actually and went to 

school with me and who I met up with later in life, talked me 

into going to London. I'd been working for the Labor Party for 

something like thirteen years and they were thirteen fairly 

rugged and busy years. They were the worst years of the split. 

They were the years in which we'd taken on extra federal work 

before the federal secretariat was established and the State 

Executive Office still had a small staff so we had quite a bit of 

work to cope with. June talked me into taking a holiday so we set 

off for England on the Himalaya. A wonderful trip. I think it 

was one of the last passenger boats to go through the Suez Canal 

before it was closed because of the Arab/Israeli conflict but it 

was a marvellous trip. 

Anyway I'd been working for the Labor Party for thirteen years 

and I was a bit tired. They'd been hectic years, as I mentioned 

earlier, and so friends said to me, "Look when you get to London 

stay away from politics. If you're going to work try something 

different." So I thought okay. After about a month on the ship 

and several weeks holiday in London I was getting a bit bored and 

I decided to look for a job. I went to a secretarial agency and 
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they sent me to work for a group of neurologists in what was the 

National Hospital for Nervous Diseases in Russell Square I think 

it was. I was actually working for Dr Roger Bannister the four 

minute miler, remember? 

RJ Yes. 

ELLIOTT He was one of the five neurologists who had a 

private practice inside this hospital. But at the time it was 

actually in the middle of the election campaign in Britain. 

Harold Wilson had been in a couple of years. He was elected in 

'64 and decided to have another election in 1 66. I think he 

must have had a small majority or something. But anyway there 

was a British general election underway. Well I couldn't stay 

away; politics was in my blood I'm afraid. So the first thing I 

did was join the South Kensington Branch of the Labour Party on 

the 7th of March; that's what the diary tells me. Then I see 

that I went to work for the overseas department of the British 

Labour Party on the 11th of March. I think because of it I had 

one of the most exciting and eventful years of my life. It was 

one of the best things I ever did. I really enjoyed working in 

that overseas department. I met people from all over the world. 

It was the department in the Labor Party that did discussion 

papers and research for the members of Parliament on different 

trouble spots throughout the world. We had prominent politicians 

and socialists from all over the world, Social Democrats and 

Labor people and what have you from all over the world calling 

into the office and I met many of them. I also made many friends 

inside and outside of the Labor Party. 

I loved London. I still do. I was there about four years ago 

and I felt as though it was a home from home. There's something 

about London that I like and the diary records reference to a 

number of things that bring back some very nice memories like the 

glorious parks and gardens - Kensington Gardens and Kew Gardens - 

the art galleries and the street markets which are fascinating, 

the theatre, the historical sites and buildings and the beauty of 

the British countryside generally. 
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Now getting back to the overseas department. In addition to 

meeting people from other parts of the world I also met, of 

course, leading British politicians like Harold Wilson and James 

Callaghan. It also led to a couple of exciting trips for me. 

One was to the Socialist International Congress in Stockholm in 

May of that year with the British delegation. The other one was 

a study tour to Israel later in the year in October with a group 

called the Labour Friends of Israel in Britain. We were guests 

of the Israeli trade union organisation called Histadrut. In 

between, of course, June and I found time to do a tour round 

England, Scotland and Wales and a couple of trips to the 

Continent, the second one covering something like 5 000 miles. 

But the Socialist International was particularly interesting. It 

was attended by many world leaders of Democratic Socialist or 

Social Democratic parties. I met people there from many 

different countries. One person I met who greatly impressed me 

with his speech to the Congress was Lee Kuan Yew. He's now out 

of the Socialist International but in those days he was 

apparently acceptable as a member and I remember being very 

impressed with his speech. I had quite a talk with him at one of 

the breaks. Other people there were people like Willy Brandt 

from Germany and Golda Meir from Israel. I didn't meet her then 

but I did meet her later when I went to Israel. 

The morning of the opening of the Socialist International was 

something I like to remember. There was a spectacular ballet 

depicting the workers struggle for justice. This was followed by 

everyone in the great hall standing and singing the 

Internationale and it was very moving. I attended the Congress 

during the day and in the evenings the Swedish Social Democratic 

Party and another organisation called the Folksarn Cooperative 

Insurance Company arranged very nice dinners for us and 

entertainment where it was possible to meet a lot of people from 

different countries. 
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After the four day visit to Stockholm I arrived home in Finchley 

in the early hours of Sunday morning on the 8th of May, didn't 

have time to go to bed because I was leaving for Holland at seven 

o'clock that morning. [Laughs]. The diary then tells me that on 

that day I had lunch in the Hague and visited various tourist 

places like the Deiph pottery works. They were four pretty 

fabulous days and if I remember rightly the whole trip only cost 

about 21 pounds and that included air fares, very nice hotel 

accommodation, visits to all sorts of interesting places. I 

found Holland a really beautiful country, glorious. Did you go 
there on your trip? 

RJ Yes, yes. It is, it's lovely. 

ELLIOTT Isn't it lovely. I flew back to London after the 

four day trip and started work within a couple of days back at 

the British Labour Party. I digressed a bit there talking about 

my trips. I'd like to just deal with the British elections. 

When I went to work for the British Labour Party the election 

campaign was well under way and I decided to do a bit of 

campaigning for a person called Ben Whitaker who was the Labour 

candidate for the seat of Hampstead. Once again I'd like to 

quote from something I wrote. It was an article that I sent home 

to Perth and appeared in the May 1966 edition of The Western Sun 

in which I just talked a little bit about the campaign. The 

article is headed, "The 1966 British Elections", and I had this 

to say: 

The election commentator on the television set 
announced that Labour had made another gain this time 
in Hampstead and I found myself cheering with the rest 
of the large crowd of Labour supporters in Transport 
Hall. The atmosphere in the hall situated in Transport 
House, the headquarters of the British Labour Party, 
was exciting to say the least. Transport Hall was 
crowded with Labour Party staff, supporters, television 
technicians, cameras and sets, telephones and ticker 
tape machines and as the results came through they were 
posted on a large tally board. 

The most striking and important difference between 
Australian and UK elections is the first past the post 
system of voting as against preferential. By the close 
of counting on the day of the poll the majority of 
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seats had been declared and there only remained a small 
number of results to come in from country districts 
which would be finalised the following day. Postal 
vote applications close a fortnight before polling day 
and all votes must be in the hands of the returning 
officer by the close of the poll, a far cry from the 
Australian scene where candidates in marginal seats may 
spend many worrying hours and sometimes days awaiting 
their fate. I spent polling night in Transport Hall 
watching the results coming through on one of the six 
television sets around the hall, greatly enjoying the 
effervescing jubilance of the audience and the cheering 
as another Tory seat fell to Labor. It was a pleasant 
feeling to be entirely with Labor people watching your 
Party racing home to a fantastic victory. During the 
evening I couldn't help thinking of the many times in 
Australia I had watched and listened to election 
results and been bitterly disappointed after weeks of 
hard work and optimism. 

Although I had been working at Labour Party 
headquarters during the campaign I wanted to learn 
something of the grass root organisation in a 
constituency. Hampstead appeared to be an interesting 
seat and although the sitting member, former Tory Home 
Secretary Henry Brooks, had two elections previously 
held it with a 12 000 majority it was now looked upon 
as marginal. Although there are poor districts in the 
electorate the suburb of Hampstead is regarded as a 
rather salubrious area containing a high proportion of 
progessive intellectuals with some 10 000 refugees from 
prewar Fascism. Ben Whitaker, the 31 year old Labour 
candidate, was described as a barrister, writer and 
journalist with an intense interest in international 
affairs. He had travelled in 40 countries, twice been 
to Rhodesia on missions for Amnesty International, an 
organisation which assists political prisoners, and 
helped Danilo Dolci, the famous Italian social reformer 
in his fight against Scicilian poverty and Mafia secret 
society. A left of centre Labour man he was opposed to 
the government's policy on Vietnam. So Hampstead was 
the seat I chose and on polling night the news that 
Labor had won the seat for the first time in history 
and with a 2 000 majority made me very happy indeed. 

That's the end of the quote but reading the article I'm reminded 

of some other aspects of British election campaigns which differ 

from Australia. Firstly, of course, as I referred earlier is the 

important one of first past the post voting and the fact that 

it's not compulsory to vote in elections. This means that the 

constituency party has to compile its own roll of supporters. On 

polling day it's very important to ensure that these people have 
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voted so they're marked off the Party's roll. If the name is not 

marked off they then endeavour to go out and try to talk them 

into going along to vote. 

There weren't any how to vote cards. This is a very important 

feature of Australian campaigns. The reason I was given for this 

was that well first of all it's unnecessary because of the 

simplicity of voting, you've only got to vote for one person, and 

secondly that they felt that most people knew who the candidates 

were anyway. They felt that there was more interest taken in 

elections there than in Australia. I suppose if they go to the 

trouble of going along to vote when it's not compulsory well then 

they would go to the trouble of finding out which parties the 

candidates belonged to. So anyway there were no how to vote 

cards so the main activity at the booth was to check off the 

Party's roll of supporters and see if they'd all been in to vote. 

The constituency parties employed full time election agents or 

organisers and they were financed by trade union affiliation, as 

the Party is here. The unions in Britain I would say are the 

main source of funding for the British Labour Party. The local 

organisation was also supplemented with head office funds. The 

propaganda was prepared by local party organisation, that's the 

pamphlets and newspaper advertisements. Every candidate was 

entitled to one free election address distribution through the 

post office so that every candidate could send out his pamphlet, 

personal pamphlet and policy through the post office, post free. 

There was no national newspaper advertising by the Labour Party 

and no paid television advertisements. At that time, I don't 

know whether this is still the case, but at that time paid 

political ads on television were illegal. The parties had a 

certain amount of free television time allotted to them and their 

advertisements or talks or what have you were shown 

simultaneously on all stations which I thought was a good idea 

but they didn't have the same amount of propaganda thrown at them 

that they get on Australian television. 
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RJ Did you have occasion to see at close hand how the 

union movement was organised in Britain and make any comparisons 

with the organisation you knew here? 

ELLIOTT I didn't really study the union movement very 

closely. I had a number of trade union friends, one of whom was 

Joe Gormley of the Mine Workers Union. I became very friendly 

with Joe. He was on the National Executive Committee, I think it 

was called, of the British Labour Party. But I think the unions 

were fairly active. I couldn't compare them with today. I don't 

know whether they were more radical or [not]. I was really more 

involved with the political side rather than the industrial but I 

felt that there was a great similarity between the trade union 

movement there and the trade union movement in Australia and, of 

course, you had the affiliation with the Labour Party. 

RJ One of the things that you did during that trip 

was to visit Israel which clearly had a great impact on you 

because you come back to this later in your life in your 

political career. 

ELLIOTT Yes, that was a wonderful experience. When I was 

working for the British Labour Party they received an invitation 

from Histadrut, which as I've said, is an Israeli trade union 

organisation similar I would say to the Australian Council of 

Trade Unions in Australia but having a much greater effect or 

much more involved in the economy at that time. For example they 

ran the health system. It was called Kupat Holim. They ran 

clinics and hospitals. They had insurance companies and 

different cooperative ventures, businesses. It was a fairly 

influential and well funded organisation. Of course it was the 

organisation to which all the unions were affiliated and there 

was a close tie up, as I remember, with the Israel Labor Party. 

They issued the invitation to Labour Friends of Israel in Britain 

which was an organisation that operated in London and it was for 

a study tour, a two week study tour, as guests of Histadrut in 
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the country. We had to pay our own return airfare, but they 

looked after us for the two weeks we were there. That was in 

October of '66. 

The people who made up the group were trade union officials, 

members of Parliament and officials from the Labour Party and 

myself. The tour took us all over the country. We visited 

Kibbutzim, Moshavim, the Knesset - the Parliament, which 

incidentally is another interesting comparison to Australia. At 
that time - I'm speaking, of course, of 21 years ago - I don't 

know whether it's still the case but at that time the Labour 

Party was the majority party and the electoral system seemed to 

me very cumbersome. I don't know how it worked but it was the 

ultimate in proportional representation. I think there were 

seventeen parties represented in the Knesset and about fourteen 

represented in the government with extremes from left to right 

with the Labour Party somewhere in the middle. But at that time, 

of course, Israel had its original boundaries that it was given 

at the time of partition, 1948. It was the following year that 

they annexed all that additional territory but when I was there 

in 1 66 it was the original small country after partition was 

achieved through the United Nations. I've always been interested 

in the fact that Dr Evatt from Australia played quite a leading 

role in that whole affair in the United Nations at the time and I 

think his vote for Israel helped to achieve what they wanted. 

RJ A further interview with Lyla Elliott held in her 

home on the 25th of August 1987. 

Lyla you were telling us about your trip to Israel last time and 

we hadn't quite finished it. 

ELLIOTT Yes I'd like to just make a few points before we 

leave Israel and head back for London. First of all I'd like to 

just quickly tell you a little bit about Histadrut, the 

organisation which hosted our visit. Histadrut which was formed 

in 1920 was called the General Federation of Jewish Labor and the 

word Jewish was later dropped to accommodate the Arab members. 
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Although the modern State of Israel only dates from 1948, the 

Aliyah or return of the Jews to the country, began some 60 years 

before. Those early pioneers who were escaping the human misery 

and poverty of the Jewish ghettoes in other countries lacked both 

skills and resources. They found their new homeland, a 

semi-feudal society and a country which consisted in large part 

of swamp and desert, presented challenges too great to be tackled 

on an individual basis. They needed land, employment, economic 

resources, health and education facilities and so out of 

necessity were forced to form what was basically a socialist 

society based on the principles of cooperation. The early 

members of Histadrut saw its potential as an organisation which 

could provide the broader economic foundations of the new Jewish 

society. In 1924 they formed a company which was called Hevrat 

Odim, the General Cooperative Association of Jewish workers. 

In 1966 when I was there the labour economy which grew out of 

these two organisations was responsible for two thirds of the 

rural production through their kibbutzim, 40% of the building 

industry, 25% of the total national industrial output. There was 

a Histadrut workers' bank, an insurance company, road transport 

companies and the health organisation Kupat Holim which I 

mentioned earlier which provided health care for something like 

seventy per cent of the population. Histadrut's cooperative 

marketing organisation was an important factor in the success of 

agriculture in Israel. 

While I was in Tel Aviv I heard a very interesting address there 

at Histadrut's Afro-Asian Institute for Labour Studies and 

Cooperation which provided training for students from the Third 

World. The principal, a man called Mr Akiva Egar, stressed the 

importance to a developing country of a sound agricultural 

economy based on cooperation. I remember he said that aid to 

these countries was being wasted to a large extent due the lack 

of an overall integrated plan covering education, health and 

other public services. He suggested that the answer to the 

problems of these countries, where the majority of the population 

was rural based, was cooperation to allow small farmers to share 
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in the benefits from new science and technology. We saw a 

practical demonstration of mutual aid and cooperation when we 

visited the Kibbutzim and Moshavim. 

It was here that I formed the opinion that because of the 

historical background of our aboriginal population, combined with 

their social problems, that Kibbutz type developments would be 

appropriate for those who didn't want to become urban dwellers. 

I saw it as providing not only an economic base but a secure 

environment in which to live and renew their rich culture. I 

said this in my maiden speech when I entered Parliament in 1971. 

Much to my surprise I received quite a bit of criticism from 

certain people who considered themselves expert in aboriginal 

affairs. One or two of them I believe were in what was then the 

Department of Native Affairs. However the push for land rights, 

which I've always supported, is based on the same principle, 

namely the establishment of an economic and spiritual base for 

aboriginal communities. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE FOUR 
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TAPE FOUR SIDE TWO 

RJ What specifically were you being criticised for in 
those views? 

ELLIOTT Well it was felt that because of the different 
tribal backgrounds of many aboriginal groups that they would not 
co-exist in a collective type settlement or development. There 
may have been some truth in that and we know of the different 
feuds that take place today even in the metropolitan area, but 
there are groups who identify with certain parts of the 
countryside who could very well be provided [with land] and this 
is happening with land rights, of course. That's what land 
rights is all about that certain groups of aboriginal people are 
provided with land on which to settle and which gives them some 
security so they can relate to what is something of great 
importance to them because of the historical significance of land 
to them. But anyway as I remember the reason for the criticism 
was firstly that you wouldn't get aboriginal groups to work 
together and secondly I think there was a fairly sort of 
patronising attitude that, well aboriginal people couldn't do it 
anyway. But I felt that it was the answer to provide [an 
economic base]. As the person in Israel said, a lot of people 
can't do things on an individual basis if they lack the skills 
and the economic resources but as a community group if they're 
given these resources, [they can achieve a lot].  That was behind 
my thinking that it would be appropriate for aboriginal people. 

RJ And do you still feel that same way today? 

ELLIOTT Yes I do. I think it's actually happening with 
the land that is being handed over to aboriginal people in one 
form or another. This is the philosophy behind it that they can 
establish themselves on that piece of land in a collective or 
cooperative way because I think if we look at the history, 
aboriginal people were socialists anyway, they shared things, 
unlike our present society. 
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Just briefly to return to Israel I want to correct something I 
said at an earlier interview in respect to the parties 
represented in the Knesset. I was reading an article I wrote on 
Israel just the other day and it appears that the actual number 
of parties in the Knesset when I was there was twelve and those 
represented in the Cabinet the total number was seven. The 
Knesset is a unicameral body and derives its name from Knesset 
Gedola or Great Synod which was the name of the central 
legislative body in Israel at the time of the Second Temple over 
2 000 years ago and which also consisted of 120 members, the 
number in the Parliament when I was there. 

Well after an extremely interesting two weeks in Israel I 
returned to London and the British Labour Party where I was to 
make the second speech in my life and once again vow I would 
never make another as long as I lived. I was working late in the 
office one night about a quarter to six and my boss Gwyn Morgan 
asked me to fill in at seven thirty that night as guest speaker 
for the Central London Fabian Society in place of a rather 
prominent person - I think it was someone like Lord Chalfont or 
somebody. fie asked me if I could talk about the [Australian] 
Labor Party. He said it would be easy because I'd worked there 
for Lh/i-teen years and I should know all about the subject. I 
was a bit worried about it but I'd always been told that, "Well 
if you know your subject you're right, no problems," you see. So 
I sat down at the typewriter and typed out ten headings of things 
I would talk about concerning the Australian Labor Party. Then 
when I started to think about it I started to get nervous not 
having made a public speech in my life before except that little 
one I made to the Mount Lawley Branch of the ALP. So a friend 
took me over the road to the local pub and insisted that I down a 
couple of double Scotches. Well I arrived at the meeting nicely 
primed I'm afraid. My nerves had gone but so had my memory. I 
started on point one of my ten points, then jumped to point ten 
and thought, "Now how the hell to do I get back to point two?" 
Anyway I spoke for about twenty minutes and then gave up. But I 
answered questions apparently, according to my diary, for about 
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an hour and a half so I must have redeemed myself in the 

questions that I answered. But once again, as I said, I vowed 

I'd never make another public speech as long as I lived. 

Well I left for home on the 17th of January [1967] in the old 

Iberia in a five berth cabin in the bowels of the ship. After a 

marvellous trip through the Panama calling at seventeen ports on 

the way I arrived back in March 1967 and resumed my job with Joe 

Chamberlain where I remained until I entered Parliament in 1971.1  

RJ And what had Joe been doing while you were away as 

far as secretarial help was concerned? 

ELLIOTT There had been several people employed in the 

office. Several people had come and gone. Just before I was due 

to return I think one of the staff decided to leave for some 

reason or another and so there was a vacancy when I returned. It 

wasn't calculated or it wasn't organised, it just happened that 

way. It was just fortunate that I was able to get back into the 

office without displacing anybody. 

RJ So that means that when you went to England you 

weren't necessarily intending to return to your Labor Party job? 

ELLIOTT It was left open Ronda. There was nothing 

definite. I think it was assumed that I probably would but when 

you travel you don't know whether you're going to meet somebody 

and get married or what might happen. In actual fact my friend, 

June Beaglehole, and I at one stage contemplated going to Canada 

to work and we went through the process of filling out all the 

papers and were accepted as desirable immigrants but then the 

-------------------- 
1 An article appeared in the Daily News on April 6, 1967 

regarding Lyla Elliott's return to work and shows the esteem in 

which she was held by Joe Chamberlain, copy attached, p. 251. 

(RJ). 
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lure of Perth and Australia became too great. We got a bit 

homesick I think and decided that we'd come straight home rather 

than go via Canada. 

RJ Lyla if we could pick up now your memories of Joe 

Chamberlain and his career because you are in a better position 

than most to comment on the man and the man's work. There are 

quotes that people make of Joe Chamberlain's view, why he was the 

sort of person he was. For instance there is a quote from the 

Sydney Sun that he was "dedicated to the cause of democratic 

socialism, working towards the day that the ALP would supply the 

federal government." It goes on to say that, "He saw that as 

the only means of giving workers adequate social justice. For 

him workers mean trade unionists. For him justice means security 

in the home, a good living wage for every worker, freedom from 

drudgery for housewives, full education for children. These are 

the things that explain Labor's top man. These are the things of 

which he himself was deprived."1  Now knowing his background as 

you do, was he deprived of these things and is that an accurate 

summation of Joe Chamberlain's views of democratic socialism? 

ELLIOTT Yes you could say that he had a deprived 

background. You could say that his character and political 

philosophy were conditioned by his early years as a child in a 

poor London family and in later years during the Depression. He 

knew what it was for example to be hungry which he expressed 

beautifully I thought in his reply to Santamaria when Santamaria 

attacked him on his articles that he wrote on China, but I'll 

talk about that later. He, as a young man in the British 

occupation forces after the First World War in Germany, saw many 

starving children which he often said no doubt provided the 

breeding ground for Hitler's future storm troopers. He saw years 

of hard labour and poverty during the Depression years in 

Australia working on railway gangs, as a farm labourer and as a 

group settler. He had a very minimal formal education at primary 

school. You could say that he was self educated. He was widely 

-------------------- 
1 SydneySun, quoted in West, April 9, 1957. 
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read. I remember he was an avid reader. All this together with 

the influence of some trade union and Labor stalwarts that he met 

in his early days in Australia I think were responsible for his 

deep and abiding commitment to democratic socialist philosophy. 

He used to say, "The affairs of mankind are not immutable," and 

as the world moved from feudalism to capitalism it would move to 

another ism. He didn't want that to be of the extreme right, 

that's fascism, or to the extreme left, communism. He wanted to 

see monopoly capitalism replaced by democratic socialism which he 

saw as providing the only solution to achieving the basic human 

rights, that is the social economic and political rights and as 

the only solution to achieve world peace. 

I think it's unfortunate that his attempt to simplify the concept 

of democratic socialism to make it more easily understood by the 

average person has been trivialised by certain writers. It was 

contained in his presidential address to the 22nd Commonwealth 

Conference in Brisbane in March 1957. 

RJ Out of that conference Lyla there is the statement 

made in the West referring to Chamberlain guiding Labor back on 

the road of democratic socialism and you've just explained what 

that meant as far as he was concerned. It goes on to say, "which 

to many of more orthodox political views signifies left wing 

socialism."1  Does it? 

ELLIOTT Well to begin with we have to remember that the 

conference in Brisbane was held only two years after the Hobart 

Conference when the split occurred. The split was the result of, 

as is well accepted now, the attempts by certain right wing 

elements to take over the party, by the right. The party was 

still heavily under attack by the so-called groupers as they were 

known because of the industrial groups. It was also under attack 

by conservative politicians and by the press. It was a time when 

it was necessary for him to remind the party of its historical 

background and the need to be faithful to its socialist platform 

-------------------- 
'West, April 9, 1957. 
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and to remind the party of the dangers that were still ahead from 

its enemies outside the party and those who were still within and 

prepared to betray it. 

The term left wing I think is relative. Different people have 

different versions of what left wing means. There are certain 

people in the Liberal Party who call themselves to the left of 

certain others in the Liberal Party. But so far as the Labor 

Party is concerned my understanding of what is left wing is that 

the party, the Labor Party, remains true to its socialist base, 

that people when they join the Labor Party know that they're 

joining a democratic socialist party, a party committed to reform 

of society to create a more just and equal society. Now if you 

remove that commitment, if you're prepared to accept the status 

quo as the conservative parties do, then you're no longer a 

reform organisation. You're no longer a political party 

dedicated to improving the lot of the average person, to 

achieving a better distribution of the resources of the country, 

providing more opportunities for children from poor families, 

making sure that there is work for everyone who wants it, to 

providing all the things that allow human beings to realise their 

full potential. 

Now that's perhaps a long way around the thing. This is one of 

the problems, of course, with trying to explain the philosophy 

behind democratic socialism. It's not an easy concept to explain 

to people and it makes it easy for our enemies to denegrate it. 

It's quite easy to talk about private enterprise and this sort of 

thing but when you're trying to explain how you improve the 

quality of life by a better redistribution of resources within a 

nation, or internationally for that matter, it's not so easy. So 

when you're talking about the Labor Party remaining a left wing 

organisation and why Joe Chamberlain was keen to ensure that this 

happened, that's what we have to keep in mind, that he wanted it 

to remain a dynamic political force capable of instituting 

reforms when it came to power. He didn't want it to be another 

status quo party like the Liberal and Country Parties who were 

quite prepared to accept things the way they are. So that's 
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what the fight was all about in the '50's. Do we remain this 
dynamic party of reform or do we allow ourselves to be subverted 
into another conservative political party? - as he used to call 
it, "an anaemic appendage of the conservatives". 

RJ Out of that same conference report the statement 
is made, "In Canberra he has taken action to ensure that members 
of the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party toe this political 
line," the line of democratic socialism. "Those who don't will 
be forced out of the party."1  Now that makes it sound as though 
Chamberlain was ruthless and not open to various viewpoints. Was 
he? 

ELLIOTT That's an exaggeration of his attitude to existing 
members in the party. It wasn't his desire or his role to force 
them out of the party but he expected that if people joined the 
Labor Party and sought its endorsement to go into Parliament then 
they should remain faithful to the principles and platform of the 
Labor Party. He badly wanted to see Labor in power, contrary to 
the nonsense that has been written about him that he was only 
interested in a political lobby organisation, that he wasn't 
interested in seats in Parliament. Of course he was desperate 
for Labor to get back into power so it could implement some of 
the reforms in our platform or as many as it could but he 
couldn't tolerate people who when they got a seat in Parliament 
were prepared to, as I said earlier, betray both the platform and 
as he put it, all the little people in the party who gave so 
generously of their time within the councils of the party 
formulating policy and working so hard to put representatives in 
the Parliament. 

His attitude was that the Australian Labor Party was a party of 
reform, unlike its conservative opponents who supported the 
status quo, as I've already said in answer to your previous 
question. But its policies and platforms are formulated in a 
democratic way with the humblest branch member being able to 

-------------------- 
1lbid 
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introduce a motion at branch level and after going through the 

various processes, if it's accepted by the majority, that can be 

passed at a State or federal conference and become the policy or 

platform. Now when Labor candidates are selected for Parliament 

they sign a pledge to abide by the platform and policies of the 

party. They're elected not as individuals but under the Labor 

banner and with enormous support both in terms of manpower and 

often financial support. Once they're in the Parliament it's 

going to be useless if they refuse to honour their pledge and as 

I said earlier betray the party platform. It not only makes a 

mockery of the whole constitution and process of policy 

formulation but it renders the party worthless as a party of 

reform. 

I think it's worth remembering that there are political 

opportunists in all parties who will be just as happy 

representing any political interests so long as they had a seat 

in the Parliament. You only have to look at people like Vince 

Gair, the DLP senator, who was formerly a Labor Premier in 

Queensland. There was Senator McManus who was ALP and then DLP 

and when he was a DLP senator was dedicated to destroying the 

Labor Party. There are others, of course, who left the party and 

became DLP members or supporters and supported the Liberal Party 

in elections over all those years and did their best to destroy 

the Labor Party. In earlier times you had people like Billy 

Hughes who was a Labor Prime Minister and who became a 

Nationalist. In Western Australia there was John Scaddan who 

went into Parliament as a Labor member in 1904. He was a Labor 

Premier in 1911. He changed to Nationalist, then Country Party 

and then Nationalist. But it's not only a question of 

politicians swapping parties. it's also Labor governments 

honouring the party's policy once they are formed. 

So this is what Joe Chamberlain meant when he talked about 

principle before expediency, that when Labor is called upon to 

govern, when the people are fed up with conservative parties, 

that those Labor governments are made up of people of principle 

and commitment with the courage to implement the policies laid 
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down in "The Book!" - that is the State or federal platforms. 

One of the reasons for his great admiration and affection for Ben 
Chifley was, he used to say, whenever there was any doubt about 
some issue Ben would say, "Let's see what the book has to say 
about it." 

I don't think Joe Chamberlain ever forgave Tom Burke for what he 

did to Ben Chifley over the Menzies' Government's Communist Party 

Dissolution Bill in 1950. They were arch enemies from that time 

until Tom died in 1972. Many other things happened during the 

fifties, of course, which broadened the fight, including the 

Hobart conference but it appears the enmity dated from 1950. At 

that time Prime Minister Menzies had just defeated the Chifley 

Government at the 1949 election on a hysterical anti-Communist 

smear campaign. The following year, 1950, Menzies introduced his 

legislation to ban the Communist Party. The Bill represented a 

threat to the basic civil liberties of Australians in that it 

reversed the onus of proof, that is any man woman or any trade 

union official or public servant could be accused of being a 

communist and the onus was on them to prove that they were not. 

The Bill was against the party's policy on human rights, freedom 

of association etc. I wasn't working in the office until two 

years later but from what I have read and been told it appears 

that Tom Burke was instrumental in getting the West Australian 

State Executive to join the then right wing States of Victoria, 

Queensland and New South Wales in changing the party's position 

on the Bill. 

The Bill was introduced in March of 1950 when the party strongly 

opposed it in the House of Representatives and substantially 

amended it in the Senate to remove the obnoxious clauses. 

Menzies wouldn't accept the amendments and the Bill was put aside 

during the winter recess. It was during this time when Joe 

Chamberlain and the other delegate, Harry Webb, returned from a 

federal executive meeting that Tom Burke got the West Australian 

State Executive to seek another federal executive meeting to 

change the party's position and as a result of the further 

meeting the federal executive directed the caucus, that's the 
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federal caucus, not to oppose or amend the Bill. Joe 

Chamberlain was forced to vote for this against his conscience 

because of the decision adopted by the West Australian Executive 

at the urging of Tom Burke. He was both angry and embarrassed 

with the reversal of the party's position as was Ben Chifley, 

according to his biography. So the legislation went through 

unamended but was challenged in the High Court by ten unions and 

was declared invalid both by the High Court and subsequently the 

Privy Council. I think I mentioned this earlier in a previous 

interview. 

RJ Yes you touched on it but not in that detail. 

ELLIOTT Anyway Menzies wasn't prepared to let the matter 

rest and in September a referendum was held to give him the 

powers he sought in the legislation. The final vote was very 

close. It was lost in three States and by a margin of less than 

40 000 votes in a total of 4½ million. It seems that it was Dr 

Evatt's strong campaign against the Menzies' proposal that was 

responsible for its defeat. As a result of that Joe Chamberlain 

I think developed a great admiration for Dr Evatt as did many 

others in the community who understood what the fight was all 

about. This was, of course, to be the beginning of the 

relationship between the two over the next decade. 

RJ Just coming to the early life of Chamberlain and 

the things that made the man what he was. In that same article 

to which I referred the statement is made that "Chamberlain and 

his family suffered hardship during the Depression. The mental 

scars are obvious. The residual sense of injury is pronounced."1  

Now do you feel that that is how Chamberlain showed up with 

mental scars and that residual sense of injury being pronounced? 

ELLIOTT I think it's rather extravagant. He had very 

strong convictions, strong principles. He had a lot of courage 

in a fight. If he thought he was right he wouldn't back down. 

-------------------- 
'Ibid 
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But he was a pretty normal human being as far as I was concerned. 

He was a man of compassion and contrary to his image he didn't 

really enjoy personal fights with people. He only got involved 

in them because of his position as federal secretary or State 

secretary and he felt it was his job to protect the party's 

constitution and platform. 

RJ There certainly weren't any obvious mental scars 

in your opinion? 

ELLIOTT No. I mean what are mental scars? [Laughs]. The 

language seems.... 

RJ Well it makes him sound a bit bitter and twisted 

doesn't it? 

ELLIOTT Well that's rather a silly description of him 

really. Most people are affected by their background and by 

their environment and so forth but you don't say that they've got 

mental scars, so I think that really isn't appropriate, that 

description. 

END OF TAPE FOUR SIDE TWO 
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TAPE FIVE SIDE ONE 

RJ For the record, Joe Chamberlain was elected the 

State Secretary of the ALP in July 1949 defeating eleven 

candidates for this position. Then we move into the period 

between 1955 and 1961 when he was federal President, as you've 

already stated. Now in 1954 you have the split which led to the 

later formation of the DLP and you have referred to this from 

time to time but I wondered just what you knew of Chamberlain's 

actual role in this and what you know about the Hobart conference 

to which you keep referring? 

ELLIOTT Well in the early fifties Joe Chamberlain was Vice 

President of the Federal Executive and it was in this period that 

we saw the beginning of the McCarthy era of hysterical 

anti-communism in Australia that I keep referring to. I think 

it's important to keep reminding us of what it was like in those 

days. It was during this period that the right wing Catholic 

Movement led by B. A. Santamaria attempted the takeover of the 

political and industrial wings of the Labor movement. The 

movement's industrial groups got control of the unions, not only 

for the purpose of cleaning out communist officials but any Labor 

man who refused to do their bidding. At the same time Labor 

Party branches in all States, but particularly in Victoria, were 

being swamped with new members. Suddenly people came out of the 

woodwork and started joining branches in great numbers. It 

became clear that the move was on to get control of both the 

political and industrial wings of the party and thereby control 

the party machine which, of course, meant control of policy 

making and selection of parliamentary candidates. 

In October 1954 the matter was brought to a head by Dr Evatt. He 

said that there was a group of Labor members, particularly in 

Victoria who had become disloyal to the Labor movement and he 

said that they were adopting methods of infiltration that 

resembled both the fascists and the communists. A federal 

executive meeting was held later that month, that's in October 
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'54, and it was decided to investigate the Victorian Branch where 

most of the trouble appeared to be. This led to a special 

conference in Victoria which elected a new State executive and 

six delegates to the forthcoming federal conference that was to 

be held in Hobart that year. 

When the Hobart conference was held it was here that the split 

had its genesis. What happened was that seventeen right wing 

delegates boycotted the conference hoping to sabotage it because 

they knew they didn't have the numbers. Nineteen remained to 

debate the issues which included such things as withdrawal of 

party support for the industrial groups and certain foreign 

policies which were then slammed as pro-communist but are now 

accepted by conservative politicians, for example recognition of 

China and summit conferences between the superpowers. From what 

I understand, Joe Chamberlain played a fairly important role in 

the running of that conference because not only did the seventeen 

right wing delegates boycott it but attempts were made to prevent 

the conference, physical attempts apparently were made to attempt 

to stop the conference being held at all. There were a number of 

things to organise, I think meeting venues. There were meetings 

held and tactics planned and so forth but anyway the conference 

went on and got through its business and from Western Australia 

the two delegates who remained at the conference and participated 

in it were Joe Chamberlain and Ruby Hutchison. Those who 

boycotted it were Senator Joe Cooke, Kim Beazley senior and Tom 

Burke and a person called Dan James who was from the South West. 

Many of the seventeen who refused to attend the Hobart conference 

left the party subsequently and formed the anti-communist Labor 

Party which was later renamed the Democratic Labor Party. This 

didn't apply to the three federal members from this State whose 

names I mentioned earlier but I don't know about Dan James. I 

don't think he did but I'm not sure about that. 

As I said in an earlier interview, 1955 was one of the few years 

that I kept a diary and reading it recently I notice some of the 

references to the Hobart conference or the events surrounding it. 
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Apparently Joe and Ruby received a great welcome at the airport 
when they returned with a couple of hundred people out there to 
greet them. 

Monday the 28th of March was the night of the State Executive 
meeting which heard a report about the conference. I remember it 
well. People crowded into the meeting room and those who 
couldn't get in listened outside the doors and the windows. The 
State Executive meetings then were held in the basement of the 
old Trades Hall and I remember this particular night was a very 
hot night and in those days, of course, there were a lot of 
smokers around, so it was a pretty smokey atmosphere which all 
added to the tension I suppose. The meeting went on until about 
two thirty .the next morning. The four delegates Burke, Cooke, 
Beazley and James who refused to attend the conference in Hobart 
had charges levelled against them for their actions and feeling 
was running pretty high. Some people wanted them expelled. Some 
wanted to take away the parliamentary endorsement of the three 
sitting members for three years and to ban Dan James from the 
South West Council for three years. But finally the executive 
adopted a fairly mild form of punishment, it decided that the 
four concerned could not be credentialled to any further federal 
conference for three years. Of course, a motion was carried 
congratulating Joe and Ruby for the role they had played at the 
conference. 

RJ As someone who was at that particular meeting, you 
talk about it lasting till the early hours of the morning, was it 
a very pleasant meeting or was there a lot unpleasantness? 

ELLIOTT Oh no it was a very unpleasant meeting, naturally 
when you have two divided camps and people in the middle who are 
confused. They didn't know what was going on but it was a very 
serious issue at stake. People were very angry because four of 
the delegates hadn't honoured their duty to support the 
executive's instructions. It was right in the middle of the left 
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wing/right wing battle and so there were many speakers at the 

meeting that night and it was a very heated debate and feelings 

were running very high. 

RJ From the report of that meeting it didn't appear 

as if Chamberlain took any key role in the debate. Can you 

remember if he did? 

ELLIOTT As one of the delegates he would have reported on 

the conference, what happened at the conference and the role of 

the various delegates. But apparently he didn't get involved in 

the debate on the motions in respect to the people who stayed 

away from the conference. 

RJ Do you know what his personal view was by any 

chance? 

ELLIOTT It's 32 years ago and I have a certain impression 

of what his view was and that was first of all that he was very 

angry and he felt that there should be some action taken against 

the people, the four who were looked upon as rebels and who were 

siding with those who were out to destroy the party. But I don't 

know whether he was on the side of people who wanted to expel 

them or take drastic action. Usually his - if I remember 

rightly, his attitude was that people shouldn't get away with 

breaking the rules, that there should be some reprimand or some 

punishment but it shouldn't be so severe as to take away their 

livelihood or expel them unless it was a really serious offence. 

That's about all I can say about this particular incident. 

Because he's not recorded in the minutes as speaking for or 

against any motion or amendment, I can only assume that what I've 

said was the sort of thinking that he had at the time but I 

really can't be sure about that. 

RJ The next thing that I picked up in Joe 

Chamberlain's career was his attendance as a member of Dr Evatt's 

party who went to a political conference in London in 1957. Any 

knowledge of what he thought of that conference? 
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ELLIOTT All I know is that it was a conference of 

Commonwealth Labor Parties. Joe Chamberlain was part of an 

Australian delegation led by Dr Evatt who was then the leader of 

the Party. I think it helped to increase his admiration of Dr 

Evatt because he saw that there was a lot of affection or respect 

for Dr Evatt from representatives from a lot of the small 

countries, the small Commonwealth countries which Dr Evatt had 

supported in their fight for independence when he was on the 

United Nations. He was the President of the United Nations for a 

couple of years. Also during the time that he was Australia's 

Foreign Minister no doubt he was very vocal on their behalf. So 

apparently at the '57 conference that was held that Joe 

Chamberlain attended he was a witness to the esteem in which Dr 

Evatt was held by the representatives of the small developing 

nations. But that's about all I can say really. 

RJ You then have the visit to mainland China to which 

you have referred in 1958 after which Santamaria attacked 

Chamberlain over the views expressed on what he'd seen. What can 

you tell me about that? 

ELLIOTT Joe Chamberlain went to China in 1958 as a member 

of an ACTU delegation there, at the invitation of the Chinese 

government and he came back very impressed with what the Chinese 

regime had achieved in improving the lot of the Chinese people: 

the attempts they were making to feed the people, to educate 

them, to provide basic health care for them, to provide them with 

employment and to build up the country. He was impressed with 

the way that they'd introduced a better way of life for the 

women. They were providing employment for women instead of them 

having to go into prostitution. They had done away with the 

horrific child labour in the factories and establishments that 

existed down through the years and under the Kuomintang 

government of Chiang Kai Shek. So he said all these things in a 

couple of articles that appeared in the Daily News. 
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Well all hell broke loose. Santamaria and various Catholic 
magazines, the News Weekly and the Record here, launched a very 
vicious personal attack on Joe Chamberlain because he had the 
temerity to suggest that anything good was happening in a 
communist country. It was a vicious personal attack it really 
was. It was an hysterical unfair attack. It didn't give him any 
credit for just reporting honestly on what he'd seen and that's 
all he did. So he then was given the chance by the Daily News to 
reply to some of these statements that were being made about him 
and it was an excellent reply and it's one that can be found in a 
publication called "A Selection of Talks and Articles" by F. E. 
Chamberlain. The original two articles aren't in there but his 
reply to Santärnaria is. I think it's really worth reading by any 
student of that time who's interested in knowing the sorts of 
personal attacks - well it doesn't indicate the personal attacks 
but it indicates his thinking and the sort of anti-communist 
hysteria at the time. 

RJ What can you remember of Joe Chamberlain's actual 
reaction besides the article that he then wrote which expressed 
his views. But from a personal point of view how did he react 
when he read those Daily News reports, the ones criticising his 
views? 

ELLIOTT Well by 1958 he was used to personal attacks. 
Because of the position he held as State Secretary and Federal 
Pirdnt by this time he'd had to take certain action to 
protect the party against the attacks that were being made on it 
by the right. First of all he upset those people who couldn't 
achieve their ambition to control the party, certain right wing 
elements in society and within the party. So there were those 
people who didn't like him. Because there are so many people in 
our society who can be bought in one way or another and who lack 
the guts to fight for a principle when it comes to a showdown, 
they found it difficult if not impossible to understand Joe 
Chamberlain who was incorruptible. So they indulged in personal 
attacks. The personal attacks took the form of he was a 
communist, he was power-hungry, he was a cold disciplinarian, 
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anything that they felt would destroy his image. They couldn't 

accept that he was a man who was fighting on principle, who was 

fighting for the Labor Party, that he wasn't, as I said, prepared 

to be bought either by offers of seats in Parliament or any other 

sorts of rewards. He fought for what he believed in and that 

plus the fact that he was required to take certain disciplinary 

action against people who didn't hold the same principles and who 

were prepared to forgo their principles for parliamentary gain, 

he was misunderstood. Not only that (that's being perhaps a bit 

generous to say he was misunderstood) he was deliberately 

maligned by people who couldn't get their own way or didn't 

support the line he was taking. 

These days, of course, the press is very gentle with the Labor 

Party but in those days when the conservative parties were still 

acceptable to the establisment in this country, when the Liberal 

Party was still looked upon as the natural party to govern in 

this country, the newspapers were viciously anti-Labor and they, 

not only through their editorials but through their news columns, 

would slant the news. The stories that used to come out of 

federal executive meetings by some of the feature writers were 

just fairy tales. And that's another thing why they didn't like 

Joe Chamberlain. This is I think an important point to keep in 

mind as to why the press didn't like him. He would never leak to 

the press for personal gain. Unfortunately too many people in 

the party adopt the practice of secretly leaking stuff to the 

press because one day they think they might get some advantage 

out of it, some personal advantage. Joe Chamberlain would never 

do that. If he felt it wasn't in the [party's] best interests to 

talk to the press about what had happened at a federal executive 

meeting he would say, "No comment, no statement." So they would 

go away and write their own little stories. I remember there 

would be stories talking about how there were so many voted this 

way for a motion and so many voted against, that the left wing 

lined up this way and the delegates from the right voted the 

other way. It was all fairy tales, it just wasn't true. It was 

made up to just produce a story because they weren't given 

anything by the federal secretary. I mean that applied in all 
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the work that he was involved in or any issues that he was 

involved in. He would never leak stuff to the press or he would 

never give them stories which he felt would damage the party. He 

would never issue a statement attacking a leader of the party 

even though he had some pretty strong fights with a couple of 

leaders. 

RJ With the sort of strength of purpose and view that 

you have described Chamberlain having, does that therefore mean 

when he was the subject of personal and unjust attack in the 

press that it didn't really affect him? 

ELLIOTT Well yes it did affect him, of course. People are 

only human, they can only take so much personal criticism. 

Actually the pressure of the personal attacks was so constant and 

so vicious that many people often wondered how he survived 

mentally, physically and emotionally. But I firmly believe he 

was sustained by a number of things. First of all he was 

inspired and ever mindful of Ben Chifley's "light on the hill" 

and "the things worth fighting for" philosophy. There was his 

great love of the Labor Party and all it stood for. There was 

the support of many people in the Labor movement, including the 

unions, most of whom knew he was right and respected him for it. 

I say most of whom because some of them, of course, were not on 

his side, but the great majority were. Then there was his early 

background which instilled in him, I suppose you could call it 

the burning zeal of the reformer and all these elements gave him 

the strength I think to withstand the attacks that were made upon 

him. I think it's a measure of the man's courage and character 

that he was able to withstand them. A lesser person would have 

caved in long before. 

RJ You made reference to Chamberlain's relationship 

with Evatt. In the book on Evatt, Politics and Justice, there's 

reference to the fact, "F. E. (Joe) Chamberlain was one of 

Evatt's most influential supporters. They had differences about 

how elections should be conducted but in the running of the 
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internal party machine Chamberlain was a master tactician."1  

What were their differences about how election should be 

conducted, do you know? 

ELLIOTT I wouldn't have a clue. I really can't remember. 

It couldn't have been important enough for it to sink in at the 

time. The only thing where I think there might have been some 

difference of opinion was when Dr Evatt appeared before the 

Petrov Royal Commission. I think at times Joe thought that Dr 

Evatt was a bit politically naive. I mean he admired him 

greatly. He admired his stand on a number of issues and I 

suppose he admired his courage in appearing before the Royal 

Commission, but I think he felt that it was unwise for the leader 

of the Labor Party at that time to participate in that Royal 

Commission and say the sorts of things that he did. That's one 

thing that I remember. As far as the running of election 

campaigns are concerned I don't know what that is about. 

RJ Yes. It doesn't expand and explain, so I just 

thought you might have known. You've also got the fact that 

they're referred to Chamberlain as a master tactician.2  Would 

you agree with that assessment? 

ELLIOTT Yes I think so. I think that he knew how to plan 

strategy for a federal conference or a State conference on 
certain issues that were very important and I think he knew how 
to get the numbers. 

END OF TAPE FIVE SIDE ONE 

-------------------- 
1 Tennant, K. Evatt: Politics and Justice, Sydney, Angus and 
Robertson, 1970, p.  321. 

2Ibid 
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TAPE FIVE SIDE TWO 

RJ In 1959 Chamberlain resigned as federal president 

over the parliamentary salary rises recommended and accepted by 

Labor members. His resignation was a protest. Under union and 

party pressure he withdrew that resignation and I wondered what 

you knew about that particular event? 

ELLIOTT It was at a time when the Menzies' Government was 

very miserable with its payments to pensioners. They refused to 

improve the lot of the aged pensioners and other people on low 

incomes. Joe Chamberlain and a lot of others felt that the Labor 

members in the federal Parliament, rather than accepting the 

salary increases that were introduced for themselves, they should 

have used the opportunity to fight the government and say that, 

"We refuse to accept these increases until you improve the lot of 

social service recipients." These views were made known to the 

federal parliamentarians but they didn't go along with it and 

apparently [laughs] they vigorously supported the legislation 

when it went through the Parliament. So he was so disappointed 

and disgusted that he thought, "Well if that's the way they feel 

I don't want to be federal President any more," so he sent in his 

resignation as federal President. 

This, of course, became public and he received enormous fan mail 

from all around Australia, telegrams and letters and so forth 

congratulating him on his stand. When the federal conference was 

held there was a motion that was passed which I think supported 

his stand and as he felt vindicated he responded to calls for him 

to withdraw his resignation so he remained as federal President. 

Actually the first federal conference that I ever attended was 

the 1959 federal conference when that incident occurred. 

I think it's interesting at this point to talk about his own 

financial situation. First of all in those days the State and 

federal Parliaments were responsible for setting their own salary 

scales. At that time Joe Chamberlain felt that there should be 
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some outside body responsible for attending to it. As you have 

the Industrial Arbitration Commission, he felt there should be 

some outside body or tribunal to fix salaries and allowances for 

members. He raised this with the party and the party put the 

suggestion to the Brand Government. This was some time in the 

mid sixties I think. It was ultimately introduced by that 

government within a year or so. So we now have a salaries and 

allowances tribunal in this State dating from the mid sixties. 

Under the rules at the time the general secretary's salary was 

based on a State member's basic salary without allowances. 

Because of the stand he took in 1959 Joe refused to take the full 

pay increases that were granted to State members after that time 

and looking back I suppose it was a foolish thing to do but that 

was the sort of person he was. He once owned a block of land, I 

think it was in North Perth or somewhere near there, and I 

remember a young man wanted to buy it. Now although he'd owned 

it for some years and its value was a lot higher than when he 

originally bought, because he was opposed to people exploiting 

land to make profits and thereby pushing the price up, I remember 

he insisted on selling it to the young man for exactly what he 

paid for it plus the rates and taxes that he had paid on it. I 

might say that when Joe finally retired it was onto the age 

pension, there was no superannuation. 

RJ Chamberlain represented WA as a member of the 

interstate executive the Australian Council of Trade Unions from 

1950 to 1960 and I just wondered how much was involved with that 

representation? 

ELLIOTT Well over the years when we didn't have a separate 

Trades and Labor Council, the West Australian Branch of the Labor 

Party was looked upon as the..., or the Trade Unions Industrial 

Council, which was a wing of the Labor movement in this State, 

was looked upon as the West Australian branch of the ACTU. So 

Joe used to attend regularly at ACTU conferences and executive 

meetings as one of the West Australian representatives. I don't 

remember a lot about his work on the ACTU. I think I was more 
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interested in the political side in those days; that was where 

all the excitement was. Obviously it meant extra work for him 

but I couldn't really expand on it I'm afraid. 

RJ You've got the period from 1960 to '63 where Joe 

Chamberlain was firstly acting as federal secretary and then was 

made federal secretary. You've referred to what was involved in 

federal conferences and the work beforehand, during and after. 

But from Chamberlain's point of view just how much work was 

involved being federal secretary and how much travelling did he 

have to do as a consequence besides obviously, going to 

conferences? 

ELLIOTT Well there were federal executive meetings at 

regular intervals usually held in some other capital city other 

than Perth so he'd have to travel East for the federal executive 

meetings. There would be the preparation of the work, the agenda 

and other reports and so forth for those meetings. There would 

be the usual paperwork after the meetings. But I remember there 

were a lot of enquiries being held into things like unity 

tickets. Unity tickets became very controversial in the fifties 

and sixties because they were things that were prepared for use 

in union ballots. It was a how to vote card really for certain 

candidates for certain offices in the union. It was thought to 

be not desirable for Labor trade union officials or trade union 

members to appear on the same ticket or how to vote card as 

communists. So you had this constant vigilance on the part of 

certain people as to who was appearing on what unity ticket with 

whom. There were often allegations and charges that some Labor 

person had appeared on a unity ticket with some communist or some 

other political person, usually a left wing person, a communist. 

I think there were some the other way too. I think there were 

those who appeared with DLP and National Civic Council people 

[laughs] who were considered worse than the communists by certain 

people. So you had claims and counterclaims about the unity 

tickets. These had to be investigated as to whether people were 

breaking their pledge of loyalty to the party by lining up with 

some other political person. So that was a bit time consuming. 
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I remember there were meetings in Victoria where we had to call 

people before the federal executive to answer allegations. There 

were meetings in Brisbane. I remember one trip to the Northern 

Territory, to Darwin and Tennant Creek, because some Labor member 

had not voted with other Labor people in the Northern Territory 

Legislative Council on some issue. The matter was reported to 

the federal executive. I remember we had to go to have a look at 

this issue and the fellow concerned came from Tennant Creek so we 

had to talk to people in Darwin and then hear the fellow's 

defence at Tennant Creek. 

These sound pretty trivial issues compared with some of the big 

things that were dealt with at the federal conferences, big 

issues on foreign affairs and defence. I remember the 1963 

special federal conference on foreign affairs and defence when a 

decision had to be made as to whether the party would support the 

Liberal government's policy of placing a United States base on 

North West Cape. Joe Chamberlain and the West Australian 

delegates, of course, were on the side of those who were strongly 

opposed to the base going there, saying that it would be a target 

in a potential nuclear conflict. But they didn't have the 

numbers and on that occasion the conference agreed to go along 

with its establishment. There were many big issues like that 

that were dealt with at federal conferences and federal executive 

meetings. The federal executive didn't make policy but it had to 

administer the party's affairs in between conferences and if some 

crisis cropped up the federal executive played a role in helping 

to sort it out. So there were many time consuming things but 

they were interesting days. 

Joe Chamberlain was quite keen to see the federal secretary's job 

placed on a proper footing with a permanent office in Canberra. 

He was instrumental in the actual establishment of the federal 

secretariat in 1963. He, I think could have had the job if he'd 

wanted it being in the position at the time, part time job, but I 

don't think he wanted to leave Western Australia. His family was 

here. He was devoted to his grandchildren. I think that at his 
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age and his wife Glad's age, he probably felt it was a bit late 

in life to start uprooting the pair of them and moving them 

interstate. 

RJ He would have been 63 then wouldn't he? 

ELLIOTT Yes. I think he would have loved the job but I 

think it was a practical thing of wanting to remain here with his 

family that prevented it. 

RJ In fact the secretariat didn't start to operate 

until 1964 so he would have been 64 when he would have been 

making the move which is fairly understandable isn't it? 

ELLIOTT Yes. 

RJ A further interview with Lyla Elliott held in her 

home on the 22nd of September 1987. 

Lyla in 1964 Joe Chamberlain was put up as a candidate for 

endorsement for the Senate election but he withdrew his name. 

There's an article about it on the 7th April 1964 that said he 

withdrew his name as a candidate for Labor endorsement for the 

Senate election to be contested in December.1  Do you know why he 

withdrew his name? 

ELLIOTT Well there were a couple of reasons I think. One 

was that there were a number of people in the party in this State 

and the unions who felt that he was needed as the State 

Secretary. They felt it was more important for him to remain in 

that job rather than go into the Senate because it was only seven 

years after the Hobart conference and the split, and the party 

was still in very troubled times. I think probably the major 

reason why he withdrew was that it would have meant displacing a 

sitting member. There were two senators up for re-election, 

Senators Cooke and Cant, and there is no doubt that had Joe 

-------------------- 

1 West, April 7, 1964. 
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Chamberlain proceeded with the nomination he would have been 

given a very high position, either first or second position on 

the Senate ticket which meant that one of them would have been 

relegated to the third position and would have lost his seat. Now 

despite the problems at Hobart with Senator Cooke, Joe 

Chamberlain I think still felt that it was not the right thing to 

displace a sitting member. I think probably that influenced him 

more than anything and that's why he withdrew. 

RJ Well why did he allow his name to go up in the 

first place? 

ELLIOTT I don't really know. That's a good question 

actually. I think there was still ill feeling between people like 

Joe Chamberlain and Senator Cooke and there were probably those 

in the party who felt some of the what were regarded as right 

wing members of Parliament should be replaced with people more to 

the left. No doubt a number of people had suggested that he 

nominate. I suppose a person who's been in a position as long as 

he had at that stage as State Secretary could see not much future 

for himself. There'd be a number of factors that would have 

influenced him putting his name in the ring in the early stages, 

but I suppose on reflection and following approaches from 

different people he decided to withdraw. There's no question that 

he would have won the ballot. He had a lot of support on the 

State executive at that time but for the reasons I think I've 

mentioned he withdrew. 

RJ We had the occasion in 1965 when Bert Hawke and 

Joe Chamberlain clashed over Hawke's support over preliminary 

unity talks with the DLP, a prospect we are told, that Mr 

Chamberlain saw "as totally repugnant. The issue went to the 

federal ALP and Mr Hawke was censured."1  Why was Chamberlain so 

against preliminary unity talks? 

iWest, Oct 23, 1984. 
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ELLIOTT Well it wasn't only Joe Chamberlain who was 

against talks with the DLP. Most people in the party at that 

time who had suffered through all the days following the split, 

who knew what the DLP was all about, who knew the background to 

the split, the Hobart conference, who witnessed the vicious 

attacks on the party by DLP members and supporters. It seemed as 

though the very reason for the DLP's existence was the 

destruction of the Australian Labor Party. Certainly by 1965 

there was nothing in common so far as philosophy or policies were 

concerned between the DLP and the ALP. Although in the early days 

some people left the Labor Party and joined the DLP, by the time 

1965 had arrived, ten years later, many people had joined the DLP 

who had never supported the Labor Party and who, as I said, whose 

main mission in life seemed to be the destruction of the ALP 

because their vote was such that they had no hope of ever 

becoming the government themselves. So Joe Chamberlain was not 

alone in being horrified at the suggestion of any unity talks 

with the DLP. Actually this is a classic example, I think, of how 

Joe Chamberlain has been accused of causing a problem or a fight 

within the party when an offence was actually committed by 

another person. 

What happened was this, and the records and Joe's own notes will 

confirm it. A week before the 1965 State election which was to be 

held on the 20th February, a Victorian senator called Pat 

Kennelly called for unity talks with the DLP. Arthur Caiwell, the 

then federal leader of the party, immediately issued a statement 

rejecting the suggestion. Joe Chamberlain was asked by the press 

for a comment so all he said was that he was fully in accord with 

the federal leader's statement and that he rejected the 

suggestion. In the meantime the press had also asked the State 

leader, Bert Hawke, for a comment and he told them that he 

supported Kennelly's call for unity talks with the DLP. 

A journalist rang Joe telling him of the Hawke statement and 

asking whether as a result he would like to change his remarks 

before publication. Joe couldn't believe that Bert Hawke would 

make such a statement because not only was in conflict with what 
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the federal leader, Arthur Calwell, had said but he knew it would 

be anathema to party members. He also knew it would have a 

disastrous effect in the week before the State election. So he 

rang Bert Hawke to say these things and to check whether he had 

in fact said what was being attributed to him. Hawke confirmed 

that he had made the statement and that he refused to withdraw 

it. So the story appeared in the West Australian five days before 

the election under the banner headlines "Hawke Favours Unity 

Talks with DLP," and of course, it remained headline news all 

week. The party was thrown into chaos including the Parliamentary 

Labor Party and other candidates and we were badly defeated at 

the polls that Saturday. 

At the State Executive meeting held on the Monday after the 

election, the matter was raised by way of a letter from the 

Miscellaneous Workers' Union deploring the action of Kennelly, 

endorsing Arthur Caiwell's statement and expressing disapproval 

of the State leader's statement on the eve of an election. At 

that meeting Joe Chamberlain, of course, reported on the 

election, as was his usual responsibility to report after a State 

election, and he reported factually on the events concerned with 

the Hawke statement and what had transpired over the weekend 

concerning that and his talks with Bert Hawke and so on. The 

State Executive after endorsing most of the union's motion 

deferred consideration of the reference to the State leader until 

the following meeting to which he was invited to explain his 

action. So at that meeting Bert Hawke attended and that was on 

the 8th of March, a fortnight after the meeting I referred to 

earlier and he spoke at length. Now within about three days of 

that meeting, the press carried banner headlines again with Bert 

Hawke attacking Joe and accusing him of treachery and disruption 

in the party. 

At the following meeting two weeks later the agenda was full of 

letters from unions and branches commending Arthur Calwell and 

Joe Chamberlain and criticising the State leader. The Executive 

also had before it unanimous recommendations from the officers 

criticising Bert Hawke and stating that the General Secretary's 
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actions were fully in accord with his responsibilities as General 
Secretary and party spokesman. They also recommended that no 
further action be taken in the interests of the party. The 
Executive adopted all these recommendations. The items continued 
to be sent in from branches and unions some calling for 
information and some condemning the State leader. The Executive 
agreed that a summary of events should be sent out to affiliated 
organisations because they were calling for information. Because 
they weren't attending the State Executive and party to what was 
going on at the State Executive, they asked that a summary be 
prepared listing the events in chronological order and be sent 
out to them and the Executive agreed to this. But following 
representation from John Tonkin who was then the Deputy Leader, 
Joe Chamberlain made the mistake of agreeing not to do this in 
the interests of party unity despite the fact that the details 
would have exonerated him because as usual he was being vilified 

in the press and being made to be the villian of the piece. So 
anyhow John Tonkin thought it would add fuel to the fire so he 
asked that the letter be not sent out and Joe agreed to this. 

At a subsequent meeting early in May, Joe reported that talks had 
taken place between three State members, Herb Graham, Ron Davies, 
Cohn Jamieson and himself, to consider a closer liaison between 
the State Executive and the Parliamentary Labor Party and he told 
the Executive that these talks were continuing. Now unfortunately 
it appears that while these negotiations were in progress there 
were certain people in caucus who were determined to pursue an 
aggressive line and keep the battle going. At a caucus meeting 
held in Manjimup later that month at which about half the members 
were missing, a motion was pushed through which Joe Chamberlain 
regarded as a no confidence motion in himself. Also that month 
the Federal Executive wrote to the State Executive criticising 
Bert Hawke for a statement he'd made to the Canberra Times. 

When the matter of the statements by Kennelly and Hawke and 
subsequent events had been before the Federal Executive, Joe 
Chamberlain had actually tried to get the Federal Executive to 
adopt a lenient attitude towards Hawke. He'd moved, "and he be 
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called upon not to offend in a like manner in the future." But 

the Federal Executive rejected this and adopted a harsher motion, 

"and he be severely censured and warned that any repetition of 

the offence will not be viewed so lightly." So in actual fact Joe 

Chamberlain was trying to play down the thing and soften the 

party's reprimand of Bert Hawke but people felt so strongly about 

it, both on the State Executive and in the Federal Executive, 

that they weren't prepared to be so light on the State leader. 

END OF TAPE FIVE SIDE TWO 
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TAPE SIX SIDE ONE 

ELLIOTT It took the State PLP [Parliamentary Labor Party] 
a couple of months to decide whether it would advise the State 
Executive about the motion on Chamberlain. The letter finally 
went late July and was before the State Executive on the 9th of 
August, as were other letters from affiliated organisations. The 
Executive, when they received that correspondence, decided that 
the officers should attend a caucus meeting for the purpose of 
the General Secretary presenting the case of the State Executive 
in respect to the matters which preceded the receipt of the 
letter from the State PLP regarding Joe Chamberlain. A special 
meeting of caucus was held on the 11th of August and addressed by 
Joe and the other officers. 

Now at that meeting, following an appeal by Ruby Hutchison that 
the two men heal the rift in the interests of the party, Joe held 
out his hand to Bert Hawke and said he was willing to get the 
State Executive to close the whole matter. Hawke snubbed him, 
said he'd think about it. I remember that day very clearly. When 
Joe came back to the office he was so upset and disappointed 
there were tears in his eyes. Here was a man who had not 
committed any offence. Bert Hawke was the one who, in my opinion, 
had caused the whole row with his DLP unity talks statement and 
he'd kept refuelling it with his public attacks after that. Joe 
had bent over backwards to quell the brawl. He'd tried to get the 
Federal Executive to tone down its decision. He'd refrained from 
sending out the details to affiliated organisations at the 
request of John Tonkin who knew the facts of the matter would 
embarrass Bert Hawke. Joe's actions had been endorsed by both the 
State Executive and the officers and yet when he offered his hand 
in an attempt to end the dreadful situation that had not been of 
his making, his gesture was spurned. 

I'm afraid politics can cause real problems in human 
relationships. The awful thing about the Hawke/Chamberlain 
dispute was that prior to that incident and the statement by Bert 
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Hawke on unity tickets as far as I can recall both men had mutual 

respect and regard for each other. In that particular dispute 

each in his own way felt he was doing what was best for the 

party. I don't believe Bert Hawke had anything in common with the 

philosophy of the DLP prior to the fight but he apparently made 

the fatal mistake of thinking the party couldn't get back into 

office unless there was a reconciliation with that party and 

actually made a later statement that talks would take place. It 

was an incredible attitude to take when regard was had not only 

for the history and actions of the DLP, as I said earlier, but 

also the fact that in 1965 its membership consisted of people 

who'd never voted Labor in their life and whose main mission in 

life was the destruction of the Labor Party. 

RJ Lyla are you relying on your memory for the detail 

you've given? 

ELLIOTT I've called on my memory, on notes that Joe 

Chamberlain was responsible for, and on minutes of different 

meetings. 

RJ Right, of caucus. 

ELLIOTT And State Executive. 

RJ And State Executive, thank you. 

The other thing that happened at this time was the disaffiliation 

of the AWU. It's stated that it was announced that the union was 

"dissatisfied with the administration of the party by the ALP 

State Executive." One of the things that's mentioned in the 

Political Chronicle is that there were also problems over the 

affiliation fees. It does go on to say, "But the dispute over 

affiliation fees may have been the occasion rather than the cause 

of the split, for the AWU and the state executive had been on 

opposite sides of several questions; notably, the union had taken 
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the part of Mr Hawke in his still unsettled conflict with Mr 

Chamberlain."1  What do you know about the relationship between 

the AWU and Joe Chamberlain? 

ELLIOTT The relationship had been an uneasy one for some 

years on ideological grounds. There was no question that the AWU 

was to the right in those days. I think that it had a close 

relationship with people like Tom Burke and Joe Cooke, I think, 

and Bert Hawke. As I remember, on matters before the State 

Executive or State conference, the AWU in this State could be 

relied upon to vote with what was considered to be the right. 

However I think contrary to what you've just said in that quote 

that the disaffiliation was due more to the increased fees that 

the union was required to pay rather than their dissatisfaction 

with the administration of the party. It was a fact that for many 

years they enjoyed a concession because in the early days the 

union had apparently offered a service, a political organising 

service in remote areas particularly in the North West. Because 

the party couldn't afford any paid organisers I understand that 

in the early days the union would assist in the outback areas 

with party organisation. I didn't see a lot of evidence of that 

when I was in the office and I think the party felt that it was a 

fairly wealthy union, it had a large membership and that by the 

time the 1 64 conference was held it was felt that they were not 

performing the service that they had in the early days which 

justified the concession and therefore there was no justification 

for the union to be paying less than some of the less affluent 

organisations, the smaller unions, who were paying the full 

affiliation fee. So I think that the disaffiliation was more to 

do with the increased affiliation bill rather than 

dissatisfaction with the party administration. 

RJ The next thing that happened of note is in 

December 1965 when Chamberlain came up for election again as 

Secretary of the party and for the first time since he was first 

-------------------- 

1"Australian Political Chronicle" May - August, 1965 in AJPH, Vol 

XI, No 3, December 1965, p  387. 
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elected he was opposed, Fletcher was nominated. According to the 
West "Mr Fletcher's nomination is seen as an expression of 
discontent by moderate and Right-wing members of the party over 
Mr Chamberlain's long reign."1  Was it? 

ELLIOTT Well, of course, when Joe Chamberlain was General 
Secretary, or when anybody holds that position, he can't expect 
unanimous support from everybody on the State Executive or in the 
movement but I don't think anybody seriously thought that he 
could be replaced by someone of the standing of Don Fletcher. 
[Short pause]. I don't want to be too hard on Don Fletcher but it 
was a rather silly move. It was a non-event as far as I was 
concerned because he certainly didn't have the ability for the 
job. He was just used by [certain people]. I don't know whether 
he thought he had the ability, whether he had enough ego to think 
he could have done the job but I certainly don't think he could 
have. But I think that there were a number of people.... '65, of 
course, was the year of the fight between Joe and Bert Hawke, and 
so there were a number of people who would have supported anybody 
who opposed Joe Chamberlain even though they didn't really expect 
that person to be successful in the ballot. But I think anybody 
who had respect for his reputation wouldn't have seriously stood 
against Joe Chamberlain because of his standing in the movement. 
I mean he had an enormous amount of support in the Labor movement 
not only in this State but throughout Australia. As I said 
earlier he had the people who were opposed to him from the right 
but no one seriously thought that he could be deposed as State 
Secretary and so it was only someone like Don Fletcher that they 
could get to stand. It was just a token effort really and the 
vote would have revealed this. I don't remember what the actual 
vote was but there would have been very few votes for Mr 
Fletcher. 

RJ Another controversy in Joe Chamberlain's life was 
his long running dispute with Whitlam, amongst others. According 
to Freudenberg he sees Chamberlain's fight to keep the ALP policy 

-------------------- 
1 West, Dec 10, 1965. 
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on education in tact as regards funding of private schools as, 
and I quote, "The cause of the destruction of a State [New South 
Wales] Labor Government, of a near split in the Labor Party, the 
near expulsion of Whitlam, and was to become a major factor in 
the electoral debacle of 1966,,1 Now we know that Chamberlain 
was very much against the funding of private schools but is it 
fair the way Freudenberg has placed all of these things at 
Chamberlain's door? 

ELLIOTT No I don't think so, certainly the reference to 
Gough Whitlam and Joe Chamberlain being responsible for his near 
explusion. I think the only person responsible for that was 
Gough Whitlam. If I can just tell you the way I saw it. I was 
overseas at the time, of course, that was in 1966 and so I can't 
give a first hand account of what went on except that Joe told me 
some of the details in the letters he wrote to me while I was in 
London and I have read a bit about it since I've been back, of 
course, and spoken to people about what transpired during that 
year. Joe was personally opposed in principle to the State 
funding of private or independent schools. He felt strongly about 
firstly the separation of church and State and secondly about 
what he saw as the divisions created in society by placing 
children in different education systems. He felt that people 
shouldn't be denied the right to establish independent schools 
but if they did so they should accept responsibility for the 
costs and not expect the government to pay for them which took 
revenue away from the State school system. At the 1963 federal 
conference, which incidentally was held in Perth, I believe he 
was responsible for getting this adopted as party policy. 

Many people in the party genuinely opposed this policy because 
they believed that as those people who sent their children to 
non-government schools paid the same taxes as those who didn't 

-------------------- 
1 Freudenberg, G. A Certain Grandeur, Melbourne, Sun Books, 1978, 
p 28 
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they should receive some subsidy for their children's education 

from government revenue but there were others who, while not 

subscribing to this thinking, felt it was politically expedient 

to give State aid to private schools. They had their eye in 

particular on the Catholic vote which was pretty substantial and 

which they wanted to win back. Traditionally Labor had always 

received strong support from the Catholics, the vast majority of 

whom were working people and many of them descendants from the 

early Irish immigrants and convicts who had been given a hard 

time by the conservative establishment. But in the fifties and 

sixties when we had the anti-Communist hysteria and the party's 

enemies successfully convinced Australians that it was 

pro-Communist, many Catholics deserted the Labor Party and 

supported either the DLP or the Liberals. We've talked about this 

before, of course, but I think it's relevant to this question as 

well because, as I said, it wasn't just people who supported 

State aid in principle, it included those people who supported it 

for political reasons. They thought it would win a few more 

votes for the Labor Party you see. 

Well by 1966 it was only natural, I suppose, that most people in 

the party were tired of being in opposition and were looking for 

ways in which they could gain more votes to win election to the 

Treasury benches. Of course, many of them saw the party changing 

its policy on State aid as one factor in this, that we would be 

able to change the voting patterns of a lot of Catholic people if 

the party was in favour of State aid. 

The row on State aid blew up following a meeting of the Federal 

Executive in February '66 when a motion was passed calling on the 

party's federal legal committee to investigate the constitutional 

legality of the Menzies' Government's grants to private schools, 

some of which were considered very wealthy. It was following that 

meeting that Gough Whitlam went on television and attacked the 

members of the Federal Executive personally for their attitude to 

State aid. In a letter I received in London from Joe he said, and 

I quote (I still have the letter): "Whitlam has unleashed a most 

violent and vicious attack on the Federal Executive because it 
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has refused to go along with him on State aid. In my view it was 
a calculated step in the campaign to unseat Arthur [Calwell]. The 
position is so bad that members are saying that Whitlam must be 
expelled."1  Now I'd like you to note that he said, "Members are 
saying", not "I feel he should be expelled", although he probably 
also thought so at the time. But the point that should be made 
here is that often when he moved motions or carried through with 
action either on the State Executive or the Federal Executive, he 
was reflecting the views of others in the party and not merely 
his own. 

Joe Chamberlain was quite ill during 1966 and was off work for 
five months following surgery. It was during this time that the 
party reversed its stand on State aid at firstly our own State 
conference and at the federal conference. I believe it was the 
parliamentarians both State and federal who played a leading role 
in this change. 

RJ So really from what you're saying Lyla, whilst 
Freudenberg gives the impression that it was Chamberlain's 
personal move against Whitlam to see him expelled over this 
issue, you feel that Chamberlain was carrying out the wishes of 
others? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes, because when Cough Whitlam went on the 
attack he wasn't just attacking Chamberlain. He attacked all the 
members of the Federal Executive. He called them the twelve 
witless men and made personal attacks on the members of the 
Executive who were paid servants of the party in their job as 
State Secretary including his own State Secretary Bill Colbourne 
who would have been on side on the State aid issue. But it wasn't 
only Joe Chamberlain. It was many people in the party who were 
upset with him at that time and, of course, Arthur Calwell was 
very upset because although he may have agreed with Whitlam on 
the principle of State aid, Arthur being a Catholic, I think he 
saw Gough Whitlam as a very ambitious person who was very 

-------------------- 
1 JoeChamberlain to Lyla Elliott, February, 1966. 
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impatient to become leader of the party and later in '66 - I mean 

apart from the State aid issue, Gough Whitlam upset the party 

again by making a statement during the 1 66 federal election 

campaign which cut across what Arthur Calwell had said on 

Vietnam. Arthur Calwell had made a statement that virtually said 

that when Labor becomes elected, we would bring home the troops 

from Vietnam immediately. Gough Whitlam cut across that statement 

by one of his own saying that no, we would not be bringing them 

home until later the next year or something like that. Anyway he 

contradicted what the leader had said and this caused a lot of 

problems at the time with Arthur Calwell having to reprimand him 

and so forth. So Gough Whitlam did create a lot of problems for 

himself and I think a lot of it was to do with his ambition to 

not only become leader himself but to see the party elected to 

power. 

RJ You raised the issue of conflict over the policy 

regarding Vietnam. According to Freudenberg we also have the 

occasion when Lance Barnard returned from a tour of South 

Vietnam. He called for a review of the Labor policy following 

that tour. To quote Freudenberg, "Although he had undoubtedly 

been impressed by the outward sign of American military success, 

Barnard was saying very little as the Labor Party had no clear 

policy on troop withdrawal. It was precisely the lack of clear 

policy one way or the other which led to the confusion of 

emphasis in statements by Calwell and Whitlam during the 1966 

campaign," and you've made reference to that. Still quoting 

Freudenberg, "Chamberlain, reacting immediately to the newspaper 

reports, implied that Barnard had collected his information 

around 'the cocktail circuit and bars of Saigon', in Barnard's 

case a suggestion of the highest improbability."1  What do you 

know about that clash between Barnard and Chamberlain? 

ELLIOTT Well the statement was made by Barnard at a time 

when people in Australia were aware of the horrors and the 

immorality of the Vietnam War, and this included Joe Chamberlain 

-------------------- 
1lbid, p  93 
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who like many others in the Labor Party had strongly opposed 
Australia's involvement in the war right from the start and also 
the role that America was playing. Like so many of us in the 
party Joe Chamberlain was very active both inside and outside the 
party in opposing Australia's participation in the war and 
helping to develop Labor policy on the whole issue. 

Now he was incensed that after all the evidence about the 
immorality of the war and the frightful suffering inflicted on 
the Vietnamese people by the Americans with their napalm and 
their massive destruction of the country, that a leading person 
in the Labor Party, that is Lance Barnard, should come back after 
a brief visit to Vietnam and call for the party to review its 
policy. Now review its policy at that time meant, 
"Well are we right in opposing the war?" - and there were very 
strong feelings, of course, as I've just mentioned about this 
issue. 

So Joe Chamberlain sent out what I felt was a very moving 
circular to affiliated organisations defending the party's 
policy. Although he didn't attack Lance Barnard, he made the 
mistake of including a statement which really upset Gough 
Whitlam. He said, and I quote, "A journey to Saigon would not 
reveal the ghastly horror of the war throughout the countryside 
and the terrible sufferings of civilian men, women and their 
children. We could not expect to find in the saloons of Saigon 
or at a cocktail party, evidence of the destruction by the mighty 
power of the United States Air Force of many thousands of acres 
of farmlands and crops grown and harvested by innocent peasants 
after months of backbreaking toil."1  It said a lot more but what 
upset Gough Whitlam was the reference to the saloons and cocktail 
bars in Saigon. Gough sent out a letter to the same organisations 
containing a scathing personal attack on Joe saying until he 
apologised to Lance Barnard he would have no further 

-------------------- 

1 Chamberlain, Joe. Letter to affiliated organisations, June 1967. 
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communication with him.1  Joe didn't feel any apology was required 
and so he did nothing. 

Three weeks later we had our triennial State conference and Gough 
came over, as the federal leader usually did, to address the 
gathering. I remember it well because I was sitting up on the 
platform taking the minutes. You had Gough down one end of the 
table and Joe down the other, both ignoring each other. You could 
have cut the air with a knife. However the peacemakers got to 
work and brought them together for lunch in the Trades and Labor 
Council office where they resolved their differences and shook 
hands. If my memory serves me correctly a photo of the event, the 
handshake and the broad smiles, appeared in the next Sunday 
Times. 

RJ The letter that you quote Whitlam as sending out 
in response to Chamberlain's letter is quoted by Freudenberg and 
there is a statement in it that goes on, "If other State 
Secretaries were as autocratic and idiosyncratic as Mr 
Chamberlain, the party's membership would be as reduced and 
frustrated in other States as it is in Western Australia."2  You 
have three points there: was Chamberlain autocratic and 
idiosyncratic and was the membership in Western Australia reduced 
and frustrated? 

ELLIOTT I think I probably answered your first question 
earlier in the interview when I've talked about his determination 
to see that party policy was not contravened and his 
determination to not let people get away with any offences that 
were committed against the party. So I think that he developed a 
reputation as some people referred to him as a stern 
disciplinarian. You can use all sorts of adjectives to describe a 
person. You can be very subjective about how you regard such a 

-------------------- 
1Whit1am, G. to Western Australia, Executive, June 6, 1967. 

2Freudenberg, op. cit., p  94. 
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person. You can either call him principled and refer to strength 
to character, or you can talk about him as autocratic. 
certainly wouldn't call him idiosyncractic. 

As far as the party's membership is concerned I think that was a 
gross exaggeration. It wasn't as high: the direct membership 
through branches wasn't as high as it could have been. It still 
isn't. With all the additional staff and resources that the party 
office has today it's still not as high as it should be. In those 
days we had one general secretary and a staff of three women. He 
had no assistant secretary, he had no organisers, had no 
fundraisers. On top of that, of course, we had all the problems 
of the party that we've already discussed.... 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE SIX 
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TAPE SIX SIDE TWO 

ELLIOTT ....including the great anti-Communist smear 
campaign which frightened a lot of people off the party, not only 
when it came to voting at election time but also becoming members 
of the party. The party was not a respectable organisation to 
belong to because of the long standing smear campaign and the 
McCarthy style tactics that I've referred to earlier in the 
interview. So it took a long time for the Labor Party to become 
respectable again, not only to be respectable enough to vote for 
and become the government but also to join as an active member. 
So this is just another example of people laying the blame at Joe 
Chamberlain's door for a lot of the problems that were not of his 
making. He wasn't responsible for the right wing attack on the 
party. He wasn't responsible for Bert Hawke's statement on DLP 
talks. He wasn't responsible for Gough Whitlam's public attack 
on the Federal Executive or his public disagreement with Arthur 
Caiwell on Vietnam. He had nothing to do with the defeat of the 
Tonkin Government in 1974 or the Whitlam Government in 1975. He 
actually retired in 1974. He wasn't responsible for the 
subsequent period in opposition of both the State and federal 
parties until 1983. So it's very convenient to look back on those 
difficult years and use Joe Chamberlain as a scapegoat for the 
problems of the time but I strongly disagree with what Graham 
Freudenberg has said in his book. 

RJ Lyla you've made reference to the State conference 
where Whitlam and Chamberlain were reconciled but according to 
Freudenberg, "Whitlam persuaded the Western Australian conference 
to accept a resolution favourable to national reorganization. 
This was a sharp defeat for Chamberlain on his home ground."1  
What do you know of that resolution? 

-------------------- 
____ 

p 99. 
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ELLIOTT I think this refers to the addition to the Federal 
Executive and federal conference of the federal leaders of the 
party. Up until that time the federal conference was made up of 
six people from each State. In other words each State branch 
elected six delegates to the federal conference which meets every 
two years. Now there's nothing wrong with that in principle or 
there was nothing wrong with it. The Labor Party is supposed to 
be a democratic organisation where policy is formulated at 
conferences made up of representatives from the grass roots of 
the party so that it differs from the conservative parties where 
policy is made at the top. We've always prided ourselves that the 
conferences which establish policy are attended by people from 
the rank and file who are able to participate in this process and 
therefore it's a democratic process. 

Now this was alright until 1963 when we had this special 
conference on foreign affairs when the issue of the North West 
Cape base was debated. It was held in Canberra and a journalist 
called Alan Reid who was very hostile to the Labor Party coined 
the phrase "the 36 faceless men". It was just a gimmick to 
denigrate the Labor Party and referred to, of course, the 36 
delegates from the States who constituted the federal conference. 
At that time the federal leaders, the leader and his deputy in 
both Houses, the federal Houses, were, of course, welcome to 
attend but didn't participate in the debate. Reid got one of his 
photographers from his paper to photograph Arthur Calwell, I 
think, standing outside the conference room and presented the 
story that here was this sinister body of 36 faceless men, 
implying that they were left wing dangerous subversive types who 
were making policy and telling the parliamentarians what to do. 
Now that was the whole issue. It was quite ridiculous, but it was 
very effective and Menzies used that theme in his next election 
campaign and amazingly the Australian people fell for it. So 
Gough Whitlam felt that the leaders of the party, particularly 
the federal leaders, should be able to participate in the policy 
making at federal conference and I think that was what is 
referred to there, that he wanted the rules changed so that the 
parliamentary leadership would be full delegates to conference. 
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What we have to keep in mind about this issue was that it was 
still a time when there were some doubts where Gough Whitlarn 
stood so far as socialist philosophy was concerned. He'd 
supported State aid to church schools. He was disagreeing with 
Arthur Calwell on Vietnam. He supported an extremely right wing 
person called Harradine in Tasmania who was no friend of the 
Labor Party but he was supporting his addition to the Federal 
Executive. So there were some doubts about where Gough stood in 
this respect and I think why Joe Chamberlain and others were a 
bit wary about putting the parliamentarians on the conference and 
the Federal Executive was that he was a bit concerned that it 
might increase the right wing representation and it might also 
increase the number of people at conference who would be 
influenced by pragmatism rather than principle. 

RJ We still have this resolution that Whitlam 
persuaded the WA conference to accept. It was "a sharp defeat for 
Chamberlain") Did he see it as a sharp defeat? 

ELLIOTT Probably. I'd have to have a look at the 
conference report to check on what the actual decision was but 
that possibly was one of the occasions when he didn't win the 
argument because I know that he was initially opposed to 
conference having more parliamentarians on it. 

I might add that there were already quite a few of the delegates 
who were federal parliamentarians because in those days the party 
was rather poor and used the federal members as delegates because 
they had free travel rights. This certainly applied to Western 
Australia so it wouldn't have meant adding parliamentarians for 
the first time because there were already quite a number on there 
but it would have meant increasing the numbers and also in 
addition to the federal leadership, ultimately the State leaders 
were also appointed. 

-------------------- 

Ibid. 
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RJ Freudenberg goes on to sum up the relations 
between Whitlam and Chamberlain which as he said covered nearly a 
decade of personal dispute and I quote, "The key to Chamberlain 
was his suspicion of parliamentarians. The essence of Whitlam's 
challenge to Chamberlain was his insistence of the idea of the 
Labor Party as a Parliamentary Party seeking its aims through 
parliamentary means. Their conflict was inevitable. The issue was 
whether the Parliamentary Party would be altogether dominated by 
the machine, according to a very narrow interpretation of the 
rules. Chamberlain was, in fact, doomed to failure because his 
interpretation of the rules was altogether too narrow. Had he 
made the issue the politicians against the rank and file, he 
might have won but he made it the Federal Executive against all 
the rest of the Party. In the end it came down to the issue of 
Chamberlain against all the Party."1  Now what do you feel about 
that summary of Freudenberg's? 

ELLIOTT I think it's nonsense, for a lot of the reasons 
that I've already given. If that was so he wouldn't have remained 
in the positions that he held for so long. I don't know how he 
could say that it was the Federal Executive against the whole 
party. I mean the Federal Executive consisted of twelve people 
not just Joe Chamberlain. From my recollection the Executive 
acted very responsibly and where there were any disputes they 
were only responding to matters that had been raised by other 
people. 

You refer to his suspicion of politicians and there is some basis 
for this I would say. He wasn't suspicious of politicians per 
Se. He had amongst the members of both State and federal 
Parliaments some very close friends, people that he admired and 
respected and people who had affection for him and supported him 
and realised what made the man tick. He differed with politicians 
when he felt that they were not abiding by the policy and 
platform of the party, particularly when they presented right 
wing policies which were in conflict with the platform. 

-------------------- 
1lbid, p  169. 
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Joe's attitude to Gough Whitlam changed dramatically over the 

years I might say. Because of the way Gough performed when he 

finally did become the Prime Minister, his early action in 

bringing home the troops from Vietnam and his other initiatives 

for reform, which had been widely recognised, Joe developed an 

admiration and respect for him. He could forgive people anything 

as long as they did the right thing by the party and its 

platform. In the end he really had a great deal of regard for 

Gough Whitlam which was reciprocated apparently when one reads 

the comments that Gough Whitlam made at a meeting in the Perth 

Concert Hall in 1976. I'd like to quote what he said actually. 

It was when he was delivering the inaugural Chamberlain Lecture 

at the Perth Concert Hall in June 1976. He (this is Gough 

Whitlam) described Joe as, and I quote, "The most gifted, the 

most astute, the most dedicated and in his own way the most 

charismatic politician of his State and his generation." He also 

said, and I quote again, "No Western Australian since Curtin 

exerted a more significant influence on his party in Western 

Australia and beyond or achieved greater eminence as a national 

figure."1  This is just part of what he said but I think that 

indicated that the regard that Joe Chamberlain developed for 

Whitlam was reciprocated eventually. The two men reconciled their 

differences and came to appreciate the positive qualities that 

each had. 

RJ I wondered what you knew about the 1969 federal 

conference when both Chamberlain and Mick Young were candidates 

as Federal Secretary. Each polled seven votes and Chamberlain in 

fact withdrew in Mick Young's favour. Do you happen to know why 

he withdrew in Young's favour and how he felt about the whole 

episode? 

-------------------- 
'WHITLAM, G. 1976 Chamberlain Lecture, June 7, 1976, p  1 (A copy 

of the first two pages of the speech relevant to Joe Chamberlain 

is attached, pp 252-3. 
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ELLIOTT To begin with I don't know why he nominated for 
the position at the time. I can't remember what motivated him. 
The voting was equal. They had, I think, several ballots and they 
drew on each occasion and I think he felt that he would just help 
to break the deadlock, that they seemed to have come to an 
impasse and he thought the easiest is that "one of us should bow 
out". I mean on previous occasions, if there had been a tie in 
voting when the executive consisted of twelve people the numbers 
were even, they would put the two names in a hat to determine the 
successful candidate. I don't think he could have been very 
serious about the job at the time otherwise he would have given 
himself a fighting chance by staying and having his name put in 
the hat. Yes certainly it's true that he withdrew, I think to 
solve the impasse. 

While we're on this point, I'm just reminded of another occasion 
when I was attending a Federal Executive meeting and how stories 
about Joe Chamberlain have been distorted. I distinctly remember 
this meeting. It was a ballot for the federal President of the 
ALP when Joe Chamberlain took on the job as the part time 
secretary and relinquished the job as federal president. There 
were two candidates. There was Vic Stout from Victoria who was 
looked upon as a left wing candidate and Bill Colbourne from New 
South Wales who was being supported by the right wing and who 
could be described as of the right. Once again there was a draw, 
six all, so they decided to resolve it by putting the name of the 
two people in the hat. Joe Chamberlain was the returning officer 
so he drew one name out of the hat and it said, "Stout". Then 
just to complete the job he drew the other one out and it should 
have read Colbourne, of course, the two names in the hat you see, 
but the other name also read "Stout". He said, "Now hang on just 
a minute," he said, "there's a mistake here. There are two 
Stouts in here. Obviously," he said, "there's been a mistake. 
We'll have to do it again because Bill Colbourne's name somehow 
or other was inadvertently missed." He'd apparently picked up two 
"Stouts". Now he was the person who drew attention to this. If 
there'd been something underhand about it there was no need for 
him to draw attention to it and have another ballot, but he 
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personally drew attention to the fact that the name of Vic Stout 

had been put in the hat twice instead of one of the sheets 

containing Bill Colbourne's name. So they had the ballot again 

and Bill Colbourne on this occasion won. Vic Stout was a bit 

disappointed but they treated it fairly lightheartedly because 

nothing underhand had been done and he [Chamberlain] pointed out 

that there'd been a mistake you see. 

Some years later an academic, I think it was from South 

Australia, was writing something about the period and he told me 

this story that held heard about the Federal Executive meeting on 

one occasion when Joe Chamberlain had dishonestly put the name of 

the left wing candidate in the hat twice and omitted the right 

wing candidate's name and when the name was drawn, one of the 

other delegates to the Federal Executive insisted on seeing the 

name on the other ballot paper and revealed that Joe Chamberlain 

had tried to put one over them. Now that was totally and utterly 

a lie because I was there and it's one of the things that I do 

remember very clearly because I remember being disappointed for 

Vic Stout losing on the second occasion. I clearly remember Joe 

Chamberlain righting what was a wrong of his own volition and yet 

that story had been twisted for somebody's purposes to indicate 

that he had deliberately tried to exclude Colbourne and it was 

quite wrong. So that was lucky; I was able to put the facts 

before this fellow in South Australia. There were lots of stories 

that were twisted like that that have probably never been 

corrected. 

RJ David Black in writing about Chamberlain says 

this: "Chamberlain's oft quoted assertion that the task of 

winning seats and finally government had to remain secondary to 

the primary task of formulating policy based on socialist 

objective was more an indication of his refusal to compromise 

than an ideological commitment to socialism."1  Now from what you 

are saying you would not agree with that assessment? 

-------------------- 
1 Black, D. in A New History of Western Australia, Nedlands, Uni 

of WA, 1981, p  451. 
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ELLIOTT Well my answer to that would be that firstly he 

was committed to socialism, that's democratic socialism as I've 

already described it in an earlier interview. He felt that the 

Labor Party should remain a democratic socialist organisation and 

that if it were to move to the right it would be a disaster for 

the people, the working people in particular, of Australia. His 

refusal to compromise was not because he didn't want to see Labor 

in government. Of course he wanted to see Labor in government 

very much because he knew that only in office you could implement 

your policies but he thought it wasn't much use becoming the 

government if you didn't have some worthwhile soundly based 

policies of reform to implement. It wasn't much use just becoming 

another conservative organisation, another status quo party quite 

happy with the order of things. What's the point of Labor 

becoming the government if you're going to be another Liberal 

Party or another National Party or another DLP. That's what the 

man was all about. He wanted the Labor Party in government very 

badly but he wanted the government to be one which implemented 

Labor platform based on democratic socialism. 

RJ It's also been said of Chamberlain that he thrived 

on fights.1  Is that correct? 

ELLIOTT That's rubbish. Nothing would have made him 

happier than to have been able to devote his energies to 

constructive work for the party, to help the party get into 

government but they were difficult times as we've discussed on a 

number of occasions in previous interviews. They were very 

difficult times. He hated the fights, he hated the personal 

fights and nothing made him happier than when Gough Whitlam 

became the Prime Minister and acted like a Labor Prime Minister. 

That's all he ever asked that Labor leaders, Labor politicians, 

Labor Prime Ministers, act in accordance with the platform that 

they're supposed to espouse and that they're pledged to support. 

-------------------- 
West, October 8, 1974. 
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RJ It's also said of him that, "He was either loved, 

or hated. There was no in-between." 

ELLIOTT I've read that before. Certainly people had very 

strong feelings about him but I'm sure there were a number of 

grey areas where people couldn't make up their mind. But 

certainly in the days of the split when it was at its height in 

the 1 50's and early 1 601 s, he had many enemies because they 

couldn't get their way. They couldn't beat him. At the same time 

he had very strong supporters because they felt that he provided 

them with the strength to beat off the right wing attack on the 

party and that he was a man of principle. He was human, he had 

his faults like all of us but people forgave him those faults 

because of his strengths. 

RJ What were his faults Lyla? 

ELLIOTT Perhaps he was a bit dogmatic at times but I 

sometimes think that you need people like that if you're going to 

defend principles. You need people with courage, the courage of 

their convictions who are not going to cave in. But perhaps 

sometimes he could have not fought so hard. 

I think he was wrong too on a number of areas on which he fought. 

One was the establishment of the Trades and Labor Council. I 

think his attitude, which was of opposition to its establishment, 

was really based on wanting to protect the Labor Party as such. 

He felt that a separate industrial organisation would have 

weakened the Labor Party. But I think he was wrong on that issue 

and has been proved so since the establishment of the TLC. 

Perhaps he didn't give some people like Gough Whitlam enough 

credit for the importance they placed on getting into government. 

Now this might be contradicting some of the things I've said 

earlier but while I think it's very important to ensure that when 

you have a government elected, that government is one of 

-------------------- 
1 Ibid. 
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principle and one that will implement Labor policy, I think it's 

also very true to say that you can't do anything from opposition. 

I certainly learnt that as a member in the State Parliament and 

certainly when Gough Whitlam became the Prime Minister it was 

easy to see how much could be done in office rather than from the 

opposition benches. I'm certainly not saying that Joe Chamberlain 

prevented Labor governments being formed. As I've said earlier I 

think that it's quite wrong to blame him for this, but perhaps he 

didn't give politicians enough credit for being motivated by the 

desire to get into office to implement policies rather than for 

personal gain. I think probably this was because some of them did 

contravene the platform of the party in their desire to be 

elected to office. I think that's about all I want to say on 

that. 

END OF TAPE SIX SIDE TWO 
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TAPE SEVEN SIDE ONE 

ELLIOTT There were possibly other areas where you could 
say that there were faults, human faults, personal faults, but I 
mean we all have them don't we and I don't wish to go into them 
in an interview such as this. I don't think it's appropriate. I 
just want to make it quite clear that I had a great deal of 
respect for him and for what he was trying to do and what he did 
in his positions in the party. 

RJ You have, of course, the Hawke Federal Labor 
Government in power today. What do you think Chamberlain would 
think of it? 

ELLIOTT I think he would have been very unhappy with some 
of the stands taken by the Hawke Government. For example I think 
he would have been very unhappy with the change in policy on 
uranium mining, the export of uranium. I think after all the 
years in opposition when we were protesting in the peace movement 
against nuclear ships, visits by nuclear ships and nuclear 
weapons, protesting against the proliferation of nuclear weapons, 
I think he would have been very unhappy at the way we still 
warmly embrace the visits of United States war ships in our 
ports. I think the last straw would have been the announcement of 
the Prime Minister and the Treasurer that the party should 
consider privatisation of public enterprises. I mean that is 
anathema to Labor people. I'm very pleased to see that there 
appears to be widespread opposition across all factions in the 
party including the right wing to this suggestion. So yes, 
certainly there would have been lots of things that this present 
government has done that Joe would have been unhappy about. 

RJ So really in a way Lyla his very strong stand to 
put what Labor believed in ahead of retaining power had its place 
because one could argue that the compromises the Hawke 
Government's been able to make is because they wish to stay in 
power; they see those as popular moves. 
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ELLIOTT Yes I would say that. There'd be a number of 

reasons behind the policies adopted by the present government. 

It's not as simple as what you suggest. It's not just a question 

of staying in power. There would be economic reasons and 

relationships with America would very much determine our foreign 

policy but I would be one of the people who would, I'm sure, have 

the same feeling as a person like Joe Chamberlain that we should 

base our foreign policy on morality, that we should have an 

independent foreign policy rather than just hang on the coat 

tails of one of the super powers and go along with some of the 

things that they're doing even though we might strongly disagree 

with them. 

RJ In the interview I did with Evelyn Coverley she 

referred to the Labor Women's Organisation which she was a member 

of and makes the comment that the central executive of that 

organisation of which she was a member for a time was closed down 

by Chamberlain. "We tried to get everybody in and Mr Chamberlain 

wouldn't allow us and closed it down." Do you know anything 

about that particular episode? 

ELLIOTT I'd have to check on the State Conference reports. 

I know at one stage the structure of the Labor Women's 

Organisation was changed. They weren't closed down; the structure 

was changed. If Evelyn's recollection is that Joe Chamberlain was 

responsible, what would have happened would have been that at 

conference he would have presented the Constitution and Rules 

Committee report as the convenor. He would have moved the 

recommendations before conference and as the mover of the motion, 

she is associating him with some change in the Labor Women's 

structure. But I can't really remember the details at this stage. 

That's all I can say is that she would associate him with some 

change because he would have moved the motion before conference 

representing the Rules and Constitution Committee. 

-------------------- 
1Coverley, E, interview transcript 1987, p  104. 
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RJ You worked for Joe Chamberlain from 1952 to 1971, 

the period from 1956 as his secretary except, of course, for that 

time overseas. What changes did you notice in the man over that 

period of time, if any? 

ELLIOTT Oh it's very difficult to enumerate changes. When 

you're working with a person over such a long period it's a bit 

like growing up with somebody, you don't even notice the changes 

in their physical appearance. I suppose you could say that the 

only change that I would have noticed, I suppose, was after his 

illness in 1966. I think he probably started slowing down a bit 

then but it didn't alter his attitude to issues. But I think 

perhaps his influence may have waned a bit particularly in 1966 

when he was away for five months due to ill health. He missed a 

State Conference and a Federal Conference and following that, of 

course, Gough Whitlam became the leader in 1967 and perhaps he 

became more dominant in the party and I would think that at that 

stage we were heading towards the end of the 1 601 s, the influence 

of the DLP was on the wane and at the beginning of the '70's we 

saw Labor on the road back. Labor was on the road back in this 

State and in the federal scene. We won the 1971 State election 

and the 1972 federal election. The DLP was a spent force and Joe 

Chamberlain was very happy with Gough Whitlam's leadership as a 

Prime Minister and he was happy with the federal government and 

he had a great deal of respect and affection for John Tonkin who 

was the State Premier who took over from Bert Hawke. So I think 

that all these things combined: the fact that he was slowing down 

following his illness, the fact that the DLP and the right wing 

seemed to be a spent force, the party had come through the two 

decades and was now on the way back with John Tonkin as Premier 

in the State and Gough Whitlam as the Prime Minister. So I think 

that he felt that he was able to slow down and didn't take such a 

prominent role as he had in the previous two decades. 

RJ People in public positions are often subject to 

abusive phone calls and threatening phone calls and this sort of 

thing. Do you know if Chamberlain received much of this? 
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ELLIOTT Surprisingly enough I don't think he did. I 

remember one threat that arrived in an anonymous letter that 

threatened his life. That was referred to the CIB. But on the 

whole we weren't the sort of violent society in those days that 

we are today. People didn't think in terms of violence to resolve 

conflict as they do today. Obviously there, I suppose, were a few 

abusive phone calls but I don't remember a lot of threats of 

physical violence and that sort of thing. I think that's more a 

phenomenon of the '70's and the '801 s, particularly of the '80's. 

No I really don't think it was a problem. 

RJ Anything come out of the one you referred to the 

CIB? 

ELLIOTT No. In fact if I remember rightly I think the CIB 

fellow said, "Well if they write to you and warn you about it 

they're not serious about it. It's only the ones who don't warn 

you that are serious." 

RJ According to the West Chamberlain "held strong 

views on the role of women long before it became fashionable to 

talk of women's liberation."1  Do you know anything about that 

side of Chamberlain? 

ELLIOTT He believed in equal opportunity for women both 

socially and economically but he didn't feel that women should be 

pushed into hard, dirty jobs or be forced to work for economic 

reasons. He strongly supported a woman's right to control her own 

body. He was a supporter of abortion [law reform] for example. I 

remember in the debate at the State Conference on whether the 

party would support abortion law reform he spoke strongly in 

favour of it. I think he had fairly enlightened views for the 

time so far as a man was concerned. I think that's about all I 

could say. 

-------------------- 
'West, Oct 23, 1984. 
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RJ What sort of boss was he Lyla? You get the bosses 

who provide flowers and gifts for the secretary and you get the 

bosses who are very thoughtless and don't allow for her 

particular situation. How did you find Joe Chamberlain? 

ELLIOTT You would say he was a very thoughtful person. I 

don't remember getting flowers [laughs] but I remember when I was 

reading the diary that I kept in 1955 that I referred to earlier, 

there was a reference in there to some of the things that he had 

done. For example he'd driven Joan and myself out to the beach on 

a very hot day after work. He had given us - one week we'd worked 

particularly hard so he gave us some money to go to a show at His 

Majesty's. Things like that. He was thoughtful in little ways. He 

was a good person to work for. He expected efficiency. He didn't 

like sloppy work but if you made a mistake he didn't give you too 

hard a time. He pointed it out and you knew not to do it next 

time or try to do better next time but he wasn't a difficult man 

to work for. I think all his secretaries have felt the same way. 

He had a very good sense of humour. I remember cleaning up an old 

storeroom once and I discovered a box of old socialist song 

books. Joe took one of these along to a State Executive meeting 

and led them in singing one of them. I think it was the 

Internationale but everybody loved it. 

He used to like writing very much and often wrote articles or 

pamphlets on current affairs and sent them out to affiliated 

organisations. In fact he once said that if he'd had another 

opportunity in life he would have liked to have been a writer. I 

remember a Daily News reporter was doing a series on leading 

figures in Perth. It was just a personal profile. He interviewed 

Joe Chamberlain and Joe said that had he not been involved in 

politics he would have liked to have been a writer. This stupid 

journalist brought out a story which said, "Chamberlain would 

have liked to have been the best writer in the world." It was 

really quite embarrassing and quite stupid and not what he'd said 

at all but just another one of those incidents that embarrassed 

him. 
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He didn't like established religion, particularly Roman 

Catholicism but his friends included many devout Catholics 

including a priest, Father Jim O'Brien, who actually officiated 

at Joe's funeral. I suppose you could say his bible was the Labor 

platform which he fiercely defended. 

He had two sons and a daughter. One of his Sons died at an early 

age, I think he was only about 40. He died of some blood disease 

and, of course, Joe was devastated about that. I don't think he 

ever got over it because Bob was a very nice fellow. 

RJ Lyla you just mentioned the affection that Joe 

Chamberlain had for Arthur Calwell) I wondered what else you 

knew about their relationship; how he felt about Arthur Calwell? 

ELLIOTT Well I think that he was always very sad that 

Arthur didn't become the Prime Minister. He felt that he'd had a 

very fine record in the Labor Party and that he deserved the top 

office. He'd worked hard for it and he was robbed of it. He was 

very close to it in 1961 I think it was when we missed out by two 

seats. He felt very sorry also for Arthur in his final years 

because he felt that people weren't loyal to him in the 

parliamentary party. I suppose it's understandable when people 

feel that a leader's not perhaps presenting the best image that 

there are people within a caucus who are anxious to replace him 

with someone with a greater public appeal. Unfortunately when 

television was introduced it was very unkind to Arthur who had a 

great voice for public meetings but he didn't have the voice or 

the appearance for television. In fact towards the end the 

cartoonists were belittling him by caricaturing him as a 

cockatoo, so he got the name of "Cocky" Calwell. These things 

-------------------- 
1 ArthurCalwell held Lyla Elliott in high regard as evidenced by 

his comment in a book he presented to her, Labor's Role in Modern 

Society. He wrote: "To Miss Lyla Elliott, whose unfailing 

courtesy and help in the cause of Labor is greatly appreciated by 

all who have been the recipients of these great qualities. Arthur 

Calwell, March 5, 1964." (RJ) 
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didn't help his image. There were people with ambitions in the 
party, personal ambitions, but there were also people who were 
champing at the bit for the party to get back into office and so 
they wanted him replaced I suppose. Joe felt that while a person 
was in the job of leader he should have the loyalty and support 
of the people behind him. 

I was overseas in 1966 and I still have some of the letters that 
Joe wrote to me while I was away. In July he wrote he was very 
upset about the shooting and wounding of Arthur Calwell by a 
young gunman who wanted to make a name for himself. Then there 
was a letter on the 7th of November. He wrote of his optimism 
about winning the federal election. He said, and I quote, "There 
appears to be substantial reason to think dear old Arthur could 
be Prime Minister but I know I could be badly hurt when the 
figures start to come through on election night." Then on the 9th 
of December he said in another letter to me. "I felt terribly 
sorry for poor old Arthur when we had a few words to say about 
his last meeting with the Federal Executive as leader. There are 
a lot of people in the party who should not be sleeping well at 
night over the manner of his exit." He was, of course, referring 
mainly to Gough Whitlam I think, who was anxious to replace 
Arthur as leader. 

RJ Any other anecdotes that you would like to add? 

ELLIOTT There is one note I have here that I was going to 
mention to put the record straight. It was another sensational 
press report concerning Joe Chamberlain. It concerned a most 
incredible personal attack on Joe under parliamentary privilege 
in the federal Parliament by Senator Shane Paltridge. It was at 
the time of the dispute over the federal MPs' salaries in 1959. 
He made some outrageous statements about Joe. He said that as a 
young man he had two names one of which was Joe Zanni and he was 
involved with a party not affiliated with the Labor Party 
implying, of course, the Communist Party. He also made a 
statement about an endorsement for a seat that Joe was involved 
in called Sussex in the early days. There was no truth in either 
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statement and Paltridge was not prepared to respond to Joe's 

challenge to repeat them publicly so that he could take legal 

action. It was just another example of the smear campaign that 

was indulged in to try to destroy him. But it really was 

incredible that someone would invent a name and there was just no 

foundation to it at all. He wasn't prepared to repeat it outside 

Parliament because it would have given Joe the chance to sue him. 

RJ As you've said Joe Chamberlain had two Sons and a 

daughter and he married Gladys Burke in 1926. I wondered the 

degree with which his wife and family became involved in his 

activities, if at all, and the relationship he had with his 

children and with his grandchildren. 

ELLIOTT Glad didn't get directly involved in any 

activities as far as I can remember. She certainly supported him 

morally in the stand that he took on various issues so she 

provided the moral support but didn't get involved in campaigning 

or attending meetings and that sort of thing. I think the same 

would apply to his children. Harold I think did a bit of work for 

the party at some stage but they weren't deeply involved in party 

activity despite the fact that he was so prominent in the party. 

He had a very warm and loving relationship with his 

grandchildren. He was very proud of them and I know they were 

very fond of him. 

RJ I wondered what you knew about Joe Chamberlain's 

last years. He retired at the end of 1974 then aged 74 and his 

assistant secretary McMullan succeeded him unopposed. He died in 

October 1984 by which time he was aged 84. Did you keep in touch 

with him? Do you know about those last years? 

ELLIOTT Yes I did keep in touch. I regularly visited him 

and Glad and sometimes had them up to Parliament House for lunch. 

He lived ten years beyond his retirement, as you said, and died 

at the age of 84 and you know I wish that he hadn't lived that 

long because the last year of his life was a living hell. He 

developed Alzheimer's disease and ended up spending his last year 
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on earth incarcerated at Swanbourne Hospital. [Pause]. It robbed 

him completely of his dignity and his freedom. It was a cruel and 

horrific way for a man like him to spend his last days. 

Swanbourne Hospital has since been closed and replaced by more 

humane and modern accommodation but I shall never forget my 

visits to Joe in that place as long as I live. 

RJ So you didn't see that as a good environment for 

someone suffering from his condition? 

ELLIOTT It was a terrible, cold, inhumane, prison type 

establishment and people in that condition don't deserve that 

sort of environment. Thank God they've closed it now and they've 

built new units attached to the regional hospitals. But 

unfortunately I think the year he was there was about the last 

year that Swanbourne Hospital was open and so he had to suffer 

the indignity of spending his last year in that horrible 

institution. 

RJ So he was aware of his surroundings Lyla? 

ELLIOTT He certainly was in the early days. 

RJ To my knowledge there has been no definitive 

biography written of Joe Chamberlain except for the small ones 

you see in publications like Lyall Hunt's Westralian Portraits. 

Do you know of any plans to write a biography of Chamberlain? 

ELLIOTT Unfortunately none has been published. Some years 

ago the Miscellaneous Workers Union provided a fee to a 

journalist, Clarrie Menagh, who was a former West Australian 

journalist who had retired. Because Clarrie had a long 

involvement as a political reporter the union gave him the job of 

writing Joe's biography. So he did put a lot of work into it and 

it was to be.... I know he worked with Joe for a long time on it 

and it was to be published as an autobiography. Unfortunately for 

a number of reasons it wasn't published. I think it's interesting 

to note one of the reasons why. This is another indication of the 
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sort of person that Joe Chamberlain was. Because in the 

manuscript there are references to the fights between Joe 

Chamberlain and Bert Hawke and Joe and Gough Whitlam, Joe decided 

to hold up publication. In the first place Bert was still alive 

and Joe didn't want to open up old wounds, and in the second 

place I think it was the early '70's and by this time he'd 

mellowed as far as his attitude to Gough Whitlam was concerned 

and had developed this new respect for him. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE SEVEN 
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TAPE SEVEN SIDE TWO 

ELLIOTT I think that was the major reason why the 
publication was held up. There was a problem with the style in 
which it was written. I personally attempted to get another 
journalist to cooperate with Clarrie in rewriting it but I was 
unsuccessful. I approached a number of people who had written 
biographies but they were all too busy at the time. This was in 
the 19701 s. They were all too busy at the time and I think they 
were also not altogether happy about using another person's work, 
or getting involved with another writer. I think they might have 
preferred to do the job themselves but they were busy at the 
time. Now as time went on Joe became more forgetful. I think 
Harold, his son, tried to tape some of his memories before it was 
too late but by this stage, as I said, his memory was affected 
and it was a very difficult process towards the end of the '70's. 
So unfortunately the book was never published, or no other book 
was published. But I think that perhaps Harold is now attempting 
to get publishers interested in the manuscript. 

RJ So there is in fact a completed manuscript that 
Clarrie Menagh prepared? 

ELLIOTT Yes there is but it does need some work on it to 
make it more readable. More human interest stuff needs to go in 
it. I'm very sad that a lot of material is missing that Joe 
dictated to me in the 1960's when we used to travel East to 
federal executive meetings when he was the Federal Secretary and 
I was doing the federal work. On the plane travelling to and from 
and East he would dictate to me material about his early days in 
England and there was a lot of amusing, lighthearted, human 
material there. He fully intended to write a book himself one day 
because as I said earlier he enjoyed writing but unfortunately he 
left it too late. Now also unfortunately, I don't know what 
happened to this material that I typed back. Joe says he gave it 
to Clarrie and Clarrie lost it, but I don't know whether this is 
so or not. It's quite possible that's what happened but it is a 
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pity because none of it has appeared in the manuscript and it's 

the sort of human interest story that is very important to a 

biography. I hope one day that it does turn up but I don't know 

where it is. 

RJ A further interview with Lyla Elliott held in her 

home on the 6th of October 1987. 

Lyla if we move now to your experience in politics in Western 

Australia. First of all you said to us that Ruby Hutchison was 

an influence in that decision. Just tell me precisely what 

happened. 

ELLIOTT I can't remember the exact time that Ruby 

approached me. It was some time after my return from the overseas 

trip, so it was either in 1967 or perhaps early in 1968. But Ruby 

approached me and said that she was thinking of retiring at the 

1971 election and she would like me to consider standing for her 

seat. I initially was very reluctant to agree to this. I was 

quite happy in my job as secretary to Joe Chamberlain. I didn't 

like the thought of public speaking and still don't. I lacked 

confidence in myself. I thought it was the sort of job that I 

couldn't possibly do, so initially I told Ruby that I didn't 

think I would be interested. However she continued to pressure me 

and several people said they thought that I should be looking to 

Parliament for a future career and also, of course, at that stage 

there was only one woman in Parliament, Ruby, and it would have 

been a great pity if she had left and there would have been no 

woman member. 

So this was before the 1968 election and about six weeks before 

the election they needed a candidate for the seat of Floreat, the 

blue ribbon Liberal seat of Floreat, which the party knew it had 

no chance of winning but they needed someone to run anyway for 

Labor people to vote for and it's always good policy to keep 

Liberal candidates busy so they can't move into other areas. So 

someone suggested that perhaps I might like to put my name in as 

the Labor candidate for Floreat. It wasn't thought that I could 
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win it but it was suggested that it would be a good bit of 
experience for me if I were interested in seriously running for 
Parliament. So I agreed and became the endorsed Labor candidate 
for the seat of Floreat in 1968 against Andrew Mensaros. That 
was the first year that Andrew ran and was elected, of course. 

I didn't run a very large campaign. It was a fairly low key 
affair mainly because, of course, it would have been money down 
the drain because we had no hope of winning it; it was not 
exactly a marginal seat. So I did the usual things of putting out 
a pamphlet. Every letterbox got a pamphlet and all the booths 
were manned either by party people or personal friends of mine. 
They were all manned on polling day and how to vote cards [were] 
issued. I did a bit of doorknocking I remember. I didn't have 
time to do much, but I did some. I think the party vote was about 
3 000 in the electorate or something. I didn't disgrace myself, 
but anyway that was the 1968 election campaign. 

RJ How did you find you were received in that 
doorknocking process? 

ELLIOTT Oh very well. I quite enjoyed the experience. 
don't remember the issues that we concentrated on then but I 
remember meeting some very interesting people on the doorstep. 

RJ Did anyone raise the fact you were a woman 
standing? 

ELLIOTT Yes. There were mixed feelings in those days about 
women standing for Parliament. There were those who felt that 
there should certainly be more women in Parliament but there was 
still this feeling of lack of confidence in women. Many people, 
including women themselves, didn't vote for a woman because they 
felt she couldn't do the same job as a man. There were various 
reasons I suppose why women didn't get support at that stage, but 
it was before the feminist movement started making an impact in 
the early seventies. Things have changed radically since then 
including the attitude of women themselves. It's given women more 
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confidence to move into areas that were previously the sole 
domain of men. But in the 1960's there was still the attitude 
that, as I said, there were some who would have - and said this 
to me that they felt there should be more women in Parliament. 
People said it to me at the polling booth. Women came up to me 
and said, "Good on you Love. I'm glad to see a woman standing." 
But I was very much aware of the fact that there were people who 
wouldn't vote for you because you were a woman. 

RJ Right. When you decided that you would stand for 
Floreat did you discuss it with Joe Chamberlain at all, that 
decision? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes, of course. 

RJ And what was his attitude to you standing? 

ELLIOTT Oh he was quite happy about it. [Short pause] It 
wasn't a very important occasion really because it wasn't a seat 
that could be won. I was just a convenience candidate because the 
party needed one. It certainly didn't affect my work in the 
office. 

RJ But was he one of the ones encouraging you to 
think in terms of a career in politics, or hadn't that come up at 
that time with him? 

ELLIOTT No he didn't encourage me to think of a career in 
politics but he didn't stand in my way. He was quite happy to 
support me in whatever I wanted to do. That was his attitude when 
I subsequently stood for the North East Metropolitan Province. He 
was..., well I don't know whether I would say he was happy for me 
to stand because he was losing his secretary, but he was very 
good about it. He had a good attitude, a generous attitude. But I 
should also add that he did not lobby for me on the State 
Executive and nor did I expect him to. I wanted to win the 
selection ballot off my own bat. So not only did he not lobby for 
me, I didn't lobby myself. I suppose I felt that I'd been in the 
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party for something like nineteen years and if people didn't know 
what I was capable of doing by that time well I didn't deserve to 
be selected, so I didn't lobby at all. I just went along to the 
State Exective and made my speech to the Executive like everybody 
else. 

RJ Right well now what made you change your mind? You 
said in 1968 you stood to help the party virtually. Why did you 
then decide to stand for North East Metropolitan Province? 

ELLIOTT Firstly I found the experience in Floreat not too 
frightening. It was easier than I thought, confronting the public 
on the doorstep and organising an election. I didn't make any 
public speeches in that campaign, so that the organisation of the 
election was fairly easy. Over the next year or so.... The 
endorsement for my seat in the Legislative Council took place in 
1969, I think. Well over the next year between the '68 election 
and my endorsement in '69, pressure was put on me by a number of 
people, mainly Ruby I think, to nominate for Parliament. I really 
can't remember what convinced me to go for it. I think I was 
still very nervous about the whole deal but I suppose I felt that 
I couldn't stay in the State Executive office forever and that if 
I was ever going to move onto something else it would be 
Parliament rather than into some other office. I couldn't imagine 
working outside the Labor Party, for business or some other form 
of organisation. So I suppose it was the natural progression like 
so many people on the administrative side, State secretaries and 
people who serve in a capacity as an officer of the party, they 
move on to Parliament either in the State or federal sphere. I 
don't remember entering Parliament with a burning ambition to 
change the world; that came later [laughs], but because I was 
still going through this period of doubt about my ability, I was 
more worried about that than changing the world. I was more 
worried about whether I was going to be able to perform as a 
member. However I made the decision and put my name in the hat 
along with six other people: five men and another woman. So there 
were seven of us in the ballot and I was fortunate enough to get 
the support of the State Executive. 
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RJ When you put your name forward did you anticipate 

that you may be the successful candidate? 

ELLIOTT Yes I was optimistic because I knew a lot of 

people in the party. I had a lot of friends in the party and I 

felt that I had worked hard over the years and this was 

recognised by both the political and industrial wings of the 

Labor movement. I got on particularly well with the trade union 

people. So I felt that I should get a good vote and I would have 

been surprised had I not won. Perhaps I was being over confident 

but compared to the other people in the ballot I didn't feel that 

they had the same history or experience in the party that I had 

had. So I guess that's why I went into the ballot with some 

confidence and why I didn't lobby. 

RJ Lyla what sort of people were standing against 

you? 

ELLIOTT They were people with various backgrounds. The 

woman in the ballot was Thelma Loudon. Thelma was a branch 

secretary and also on the State Executive and fairly active in 

the party. She was a secretary in a legal office I believe. Harry 

Bluck who was active in the industrial field through the 

Musicians' Union, was another one, and a person called Gerry 

Brady who was the son of Jack Brady, who was the member for Swan. 

I think Gerry was a tech, lecturer; something like that. I hate 

to admit this but I can't remember the other people. 

RJ But those three you've named are still impressive 

candidates aren't they? 

ELLIOTT Yes, yes, they were. 

RJ Lyla you say that you at that stage didn't have 

any burning ambition to change the world, but what did you see 

yourself as being able to achieve if you became a member of 

Parliament? 
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ELLIOTT Well I suppose I was so steeped in Labor tradition 
and Labor politics and trade union politics that I very much saw 
myself as part of the Labor movement machine to change the world, 
rather than as an individual. I wanted to get into Parliament as 
a Labor member, or as a member of the Labor team, I should put it 
that way. I suppose there had been a number of State members in 
Parliament at that time who had been in for so long, people like 
John Tonkin and Herb Graham and others like this who I felt had 
the experience and they would provide the leadership. As I said I 
would be one of the team who would help to implement the Labor 
Party's platform when Labor was in power. So as far as social 
reforms and this sort of thing and parliamentary activities, I 
was very much prepared to listen to the more experienced members 
I suppose. But I also saw myself as helping people in the 
electorate, in the Province, who needed assistance, which is 
always a very important part of a member's job, parliamentarian's 
job. I suppose it was through the electorate work and my 
involvement with people, individuals and groups in the 
electorate, that I became more active in different issues. I was 
alerted to some of the problems that needed attention and that's 
why I became involved in various issues. 

RJ At the time that you were standing Labor had been 
in opposition for a great number of years. How much confidence 
was there that this time they could win? 

ELLIOTT You always go into an election with a mixture of 
confidence and hope that you're going to win that election. I 
felt that in every election campaign that I was involved in from 
1952 onwards, both State and federal elections, you always felt 
well this time is the time. 

RJ When you went before the State Executive you said 
you made your speech. What sort of questions were you then asked 
by them? Did any of those questions focus on the fact that you 
were a woman? 
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ELLIOTT I don't remember even being asked questions. I 
think the Executive was fairly easy on candidates in those days 
and didn't ask very difficult questions. Often they didn't ask 
any questions if they were happy with the speech of the various 
candidates. I think this is still so although I think perhaps, 
particularly with the faction situation in the party today, the 
executive members are more likely to question various candidates 
on their attitude to different areas of policy. But I can't 
remember being asked any difficult questions when I stood. 

RJ Right. Once you knew that you were the endorsed 
candidate what were your feelings? 

ELLIOTT Well I suppose I adopted the attitude that I've 
always adopted throughout my life in whatever project I've 
undertaken or whatever job I've been involved in and that was 
that okay I've got a job to do and I must do it properly. The 
first thing I had to do, of course, was to discuss the 
campaigning with the Assembly members involved. At that stage the 
North East Metropolitan Province covered five Assembly seats, 
which were Belmont held by Cohn Jamieson, Ascot which was held 
by Mery Toms, who subsequently became the Speaker in the Tonkin 
Government, Swan was Jack Brady, Mirrabooka, Arthur Tonkin (he 
was new in 1971 as well) and Maylands, John Harman was the 
member. So the first thing I had to do was to talk to those 
people because we had to run joint campaigns. You had joint 
literature, joint signs. In those days they had these dreadful 
election signs. Not only were they an eyesore, they were a lot of 
trouble and expense and a great target for vandals. So we had to 
organise street signs that appeared in people's front gardens, 
pamphlets, and move throughout the electorate and become known, 
attend different functions. 

RJ What sort of functions? 

ELLIOTT Oh school functions and citizenship ceremonies, 
and also party activities. 
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RJ Would you wait to be invited to things like the 

school functions, or would you just pop in? 

ELLIOTT As I remember it Ruby Hutchison was very much 

involved in taking me along to various organisations. I might say 

that no one I think took my campaign very seriously because it 

was considered such a blue ribbon seat at that time that I didn't 

even have a Liberal opponent. My only opponent was a DLP man and 

so as the DLP vote was only about three per cent it was not 

considered that I was in danger of losing the election. Of 

course, in those circumstances you often get a lot of Liberals 

voting for that candidate, even though he's not a Liberal, people 

who wouldn't vote Labor in a fit. But certainly it was never 

considered that a full campaign needed to be undertaken because 

there was any danger of not winning the seat. So it was a fairly 

easy campaign as far as I was concerned and one in which I had 

the cooperation of the Assembly members. People like Cohn 

Jamieson and Jack Brady and John Harman and Mery Toms, of course, 

four of the five, were old experienced campaigners. I suppose 

they gave me a lead in the sorts of things that should be said in 

the pamphlets and we shared the costs, of course, 50/50 as I 

remember. 

RJ And how were you accepted by them? 

ELLIOTT Assembly members are strange people. [Laughs] 

Mostly I think they would rather Council members stayed out of 

their territory but it varied I suppose. On the whole I got on 

with them pretty well but there have been times over the years 

I've noticed that some Assembly members would rather that Council 

members worked in someone else's backyard [laughs] because they 

look upon the Assembly seat as theirs. I think sometimes they 

feel that another member in the area detracts from the work that 

they are doing. But on the whole I think I got on fairly well 

with them and there were very few arguments or causes of 

problems. 
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RJ Well you say that you didn't have to launch a very 
vigorous campaign but did you do doorknocking on this occasion? 

ELLIOTT I think I doorknocked in every election since 
1971, but not usually for myself. I've usually doorknocked in 
marginal seats. Yes, I did doorknock in my electorate but mainly 
in Mirrabooka because it was a marginal seat, the seat that 
Arthur Tonkin was standing for. I did doorknocking in Mirrabooka 
but not on my own behalf, it was mainly to help Arthur to win the 
seat. This has been the reason for doorknocking on most 
occasions. It's usually been in a seat where it is a marginal 
seat and needs some more attention. 

END OF TAPE SEVEN SIDE TWO 
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Lyla Elliott doorknocking, 1971. 
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TAPE EIGHT SIDE ONE 

RJ Again as you were doorknocking, even though you 
were doorknocking for Arthur Tonkin, was anyone raising the fact 
you were a woman, or was it similar to '68? 

ELLIOTT I really don't remember Ronda. I think there was 
an awareness developing in the early seventies of the need for 
more women in Parliament but I was not being pushed as a woman, I 
was being pushed as a Labor candidate along with other Labor 
members in the team for the Province. We were working as a Labor 
team and as I said the doorknocking would have been for Arthur 
Tonkin and we would have been focussing on him and the need for 
support for him. So there wouldn't have been a lot of attention 
to myself as a candidate. 

RJ Would you have preferred it if it was a 
Legislative Assembly seat that you were standing for? 

ELLIOTT Yes. I've often thought that. I've often wished 
that I had gone into the Assembly and had a small area to work 
in. I've always had a lot of pleasure out of my contact with 
people in the community, people in organisations, people in the 
Labor Party and individuals, schools, senior citizens' groups, 
this sort of thing. I've always worked the electorate almost on 
the basis of an Assembly member. I've always circularised 
organisations and tried to keep up with schools and various 
groups. But unfortunately a Council Province like mine consisting 
of 100 000 electors is a far different proposition from an 
Assembly seat with eighteen to twenty thousand. So I had five 
times the number of schools, youth groups, pensioners groups, 
progress associations, of my Assembly colleagues, oh and not to 
mention the number of local authorities that you have to keep in 
touch with. For example at one stage my seat involved eight local 
authorities. Now when they're all having citizenship ceremonies 
and they're involved in various community activities it's a 
fairly tall order to try and keep in touch with all of them. 
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However I did try to maintain contact with people in the 
community and I think this paid off electorally. I found that on 
a couple of occasions my vote even exceeded the Assembly members' 
vote by about two per cent or something. But I think I would have 
been much happier in a smaller area that I could become more 
intensively involved in rather than trying to spread myself over 
a 100 000 constituents and numerous organisations. 

RJ Were you thinking along these lines before you 
sought preselection? In other words what made you stand for a 
Council seat? 

ELLIOTT The only reason I stood for a Council seat was 
because of Ruby Hutchison. Ruby held a Council seat. She was 
retiring, she wanted someone to follow her and so I was the one 
she chose to talk into it. Now had Ruby not done that I doubt if 
I would ever have gone into Parliament. I wasn't even thinking 
along those lines. I'd never had any parliamentary aspirations. I 
never really thought about my own future. I just did the job that 
I was involved in at the time and hadn't thought about Parliament 
at all. So it wasn't a calculated move on my part to go into 
Parliament, it was purely fortuitous circumstances and being 
influenced by other people. 

But looking back, to answer your question, I have often thought 
that I would have preferred an Assembly seat that I could have 
become more intimate with and have got to know the people and 
organisations better and provided a better service. 

RJ During your parliamentary career, did you ever 
contemplate changing to the Assembly? 

ELLIOTT No. 

RJ Well tell me about election day 1971. What did you 
do on that day? 
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ELLIOTT I suppose I did what I have done on election days 
since then and that was to tour the polling booths for two 
reasons. One was to make contact with your supporters who were 
manning the booths and to show appreciation for their efforts, 
take around a cup of tea or a drink and something to eat. Also to 
make sure that they had enough how to vote cards at the booths 
and check on whether there were any problems, make sure the 
booths were manned. But every election day I have usually spent 
the entire day moving around from one booth to another to see the 
people who are manning the booths and give them a drink and just 
to make sure that everything is going okay. 

RJ Were you the only person doing that? 

ELLIOTT Oh no. 

RJ For your campaign though. 

ELLIOTT Oh members do it generally. I can't remember 
exactly what happened on that day, but.... 

RJ I'm just thinking that you had a very large area 
to cover that was all. 

ELLIOTT Yes. My home I remember was the headquarters for 
the Mirrabooka area. Arthur Tonkin I think lived in Darlington at 
the time. I remember feeling rather sad that I called in to see 
Ruby Hutchison whose home was in Bedford and she'd prepared 
scones and food for the workers thinking that they were going to 
call in there. She hadn't told us this and we didn't realise that 
apparently in previous elections she'd done this. I was very 
sorry that she was so disappointed that people hadn't realised 
that she'd have refreshments available as she always had and 
hadn't taken advantage of it. 

RJ Okay, well now on election night as the count 
progressed where were you and what were you thinking? Not that 
you were worried, of course, with the.... 
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ELLIOTT I think I went in to the central counting station. 
What do you call it? 

RJ The tally room. 

ELLIOTT The tally room. I went into the tally room to look 
at the figures and then we had a party at my home for the 
workers. I think we continued watching the counting on 
television. It was a rather happy occasion as I remember 
particularly as we won Mirrabooka as well and we became the 
government and that was all very exciting. But there was a party 
on my back lawn and we were watching television. I think that's 
how I spent that night. 

RJ I should have asked you this before, but what had 
been your parents' reaction to your decision to enter Parliament 
and then what was their reaction when they knew you'd won? 

ELLIOTT Well unfortunately my father died in December 1970 
and so he didn't ever see me in Parliament. I was very sad about 
that, of course. But I think had he been alive he would have 
been rather proud. Of course my mother was very pleased about it 
all and over the years became a very staunch Labor supporter and 
never stopped telling people that she had a daughter in 
Parliament. So I think she was fairly pleased about the whole 
thing. 

RJ And Ruby Hutchison's reaction? 

ELLIOTT Well naturally Ruby was delighted because she'd 
been replaced by a woman. That was her main ambition. And one who 
believed as she did that the Legislative Council not only needed 
reforming but needed abolishing. 

RJ So you went into the Council with that same 
feeling that she had gone into the Council? 
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ELLIOTT Yes I did. In fact in those days it was the 

party's policy to abolish the Legislative Council. It's been 

changed now to one of reform but at that time our policy was for 

a unicameral State Parliament and indeed a unicameral federal 

Parliament. It was the intention of the party to abolish the 

Senate at one stage. 

RJ Once you had been elected and before the first 

sitting of Parliament, what happened? When did you first meet 

your colleagues and so on? 

ELLIOTT Well I'd been meeting with them throughout the 

campaign, of course, but the first thing that happens after an 

election is a caucus meeting at which the Cabinet and the office 

bearers are elected. First of all the leader is elected and then 

caucus votes for the other Cabinet ministers and the other party 

positions. Then the leader allocates the portfolios. So my first 

experience after the election was a caucus meeting. 

RJ What was that like? 

ELLIOTT Well it was a very happy occasion because we'd 

just won government after twelve years in opposition. We lost 

government.... The Hawke Government went out in 1959, was 

replaced by the Brand Government, and we had been out of office 

until that year, 1971, when we were successful in becoming the 

government with the majority of seats in the Assembly but 

unfortunately, of course, we were still in opposition in the 

Legislative Council, despite the fact that we actually won more 

votes. We received about 60 000 more votes throughout the State 

than our combined opposition parties but we didn't win enough 

seats to give us anywhere near a majority. So the first caucus 

meeting, of course, John Tonkin was reconfirmed as the leader of 

the party and the Premier and Herb Graham was his deputy. Most of 

the ministers as I remember were those who had served for a 

fairly long period in the Parliament. 
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RJ How did you find you were received? 

ELLIOTT I.... [pause] looking back I don't think I was 

received in the same way that a male member would have been 

received. I think it had something to do with the fact that I'd 

worked as a secretary in the party office for so many years and I 

think that conditioned the parliamentarians to look upon me as a 

secretary rather than a parliamentary colleague. Also it had an 

effect on my thinking at the time and my confidence. I think in 

those early days I was still thinking of myself as a servant of 

the party rather than a parliamentarian and so I think that 

perhaps when I stood up in caucus to move something or speak for 

or against something I wasn't taken as seriously as perhaps I 

should have been as an equal to the other members of caucus. 

After a while this started to irritate me. Eventually I overcame 

it but I think in the early days that was the situation that 

perhaps I wasn't taken seriously firstly because of my background 

and secondly because I was a woman. 

It was a very different caucus then, of course, from that of 

today in that it had a lot more older members than today's 

Parliament. The average age of parliamentarians today is a lot 

lower than when I went in. You had, for example, people like John 

Tonkin, Herbie Graham, Jerry Dolan, Jack Brady, Claude Stubbs and 

Bill Sewell just thinking of some of them. They'd served for 

many, many years. There were a few who were a bit younger like 

John Harman, Terry Burke, Ron Davies, Cohn Jamieson, although 

Ron and Cohn had also served for many years. But I had a feeling 

that the attitude of the old-timers, if I can call them that, 

particularly those in the positions of leadership, John Tonkin 

and Herb Graham, regarded people like Mal Bryce and Arthur Tonkin 

and myself as new boys so to speak. I think they regarded us as 

being fairly inexperienced and not to be taken too seriously at 

that stage because they had been in for so many years and they 

had the experience and the background and perhaps we didn't know 

as much as we should. I suppose they were right in many respects 

but I mention it merely because it's so different today. You have 

a much younger caucus, a younger leadership, and younger Cabinet. 
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But the atmosphere in those days was one of mature people. I 

would say caucus was under the influence of mature 

parliamentarians like John Tonkin who had the experience, the 

background and were different sort of people from those of today. 

I think being a woman made the situation worse for me because 

although they'd had Ruby, of course, prior to the influence of 

the feminist movement in the early seventies, as I've said 

before, women weren't taken seriously in respect to positions of 

power and influence and the various professions that had been 

occupied predominantly by men. 

RJ And, of course, Ruby was very much older than you. 

ELLIOTT That's right, yes. I mean she was 79 when she 

retired. 

RJ Yes, yes, right. What were your first impressions 

of how John Tonkin conducted himself in a caucus meeting? 

ELLIOTT Well I felt that he commanded a lot of respect not 

only because of his long standing record in the party but the 

dignified way in which he comported himself. You felt that he was 

a fairly solid, reliable sort of person. There were obviously 

issues on which people disagreed with him but he acted like a 

leader and people respected him for it. If he told members that 

they shouldn't be late for a caucus meeting or if they should 

make sure that they attend a caucus meeting and regard it as a 

serious responsibility, people took it seriously. They listened 

to what he had to say. I think he might have upset some of the 

young ones with some of his comments, might have upset their ego 

a little bit and justifiably so. I think he might have been a bit 

hard on some of the new ones but despite that I had a lot of 

respect for him and a lot of regard for him as did the community 

in general. 

RJ Was there any advice that Tonkin gave to those of 

you who were new members to Parliament? 
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ELLIOTT [Pause] I don't remember specific statements that 

he made but I have the impression that, of course, he would give 

caucus members a pep talk if they were perhaps not in the 

Parliament as often as they should be. As I said earlier, I think 

he was very keen to advise some of the newer younger members, but 

as far as I was concerned why I suppose I can't remember any 

details is because my leader was Bill Willesee in the Council and 

if I needed some guidance on something I would seek Bill's 

advice. But, of course, I'm sure John Tonkin did give individual 

Assembly members advice and as I have said there would be the 

usual admonitions at caucus about arriving on time and members 

comporting themselves in a certain way, but I just can't remember 

specific statements. 

RJ You referred to the fact that there would have 

been some members who would have been perhaps upset by some of 

the things that Tonkin said at times, this is new members. What's 

an example? What sort of thing are you meaning? 

ELLIOTT Well people like Mal Bryce and Arthur Tonkin, I 

think, in particular were given the impression that because they 

were new and inexperienced that they should really learn from 

those with more experience in the Parliament. It's very hard for 

me to go into details about this. I just know that there was some 

little bit of resentment there at the way they were treated like 

boys rather than grown men, you see. I think it's because, as I 

said, there were quite a few older people who had served for many 

years and perhaps were a little bit nervous about these new young 

fellows turning the world over in one day and perhaps 

embarrassing the party or something. I don't know why they would 

think that way but I just have this memory of something like that 

being the situation. Of course, Mal Bryce wasn't elected at the 

'71 election; he came in later in the year when Mery Toms died. 
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RJ When he was Speaker. 

ELLIOTT Mmm. 

RJ You were done the honour of being asked to move 
the address-in-reply at that first session of the Parliament 
after you were elected. How did that come about and how did you 
feel about it? 

ELLIOTT I received a letter from Herb Graham who was the 
acting Premier at the time asking me if I would move the 
address-in-reply in the Council which, of course, is the 
prerogative of a government member. An opposition member never 
moves an address-in-reply, it's always one of the members on the 
government side. I suppose because I was a new member, I was a 
woman, was something different, Cabinet decided to give me the 
opportunity to do it. It was a privilege as far as I was 
concerned but at the same time it was a pretty frightening 
experience. It meant that my first speech in Parliament and one 
of the first ever in public (I'd made very few prior to that) was 
to be in this rather daunting chamber with the galleries full of 
strangers. Of course, in those days you weren't allowed to read 
your speech and there were no microphones. So you had to stand 
up, speak up and remember what you had to say without any written 
speech. So, of course, I accepted the invitation and made the 
speech. I think the subjects that I dealt with were mainly to do 
with the aboriginal community, a better deal for the aboriginal 
community, and electoral reform and reform the Legislative 
Council. 

RJ And how did it go? 

ELLIOTT I think it was well received but, of course, 
people are always very kind. [Laughs] Didn't have a bad response 
in the press. 
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RJ And how nervous were you? 

ELLIOTT It was a very painful experience. I was very 

nervous and [short pause], particularly as I said not being able 

to read it, I was very concerned that I would forget some of it 

so I had to memorise it well and truly before the day. 

RJ Did anyone like John Tonkin or Herb Graham say to 

you that they would like to give you some advice on what to say 

or what to cover in that speech? 

ELLIOTT No, they left it to me. I just received the letter 

inviting me to make the speech but I sought the advice of Bill 

Willesee about its presentation, not its content, but its 

presentation, the length and a few things like that. But, of 

course, no one told me what to say in it.. 

END OF TAPE EIGHT SIDE ONE 
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TAPE EIGHT SIDE TWO 

RJ And what do you remember of that first experience 

in Parliament, the swearing in and the actual opening? What sort 

of impression did that leave with you? 

ELLIOTT Well on opening day I remember that the Council 

first met at noon. All members who were just elected were sworn 

in. They took the oath of allegiance and signed the roll. Then we 

adjourned until three o'clock for the official opening. The bells 

started ringing about five minutes before and that's when you 

start getting the butterflies in the old tummy. So we all marched 

in and took our seats and went through all the official 

proceedings. Then it came time for my speech and I got up with 

very shaky knees [laughs], made the speech and breathed a sigh of 

relief when I sat down. The impression I had was really just 

concentrating on getting that speech made, not making any 

mistakes, being aware, of course, that there were a lot of people 

present in the gallery and also in the chamber. It was a very 

awe-inspiring experience for a new member really I suppose. 

RJ When it came to normal meetings of the Legislative 

Council, where were you seated? Who was around you? 

ELLIOTT I sat immediately behind Claude Stubbs. In the 

front row you had, of course, the three ministers: Claude Stubbs, 

Jerry Dolan and Bill Willesee who was then the leader. Behind 

those three ministers were Ron Thompson, who was the Whip, Des 

Dans and myself. As I said I used to sit behind Claude Stubbs. 

Claude was a bit of a character in his way. It used to amuse me 

the way he handled his work in the chamber. He was an old miner 

from way back so he had a hearing impediment. He also had a very 

soft voice so if Claude had a bill that might be a bit 

contentious that he wanted to get through without too many 

questions, he would make his second reading speech in a fairly 

soft voice so that people on the other side would not hear it 

very clearly and the same, of course, would be said in the 
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committee stages when he was dealing with questions. But apart 

from his soft voice, his hearing impediment enabled him not to 

hear any difficult questions. So that if there were rude 

interjections or difficult questions that he didn't want to 

answer, he would pretend that he didn't hear them and, of course, 

he could get away with it because people knew that he was a bit 

deaf. 

RJ How did you find the role of being in the Council? 

You were the only woman; you speak of lacking in confidence when 

it comes to speaking and so on. How easy was it for you to take 

your part in the House and ask questions and speak? 

ELLIOTT Being elected to Parliament at a time when your 

party is the government is a good time for a new member. It gives 

you a chance to ease in to the job because, for example in the 

Council, or even in the Assembly for that matter, the ministers 

do the bulk of the work. You speak on issues that concern you or 

if the ministers need some support on a contentious bill. It's 

different in opposition, of course, you have to speak much more 

frequently, but because we were in government we had three 

ministers who were doing the major part of the work and I found 

myself speaking on issues that concerned me or that I felt that 

needed some support because of the opposition from the parties, 

the Liberal and Country Parties. 

One of my strong impressions and an enduring one, of course, for 

the time that I was in the Council, was the great injustice of 

the bicameral system where you had a government in office in the 

Lower House and an opposition controlled Upper House. So for the 

three years of the Tonkin Government I saw many good pieces of 

legislation rejected purely on ideological grounds. Looking back 

at some of the issues that I spoke on, they were bills that I 

felt the government had a mandate to pass but the opposition just 

threw out because they were ideologically opposed to them. Things 

like for example, the industrial bills which were designed to 

improve working conditions like sick leave, workers' 

compensation, long service leave, things like that. A bill to 
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widen the franchise of the State Government Insurance Office. 
Electoral reform bills. At one stage it was even suggested that 
Sir Charles Court who was by the end of the government's term of 
office the Leader of the Opposition, was wanting the Liberal 
Party to reject supply. Now Liberals have told me that this is a 
fact that he was quite keen to get the Upper House to reject a 
supply bill and bring the Tonkin Government down. So they were 
days in which you felt that there was a great injustice existing 
whereby not only Labor legislation could be thrown out or amended 
to make it worthless but that a government could actually be 
brought down. So I found myself speaking on areas where I felt 
that the opposition parties were quite wrong in their opposition 
to government legislation and that I felt that I wanted to defend 
it. 

In respect to questions, I suppose when your own party is in 
power you don't ask as many questions as when you're in 
opposition. I certainly asked hundreds of questions when we were 
in opposition but when you have access to ministers of your own 
party you don't ask as many questions. So I suppose my 
parliamentary activities were really concentrating on speeches 
defending government legislation. Also I did serve on a honorary 
royal commission which was appointed in 1972 on alcohol and 
drugs; worked from '72 to '73. 

RJ How did you go about your speech writing? Did you 
spend time researching? What was your approach? 

ELLIOTT Yes I did. I didn't ever, to my memory, stand up 
and speak off the cuff, perhaps a few times in committee, in the 
committee stages, but whenever I spoke during a second reading 
debate I always carefully prepared by researching the issue and 
finding out something about it. I was always horrified at the 
thought of standing up and saying something that was incorrect or 
something that would embarrass either myself or the party or that 
was worthless. That's why I always made it a practice to 
carefully research any speech before I made it, or researched the 
material for the speech. 
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It's a very time-consuming thing really particularly for State 
members. In the federal Parliament they have the luxury of not 
only additional staff who can assist them with this sort of 
research but they have a very good parliamentary library that 
will provide them with papers on different issues. Well 
unfortunately we don't have that service here, we only are 
entitled to one secretary and if you're an active constituent 
member that secretary is kept pretty busy with constituency work 
and doesn't have a lot of time for research, besides which some 
of them aren't cut out for both. It's a very lucky member who can 
get a secretary who is a good shorthand/ typist, filing clerk, 
good manner with electors and so forth, and also has the other 
skills, academic skills of research. Not everybody has all these 
skills. So I felt as we were only entitled to one member of the 
staff it was more important to have a person who was a good 
secretary and do the research myself. 

In recent years, and I think this is probably a good idea, some 
members have introduced job sharing so that you can get the best 
of both worlds. You can get a shorthand/typist secretary for part 
of the week and for the other half of the job or the item you 
employ someone with research skills. I think that's not a bad 
idea. I resisted it because I felt that I needed a full time 
secretary, but I've seen it working for some other members and I 
think that perhaps it would have been a good idea to try it. 

RJ What were you like at handling interjections in 
that early period? 

ELLIOTT I loved them, surprisingly. In fact I've always 
liked interjections in the chamber mainly because it shows people 
are listening to what you are saying. If they're interjecting 
pretty strenuously it means you're saying something to upset 
them, which means you're saying something worthwhile often. So I 
found it stimulating and I used to hate making a speech without 
any interjections. I made a much better speech if people were 
calling out different comments particularly as I did my research 
and I would have the answers, you see. I think in the first place 
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I was a bit nervous about interjections as well and that's why I 
always made sure I had plenty of backup material in case I got 
any difficult questions but as the years rolled on I realised 
that they didn't know any more about the question than I did. It 
creates a much better atmosphere if there are interjections, not 
so many that it destroys your speech. The ones that used to 
irritate me were the ones from my own side. You don't get many of 
those but sometimes you find your own members getting involved in 
the banter across the chamber and it's very difficult to speak if 
you've got someone sitting alongside you or in front of you 
calling out and contributing to the speech. I preferred to answer 
my own interjections but yes I liked interjections. 

RJ Were snide comments ever made to you that 
insinuated that you were a woman and you wouldn't know anyway? 
Anything like that? Any rudeness in that sort of regard? 

ELLIOTT Not in a nasty way. Graham MacKinnon used to sling 
off sometimes facetiously and he used to, when he was leader, 
criticise me pretty strenuously not because I was a woman but if 
I made a speech which upset him he would say, "That's the most 
disgusting thing I've heard in this chamber," or something like 
that. [Laughs]. But no there was no overt insult because I was 
a woman. I don't know what they said behind my back mind you. But 
I really was, I think, treated pretty well by most members, if 
not all members. I'm not so naive as to believe that they didn't 
talk about me behind my back. I mean all members do that about 
all other members, let's face it, whether they're males or 
females, including within their own party. [Laughs]. But 
certainly I think I was treated pretty well by all members in the 
chamber. 

RJ Yes I wondered because June Craig actually refers 
to an incident where a member would try to embarrass her because 
of her being a woman and so on, but you obviously didn't 
experience anything like that. 
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ELLIOTT Not that I can remember. Certainly it couldn't 
have been serious enough to upset me. 

RJ I wondered what Bill Willesee's policy was when it 
came to a quorum. Again June Craig refers to Charles Court always 
feeling that it was the government's responsibility to ensure 
there was a quorum in the House and he very much insisted that 
the members of his party be there as much as possible. What was 
the policy of the Labor Party when they were in government in the 
Council? 

ELLIOTT Well that's true. It is supposed to be the 
government's responsibility to keep the quorum but what must be 
kept in mind, of course, is that the situation in the Legislative 
Council is very different from that in the Assembly. See we only 
had I think thirteen out of 32 members at that stage in the 
Legislative Council and so it's not easy for a Labor government 
to keep the quorum, unless they're sitting there all the time. So 
you've got to have some sort of contribution from the other 
members. But I know that it is expected that the members of the 
governing party should spend as much time in the chamber as 
possible because it is certainly their responsibility to keep the 
quorum. But it is difficult when you have smaller numbers in the 
Upper House. 

RJ You are quoted in the press - this is actually 
before your first sitting of Parliament would have occurred - 

that you laughingly dismiss any idea of setting yourself up as an 
expert in any field and, "thinks that as a tenderfoot in 
Parliament, if not in politics, she would seek expert advice more 
than has been done in the past."1  Now what brought you to make a 
comment like that and what sort of advice were you thinking of? 

-------------------- 
West, February 24, 1971. 
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ELLIOTT Where was that quoted from? 

RJ In the West in February, '71. 

ELLIOTT Mmm. One says a lot in response to press 

interviews but I feel that probably reflected the way I was 

thinking at the time that firstly I had a lot to learn. A life or 

a job in Parliament is a very different one from a job in a party 

office, in an administrative office, so I had to learn the ropes 

in respect to parliamentary procedure. I had to learn how to make 

a speech. But perhaps more importantly I wanted to make sure that 

when I made a contribution it was based on some sound information 

and research rather than just standing up and speaking for the 

sake of speaking. If one reads Hansard back over the years 

there's no doubt about it often members just get up and speak for 

the sake of speaking without having done a lot of research or 

knowing what they're talking about. Perhaps that's what I had in 

mind at the time. 

RJ Did you make any sort of study of Hansard before 

you had your first experience in Parliament? 

ELLIOTT A little yes particularly, of course, having to 

move the address-in-reply I had to read some previous address-

in-reply speeches to get an idea of the length and the procedure. 

RJ I should have asked you this much earlier, but had 

you actually been to Parliament before you became a member? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes. 

RJ And you'd sat in the gallery? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes. 
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RJ Of both Houses? 

ELLIOTT Yes. 

RJ With what purpose Lyla? 

ELLIOTT Oh I was invited to openings of Parliament and 
Ruby had me up there in the President's gallery watching what was 
going on at different times. I suppose I went up and sat in the 
gallery when there were different issues being debated. Don't ask 
me which ones, but certainly I'd been in the gallery in 
Parliament on a few occasions. 

RJ I wondered just how good the parliamentary library 
was. You said there wasn't the backup that a federal member was 
used to but how good was our parliamentary library when you first 
went into Parliament? 

ELLIOTT The use of the library has always been very 
important to me for reference material. In the early days, that's 
when I went in in 1971, it wasn't a proper library. It wasn't 
stocked with adequate resources or with a trained librarian. It 
wasn't until 1975 that we had our first qualified librarian 
appointed and he was called a library reference officer. But even 
in those days the service to members was pretty minimal. It's 
improved gradually since then and I must say that we now have a 
very professional and efficiently run library. I found that the 
service provided by Ros Membrey, the present librarian, and her 
staff is really excellent. I can't remember ever having asked for 
something that they haven't been able to get for me. I remember 
in particular when I was chairing the Domestic Violence Task 
Force I wanted a lot of information on what was happening in 
other parts of the world, other services that were provided for 
victims of violence, what was happening in various police forces 
around the world and what sort of treatment they were providing 
for offenders. They did a computer search for me, an 
international computer search (I think that's the term) and they 
got me a wonderful selection of material from all over the world, 
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from the countries that were comparable to Australia that had 

different services and experiences that we could learn from. I 

was very impressed with that particular assistance that I got on 

that occasion. Not only then but I found that whenever I've had 

to make a speech or research something that I've had a lot of 

help from the present staff. But certainly in the early days it 

was awful; you couldn't get very much at all. 

RJ Which must have made your job more difficult? 

ELLIOTT It was, it was very difficult. That's why I 

started the practice of keeping fairly bulky files full of 

material for reference purposes should I need it. Whenever I read 

anything in a magazine, in a journal, in some speech, paper, that 

I'd read, I had a fairly comprehensive filing system under all 

these different headings because we didn't have the library 

service you see to go to for reference. It was a habit that I 

found very difficult to get out of actually and even right up 

until the time I retired I still had great bulky files full of 

all sorts of material from abortion to nuclear warfare forgetting 

that we had this very excellent service in the library. Often I 

would just ignore my files and just go straight to the library 

but it was very hard to get out of the habit because I always 

felt that if I saw something that looked interesting I should 

keep it. But that's how I was able to get some background 

material in the early days was just put it on file when you read 

it for future reference. 

RJ What sort of facilities were available to you as a 

new member in Parliament in 1971? 

ELLIOTT One privilege that I had which other members 

didn't have at that stage was an office to myself. Most members 

had to share an office but thanks to Ruby she had insisted on an 

office to herself and so I was the beneficiary of this. I 

inherited Ruby's single office. In those days in 1971 there were 

no electorate offices. Members worked from Parliament House. 

There were no electorate secretaries. I think at that stage there 
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were only two typists for the whole of the members of Parliament 
House apart from the leaders who had their own secretarial staff, 
the Leader of the Opposition and so forth. But for ordinary 
backbench members you had only two typists for the whole of 
Parliament House. I think that many members in those days used to 
write their own [letters]. If they didn't use the jpo-t'..s 

because they were overloaded with work, they would write their 
own letters in longhand. I was fortunate in that I was able to 
type. It was not until 1973 that the Tonkin Government agreed to 
establish electorate offices first for Assembly members. I think 
the first offices were probably established in the following year 
1974. Council members became eligible for the same facilities 
some time later. Then when they established an office they had a 
secretary but prior to that they either used their home as an 
office or worked from Parliament House. 

RJ When you first went into Parliament just how 
helpful did you find the parliamentary staff? 

ELLIOTT Very helpful. Parliament House is really a very 
privileged environment to work in apart from the extremes in 
temperature in the summer and the winter, of course, because it's 
not airconditioned. But I've always been very impressed with the 
calibre of staff at Parliament House and I've always enjoyed an 
excellent relationship with the staff in all departments. I think 
members are very well treated. When I arrived I was very grateful 
for the kindness and help that was readily given to me from the 
Council, from the staff, from the President down. As a new member 
I felt a bit lost and, of course, needed guidance and advice in 
many ways. John Roberts always impressed me. He was not only 
charming and immaculately groomed but he was the epitome of 
efficiency. I would say that any president would have felt pretty 
secure in the advice that John gave him. He carried an air of 
authority and strength I feel. 

END OF TAPE EIGHT SIDE TWO 
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TAPE NINE SIDE ONE 

ELLIOTT Jon Ashley who was the Clerk Assistant at the time was 

a character. He had a very nice sense of humour. He was also very 

helpful to members. I would say that Les Hoft and Phillip Ugle 

have always been two of my favourite people and the only two who 

were employed in the Council during the full period of my term of 

fifteen years. Les was the Clerk of Records and Accounts when I 

arrived and he later became Clerk Assistant and Usher of the 

Black Rod when John Roberts left and Jon Ashley became the Clerk. 

Les was the sort of person who was never without a smile on his 

face and he went out of his way to help new members. I remember 

Ruby and Bill Willesee told me that if I ever needed assistance, 

to see Les who they said was a nice person and extremely helpful, 

which he was. Phillip Ugle like Les was already working for the 

Legislative Council when I arrived in 1 71. I think Phillip was 

the first aboriginal to be employed in any Parliament in 

Australia. Phil was always popular with all the members and 

nothing was too much trouble for him. He too had a lovely sense 

of humour and because of it I don't think that some members 

realised how sensitive he is when it comes to comments about 

aboriginal people. I often wondered how he felt when debates took 

place or questions were raised about aboriginal issues in the 

chamber. Ian Allnutt is another officer of the Council who I have 

had quite a bit to do with and who I like very much. Ian served 

both ends of the Parliament and he took over from Les as Second 

Clerk Assistant of the Council when Les replaced Jon Ashley. 

A very important part of the parliamentary scene, of course, is 

the Hansard staff. When I arrived the staff from that department 

was much smaller than it is today. There was no taping of 

proceedings then as there is today. I would say it was a much 

more leisurely atmosphere in those days. There wasn't the same 

volume of work that there is today. I think you'd find the 

Hansards are about 50 percent bigger in length than they were 

then. I found most Hansard reporters very competent and very 

pleasant and quite helpful to deal with when correcting your 
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proof after a speech. However there were a couple some years ago 

who made life a little difficult for members because sometimes 

the transcript of your speech bore little relationship to what 

you had said. I think there were only a couple of people who 

could come in this category. I'm not sure, I think one of them 

might have had a hearing problem but I always used to shudder 

when he came in the chamber if I was on my feet because I knew 

the next day was going to be a difficult one correcting my 

Hansard. But that's very rare. The great majority of people on 

the Hansard staff are very competent and very hardworking. It's a 

very tiring job particularly late in the session when they work 

long hours and it's consistent work. I mean members can nod off 

and relax but the Hansard staff have to go continuously and when 

there are long hours and going till the early hours of the 

morning it's a very difficult job, very hard work. 

RJ When you had the couple of reporters who you didn't 

feel were as competent, what sort of problems did you have when 

it came to correcting? Did you get involved in arguments as to 

whether this is what you had said? 

ELLIOTT [Sighs] I think people appreciated that there was a bit 

of a problem, particularly with one of the reporters. I might 

have been more fortunate than others in that I used to speak from 

copious notes. Because I'd done a lot of preparation, I usually 

had quite a few notes that I could quote from so I knew exactly 

what I'd said and it was totally different from what had been 

reported, you see. So I could show my notes and win the argument. 

But it must have been very difficult for members who did speak 

off the cuff who had no written points or notes and I felt it was 

really quite wrong to keep employing this person in such an 

important job as recording the work of Parliament. However he 

finally retired and it was to the relief of most people because 

that sort of thing can make life very difficult. But it hasn't 

happened since then thank goodness. 

RJ How did you take yourself to the hours, the long 

sittings? 
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ELLIOTT I didn't like them, hated them. The problem was that it 

usually happened towards the end of the session leading up to the 

Christmas period when members are expected to visit all their 

schools, present citizenship awards, attend senior citizens' 

Christmas dinners and functions, party functions for the end of 

the year and, of course, still perform in your office. It's an 

exhausting period and quite ridiculous. I could never understand 

why it had to be that you had.... It's always been the same, it 

doesn't matter which party is in power but towards the end of the 

session there's a great rush of legislation and you sit until all 

hours of the morning. One day I actually worked for 24 hours. It 

doesn't happen often but I mean there are often times when you 

sit until two, three, four o'clock in the morning. But on this 

particular day somebody was knocking on my door at seven o'clock 

in the morning with a problem, a town planning problem; I 

remember it clearly. So I dealt with him and then had breakfast, 

went into the office. I spent all day in the office until the 

Parliament sat and then we sat until six o'clock the next 

morning. So I considered that was a fairly long day. 

But I have always been very angry at the business management of 

the Parliament when members are required to sit long hours and 

it's very hard on the ministers, of course, too. They're the ones 

who have to perform more than the backbenchers. I mean they have 

to handle legislation, handle the committee stages, answer 

questions, and nobody can function efficiently and effectively at 

three o'clock in the morning, I don't care who it is. Something 

that used to make me particularly angry was because there was a 

lot of legislation building up they would suspend standing orders 

to enable a bill to be rushed through in one day, both Houses in 

one day. This is one of my complaints about our system of 

Parliament in Western Australia. I mean I've got a lot of 

complaints about the bicameral system but I always used to 

strongly object to the motion to suspend standing orders to 

enable bills to be passed through in one session. Often you 

would find that a government would introduce - particularly the 

Court Government introduced some quite serious legislation right 

towards the last day in the session so that it could be pushed 
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through. Members would be pretty exhausted, pushed for time and 

so the legislation would be rushed through. I don't believe that 

is an intelligent way to pass the laws of the State. 

I was very impressed with the situation in London. When I was 

there in 1983 I had a chance to study Westminster and I was very 

impressed with the committee system there. Legislation is not 

rushed through the way it is in our State Parliament. It can 

become a fairly lengthy process. While I was there a bill that 

had been before a standing committee for 35 days was reported to 

the House with eight hundred amendments. They also have standing 

select committees, they're not ad hoc affairs like we have in our 

State Parliament. They have standing committees. They're set up 

on a permanent basis and they cover the various ministerial 

portfolios and it was felt that this system placed greater 

pressure on ministers in respect to their accountability to the 

House and thereby led to more open government. You'd have to 

certainly change our bicameral system I think to have an 

effective committee system here because, particularly in the 

Upper House, you just don't have enough members to have enough 

committees. But if we had for example a unicameral Parliament, an 

enlarged Assembly, with the committee system I think it would be 

a much more effective procedure. Legislation would be studied 

more carefully before it was passed. What were we talking about? 

RJ Well the process of rushing bills in at the.... Well it 

was the length of sittings in fact started this. 

ELLIOTT Yes, that's right we were talking about the length of 

sittings. 

RJ And how you took to them. 

ELLIOTT Yes, well every year it happens without fail that 

members are exhausted by the end of the session because they're 

required to sit until the early hours of the morning and go 
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through bills. It's a very inefficient process and obviously the 

legislation is not studied as carefully as it should be, 

particularly in this period at the end of the session. 

RJ So in Court's case where you say quite important 

legislation was treated in this way, was that deliberate do you 

feel in an effort to get legislation through with the minimum 

number of amendments? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes in fact I think all governments do it. I can't 

think of instances with the present government but I remember 

that we were always complaining when we were in opposition that 

important bills were introduced sometimes on the last day of the 

sitting. I think there was an industrial arbitration bill that 

was dealt with in this way, a fairly major bill. I know there was 

some important legislation that was treated this way. 

RJ Was that the situation in the Tonkin Government period? 

ELLIOTT [Pause] I think we had some late sittings but I don't 

remember bills being forced through. See the difference between 

Labor governments and conservative governments is that Labor 

governments can't force, can't do the same thing. They can't 

force legislation through when you've got an opposition dominated 

Upper House. I mean we can't get it through at the best of times 

let alone under these circumstances. So I think that answers the 

question that we wouldn't be able to get away with it like the 

Liberal and Country Party governments, or Liberal/ National Party 

governments are able to do. With the numbers in both Houses they 

could push through anything they wanted to and did. But with the 

Labor government in power this is not possible. 

RJ I wondered when you first entered Parliament if anyone 

took a particular interest in you? I've had some members who felt 

that one of the more experienced politicans took them under their 

wing virtually and were somewhat of a father figure. Did that 

happen in your case? 
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ELLIOTT Not that I can remember. I had a good relationship with 
Bill Willesee who was the leader of the Party in the Legislative 
Council, or leader of the government at that stage in the 
Council. He was also my colleague in the North East Metropolitan 
Province. Bill was the other half of my seat. So I guess I used 
to seek Bill's advice if I needed any assistance. But I don't 
remember anyone taking a sort of fatherly interest in me. 

RJ Lyla when you entered the Parliament in 1971 you were 
not only the only female in the Legislative Council, you were 
also the only female in the whole of the Parliament. I wondered 
how you were treated as the only woman when it came to 
relationships with your colleagues in the dining room, in the 
bar, if you went into the bar, this sort of thing? 

ELLIOTT Very well. In the early stages I was treated as a woman 
in a - what shall I say? - In a nice sort of way. It wasn't a 
discriminatory way but I was regarded as something different from 
the other members, let's put it that way. Later on I would say I 
came to be accepted more as a member rather than a woman. I think 
in the early stages it was perhaps a bit of a novelty because I 
was the only one and I was younger than a lot of the members and 
perhaps I wasn't taken very seriously as a member. But I think as 
time went on I became accepted as a member. 

One of the things that I've noticed about myself, and it's 
difficult to explain how it happened, but over the years I've 
noticed a change in my own personality and behaviour. I would say 
that when I went into the Parliament [laughs] I wouldn't say shit 
for sixpence, to put it crudely, but mixing with men in that sort 
of environment and in a situation where you get angry on lots of 
occasions over different issues, either in the Parliament or in 
caucus or in personal relationships where you're having arguments 
with people at meetings, that you tend to adopt the terminology 
of the people you're mixing with and you tend to become more 
aggressive. I found that by the time I left Parliament I was far 
more aggressive as a person than when I went in. Being chairman 
of caucus might have had something to do with this because you 
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need to rule with a fairly firm hand and sometimes you have to 
shout to make yourself heard, or that was so in the early days 
not so much towards the end. But I really have noticed a change 
in my own personality from a much more gentle type of person, if 
I can put it that way, to a more aggressive person who finds it 
very easy to swear. I find that it's very difficult to keep 
bloody out of the conversation when you're talking to people. I 
suppose it's just mixing with men that has this effect on you. 

RJ Did you actually use the bar? 

ELLIOTT Occasionally but not often. I preferred to go straight 
into dinner after the House rose than spend time in the bar but 
occasionally you felt as though you needed a break to relax 
before going into a meal, in the evening only, of course, I mean 
I would never go in during the day. But I think in later years I 
very seldom went into the bar. Perhaps in the early years I may 
have occasionally but not frequently. 

RJ How did you find relationships in the dining room for 
instance? Were members inclined to meet across party lines, or 
sit together and what about between Houses? 

ELLIOTT Well not across party lines if they could help it. 
There's always been this quaint custom of sitting at a certain 
table if you're a Labor person and sitting at another table if 
you're from some other party. Actually it always used to bug me 
that the Labor members' tables were near the door [laughs] and 
the others used to sit over near the airconditioner. One of the 
few places in Parliament House that was airconditioned was the 
dining room so it was always more comfortable sitting next to the 
airconditioner in summer. But it seemed to me - I don't know how 
this developed, but the Labor tables were always near the door 
and the Liberal and National Party tables were always over near 
the airconditioning. [Laughs]. But members from different 
parties very rarely sat together at mealtimes except sometimes if 
some of the tables were full and just perhaps the middle tables 
in the dining room, members would sometimes mix there. But for 
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preference they usually sat with their own party people. Of 
course, it didn't matter which end you came from you'd have 
Assembly and Council members sitting together. It was a little 
different in the bar. Usually members would drink with their own 
party people but occasionally there you would find that people 
standing around would be more mobile and so perhaps would be more 
inclined to talk to others. 

RJ What did you think of the standard of meals and service 
provided by the dining room and the stewards? 

ELLIOTT Very good but it improved over the years. I always 
thought it was pretty good really, certainly for the price that 
they charged. I never had any complaints that I can recall but 
unfortunately some members were never satisfied, they were always 
complaining. But on the whole I found that the meals were 
excellent, particularly in recent years they've been very good. 

RJ Did you use Parliament much for entertaining of people? 

ELLIOTT Yes to a certain extent. I would invite people up for 
lunch. I would have people for morning and afternoon tea. That's 
another aspect of a member's job is to show schoolchildren 
through Parliament House for example. We have a lot of visits by 
groups like schoolchildren and pensioners. So often I would show 
these groups through or participate in their visit to Parliament 
House. Often they're shown through by one of the attendants. Alan 
Harding was the attendant who looked after most of my groups and 
he would take them throughout the building, show them the various 
parts of the building and give them a talk on Parliament and then 
often I would come in at the end and supplement what Alan had 
told them and answer questions and so forth and it was 
interesting to see the different reactions of different groups. 
For example, after Alan or I had gone into great details about 
the history and procedure of Parliament, we'd then come to 
question time and the hands would shoot up and the questions 
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would be, "What's that button for over there?" "What do you keep 

in these drawers?"- these sorts of questions, although sometimes 

you got some very intelligent questions from schoolkids) 

The pensioners visits were also rather interesting and quite a 

lesson to me really. I once decided to go through my entire 

electorate, the pensioners' groups in my electorate and have them 

up for morning and afternoon tea and a visit through the Houses 

of Parliament, have it all explained to them, you see. So the 

procedure would be that I would meet them at the door with Alan 

and he would introduce me as their member who'd invited them up 

for their visit. Then he would take them off around the building 

and I would join them for afternoon tea or morning tea and answer 

questions, hand around the scones and sandwiches and so forth and 

talk to them. I thought I was doing a great stroke and this must 

really go over well with my senior citizens in my electorate, 

they would be really appreciative of my doing this for them, 

until a couple of incidents. One was after being introduced at 

the door and then coming up and as I was handing around the 

scones one day one old lady said to me, "Haven't I seen you 

somewhere before Dear?" I said, "Yes, actually I'm one of your 

members and I have invited you up here today to join me in 

afternoon tea." Another time was when - oh several times - after 

my spending time with them and then Alan is showing them out the 

door, a couple of them have said to him, "Well thank you very 

much Mr Harding for inviting us up. I've always wanted a feed on 

the taxpayers." [Laughs] So they don't realise, of course, that 

the member has organised the visit and is paying for the 

afternoon tea. Anyway after that Alan always used to make a point 

of telling them that the member had invited them up and the 

member was providing them with afternoon tea and would tell them 

a little joke or something. I don't think he only did it for me, 

he did it for others too. 

-------------------- 
1 Aftersuch visits, Lyla Elliott received art work and letters of 

appreciation from some of the children, two examples of which are 

attached, pp 254-5. Unfortunately the photocopies do not do 

justice to the art work. (RJ). 
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RJ How much did it cost per head to provide afternoon tea 

for groups like that? 

ELLIOTT Oh I can't remember Ronda, it varied. It wasn't very 

expensive but over a year it added up to a considerable amount. 

But I just don't remember how much a head it was. You just paid 

your bill at the end of the month. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE NINE 
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TAPE NINE SIDE TWO 

RJ In the light of the sort of reception you've just 

outlined when you brought pensioners' groups up did you continue 

with that in later years? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes. I always had different groups up throughout the 

year, sometimes women's groups, schoolchildren, pensioners' 

groups. I continued it throughout the fifteen years. 

RJ Lyla when you entered Parliament you were a relatively 

young, certainly attractive, and single woman. Did you find that 

anyone either on staff or as a member tried to chat you up? 

ELLIOTT [Laughs; sighs]. That's a terrible question. [Laughs]. 

RJ But an obvious one all the same. 

ELLIOTT Yes well, on staff no, definitely not but yes there 

were some members who made a pass. 

RJ In that first period of the Tonkin Government how did 

you find your time was divided between electorate duties, 

parliamentary duties, personal time that you needed? 

ELLIOTT It's difficult to say precisely but I suppose about 

50/50. I had a very big electorate to cover and I decided right 

from the start that I was going to be a good electorate member. 

Some Council members have felt in the past (I don't know whether 

it still applies but certainly in the past) have felt that 

electorate work was not so important but I felt that it was just 

as important as it was for an Assembly member for a Council 

member to become familiar with the electorate, to provide a 

service to organisations and individuals in the electorate. So I, 

right from the start, built up a list of organisations and tried 

to keep it up to date with regular circulars to them, so I tried 

to keep up to date with the office bearers so that I could send 
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out material to them on such things as consumer affairs, legal 
aid, legislation that might affect them, government funding 
available for different community activities and also I felt that 
it was a responsibility of members with knowledge of funding 
available to initiate projects and that's why I became involved 
in establishing such things as the Community Youth Support Scheme 
in Midland and the Community Health Centre in Lockridge and the 
Senior Citizens' Centre in Lockridge, the Family Day Care Scheme 
in Morley, things like this, in addition to all the other normal 
activities like attending citizenship ceremonies and public 
meetings about all sorts of different things and P & C meetings, 
constituents with problems. Sometimes you'd go out to their home, 
sometimes they would come to your office. Getting involved with 
causes like women's issues, a better deal for rape victims, a 
better deal for victims of domestic violence, abortion law 
reform, equality of opportunity for women. Things like animal 
welfare. I got involved in a number of animal welfare issues. 
Also the needs of the aged, problems in nursing homes, things 
that I became aware of as a member, decided that it needed an 
interest taken in them and being raised in Parliament and 
something done about them. Sometimes I was successful sometimes I 
wasn't. But I wasn't prepared to just look upon myself as a 
person to sit in an office in Parliament House. I was quite keen 
to become involved with issues, not only in the electorate but 
issues that concerned the State as a whole and even international 
issues like peace and disarmament and things like this. 

RJ Lyla did that interest come out of a genuine concern 
and a perceived need or out of what you could see was an 
electoral advantage? 

ELLIOTT Well I didn't just sit down and decide well these will 
be politically popular issues. Quite honestly they developed out 
of perceived needs and problems that were raised with me. I 
didn't really need popular issues because I had a very good seat. 
The North East Metropolitan Province, with the exception of one 
redistribution, has mainly been a good Labor seat. In 1976 it 
changed for one period and it wasn't so good but I haven't felt 
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the need to use different issues for political purposes. Most of 

the things I've been involved in have been because I've been 

deeply concerned about them or that there was a need for someone 

to take them up. I found, I might say, that in the early days I 

felt there was a greater need to get involved in a number of 

things that in later years didn't need my attention because other 

people came into the Parliament with perhaps more expertise in 

those areas. For example I was very involved in aboriginal 

affairs and the railways. Well now with the advent of Peter 

Dowding who was very interested in aboriginal affairs and Fred 

McKenzie who has got a lot of expertise and knowledge on the 

railways, I felt that I could bow out of those issues. But in the 

early days we didn't have people who were so concerned about 

these issues and therefore I took them up. 

The same with women's issues. For years I was the only spokesman, 

spokesperson [laughs] on women's issues with the exception of one 

or two people like Roy Claughton who raised issues to do with 

women. But, of course, since the 1983 election we've had people 

like Yvonne Henderson and Kay Hallahan and the other women 

members who are very articulate and who are able to raise these 

issues. In fact Yvonne Henderson was responsible for the equal 

opportunity legislation; she did a brilliant job on that. That's 

one of the differences with being in government as in opposition. 

You try to get something done when you're in opposition and 

you've got no chance if you're a member of the opposition party, 

particularly in the Upper House. Once you become the government 

it's a different matter. Things like domestic violence which I 

was unable to do anything about when I was in opposition, 

although I raised it frequently in the Council, when the Burke 

Government came to office we were able to get a Domestic Violence 

Task Force appointed which I chaired and I find now that the 

government is going to implement about three-quarters of the 

recommendations of that task force. I introduced a bill in 

respect to children's employment in the entertainment industry, 

to protect children from exploitation in this particular 

industry. It was treated with contempt by the government when I 

introduced it in the Legislative Council, when I was in 
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opposition. It's now law. When we became the government I was 

able to get the government to agree to pass this legislation. On 

the question of equal opportunity I was always calling on the 

previous government to emulate the other States in introducing 

anti-discrimination legislation and, of course, nothing was done 

until the present government introduced the equal opportunity 

legislation which was handled mainly by Yvonne Henderson and, as 

I said, she did an excellent job on that. Rape law reform, sexual 

assault legislation: attempts were made when we were in 

opposition to do something about that and that was not achieved 

until we became the government. 

This may be getting off the track a little but certainly you can 

achieve a lot more when you're in government than in opposition 

and this present government has introduced so many reforms that 

we tried to achieve in opposition over the years unsuccessfully. 

But a comment was made to me towards the end of my parliamentary 

life by Ian Medcalf which I found very interesting and very 

satisfying and that was that he admitted to me that some of the 

speeches that I had made in Parliament on domestic violence had 

influenced his thinking when he was Attorney General. It was at 

that time that he amended the Justices Act to make restraining 

orders much more effective in the protection that they provided 

for women. He said that he didn't realise how serious the 

question of domestic violence was and the problems that women 

experienced until he'd heard me quote cases in the chamber and 

talk about the issue. So I thought well it's a bit like water 

dripping on the stone I suppose. You don't see a dramatic change 

but over the years members on the opposition side perhaps do 

influence governments with the material they use in their 

speeches, not as quickly as one might like but apparently it's 

not all wasted time. So I was quite pleased with that comment by 

Ian Medcalf. 

RJ Lyla you said that when the Parliament was sitting 

there would be a 50/50 split between the time you spent on 

parliamentary duties and in the electorate. When Parliament was 

not sitting what was your routine? 
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ELLIOTT I went to the office every day. There was always a lot 

of paperwork to attend to in the form of correspondence from 

constituents with problems, from organisations who want you to 

support a cause or who had problems. There are many meetings that 

one must attend in the electorate, both day meetings and in the 

evenings. As I said in a Council province there are a number of 

local authorities which have citizenship ceremonies. They expect 

you to attend these. Some of the committees I was involved in, 

such as family day care, senior citizens, the community support 

scheme, things that you get off the ground, you find that you get 

tied up with them and it's very hard to extricate yourself. Even 

once they're established you still stay on as chairperson until 

you can talk someone else into taking on the job. So that was a 

bit time consuming. Oh there are numerous committees one serves 

in the Parliament, Parliamentary Labor Party committees. In the 

early days being the only woman member I had a lot of invitations 

from groups to talk about women in Parliament, the role of women 

in society, these sorts of things. Groups are always looking for 

guest speakers on one issue or another so that was a bit time 

consuming, writing speeches for different organisations. 

RJ Did you find similarly that you had novelty value for 

the media? 

ELLIOTT I suppose you could say that, yes. I was often asked to 

comment on different issues, particularly concerning women. I 

didn't get a bad deal from the press really. They covered a lot 

of areas that I got involved in. I used to issue quite a few 

press statements. Not all were published but I didn't do too 

badly. What used to upset me a bit was the lack of cover I got 

from the press gallery in Parliament House, particularly when I 

made speeches about important issues. It depends very much on the 

person who's sitting up in that gallery. They have their 

favourites I think. Some reporters tend to report some members 

more than others, they develop their likes and dislikes. I found 

that if a certain reporter was in the gallery I never got 

reported, it didn't matter how important the issue was that I was 

dealing with, whereas if others were there I could get quite a 
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good cover. So they wield a fair amount of power some of those 

reporters in the gallery. With press statements that I issued I 

couldn't complain about the treatment I got from the media. 

RJ Do you think there was any attempt on the part of some 

members to curry favour with the press? 

ELLIOTT Yes, that's true. It's something that I found very 

difficult to do. I could never go up to the press room and party 

on with them. I suppose at a couple of Christmas parties I had a 

drink with them but I just couldn't bring myself to buy booze and 

take it up to the press rooms, not because I didn't want to enjoy 

the Christmas spirit with them but I just felt as though it 

looked a bit blatant, that you were trying to curry favour with 

them and I found that very difficult. But something that I found 

happens in the chamber is that they look for flamboyant speakers. 

If a member gets up and says something outrageous that tends to 

hit the headlines more than if you say something which is fairly 

important has fairly important social content or quote some 

important figures, they're not interested. It's not always the 

case but often I've noticed that I've made a speech that I've 

researched and I felt was on a fairly important issue, and not a 

word has appeared. Whereas a member has got up on the same night 

and gone on with a lot of nonsense and said something flamboyant 

and that's hit the headlines the next day. I found that a bit 

hard to take. However, I couldn't complain about the press. On 

the whole I think that they were pretty good to me. 

RJ To get back to your constituents how did you let them 

know that you were available to help and how could they contact 

you? 

ELLIOTT Well I circularised organisations fairly frequently so 

the representative groups in the community like women's groups, 

youth groups, senior citizens, P & C groups, ratepayers and 

progress associations, sporting organisations, cubs and scouts 

and these sorts of groups, ALP branches, and there would have 

been others, I made it a habit of communicating with them on a 
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fairly regular basis, letting them know that I was there, one of 
their members sending them material on, as I said before, legal 
aid, consumer protection, the ombudsman, different funds 
available. Oh another area was arts and cultural groups. I would 
let them know of any money that was available. There were 
advertisements in the paper at different times. I made many press 
statements in local community newspapers. I think that my contact 
with organisations spread out to individuals who have some 
connection with those sorts of organisations. You got known 
through attending school evenings at the end of the year. All the 
parents come along and hear you make a speech and make the 
presentation. You attend citizenship ceremonies and so people get 
to know you there, and other public meetings. Your name goes out 
in local authority publications saying these are your local 
members. But I didn't make a practice of - apart from election 
times, I didn't put stuff in letter boxes. 

Another practice that didn't appeal to me, which a lot of members 
do, is send out condolence cards and congratulatory cards when 
people die or have babies and so forth. A lot of members do this. 
I couldn't bring myself to do it but apparently it works, it 
impresses a lot of people. They don't realise that it's done for 
political gain but they think it's nice that the local member has 
taken the trouble to send them a card. It works okay until the 
secretary gets them mixed up. [Laughs] Ken McIver was telling us 
once at a seminar we had for new members I think it was, about 
some of the things you should and shouldn't do. Apparently one of 
his constituents had a baby and his secretary sent her a 
condolence card. [Laughs] I suppose it's better than someone's 
husband dying and getting a card of congratulation. 

RJ Lyla would you have found it an advantage as a single 
woman without family responsibilities to.... Did that give you 
more time to attend meetings and nights, weekends, that sort of 
thing? 
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ELLIOTT Yes. There's no question that a single person is in a 

better position to do this although when I did marry in 1976 I 

married a man who was very understanding and who never complained 

about my being away from home for long periods until the early 

hours of the morning. So it hasn't been a problem as far as our 

relationship's concerned, but when there's another person in the 

house there are other domestic commitments. Whereas you might eat 

out, you find that you tend to go home and cook dinner and feel a 

responsibility for other domestic chores around the house even 

though you might have a very helpful husband who participates in 

some of these chores, like ironing his own shirts. But I perhaps 

was in a more fortunate position than some of the younger women 

members who came in in '83 who still have young children. I think 

that would be rather difficult to cope with because a member's 

job is a very time consuming one and one where you need a lot of 

concentration and a pretty good constitution. You don't want to 

be too tired if you've got to go and address a public meeting, or 

having just had problems with your children over some issue which 

can be very stressful. So I suppose you could.... I mean I've 

heard it said well alright well these things apply to male 

members of Parliament too, but I think you've got to be realistic 

and admit that women still haven't changed to that extent that 

they don't feel obliged to do certain things for the children and 

for the family that they have been doing down through history. 

END OF TAPE NINE SIDE TWO 
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TAPE TEN SIDE ONE 

RJ A further interview with Lyla Elliott held in her home 

on the 29th of October 1987. 

What sort of things did you find constituents raised with you and 

asked you to do for them once you became a member? 

ELLIOTT Well you could put it in two categories I suppose. 

There were the personal problems that people had affecting their 

own lives and the lives of their families. There were various 

causes that people approached me about. First of all the personal 

problems that people experienced; these were numerous. I've said 

before a member of Parliament is expected to be, in addition to a 

public speaker, a lawyer, a social worker, a counsellor, all 

sorts of things, an advocate on behalf of his or her 

constituents. But the sorts of things that people would raise 

with you were things like - perhaps the major one is housing. 

That's a very important area in a person's life, adequate 

accommodation, and it's very important to the well-being of 

families. So perhaps the major issue for a State member of 

Parliament would be housing. There were things like pensions. 

Although this is a federal issue, many people come to their State 

member to assist them if they're having problems with their 

pensions. He might get a phone call, the bailiff's on the 

doorstep because they haven't met some obligation in respect to a 

debt so you've got to stop the bailiff from removing their 

furniture and so forth. They might be having trouble with traffic 

or roads, crosswalks, consumer issues, consumer affair issues, 

where they've had some problem with dealings with a trader. They 

might be having problems with their neighbour over a fence or 

something. 

One amusing one that came to me one day was an old fellow who was 

very upset because he'd received an account from the St John 

Ambulance Association. He disputed the fact that he'd ever 

received the services of St John Ambulance. So I got his details 
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and the details of the account and I got in touch with St John 

Ambulance. Of course, what happened was he had received the 

services of the St John Ambulance but he hadn't remembered it 

because he was too drunk at the time. [Laughs] 

Constituents often have a wrong perception of members' of 

Parliament status. One incident that occurred might illustrate 

this. When I was appointed chairperson of the Home and Community 

Care Advisory Committee, the Minister for Health, Ian Taylor 

issued a press statement to this effect that the advisory 

committee had been established and that this committee would be 

advising the government in respect to policies to help aged and 

disabled people remain in their own homes instead of going to 

nursing homes and other institutional care. So the press 

statement was issued on the weekend, to the radio stations I 

presume, and early one Sunday morning my phone rang. So I got out 

of bed to answer it and here's this little old voice at the other 

end saying, "Is that Dame Lyla?" Thinking it was an old uncle of 

mine having a go at me, I said, "Yes." Well it turned out it 

wasn't my old uncle, it was an old fellow who lived in my 

electorate who'd heard the press statement or the item on the 

news on the radio that I had been appointed as chairperson of 

this committee that was going to help aged people you see. It 

turned out that the element in his stove had gone and he wanted 

me to contact the Housing Commission, or as it is these days 

Homeswest, to see if I could get it fixed, which I did, of 

course. [Laughs] But I was rather amused at his perception of 

members of Parliament when he thought I was Dame Lyla. 

There was another case - it's very difficult to remember all the 

different types of issues that people raise with me but I 

remember one old fellow in my electorate claimed to have invented 

a cure for arthritis. He was aware of Professor Barnard from 

South Africa coming here to lecture on arthritis and rheumatism 

and so forth and he was quite keen for me to get him an 

introduction to Dr Barnard because he wanted to discuss this 

formula that he had with him. So I was able to effect the 

introduction and I went along with him and met him myself. I 
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don't know what came of it. Anyway that was another interesting 
one I thought. Just an example of the sorts of things you're 
asked to do. 

In addition to the problems of individuals, as I said you also 
have people who are lobbying for a cause who approach members of 
Parliament, or a particular member. I found that as a result of 
this I got involved in a great variety of issues firstly to do 
with women's problems and the need for a rape crisis centre for 
rape law reform, for abortion law reform, for equal opportunity 
legislation, for something to be done to protect the victims of 
domestic violence, things like this. 

There were other areas like the problems of people in nursing 
homes and the exploitation of people in private nursing homes; 
the problems in the mental health hostels, the hostels that were 
providing accommodation for people who'd formerly been in 
institutional care in Swanbourne and Graylands Hospitals. The 
problems of people who were still residing in Graylands brought 
about by that disgusting Brockway tip that was right next door 
and the health problems and the unpleasantness that was caused 
for those people who lived close to the tip. There was the 
question of the funeral industry and the way that people are 
charged very high rates, or high prices for funerals and for 
coffins which shouldn't cost as much. I got involved with a 
do-it-yourself group who wanted the law changed to enable people 
to conduct the funerals of relatives and close ones, close 
friends and relatives. I get involved with a lot of aboriginal 
issues, with environmental problems. For example when the 
previous government, the Court Government, sold the Wundowie 
Charcoal Iron Industry to Agnew dough at very favourable terms 
and at the same time gave them a very large area of land, it was 
subsequently found that the people who acquired the land were 
clearing it and this was going to have long term problems, 
salinity problems, for the farmers who were using the waters from 
Wooroloo Brook and its tributaries to water stock. Also there 
were nature reserves that were going to be affected. There was a 
long ongoing battle that I had with the government over that. 
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Animal welfare organisations also approached me on a number 
occasions for assistance and to raise issues in the Parliament, 
one I was successful with. I introduced a bill in 1976, I think 
it was, to make it an offence to dump cats. It was an amendment 
to the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act and I was approached 
by the RSPCA about this problem of not being able to prosecute 
people who dump cats so they suggested that an amendment to the 
Act would help them. So I introduced it and it was successful 
much to everyone's surprise because members in the opposition 
aren't usually successful with legislation. 

I wasn't so successful with the next matter and that was to get 
steel-jawed rabbit traps banned. I think I had something like a 
ten year crusade to try and achieve that. Once again it was as a 
result of problems the RSPCA were having prosecuting people who 
were setting traps in the metropolitan area. Not only were they 
catching and creating a lot of suffering for domestic animals but 
there was also the danger for children. So I approached the 
government at the time and was told that an amendment to the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act was not appropriate, that it 
would be attended to under the Vermin Act Regulations. So for 
some time we went through the waiting period and finally they did 
something to amend the Vermin Act regulations. However when the 
RSPCA tried to bring a case under this particular legislation, 
they were unsuccessful because they were told that regulations 
only covered vermin and that if a cat or dog were caught in the 
trap that they weren't covered, so it was quite ridiculous. So 
then it was suggested that it should be a matter for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act. So we're back to square 
one. Anyhow this went on for years and it took a long time to get 
anyone to take it seriously. It also took a long time for the 
whole Act to be reviewed. It's since happened after I left 
Parliament. I'm not quite sure what the amendments are, whether 
it includes a ban on the steel-jawed traps. I hope it does but 
I'm not sure about that. But anyway that was an example of a 
matter that was raised with me. 
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I also at various times raised things like live sheep exports, 
battery methods of raising poultry and pigs and this sort of 
thing. But I'm afraid where vested interests are involved it's 
very difficult to achieve any progress in these areas. So that 
was animal welfare. 

In respect to women's issues, I at one stage was a member of the 
Executive Council of the Family Planning Association and it came 
to our notice that women, particularly in country areas, were 
experiencing problems in respect to achieving family planning 
services or advice and medical services in respect to family 
planning or contraception, so it was suggested that perhaps an 
amendment to the legislation governing the prescribing and the 
fitting of contraceptives would help women in country areas. So I 
introduced legislation in 1976 to amend three acts to allow 
specially trained nurses to prescribe and fit contraceptives. It 
was mainly directed to help women in outback areas where either 
there were no doctors or perhaps there were doctors who weren't 
familiar with the most up-to-date techniques because they'd been 
trained many years before. Unfortunately the government of the 
day threw out the legislation despite the fact that it had a lot 
of support from women's groups but they did set up a fairly 
highpowered committee consisting of nurses, doctors and 
representatives of women's groups to look at the whole area of 
family planning and contraception and that committee brought 
down some excellent recommendations but it took a long time for 
them to be accepted and implemented. We're still waiting for some 
of them to be implemented but I think that it did have quite a 
good effect on changing thinking particularly in the medical 
profession in respect to the ability of nurses to take on some of 
these duties, with proper training, of course. 

Another piece of legislation which I introduced as a result of an 
approach from Actors Equity was to do with the protection of 
children in the entertainment industry. At the time there was a 
case where a number of young children had worked long hours and 
it had been found that because of an amendment that had taken 
place to the Industrial Arbitration Act several years before 
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there was nothing the union could do about it so they felt that 
there should be some sort of legislation introduced to cover 
children who take on jobs either on the stage or in television or 
in any other form of the entertainment [industry]: film, 
television or the stage. So I introduced an amendment to the 
Child Welfare Act to provide protection for children under 
fifteen employed in the entertainment industry generally so that 
they couldn't be exploited by unscrupulous entrepreneurs, that 
they couldn't be worked long hours or exploited as far as wages 
were concerned. That was part of it. The other part of it was to 
provide heavy financial penalties or imprisonment for people who 
exploited children for indecent, obscene or pornographic 
purposes, for example photography or stage shows or videos. This 
applied to children under eighteen. Once again the Liberals threw 
out the legislation because it was introduced by a private 
member. I think they conceded that there was nothing wrong with 
it, that it was good legislation but there is this silly attitude 
that they won't accept bills introduced by private members. The 
earlier one was a very minor one that they accepted much to 
everyone's surprise, but on this occasion, although it was an 
important principle that I was trying to establish, they wouldn't 
accept it. However when Labor became the government I was able to 
get the government to accept the legislation and the bill was 
passed in 1984 so that one was finally achieved. 

Another area was the awful position of victims of domestic 
violence, the great majority of whom, of course, are women. I'm 
talking about interspousal violence here. I first had this raised 
with me back in the 1970's and I think the first time I spoke 
about it at any length was about 1977 and I continued to raise it 
and seek some action by the then government, calling for more 
legal protection for victims and more support for the refuges and 
asking them to set up a comprehensive enquiry into the whole 
area. Once again I was unsuccessful with the previous government 
but when Labor came into office, the Burke Government set up a 
Domestic Violence Task Force with me as chairperson. After twelve 
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months we brought down recommendations, three quarters of which 
have now been agreed to by the government, so that's another 
cause for great satisfaction as far as I'm concerned.1  

There are several areas where a member is able to raise issues 
concerning constituents' problems or problems concerning the 
electorate or indeed the State. One of these is the 
address-in-reply debate. After Parliament opens each session 
somebody moves an address-in-reply to the Governor for opening 
Parliament and members then have the opportunity to speak on any 
matter concerning the electorate, the State, anything that might 
be concerning them. Another time is the supply bill. Sometimes 
you can raise issues when Parliament rises when there's a motion 
to adjourn the House. If there's a matter of urgency you can get 
up and speak on the adjournment motion. So in addition to formal 
motions, legislation, questions which you can ask every day that 
Parliaments sits, either with notice or without notice, you had 
these other opportunities in the address-in-reply, the supply 
debate, the appropriation bills, times like this when you can 
range far and wide. I found that a very good opportunity to raise 
many issues. 

RJ From what you're saying Lyla a member who cares and 
wants to see change and in your case prepare legislation, the 
process of being in opposition must be very frustrating? 

ELLIOTT Yes it is very frustrating because I've listed some of 
the areas that I tried to achieve some reform or some changes in 
and although I'm sure many people on the other side agreed with 
me and the government could find no problem with what I was 
trying to do on ideological grounds, it still wasn't prepared to 

-------------------- 
copy of the letter from Brian Burke as Premier acknowledging 

the report and the work of Lyla Elliott is attached, p.256. 
(Brian Burke to Lyla Elliott, Feb. 11, 1986. in possession of L. 
Elliott.) 
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accept the legislation that I was introducing. So when you become 

the government, of course, you can achieve many things that you 

can't in opposition. 

Perhaps there's one area where you do get more satisfaction in 

opposition than in government and that's in the area of 

questions. I used to ask a lot more questions when we were in 

opposition because you don't have the same access to ministers as 

you do when you're in goverment. So you can expose many things 

when you're in opposition that perhaps your government might 

frown upon if you're a member of the governing party. Ministers 

do expect you to raise them with them if it's going to embarrass 

the government rather than talk about it in the Parliament so 

that is a bit of a problem for backbenchers when their party is 

in office. 

But, of course, there are frustrations for Labor members when the 

Labor Party is in government in the Legislative Assembly and that 

is the obstruction of the Legislative Council. I've experienced 

two terms of this, that was the Tonkin Government, a three year 

term from '71 to 1 74, and the three years between '83 and 1 86 

when the Burke Government was in office because of the numbers in 

the Assembly but the power was still held by the Upper House so 

that you knew that only government legislation would get through 

that the conservative parties were prepared to let through. So 

there'd been many occasions for great frustration because of the 

obstruction in that Upper House, not only amending legislation 

but rejecting legislation outright. 

RJ To get back to the individual raising with you his or 

her particular problem, where it was a federal matter (you 

referred to pensions) or something that was really nothing to do 

with you, did you still take that cause up for the person? 
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ELLIOTT Yes usually. Sometimes it might have been appropriate 

to approach the federal member for assistance but often the State 

member will take up the issue whether it's to do with pensions or 

immigration or something to do with the Commonwealth Employment 

Office. I think that answers the question. 

RJ And if it was a loyal and devoted Liberal supporter 

that you knew was a Liberal supporter and they came to you and 

asked you for help, did they also get help? 

ELLIOTT Oh, of course, after all you're there to represent the 

whole of the people in the electorate not just Labor people. 

There were times, of course, when I knew people were not of my 

political persuasion but that made no difference and nor should 

it. 

RJ In the reviews that I've read on your career, mention 

is made of the fact that you were critical of the State Housing 

Commission multi-storey flats. What were you able to do there? 

ELLIOTT Lockridge is a suburb that was in my electorate. 

Everybody's familiar with the blocks of flats in Lockridge where 

you have multi-problem families. You have a lot of single mums 

trying to bring up little children in a confined space on say the 

second or third floor of a flat. At the time when I raised the 

issue I found that there were very few facilties or services to 

support these young women and there were no protected play areas 

around the flats where they could leave the children. So it was 

no wonder women go up the wall under these circumstances. So 

these were the sorts of issues that I raised. I think I actually 

led a deputation to Ian Laurance when he was Minister for 

Housing. 

RJ And you opposed uranium mining. Were you able to do 

anything about that in the House? 
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ELLIOTT I moved an amendment to the address-in-reply on one 

occasion. That's another vehicle for introducing an issue and 

debating it. I think the way I raised it was by way of amendment 

to the address-in-reply about all the evils of uranium mining and 

nuclear technology and leading to nuclear weapons and this sort 

of thing. But, of course, you know before you start that you're 

not going to get anywhere particularly in the Upper House. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE TEN 
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TAPE TEN SIDE TWO 

RJ You are said to be pro-abortion. Did you do anything 

about that in your time as a member? 

ELLIOTT I didn't actually introduce any legislation but other 

people did. For example Roy Claughton introduced a bill to reform 

abortion law and I spoke strongly in support of that. I have 

chaired public meetings on the issue. I belonged to the Abortion 

Law Reform Association and spoke on it at various times in the 

Parliament. For example I attacked the raid on the counsellors' 

homes at the time of the previous government. I organised a 

petition once to the federal Parliament at the time of the Lusher 

motion. I think his name was Lusher [who] introduced a motion in 

the federal Parliament to deprive women of Medicare benefits if 

they had a termination of a pregnancy. So I remember organising a 

petition of fairly prominent people, including Warren Mitchell, 

who happened to be here addressing a press conference, and a 

number of other prominent radio and TV people, and sent it off. 

To answer your question, I did most things except introduce 

legislation. I was very active in getting the Labor Party to 

adopt the policy on abortion reform when I chaired the party's 

Health and Welfare Committee and, of course I introduced motions 

at the State Conference of the party over a number of years, 

which were responsible for the Labor Party's policy on abortion. 

RJ You were also said to be in favour of more 

apprenticeships for women. Were you able to make any progress 

with that issue? 

ELLIOTT Well when I first raised it, of course, the figures 

showed an absurd situation where girls were being channelled 

into very few areas such as hairdressing, cooking and things like 

this whereas there were many areas that they could move into. So 

I raised the issue in the Parliament illustrating how absurd it 

was by quoting the figures and the need to encourage young women 

to go into other occupations. Of course, that was during the 
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previous government's term of office but since then we've had 
great advances made in equal opportunity for women not only in 
the workplace but in the education system where women are 
encouraged, young girls are encouraged to look to other careers 
other than office jobs and things like this. So since I first 
raised it a lot of things have happened for the better. 

RJ What made you raise that particular issue? Was that one 
people came to you about or was that from your own initiative? 

ELLIOTT Well I was aware of the high unemployment rate among 
young women which I think at the time was even worse than that of 
boys. I think I raised it just as an issue that I became aware of 
rather than through some individual approaching me. 

RJ Were you active in the moratorium movement? 

ELLIOTT The Vietnam Moratorium Movement? 

RJ Yes. 

ELLIOTT Yes I was right from the beginning of the establishment 
of a small committee to organise marches and try and arouse 
public consciousness about the evils of the Vietnam War and so I 
helped to organise marches in those days, 1960's. I actually 
addressed a rally on the Esplanade, in 1971 I believe it was, 
about the evils of the war.' I organised film showings and 
addressed ALP branches on it and this sort of thing. 

-------------------- 
address prompted the Labor women to send Lyla Elliott a 

telegram which read, "THE LABOUR WOMEN OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA ARE 
PROUD OF YOUR MORATORIUM SPEECH". (Evelyn Wood to Lyla Elliott, 
June 30, 1971. - in possession of L. Elliott ) RJ. 
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RJ Once you became a member when you have an issue like 

that that continues over a period of time, and you started off 

being involved as Lyla Elliott but by 1971 you were a member of 

Parliament, did the position as member of Parliament give you any 

more authority when you spoke do you think or not? 

ELLIOTT Oh there's no question that being a member of 

Parliament gives one more status as a public speaker. 

RJ Once you were able to open an electorate office, where 

was yours located and how did you operate from it? 

ELLIOTT I chose to remain in Parliament House for a number of 

reasons. One, it's a central position so that a member in a 

fairly widespread electorate like the North East Metropolitan 

Province, which stretches from Greenmount at one end to welshpool 

at the other, into Maylands, I felt was more accessible to all 

people in the electorate by being at Parliament House than being 

at one end of the electorate. Secondly it was convenient as far 

as I was concerned to be close to the library and the 

photocopying facilities, the post office and the chambers to have 

an office in there to myself when Parliament was sitting. I 

didn't find that it was inconvenient as far as I was concerned, 

or hampered me as far as my electorate activities were concerned 

because I was able to keep in touch with people and organisations 

fairly easily, which as I've already mentioned in an earlier 

interview was fairly frequently circularising them. They knew I 

was always available to come out into the electorate if I was 

wanted for a meeting, or if a constituent couldn't come to see me 

I could go out to see that person in his or her home. It just 

seemed to me that I was able to operate more effectively from 

Parliament House. 

RJ You must have been one of the few members who could 

have done that though, because to my knowledge you were probably 

the only member who had an office in Parliament House to 

themselves. 
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ELLIOTT Except the Whip. [Laughs] But that was as far as Labor 

people were concerned because most of them, or all of them 

eventually went out into the electorate. Some of them took a 

while before they got electorate offices, but I think they're all 

out now in the electorate. A number of Liberal and National Party 

members I think have their electorate offices in Parliament 

House. I'm not sure about that, but I think I was possibly the 

only Labor person. There is another aspect to this too in that 

often people turn up at Parliament House and want to see A Labor 

member, so I would sometimes have people like that referred to me 

because I was in the House and available. 

RJ There must be times that's a disadvantage however? 

ELLIOTT Yes I suppose you could say that, but it works both 

ways really. It is good to have a Labor person there for someone 

to be able to contact rather than be told, "Sorry you'll have to 

go out to Midland or Scarborough, or Welshpool," or somewhere. 

RJ Did that situation remain the whole time you were a 

member up until 1986? Did you still have your office to yourself 

and your electorate office in the House? 

ELLIOTT Yes. 

RJ Right. What about an electorate secretary? Who did you 

have in that capacity and how well were you served? 

ELLIOTT In the early days members who chose to remain in 

Parliament House, and there were a few like Don Cooley and Claude 

Stubbs in addition to myself, had to share an electorate 

secretary so that you didn't have one to yourself. There were two 

members sharing one secretary. I was fortunate in that the person 

I was sharing with was a country member and therefore away quite 

a bit of the time which allowed me to use the services of our 

particular secretary more than he did. Eventually I was given a 

secretary to myself, because I certainly had enough work to keep 

a person occupied full time. In fact at times I would have liked 
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some additional support, perhaps in the form of research 
officer; we've discussed this before. But my secretary was 
always kept fairly busy and it was really not practical to have 
one person operating for two members if they were two busy 
members. 

RJ What sort of person were you able to attract as 
electorate secretaries over the period? Were the sort of people 
offering of a high standard did you feel? 

ELLIOTT Well I acquired secretaries through different means. 
For my first secretary I invited Pat Chamberlain who had worked 
in the Trades Hall. No relation to Joe Chamberlain. Pat had 
worked for one of the unions and I knew her over some years as a 
competent and a nice person so I asked her to be my first 
secretary. She worked with me for some years until for family 
reasons she decided to stop work for a while. Another secretary I 
had was Betty Same who was working for Claude Stubbs and she 
happened to be available when I was needing a secretary, so I 
shared her with Claude for a while. When Betty left I advertised 
and Val Marsden was the person I chose. Val was with me for not a 
long enough period as far as I was concerned. She was excellent 
and she was offered the job as the person in charge of the 
Women's Information Referral Exchange, as administrator. Anyway 
she's still there and doing a great job. When Val left, Alma 
Whitehouse was available. She had been working for another member 
and was available for employment and so she became my secretary 
and Alma was with me until I retired in 1986. She now is working 
for Carmen Lawrence. I think I should add that I have had very 
good experience with all my secretaries and we've always parted 
the best of friends. I've always been sad when for one reason or 
another they've had to leave. 

RJ In that fifteen year span that you were a member, was 
there any increase in the amount of work you had to do, any 
increase in the number of constituents who came to you? 
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ELLIOTT Yes. I would say the answer is yes to both questions, 

because I think with the advent of electorate secretaries members 

were able to generate more work by contacting more people and 

more organisations in their electorates. As I've mentioned in an 

earlier interview I made it a practice of regularly circularising 

various groups and organisations with information and with the 

offer of assistance should they need it and also inviting them to 

forward in any questions that they might like me to ask in the 

Parliament. So as you become better known and people have 

problems, they look around for who might be able to help solve 

that problem and so I found that the work was increasing the 

longer I was in. 

RJ Did it ever get to be an impossible burden, Lyla? 

ELLIOTT No I wouldn't say it was an impossible burden. The only 

burden that I felt that I had was public speaking. I really hated 

addressing meetings. That I found very draining, very tiring. I 

liked the electorate work, I liked meeting people. It was always 

very satisfying if you were able to help them solve a problem. 

But it was having to stand up and perform at public meetings, at 

school functions, at citizenship ceremonies, that I found very 

tiring. If I could have got through without speaking [laughs] I 

would have been a lot happier but, of course, that's crazy 

because that's part of the job of being a member of Parliament is 

being able to stand up and speak about what you're on about. 

RJ What was the problem with public speaking? 

ELLIOTT Oh quite frankly I don't think I was ever cut out to be 

one. Some people are natural public speakers and they can just 

get up without any self consciousness and speak at the drop of a 

hat. I think if you're laid back and don't let it worry you that 

life is much easier as a member of Parliament than if you get a 

bit uptight and worry about saying or doing the wrong thing 

publicly; it makes life difficult. 
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RJ So it really boils back to this lack of confidence 

thing again that you spoke of before you went into Parliament. In 

those fifteen years as a member, did you ever feel more 

confidence? Was it getting better or worse at the end? 

ELLIOTT Well it varied I suppose depending on the occasion and 

the subject. I found that I was covering such a wide range of 

subjects, being asked to speak on so many different things, 

whether it was different bills in the chamber, when we were in 

opposition in particular, or different matters, when you're asked 

to become a guest speaker at a public meeting or.... It's 

difficult to say really; it varied. Sometimes I felt comfortable, 

but right up until the end I would say I didn't enjoy public 

speaking. 

RJ Did you avoid it? 

ELLIOTT I did what I had to, but I didn't enjoy it. 

lU So you wouldn't have refused an invitation to speak; 

you would have made yourself go? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes. 

RJ Even though you didn't like it? 

ELLIOTT Yes. I must say I had a few embarrassing moments 

because of lack of confidence or nerves, or whatever you'd like 

to call it. I remember on one occasion I was representing Ron 

Davies who was then the leader and it was a very large Jewish 

meeting in Mount Lawley. It was to raise money for a park in 

Israel. I think the 150th Anniversary Park it was called. It was 

in 1979 when we were celebrating our 150th anniversay here. So 

they had this meeting to raise funds for this park in Israel and 

there were several hundred people there. Sir Charles Court was 

there representing the government, of course, and I was there 

representing Ron. I was determined I was going to make a big 

impression at this meeting. I couldn't see any reason why I 
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shouldn't. I'd been to Israel. I had a Jewish secretary in Betty 
Same who'd told me a lot about her background and how she'd been 
a Jewish National Fund Queen in Adelaide or something on one 
occasion. This was something to do with the Jewish National Fund 
I think. So I prepared this speech on my trip to Israel and my 
secretary and thought I had it all off pat, didn't even need a 
note. So I went along and Sir Charles Court made his speech and 
sat down. Then I got up to speak and said, "Mr President, Sir 
Charles Court, ladies and gentlemen," [pause] forgot what my 
first point was I was going to make. [Laughs] So there was an 
awful silence for about half a minute while I collected my 
thoughts to remember what the point was, the first point was. So 
after that I vowed and declared I would never attend a meeting 
without some notes in my hand. But that's one of the embarrassing 
moments I've had because of my being uptight as a result of 
public speaking. 

RJ And did it all come to you? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes, eventually the brain clicked into gear and I 
was able to make this speech and I didn't feel so badly at the 
end, but it was rather a painful experience in the early stages. 

RJ Any other embarrassing moments? 

ELLIOTT Yes I have had one or two embarrassing moments, not to 
do with public speaking. One particularly embarrassing time was 
when we had the phone in on domestic violence during the time 
that we had the task force enquiring into the issue in this 
State. We decided to have a phone in to solicit information from 
women who were victims or who had been victims and would have 
something to tell us. So we had I think it was three phones that 
we'd organised and it was all advertised to start at nine o'clock 
this Monday morning. We had the press there, the television 
cameras, newspapers. We had Keith Wilson along to open it and a 
number of invited guests. Everybody was there except Telecom. 
They'd failed to turn up with the telephones. So you can imagine 
as the chairperson of the task force making the speech to the 
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invited guests in front of the television cameras how difficult 
it was to try and conceal the fact that we didn't have any 
telephones at this opening of the phone in. Anyhow as soon as I 
was able I got on the phone to the manager's office of Telecom 
and started acting like a fish wife and got the phones installed 
by about half past ten but that was a rather horrible time. 

Another time when I suppose you could say I was a bit 
uncomfortable was a time when I was writing articles for The 
Independent newspaper. This particular time I'd just given up 
smoking for two weeks and I was feeling really great. So on this 
particular occasion my article was on the merits of giving up 
smoking and how much better you felt for it and how you could 
smell the roses and enjoy your food and so forth. The only 
trouble was that within a short period I'd broken down and 
resumed the disgusting habit and, of course, everyone had read 
this article that I'd written and ragged me mercilessly about 
being weak and not sticking to what I was advising other people 
to do. 

RJ With your concern about public speaking and that growth 
in the workload that you had to carry, how much pressure do you 
feel you were under? How would it compare to, well if you had 
continued working as secretary of the Labor Party? 

ELLIOTT Oh it was entirely different. You can't compare the two 
jobs really. 

RJ Which carried the more pressure? 

ELLIOTT Oh being a member of Parliament. 

RJ And which involved the longer hours. 

ELLIOTT Parliamentary work. I think I've mentioned before the 
long sittings that.... 
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RJ Yes you have. 

ELLIOTT ... .you have sometimes. It's not only the parliamentary 

sittings but you can find yourself going out every night to 

meetings. A council member I feel is required to spread himself 

or herself over a much larger area not only.... You see I had 

five Assembly seats within my Province, so you have five times 

the numbers of schools, pensioners' groups, ALP branches, youth 

groups, women's groups and so on. Particularly at the end of the 

year it gets a bit willing as I think once again I've mentioned 

before that everything seems to come at once with late sittings 

and Christmas parties. Of course, during the year you've been 

required to go out to public meetings and your own party branch 

meetings and spend long hours in the chamber. 

RJ Which job gave you the most satisfaction? 

ELLIOTT Well I enjoyed them both. They were entirely different 

jobs and I got satisfaction out of each for different reasons. 

RJ If someone gave you a choice and said you could be one 

or the other, which would you go for? 

ELLIOTT [Pause] Oh that's a difficult one to answer really. I 

mean I held each position at different times in my life. I mean 

now I couldn't go back to being a secretary and yet when I was a 

secretary I was very happy and contented in what I was doing. But 

I think you move on and it's difficult to go back. That's why I 

feel sorry for people like tradesmen who have been elected to 

Parliament with all the perks and the salary and the status that 

it provides only to lose their seat before they're eligible for 

superannuation or pension entitlements and then have to seek work 

back in an area that they're familiar with. 

END OF TAPE TEN SIDE TWO 
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TAPE ELEVEN SIDE ONE 

RJ As you've already mentioned you served on the Honorary 
Royal Commission into Alcohol and Drugs in 1972/73. You also I 
know served on at least one select committee later and I wondered 
how you found those sort of commissions and committees. What were 
they like to serve on and be part of? 

ELLIOTT Well the first one was very successful. That was the 
Honorary Royal Commission into Alcohol and Drugs. That took place 
during the days of the Tonkin Government. It was a Legislative 
Council select committee of three people chaired by John 
Williams. There was a National Country Party member, Tom Perry, 
and myself as the Labor representative. The recommendations we 
brought down after a fairly lengthy enquiry were presented to the 
Tonkin Government. Ron Davies was the Minister for Health at the 
time and appointed a person called Dr John Pougher as a special 
adviser to develop a programme to implement the recommendations 
in the report. When we went out of office the subsequent 
government, the Court government, set up a working party to draw 
up recommendations for legislation which set up the Alcohol and 
Drug Authority (that was in 1974) to provide treatment, 
counselling and hospital, clinics, rehabilitation and so forth. 
So that was a successful exercise and a number of the 
recommendations were implemented, the most significant one being 
the establishment of the authority. 

There were other recommendations that weren't taken up at the 
time. For example one of the things we recommended was the 
decriminalisation of drunkenness per se, drunkenness on its own. 
Now I see in the paper today that it's now thirteen years or 
fourteen years actually since we made this recommendation and the 
present government has decided to implement it. So as one of the 
reforms so far as the penal law is concerned, the Attorney 
General, Joe Berinson, has announced that drunkenness will be 
removed as a criminal offence. Well that was one of our 
recommendations way back in 1973. There were others, of course, 
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which may or may not have been implemented over the years. I 
haven't kept in touch with all of them, but that was a fairly 
worthwhile experience. 

I might say that I changed my mind on one issue during the course 
of that enquiry and that was on marihuana. Prior to that enquiry 
I had come to accept the thinking that marihuana should be 
legalised. I'd seen research done which established that it 
wasn't as dangerous as alcohol, that it wasn't addictive like the 
hard drugs and that it was doing more damage putting young people 
in gaol because it was illegal than having it as legal. So I had 
come around to the line of thinking that at least [if] perhaps 
not legalised [it should be] decriminalised. Well some 
interesting opinions came forward during that enquiry not only 
from people who wanted it legalised but from social workers and 
people who were involved in the drug scene who frightened me with 
their stories of progression not onto the hard drugs like heroin 
so much but onto the more dangerous hallucinogenic drugs like LSD 
which was very much in the news in those days. Marihuana was not 
regarded as the dangerous one so much as LSD and they're both 
hallucinogenic drugs. So while it doesn't automatically follow 
that you go from marihuana or pot to heroin, the first thing that 
was established was that people are prepared to experiment with 
other forms of that drug, other hallocinogenics. But another 
opinion that was expressed was that once a person's prepared to 
cross the drug barrier, they will experiment with other forms of 
drugs and this is what I found so frightening. I heard these 
stories about these terrible trips that people were having on LSD 
on microdots. On just one tiny little microdot of LSD, young 
people were having awful trips and flashbacks months later. So it 
did frighten me a bit that once you accept that this form of 
hallocinogenic drug is acceptable then where do you stop? So that 
did change my views about marihuana. 
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RJ How did you end up on that Royal Commission? 

ELLIOTT How was I elected to it? 

RJ Mmm. Was it an election? 

ELLIOTT No. Well the party just appointed me to it I think. I 
can't remember really. 

RJ Had you expressed an interest? 

ELLIOTT Not really. I hadn't been in Parliament very long. It 
was set up in 1972; I'd only been in for a year at that stage. I, 
of course, had expressed a keen interest in health and welfare 
issues and perhaps when John Williams was responsible for 
establishing the enquiry, he felt that as I'd expressed an 
interest in health issues that I might be an appropriate person. 
I don't know which happened first, whether he approached me or 
whether the party just nominated me. 

RJ And the select committees that you served on later, 
what sort of experience were they? 

ELLIOTT The other select committee was the one on sport and 
recreation in country areas. That was a different exercise 
altogether. It meant visiting a lot of country towns and also 
took us to the other States to compare facilities in various 
local authority areas and in various States. It wasn't so 
successful because when we brought down our report, the 
government took exception to a couple of things that had been 
said in the report and played up in the press. Keith Wilson was 
the Minister for Sport and Recreation at the time and 
apparently.... I think somebody in the Assembly asked Keith a 
fairly hostile question as a result of some information that we 
had put in the report. It might have been to do with financing 
community groups from the Instant Sports Lottery or something 
like that. But anyway Keith took exception to a couple of things 
and unfortunately it coloured his attitude to the report. So it 
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wasn't accepted with the same degree of enthusiasm as the 
previous one that I'd served on. But I thought some of the 
recommendations were fairly reasonable. 

RJ Do you think Royal Commissions and select committees 
are a good thing? Are they a valuable part of the parliamentary 
scene? 

ELLIOTT It depends on the motivation for establishing such an 
enquiry. If there's some politically ulterior motive involved, 
it's not necessarily a good thing. For example I remember during 
the last term of the Burke Government, the Liberals wanted a 
select committee into aboriginal matters. This was, I think, 
moved by Norman Moore in the Legislative Council. I think it was 
more to embarrass the government rather than to get at the facts. 
I think the motivation or the ulterior motive was to show that 
the government had been spending money foolishly on aboriginal 
affairs and that was why Mr Moore wanted it set up. But on the 
whole I think most select committees have some worthwhile basis. 
Any enquiry, I suppose, whether it be called an Honorary Royal 
Commission, a select committee, or a working party or an enquiry 
that gets members of Parliament out into the community whether it 
be in the urban or rural areas, brings them into contact with 
people and so they get some feedback and opinion from people 
about different issues, I suppose they're all worthwhile 
exercises in one way or another. Certainly I felt that way about 
the Domestic Violence Task Force. That's probably one of the most 
worthwhile exercises I've been involved in. The implementation of 
the recommendations that flowed from that enquiry will mean a 
much better deal for victims of domestic violence in this State. 

RJ You have the episode during the life of the Court 
Government, I think it was 1976, I should have checked on the 
date I'm sorry, but it was the occasion where Mal Bryce accused 
the Court Government in the Legislative Assembly of having a 
minister who had sticky fingers. Tom Hartrey crossed the floor to 
vote with the government over moves that the Labor Party made to 
table papers relating to a case for a Royal Commission to enquire 
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into the allegations against the government. Now that, of course, 

is against Labor Party rules, to have one of their members cross 

the floor. I wondered what went on in the party room after that 

episode? 

ELLIOTT I really don't feel that I could give you details of 

what goes on at caucus meetings. They are supposed to be 

confidential. On a matter such as this I think it would be unwise 

of me to go into details. 

RJ You represented the WA Branch of the Commonwealth 

Parliamentary Association at a parliamentary seminar in 1974 and 

I wondered what sort of experience that was for you? 

ELLIOTT A very enjoyable experience. The Commonwealth 

Parliamentary Association is a good vehicle for bringing people 

together from all over the world at various meetings, seminars 

and conferences. This particular one was to discuss parliamentary 

procedure in different legislatures and particularly to invite 

people from Asia, South East Asia and the Pacific to look at 

Parliaments within Australia. We started off in Perth, then went 

to Adelaide and then to Canberra. I think that while it's 

interesting for people to study the various parliamentary systems 

and the different legislatures, the most valuable part of these 

exercises is bringing people together so that members who 

participate develop an understanding and a friendship with people 

from other cultures. That's what I enjoyed most about it, meeting 

people from the Pacific Islands, from Asian countries, from New 

Zealand and from other States of Australia and learning something 

of what was happening in their country and getting to appreciate 

the way they think and feel about issues. There was an 

interesting contribution from the fellow from New Guinea who was 

talking about the problems they have in the chamber where they 

have two different languages. At that time I think that the two 

languages that were spoken were pidgin English and Motu. I think 

it was called Motu. 
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RJ Motu, yes. 

ELLIOTT So I could imagine the difficulties if the Leader of 
the Opposition was abusing the Prime Minister and one spoke 
pidgin English and the other spoke Motu. They wouldn't know what 
had been said until Hansard came out the next day and translated 
it all. But that was just a practical problem of one of the 
particular legislatures in the Commonwealth in this region. But 
as far as learning anything, I suppose I knew a lot of it already 
because it concerned Australia, the formal part of the seminar. 

RJ Just covering the period of the Tonkin Government. 
David Black in talking of Tonkin's ministry calls it a young and 
inexperienced ministry because seven of the twelve were in their 
40's. "On the other hand the Legislative Council ministers were 
in their 60's and 70's and lacking in dynamism."1  I wondered what 
your impressions were of those ministers and how they operated in 
the Legislative Council. Did they lack dynamism? 

ELLIOTT Well it's difficult for me to answer that because I was 
a new and inexperienced member in the days of the Tonkin 
Government so I didn't have anything to compare them with. My 
recollection of the time, or the most perhaps significant 
recollection I have, is the difficult time that they had in 
getting government legislation through. I had a lot of time for 
Bill Willesee who was the leader of the party in the Legislative 
Council. In addition to being leader, he was the Minister for 
Community Welfare and I always had the impression that he felt 
very deeply about his portfolio and the needs of the people that 
he was representing, particularly aboriginal people. He had this 
terrible job of getting legislation through because in those days 
it was even worse than the period of the Burke Government. Once 
again (I've mentioned this before I think) because there wasn't 
an awareness in the community of the role of the Upper House, the 
opposition Liberal and National Party members were prepared to be 
a lot more obstructive in the handling of the Labor government's 

-------------------- 
'Black in Stannage, op. cit, p  466. 
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legislation. I remember Arthur Griffith was the leader of the 

opposition at the time and he was very hard on Bill Willesee. It 

eventually took its toll on his health. He resigned his portfolio 

in February '73 and left Parliament in 1974. I've often thought 

that he probably left prematurely because he was under such 

pressure in the time that he was leader and was almost forced to 

crawl to the opposition parties to get the government's 

legislation through. It's a very demeaning position for a person 

to be in. So that was, I suppose, what I noticed most was the 

frustrating situation that the ministers were in trying to defend 

and promote the legislation of the government. 

RJ David Black goes on to refer to the fact that Premier 

Tonkin, "at first grossly overloaded himself with ministerial 

duties and throughout the life of the government numerous 

Ministerial reshuffles suggested uncertainty and a lack of 

satisfaction with the government's performance."1  Now how do you 

feel Labor members were reacting to these reshuffles and so on? 

ELLIOTT Well to begin with John Tonkin had a very difficult 

time. He came in after a long period in opposition. We went out 

of government in 1959 and didn't come back again until 1971. He 

had a very small majority. He had a majority of two in the 

Assembly and one of those persons, one of the two of the 

majority, was Mery Toms who was the Speaker. So he was under 

enormous pressure, of course, because he had to give the casting 

vote on a number of occasions and this too took its toll of his 

health and he died in October 1971. So that was one tragedy that 

the government suffered was the death of the Speaker and a 

by-election to replace him. 

Also another occasion which obviously gave Jack Tonkin a lot of 

concern was when Herbie Graham decided that he wanted to retire 

from politics. That was in 1973 when he decided that he wanted to 

step down and seek some other lifestyle. So that was another 

by-election and that was when Brian Burke was elected with a 

-------------------- 
1lbid. 
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very small majority of less than a hundred votes. But the reason 

why that particular vote was very small was because it was a bad 

period as far as the economy was concerned. There was a downturn 

in the international economy. We were having problems with our 

iron ore markets. It was also a difficult time for the Whitlam 

Government, of course. It was just when unemployment and 

inflation started to increase. It was not the fault of the State 

or the federal government but basically what was happening to the 

world economy, but we were feeling the effects in this State. 

Unfortunately people don't really understand economics. They 

don't realise that if America doesn't buy Japan's exports that 

Japan can't then buy our iron ore. So at the same time Sir 

Charles Court had become the Leader of the Opposition that was 

in.... when was that? - 1972. In 1972 Sir Charles Court became 

the Leader of the Opposition and he was a much more difficult 

opponent than David Brand, Sir David Brand. So he gave John 

Tonkin a hard time. 

So it was combination of things: the downturn in the world 

economy, the resignation of Herbie Graham, the death of Mery 

Toms. Bill Willesee retired through ill health in February '73. 

The press, certain people in the press, started a campaign 

against John Tonkin because of his age saying that he was too old 

and it's time he should step down. Unfortunately this was 

starting to have an influence on some of the members of caucus 

who perhaps could see themselves as potential leaders. So he 

really was faced with a lot of problems in his term. 

But despite that I really feel the government achieved quite a 

bit in that time, for example the Bureau of Consumer Affairs, the 

Ombudsman. It increased the number of State houses built, 

introduced free school books. It restructured Native Welfare and 

Child Welfare into the Community Welfare Department. It 

introduced the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority legislation 

which was very important to the aboriginal community. It 

attempted electoral reform. It attempted to enlarge the franchise 

of the State Government Insurance Office on a number of 

occasions. It attempted to improve industrial conditions, but 
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this was thrown out in the Upper House. But there were a lot of 

things that the government did despite all the problems that it 

faced, including a hostile Upper House. It was most unfortunate I 

think that a number of factors, combined with a disillusioned 

rural community in 1974, robbed John Tonkin of another term of 

office. Unfortunately certain steps taken by the Whitlam 

Government to remove concessions that had been enjoyed by 

farmers, upset a lot of people in the rural community and they 

took it out on the Tonkin Government in 1974. So we lost a number 

of country seats at the time. That's when Sir Charles Court 

became the Premier. 

RJ Was the suggestion that Tonkin was getting too old for 

the job a valid one? 

ELLIOTT I don't think so. I think that he was doing a very good 

job. But eventually he decided in April 1 76 to step down to give 

the new leader time to become known before the next election. 

RJ What was Herb Graham like as Deputy Leader? 

ELLIOTT I think he was a very able person. He was an excellent 

speaker. He worked hard. He was a very good electorate member. My 

impression of him was that he was a hard working effective 

member. 

RJ And in the party room? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes he was one of the.... He acted like a leader in 

the party room. I mean I didn't always agree with him. There were 

a few areas where I disagreed with him but I still give him 

credit for providing leadership in a number of areas. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE ELEVEN 
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TAPE ELEVEN SIDE TWO 

RJ You have the 1974 election at which the Tonkin 

Government was defeated and which, of course, did not involve you 

personally as you were not up for re-election, but I wondered 

what part you took in that election? 

ELLIOTT I have always been involved in every election whether I 

was actually standing or not. What I usually did was to offer my 

services in marginal seats so I would go out and doorknock in 

marginal electorates. I don't remember which particular ones in 

1974 but I can't remember any election since '71 that I haven't 

doorknocked in marginal seats. 

RJ And what effect did the defeat have on you? 

ELLIOTT Well I was obviously very disappointed but I was used 

to it. After working for the Labor Party since 1952, I was used 

to defeats. So I suppose I was a bit..., what's the word? 

RJ Philosophical? 

ELLIOTT Philosophical about it. [Laughter] 

RJ What effect did that immediately have on the way you 

operated as a member to find yourself out of government even 

though as you've pointed out you did not have the power in the 

Council which was your House? 

ELLIOTT Well it meant that I had to work harder in the Council 

because when your party is in government you find that the 

ministers handle the bills and backbenchers speak at times when 

the government needs people to defend the legislation if it's 

under attack or whether you feel strongly on an issue. But when 

you're in opposition and you're serving on policy committees 

within the party, parliamentary party, you're expected to handle 

bills which come up within that policy area. But not only that I 
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mean there might be a contentious bill on areas, like I remember 

things like the Industrial Arbitration Act, the Electoral Act. 

Things like this that we all spoke on in addition to other areas 

that we were representing. 

RJ In July 1974 you became a contributor to a special 

column in the Sunday Independent. I think that the women members 

were approached from what June Craig tells me. She was one of 

those who contributed to that column. 

ELLIOTT Yes. 

RJ How did you approach the task when it was your turn? 

ELLIOTT Well I just wrote on something that might have been 

concerning me at the time. I was just looking through some of the 

articles I wrote yesterday actually and there was a wide variety 

of issues that I covered like defending the unions, the need for 

abortion law reform, the need for provision of domiciliary 

services for aged people. I wrote a poem for one of the 

articles.1  I covered women's issues and current issues that I was 

concerned about. 

RJ Did you ever get any response from the public to that 

column? 

ELLIOTT One or two, particularly on abortion, I think there 

were a few hostile letters from the Right to Life lobby, or the 

sort of people who subscribe to that point of view. 

-------------------- 
1 Thepoem was called "My New Year Wish" and a copy is attached, 

see p.257. It appeared in the Sunday Independent on March 2, 

1975. Two other examples of Lyla Elliott's poetry are also 

attached: "The Australian Labor Party", written in 1976 for a 

toast to the Labor Party, pp  258-9, and a poem written at the 

time of the Vietnam War, "Thoughts of a Vietnamese Mother", pp 

260-2. (RJ). 
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RJ In 1976 your electorate changed as a result of a 
redistribution and I wondered how it affected you, affected your 
campaigning? Then of course you've got the '77 election itself. 

ELLIOTT Yes. Well it wasn't a favourable redistribution as far 
as I was concerned because it took out a lot of good Labor 
territory and put in some conservative voting territory like 
Mount Lawley and some of the more Liberal parts of Dianella, or 
the Dianella electorate. I was a bit concerned because looking at 
the ballot box figures of Don Cooley at the previous election in 
1 74, the vote, the Labor vote for the new electorate was about 
48, 49%. So I realised that I had better get very active if I was 
going to hold the seat. This was the only period that it wasn't a 
particularly blue ribbon Labor seat but on this redistribution it 
took out the territory south of the river and added the Dianella/ 
Mount Lawley seats. 

So what I did at the next election, I decided it was important to 
maximise the Labor vote and the best Labor seat that I .... or the 
seat where I've always consistently done very well was the seat 
of Swan. So I mobilised a force of doorknockers to go out in Swan 
and I got quite a good vote in that particular area. I also got 
out a special pamphlet at the time highlighting some of the 
things I had done in the Parliament in the first term of office. 
The pamphlet, on the front page it had, "A woman's place is in 
the house." When you opened it up it said, "in Parliament House." 
Then it had a number of pictures and a bit of copy about some of 
the things I'd done so that was handed out on the doorknock and 
also put in other letterboxes. 

RJ Does that mean you didn't campaign in Dianella or Mount 
Lawley?  

ELLIOTT Oh no. Pamphlets went out and there were street signs 
in those days, a lot of Street signs where I joined with the 
Assembly member. 
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RJ But did you doorknock in those areas? You talked of 
doorknocking in Swan. 

ELLIOTT Actually I think I doorknocked in Dianella because that 
was a marginal seat that was difficult for Keith Wilson so I 
think I spent a bit of time there. But as far as my campaign was 
concerned that centred on Swan as far as I remember. 

I might say that on polling night there were a few anxious 
moments in the tally room because it appeared they counted the 
boxes in Mount Lawley and Dianella before they counted those in 
the areas of Morley, Maylands and Swan. So at the close of 
counting the commentators had almost given the seat away and they 
had suggested that the Liberal candidate, I think the fellow's 
name was Brian Breeze at the time, that he had won the seat. 

RJ How did you feel? 

ELLIOTT Well I felt a bit depressed, of course, because I felt 
I'd worked hard for that first term. Anyway the next day when 
counting resumed it looked much healthier and I picked up a lot 
of votes from the Labor boxes. 

RJ Had you got to the point of even contemplating what you 
might do with your life if you lost? 

ELLIOTT Not really. I think I was in a state of shock, wasn't 
able to think about the future at that time. 

RJ In February 1978 you were elected the first woman 
chairperson of the Parliamentary Labor Party. Was that a position 
you lobbied for? 
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ELLIOTT No, not really. 

RJ How did you feel about that election? 

ELLIOTT It was one of those unpleasant times when there was a 
change of leadership when there was a spill, so there were a 
number of offices vacant as a result and this was one of them. I 
think there were two candidates at the time. I'm not sure that 
Mike Barnett might have been one of them, or was it Jack 
Skidmore? I cant remember. When was it, '78? 

lU February 1 78. 

ELLIOTT So that was when Ron Davies became the leader. 

RJ That's right. 

ELLIOTT It was a rather scary job for me I suppose in the first 
place because there was still a lot of ill-feeling about the 
spill and some members tried to take a rise out of me or make 
life difficult for me by raising unreasonable points of order. 
Yes, it was very difficult when I first became the chairperson 
but I eventually beat them into submission and got control of the 
situation and eventually they accepted my authority in the chair, 
but it was very hard to begin with. Whether it was because they 
felt that being a woman they could put one over me or whether it 
was because of those who had been on the losing side in the 
spill, I don't really remember, but all I know is they gave me a 
hard time some of them. 

RJ How did you cope with that? 

ELLIOTT I was very unhappy until I was able to get on top of 
the situation but eventually, as I said, I was able to get 
acceptance from the floor of the meeting that I was in the chair 
and in control. 
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RJ You remained the chairperson until your retirement from 

Parliament in 1 86, and I wondered just what you were responsible 

for besides the chairing of the Parliamentary Labor Party 

meetings. Did it carry any other sort of duties? 

ELLIOTT Well the major duties are related to the caucus 

meetings. Prior to the meeting the rules provide for the officers 

to meet, to discuss items to come before the caucus meeting and 

make recommendations. I also was involved in rewriting the rules 

for caucus and presenting those to caucus and getting them 

adopted, along with other people. I mean I wasn't the only one 

who contributed to rewriting them but I had a hand in it. But the 

duties really relate to caucus meetings rather than anything 

outside of Parliament House. 

RJ As you've already said you were the chairperson of the 

ALP Health and Welfare Committee. I wondered how ALP committees 

were selected and operated? 

ELLIOTT Well there are two types of committees. They're either 

the party's standing committees under different headings, like 

health and welfare, agricultural, economic, industrial, local 

government and so forth. These committees are constituted after 

every State conference. Nominations are called from the party 

generally. Often a member of Parliament will chair those 

committees, not always but in many cases a member would chair the 

committee and the committee would consist of people from the 

branches and from the movement generally. Then there are the 

Parliamentary Party Committees made up of caucus members, some 

members from the Assembly and some from the Council. These are 

usually chaired when you're in opposition by a shadow minister, 

or when you're in government by someone other than a minister, 

although the minister is very much involved with the committee. 

Sometimes they chair them but there is a difference between the 

two types of committees. 
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RJ Were you ever a shadow minister? 

ELLIOTT No. 

RJ So how were the people who served on them selected, not 
the ones that came out of the executive, the standing committees, 
but the ones....? 

ELLIOTT Right. Well after each election nominations are called 
for the committees and members indicate their preference for 
which committee or committees they want to serve on. In the 
Council you find that you have to serve on more committees 
because there are less of us, less members of the party in the 
Council and so you find that you have to spread yourself a bit 
more thinly on more committees. 

RJ What size were they usually? 

ELLIOTT They varied, but I think towards the end there were 
something like three from the Assembly and two from the Council 
on each committee. 

RJ What was the usual life of a committee, parliamentary 
committee not a standing committee? 

ELLIOTT For a parliamentary term, a three year term. 

RJ Did you ever set up committees and look at legislation? 

ELLIOTT What usually happened was legislation would be referred 
to the committees to look at so that if it was a matter to do 
with health, it would be referred to the Health Committee. If it 
was a matter to do with agriculture, it would be referred to the 
Rural and Agricultural Committee. 

RJ You were a member of the ALP West Australian Executive. 
For what period of time? 
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ELLIOTT Oh for a number of years. I can't remember when I 

retired from the executive but I think for about ten years I was 

a member of the State Executive representing different unions. 

RJ You don't remember which unions? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes. There was the Bakers' Union [laughs] and the 

Painters' Union I think once. Miscellaneous Workers' Union. 

RJ Would they have approached you and asked you to 

represent them? 

ELLIOTT I think I might have approached them. Although the 

unions are represented on the State Executive in addition to the 

political wing of the party, they sometimes have vacancies for 

delegates. If a member wants to become a State Executive delegate 

it is possible to approach a union with a vacancy and ask that 

you be given that right. Of course, when I was on the executive 

you didn't have the formalised factions that you have today, 

which I think is a great pity, but today, of course, you have to 

definitely say whether you're a member of the left, the centre 

left, or the right wing before you'll be accepted by any section 

to represent them. So if it's a right wing union like the Shop 

Assistants' Union there's no way they would appoint someone who's 

a left winger as a delegate to the State Executive. Just as the 

Metal Workers' Union wouldn't appoint a right winger. 

RJ So you're saying it's a pity that this factionalism has 

developed? 

ELLIOTT Well there's always been the left wing and the right 

wing but it hasn't been so formalised as it is today with the 

factions meeting outside of the Executive and deciding how 

they're going to vote on certain issues. 

RJ You have an episode that you got stirred up about in 

April 1981. You expressed concern about difficulties of getting 

information out of government departments, some government 
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departments, and you asked questions in the House of ministers as 
to whether they had directed their departments that such 
enquiries must go to the minister. Court answered your question 
on behalf of all his ministers. You are quoted as saying, "The 
mere fact that Sir Charles answered on behalf of all his 
ministers angered Miss Elliott who said it was the first time in 
her ten years in Parliament that she had seen ministers either 
afraid to or instructed not to answer a parliamentary question 
put to them." What are your memories of that particular 
occasion? 

ELLIOTT I remember thinking that the government was becoming 
very secretive and very paranoid about access to information in 
government departments. I was finding that I would be ringing up 
a government department for information and told that I 
couldn't.... I mean some technical information about the quality 
of water supplies and things like this and told that the 
particular officer couldn't give me that information that I would 
have to put it to the minister. On another occasion there was a 
letter that went out over the signature of the Director of 
Agriculture or whatever he was called to departmental people and 
I still have a copy of that letter somewhere. It was outrageous 
really and he was obviously sending it out at the direction of 
the Minister for Agriculture saying that no information was to be 
given to any Labor person or union representative on a particular 
issue. I think it was at the time of the fears about fluoride 
emission in the South West from an industry that was to go there. 
People were worried about the effects on the environment of 
fluoride emission. The officers in the department were instructed 
that they were not to.... I mean it was quite a political thing 
to say that you're not allowed to give any information to Labor 
people or unions because it might be embarrassing to the 
government. Yet it was public information and just technical 
information that people were seeking about an environmental 
issue. It was these sorts of things that gave rise to the 
criticism of the Court Government about its secrecy and the fact 

-------------------- 
1 West, April 12, 1981. 
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that it became so paranoid, as I said, about access to government 

departments and information to which the public was entitled that 

could affect their health and well being. 

RJ After you raised the issue was there any change in that 

attitude? 

ELLIOTT Probably not. I think that they probably adopted that 

attitude until they went out of office in '83. 

RJ There was a further redistribution before the 1983 

election. How did that affect your province? 

ELLIOTT Well it affected me in two ways. One it made the seat a 

lot safer. It took out the conservative areas and added very good 

Labor areas that were originally in my seat when I was elected in 

171, south of the river. That's the areas of Ascot and Welshpool, 

as they were called recently. So that's the good news; [laughs] 

the seat was improved. The bad news was I got the short end of 

the stick. When the redistribution took place the East 

Metropolitan Province was abolished so the two members from there 

had to be found seats elsewhere: Fred McKenzie and Bob 

Hetherington. Bob moved into the South East Metropolitan Province 

and Joe Berinson, who was at that stage my colleague in North 

East Metropolitan, had moved over to the new North Central which 

left a vacancy or a three year term in my seat. So that meant 

that there could be an election for two people at the 1983 

election, one a six year term and one a three year term. So what 

happened was because Fred had lost his seat in the East 

Metropolitan he moved over into North East with me. Unfortunately 

as far as I was concerned I got the three year endorsement 

instead of the six year endorsement which meant that my term 

would finish in '86 instead of '89 as it would have if I'd been 

endorsed for the normal term. So I got the by-election 

endorsement and Fred got the full six year endorsement. I was 

pretty angry about this at the time and hurt because it was after 

all, as far as I was concerned, the seat that I'd represented for 

twelve years. 
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However I never did find out why the party chose to do it that 
way, despite the fact that I was very upset about it. I've always 
got on very well with Fred and I decided not to appeal against 
the Administrative Committee's decision to the State Executive 
and just let it go. I must say Fred's been an excellent person to 
work with in the electorate. We got on very well. I could have 
renominated in 1986 if I'd chosen to but apart from the fact that 
I was feeling a bit burnt out then anyway, I felt that I didn't 
want to nominate for another six year term. If I'd sought 
selection in '86 it would have been for six years. It occurred to 
me that if I had wanted to pull out in 1 89 it could have been a 
bad time for the party with two seats coming up at once if there 
was a downturn in the party's electoral support, it would mean 
that you could lose one of the seats you see. So I thought well 
as I'm feeling a bit burnt out anyway I'll pull out now. However 
had I had the six year endorsement I would have still been there 
till 1989, I would have seen the term out. 

R13 Was any of that pulling out influenced by the hurt 
you'd felt over the previous endorsement? 

ELLIOTT No, not really. I feel sure that I would have been 
endorsed for the seat had I decided to continue in it. 

RJ Have you ever regretted your decision? 

ELLIOTT Sometimes, yes, because I seem to have been still doing 
a lot of work in the sort of community activities that I was 
involved in before and I wonder sometimes why I ever resigned 
from the seat if I'm doing the same sort of work. I do miss the 
caucus meetings and I suppose the comradeship of the people at 
Parliament House. I miss the people and being in the decision 
making area at caucus and hearing the reports of what's 
happening, [pause] but I don't miss the public speaking! [Laughs] 

END OF TAPE ELEVEN SIDE TWO 
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TAPE TWELVE SIDE ONE 

lu When the Burke Government was elected you did not 
nominate for a Cabinet post though it was fairly obvious that you 
were a person who should have been considered. Why did you not 
nominate? 

ELLIOTT Well like in the early days I really initially had no 
parliamentary aspirations, I suppose I didn't have any burning 
ambition to become a Cabinet minister. So that was the first 
thing, I doubted whether I had the ability. But secondly there 
were people who were very able who were coming on the scene, 
people like Joe Berinson and Peter Dowding who were very good 
speakers, who were lawyers. Joe had already been a minister in 
the federal government. So they really had more claim to the job 
than I did. 

RJ Did anyone suggest to you that you should be standing? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes, yes, mainly women, of course. Women's groups 
were very anxious to see me standing but I was not unhappy about 
not being a minister. I think I might have been able to handle 
the administative side of the job but once again it was that old 
public speaking problem that I was not happy about taking on and 
the thought of having to answer questions without notice in the 
chamber and things like this. However who knows, I might have 
been able to cope but I just decided not to seek such a position. 
I think the women who have got the portfolios now, Kay Hallahan 
and Pam Beggs, are both doing a very good job. 

RJ In the life of that government until you resigned you 
were Deputy Chairman of Committees in the Legislative Council. 
How did you find that position? 
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ELLIOTT It was not too difficult. I don't know how to express 

an opinion about it really. I suppose I was in the chair more in 

the first term of office than in the second. But it's not a very 

difficult to job to perform really, just observing the standing 

orders and making sure that people stick to the rules of debate. 

RJ Did you experience any of the problems that you had 

experienced when you became chairperson of the Parliamentary 

Labor Party? 

ELLIOTT No. I think the members had more problems than I did, 

they didn't know what to call me, [laughs] whether to call me 

Madam Chairman, Madam Chairperson, Madam Chair [laughs], or Mr 

Chairman [laughter]. There was quite a bit of mirth in the 

Chamber when members forgot about who was in the chair and 

couldn't decide what they would call me. 

RJ What would you prefer to be called? 

ELLIOTT Oh I don't really place a lot of importance on these 

things but I think Madam Chair, or Madam Chairman. Madam Chair I 

think is the acceptable term. 

RJ You were also Deputy ALP Whip in the Council. How did 
you find that? 

ELLIOTT The Deputy Whip's job is not a very important or 

onerous one. The Whip's job is the important one. The Deputy Whip 

is not called upon to act in the position very often because the 

Whip's usually there. The position of Deputy Chairman of 

Committees is a more active one because the Deputy Chairmen take 

it in turns at sitting in the chair. But the Deputy Whip's job is 

just there in case you're needed with the Whip being away, which 

is not very often. 

RJ You were the first woman to be the Deputy Chairman of 

Committees in a West Australian House, but I wondered if you had 

ended up President how you would have taken to that role? 
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ELLIOTT I must say I've never ever thought about it. I don't 
think so. A presiding officer, whether it's in the Chamber or in 
the caucus room, is in a frustrating position in that often you 
want to get stuck into the debate on some issue and you can't 
because you're in the chair. So I think that I would have found 
it perhaps a bit frustrating as President because you couldn't 
participate in the debate. However I doubt whether I would have 
ever been appointed to the job had I wanted it because first of 
all you had to overcome the numbers, that is that the Labor Party 
has always had a minority in the Council. Secondly there'd be an 
awful lot of competitors for the job so you have to be pretty 
good to be elected as the President, but it's something that I've 
certainly never thought about really. 

RJ I know you served on the Joint House Committee. I don't 
know which years. Do you know? 

ELLIOTT I'd have to look it up to be specific. It was in the 
latter part of my time in Parliament or about mid to latter time 
I think, but it was a fairly satisfying period because I felt 
that I was able to achieve a few changes in the facilities and 
services at Parliament House as a result of being on the 
committee. 

RJ Such as Lyla? 

ELLIOTT Well one was the employment of women stewards in the 
dining room. I could never understand why we only had male 
stewards and I used to do quite a bit of nagging on the Joint 
House Committee about that until we appointed our first woman 
steward. Everyone was so pleased with her I think they couldn't 
work out why it had taken them so long to get around to it. Since 
then, of course, others have been appointed and been appreciated 
very much. So that was one thing. I felt that I had changed 
attitudes in respect to the employment of women in the dining 
room. Another thing was the availability of photocopying and 
offset facilities for members. As I remember I was instrumental 
in selection of suitable machines for this. There were a number 
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of other matters that I would have been involved in but it was 

one of the few committees with members from other parties where I 

felt that I could achieve some success. 

RJ As Deputy Chairman of Committees you would have sat on 

the Standing Orders Committee. How did you find your work on 

that? 

ELLIOTT I'm not sure that I made a great contribution to that 

particular committee but, of course, it is a committee that 

comprises people who hold the position of Chairman, President and 

Deputy Chairman of Committees. There were a few changes to the 

standing orders while I was a member of that committee. But I 

can't remember a great deal about the work on the committee. 

RJ Any other of the parliamentary committees you sat on, 

the joint committees? 

ELLIOTT The Library Committee. I think that's all. 

RJ Anything out of the time on that committee? 

ELLIOTT I think there were improvements in the library service 

over that period, but I don't know that I could claim any 

responsibility for that. Oh yes, I suppose you could say that 

I.... That was another area where I insisted that consideration 

be given to the appointment of women librarians because I think 

there was an attitude abroad that the position of librarian 

should be given to a man, but I remember arguing at the time that 

there were some very good women librarians who should also be 

considered, but that's about all I can remember on that 

committee. It was some time ago, a long time ago that I served on 

that one. 

RJ You were a member of the Commonwealth Parliamentary 

team that visited Britain in May 1983. What sort of experience 

did you find that? 
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ELLIOTT Well it was a similar experience to the one mentioned 

before, the 1974 parliamentary seminar in Australia. It consisted 

of people from all over the world, from Asia, Canada, the West 

Indies, Australia, of course. I was the representative from this 

State and there was a Victorian. There was a delegate from New 

Zealand I think and from some of the African countries like 

Uganda, Zimbabwe, and that really was an excellent experience. I 

learnt a lot particularly about Westminster and the Parliament in 

Britain. We were taken on a number of visits to various 

institutions in Britain. We saw a comprehensive school. We went 

to Oxford. We went to rural and industrial establishments. We 

went to Guernsey to study the Parliament there. We met lots of 

politicians from Britain. So it was a good opportunity, apart 

from meeting the people from various countries and learning about 

their legislatures and their cultures but I learnt a lot about 

the Westminster system and could compare it with what happened in 

our own Parliament. I think I've mentioned earlier the committee 

system in Britain which is much more effective than that in this 

State and which I'd like to see imported here now that I've 

thought about it. So that was a worthwhile experience. 

RJ In your time in the Legislative Council you served 

under three presiding officers. When you first went into the 

House it was Leslie Diver. How did you find him as President? 

ELLIOTT I remember him as an old style politician. You'd say a 

man without malice he appeared to me. A fairly gentle sort of 

person with a pleasant personality. Mind you because I was new 

and fairly green I wouldn't know whether he was a competent 

President or not, but I don't remember any problem in this area. 

Of course, he had the benefit of John Roberts' advice who was the 

Clerk at the time and a competent person. 

RJ Arthur Griffith followed from 1974 to 1 77. 

ELLIOTT Yes. Arthur Griffith was Leader of the Opposition when 

I went into the Council and I liked him as a person but he used 

his position against Bill Willesee quite mercilessly when he was 
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Leader of the Opposition. I suppose it was his job and part of 

the system when the conservatives controlled the Upper House but 

it seemed to make Labor ministers almost grovel to get bills 

through, and then only fairly innocuous ones. Any that threatened 

vested interests were thrown out without hesitation or 

emasculated. However I was told that it was Arthur Griffith, who 

later became Sir Arthur, who stood up to Sir Charles Court who 

wanted to, I'm told, block supply, when the Tonkin Government was 

in. Arthur was a competent President. He had a very dry sense of 

humour which is an important quality, of course, in a presiding 

officer. That quality is even more developed in dive Griffiths, 

Arthur's successor. dive has always been a funny man who 

constantly entertained the chamber with his witty interjections 

before he was elected the President. It's inevitable that 

presiding officers will sometimes allow their political 

background or affiliation to influence rulings on certain points 

so I can remember our side complaining bitterly about the rulings 

of the Presidents sometimes, claiming discrimination in dealing 

with different speakers. But I didn't see it as a major problem. 

On the whole I felt at the time that they were all pretty fair 

and comported themselves well in the chair. I personally got on 

very well with dive Griffiths who I thought was a very 

understanding person who always treated me kindly. 

RJ An effective President or not? 

ELLIOTT Oh yes I think so. 

RJ In your period in the House who do you see as the 

dominating figures? 

ELLIOTT Well I don't know about dominating figures, but perhaps 

I could talk about some of the people that were members while I 

was there. I mentioned earlier that I always had great regard for 

Bill Willesee and I was sad to see him go in 1974. But he was 

replaced by Don Cooley who brought in quite a bit of experience 

in the industrial field where he'd been a union official for some 

years. There used to be quite a bit of banter across the chamber 
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between Don and Sandy Lewis, particularly when Don was critical 

of the farmers and big firms like BHP, but Sandy got his own back 

by criticising the unions, as did most of the members on the 

other side. 

Roy Claughton who was a backbencher while I was there I felt 

contributed a lot in the chamber. He spoke frequently. On one 

occasion I think he spoke for five hours on one bill much to the 

impatience of those on the other side. But he had a fairly good 

enlightened attitude on women's issues in particular which I 

appreciated and I was sorry to see him defeated in 1980. He was 

defeated by Peter Wells who was a Liberal at the 1980 election. 

Peter only held the seat for one term being himself defeated by 

John Halden in 1986. He was what you'd call an indefatigable 

worker both in the chamber and in the electorate but he had a 

booming voice which drove other members crazy, including myself. 

Peter was what was known as, in parliamentary circles, the 

classic chamber maid because whenever he got to his feet to speak 

he emptied the chamber. 

His Liberal colleague in the North Metropolitan Province at the 

time was Bob Pike, who also only held his seat for one term, 

being defeated by Graham Edwards in 1983. Bob was not the most 

popular member in the chamber because he used to hit below the 

belt a bit in his speeches so people only being human were not 

sorry to see him go. I remember a funny incident one day when he 

was a minister and very conscious of his position. At the 

beginning of the day's sitting there are certain orders of the 

day to go through and one of them is the tabling of papers. On 

this particular day Bob was immersed in some file or something 

and the President called on the ministers for any papers that 

they wanted tabled, you see. The ministers stand up in order, and 

he said, "Are there any papers for tabling?" No response. "Are 

there any papers for tabling?" And he was just about to move on 

to the next order of the day when Bob suddenly realised that he 

was going to miss out if he didn't hop up. So in his confusion he 

jumped up and said, "Yes Mr President I have some tables to 

paper!" [Laughter] 
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One Liberal who was more popular and who was also a character was 
Bill Withers, who was elected the same year as myself, that was 
in 1971. He was elected to the North Province. Bill was a very 
good artist; in fact one of this paintings hangs in Parliament 
House at the moment. He was also a good cartoonist and frequently 
drew cartoons depicting some funny incident in the chamber. He 
resigned in 1982 after a dispute with his own party about 
electoral endorsements. I think that was at the base of it. I 
visited him in Kununurra when I was on the select committee on 
sport on recreation, in 1983 I think it was. At that time he was 
making fruit juice from tropical fruits. He'd established some 
fruit juice plant. I don't know whether he's been successful. I 
haven't seen any of the drinks in Perth. 

There were three women in the chamber that I'd like to refer to, 
that's Grace Vaughan and Margaret McAleer, both of whom were 
elected in 1974, and Win Piesse in 1977. Grace made quite an 
impact. She always had something worthwhile to say and she was a 
very witty speaker. Her wealth of knowledge and good memory 
enabled her to get up and speak with very little preparation. It 
was a great pity that she didn't have longer in Parliament. I 
feel she certainly would have been a minister if she'd been in 
office when the present government came in. 

Win Piesse was a National Country Party member and of a different 
background. She came from a farming or rural background so she 
brought a different perspective to the chamber from Grace who saw 
herself representing the little people and the disadvantaged. Win 
was also only in for one term, but she made a good contribution 
in that time, speaking frequently in the chamber and her speeches 
represented a good common sense approach to issues. She also had 
a good sense of humour and was very broadminded. 

Margaret McAleer also works hard for her party, both in her 
speeches on various issues and as her party's Whip. I believe she 
and Fred McKenzie, our Whip in the Council, cooperate very well 
in their respective roles. 
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Then came Kay, Kay Hallahan, who was elected in 1983 as one of 
the Labor members for the South East Metropolitan Province. 
Nineteen eighty three was a wonderful year for Labor women 
because in addition to Kay we saw Pam Beggs, Pam Buchanan, Yvonne 
Henderson and Jackie Watkins all elected to Assembly seats. Kay 
made quite an impression on the chamber. Like Grace she had a 
wealth of knowledge from her background as a policewoman and a 
social worker. She makes a very good speech. I think she's doing 
an excellent job as a minister too. 

RJ What was Margaret McAleer like as a speaker? 

ELLIOTT A fairly subdued speaker. She speaks fairly quietly, 
fairly softly. Not a flamboyant speaker. She usually speaks on - 
as I remember she used to speak on mainly rural issues to do with 
her electorate or sometimes as Whip I think she used to support 
her party on some things. 

RJ When you had some fellow females around you, did you 
find yourselves gravitating together? Was there any forming of a 
clique or whatever? 

ELLIOTT No, not at all. In fact women in the community I don't 
think appreciate the fact that this is the situation in 
Parliament that women are members of political parties. They're 
elected carrying the endorsement of their political party and 
they have more in common with other members in their party than 
they do with each other. I found that, for example, when I 
introduced legislation or motions which were designed to help 
women, they were on women's issues, that both Win and Margaret 
voted against them mainly I presume because that was the decision 
in the party room. They may have agreed with me pesonally but the 
party decided that it should be opposed or amended and that was 
the line they took. I was disappointed particularly in respect to 
the legislation on family planning nurses which was designed to 
help country women which I thought would get a bit of support. 
But I'm not blaming them, I'm just blaming the party political 
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system and that's got to be acknowledged that in the chamber you 
support the line that your party decides should be taken rather 
than vote as an individual. 

Now people on the other side often sling off at the Labor Party 
and suggest that we're the only ones who are bound to vote in a 
certain way, and that's nonsense. Members of all parties have to 
vote the way their party wants unless it's some trivial issue or 
whether they allow someone to cross the floor because it's a 
matter concerning his or her electorate and it won't affect the 
fate of the bill. I saw that happen a number of times where 
members of the other parties, the Liberal and National Parties, 
might have crossed the floor but I can't remember any occasion 
when it affected the fate of an important bill. On one occasion 
when it did it was concerning an amendment to the Liquor Act and 
some of the backbench members - it was when the Court Government 
was in office and I think it was Neil McNeill handling a bill to 
do with the Liquor Act. The amendments concerned liquor sales on 
Sunday and vineyards in the Swan Valley, whether they could sell 
bottles, I think that was the issue. Well certain members with 
seats in the Swan Valley crossed the floor to vote against the 
government. The amendment was carried which the government didn't 
want carried, so immediately the leader adjourned the House and 
the Liberals were all summoned up to the party room and given a 
talk by Sir Charles Court, I understand, and had to come back 
into the Chamber and change their vote. Now that was a classic 
example of the conservative party instructing its members how to 
vote. They didn't have a free conscience vote and it's just 
nonsense for them to try to suggest that they do. On certain 
occasions on certain issues they do, but if it's a bill that the 
party wants supported or opposed they have to toe the party line. 
Now that applies to women as well as the male members. 

END OF SIDE ONE TAPE TWELVE 
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TAPE TWELVE SIDE TWO 

RJ Lyla there are certain issues that you felt strongly 

about. If a Liberal government had brought in legislation in 

support of women's refuges or something like this as a result of 

domestic violence and it had come to the Legislative Council, and 

your party had decided to oppose it, what would you have done? 

ELLIOTT In the first place I can't remember any instance when 

that happened. 

RJ No I realise it didn't happen, but I'm trying to probe 

how you would have felt. 

ELLIOTT Well I would have felt obliged to vote as the majority 

of people decided in the party room. That's what the party system 

is all about. When members are endorsed for Parliament they have 

to agree that they will vote firstly in accordance with the 

platform and policy of the party and secondly, if there is no 

platform or policy involved, as a majority of the caucus decides 

on a particular measure before the House. Now sometimes members 

might feel fairly strongly about an issue and will fight about it 

in the party room but when the vote is taken, when the majority 

has decided on a certain course of action, all members are 

expected to vote accordingly. I think this is reasonable, this is 

the essence of democracy. I mean if I felt strongly about an 

issue and had the majority on side I would feel quite angry if 

some who were in the minority in a vote then went in to the 

chamber and voted against a decision of caucus. I mean it would 

get out of hand. It would become a pretty difficult situation I 

think. 

RJ But you've just argued that that party decision made in 

a caucus room is democracy. 
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ELLIOTT Mmm. 

RJ We are supposed to be governed by Parliament. 

ELLIOTT Yes. 

RJ A decision is supposed to be made within Parliament as 

the result of debate where you have heard people's views and so 

on. Now if that decision is made in the party room that is 

government by party not by Parliament. 

ELLIOTT Well that is a fact of life; that is exactly how it 

happens. Now when the electors vote for a political party or vote 

for a candidate they don't vote for someone as an independent. 

There is a certain personal vote involved, a small percentage, 

it's only a small percentage. But basically people in the 

electorate vote according to the political party which represents 

the closest philosophy as far as they're concerned. Now there are 

obviously going to be times when a political party takes a line 

that some people in the electorate don't agree with but I'm 

afraid that when you have the sort of party political system that 

we have here that's something that just has to be accepted. There 

is room for lobbying. It's possible for people in the electorate 

who feel strongly about an issue to lobby members of Parliament 

and for those members of Parliament to go into their party rooms 

and try to influence their party accordingly. But it is possible 

that if you had a Parliament made up of individuals with no 

discipline, no party discipline, I really feel that you could be 

opening the door to corruption, that you could find that 

individuals could be influenced by donations to the next campaign 

fund. I really think it's a much healthier system by having 

strong political parties with a certain amount of discipline of 

their members, so at least when you vote for a person endorsed by 

a political party, you've got some idea of the policies that 

person is going to follow in Parliament. I mean I remember some 

years ago people had voted for an independent senator on a 

specific issue because they liked the particular issue he was 

supporting but then when he got into the Senate he did all sorts 
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of things that people wouldn't have agreed with because he wasn't 

aligned to any party and under the discipline of any party. So 

although there have been times when I have disagreed with my 

party in the party room I still feel that the party system takes 

a lot of beating. 

RJ Feeling as strongly as you do why did express 

disappointment that Winifred Piesse and Margaret McAleer didn't 

sometimes vote for issues that you thought were important to 

women? 

ELLIOTT Well as I think I said it was because that was the way 

they were told to vote from their party meetings. I think you 

asked me something about was there any close relationship between 

the members, the women members in the chamber and that was my 

answer to that question that there can't be a close relationship 

on issues or policies because they're all subject to 

consideration by their various respective parties. 

RJ I think you were just saying in general terms when you 

were summing up about the women members that there were times 

when you would have hoped that you might have voted differently. 

ELLIOTT Yes. But I mean I accept that they were subjected to 

party discipline like I was. I just hoped that they could have 

convinced their party meetings to adopt a different line on the 

issues I was raising. 

RJ Any other member from the Council that you want to 

mention? 

ELLIOTT I've always thought that it was a great pity that Bob 

Hetherington didn't make it to the Cabinet. I think the trouble 

was that he left his entry into Parliament a bit late when he had 

to compete with a lot of younger members. I always felt that Bob 

made a very worthwhile contribution to the chamber and was a very 

interesting speaker and had a lot of interesting things to say 

and worthwhile things to say. But he was eclipsed by the members 
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who came in in 1980. He was elected in 1977 and at the following 

election in 1980 we had three very articulate lawyers come into 

the chamber in Peter Dowding, Joe Berinson and Howard Olney. They 

were good speakers who made an impression on both the opposition 

but more importantly on the caucus which is the body who selects 

the ministry and the leaders. So, as I said, I think Bob left it 

a bit late. If he'd come in some years before I think he would 

have made it to the ministry but I always felt that he was a good 

member and it's a pity that all these people can't make it to the 

Cabinet because I know he would have really liked to have been a 

Cabinet minister. But there are others I could talk about but 

these are just some of the people who I feel I would like to 

mention, some of the backbenchers. 

RJ How did you feel Graham MacKinnon operated as leader of 

the House? 

ELLIOTT I remember Graham as a fairly aggressive person. He was 

a hard worker. In fact he worked hard even on the backbench. 

When he was replaced as leader and became a backbencher he still 

made a contribution with speeches and work in the chamber until 

he retired in 1986. But as leader, as I said, I think he was 

fairly aggressive and I found him a bit difficult. I think he 

upset Sir Charles Court on one or two occasions and probably 

that's why he was replaced by Ian Medcalf. Personally outside of 

the chamber I got on quite well with Graham and he's a fairly 

interesting person to talk to. He's got a fairly wide knowledge 

about all sorts of things which he often displayed in the chamber 

with impromptu speeches on different issues. 

RJ What was Ian Medcalf like as leader? 

ELLIOTT He was a more gentle type of person and not quite so 

aggressive as Graham. I think he was a pretty competent leader 

and fairly considerate in respect to sitting times and also I 

think fairly cooperative with the opposition when we were in 
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opposition, fairly cooperative in respect to speaking times and 

the business of the House. But they were two very different men. 

They had different backgrounds. 

RJ To move now to your own parliamentary party's 

leadership. As you have said Cohn Jamieson replaced John Tonkin 

in April 1976. How did you feel about that? 

ELLIOTT Cohn has always approached anything he did in a very 

conscientious way, whether as a backbencher or as leader. He was 

a man of principle so far as the party was concerned. There was 

never any question where Cohn stood on Labor platform and 

policy. You knew he could be relied upon to defend it and fight 

for it. That's why I voted for him as leader. I knew he had a few 

rough edges that needed smoothing but like a lot of others I 

thought that he would be able to rise to the position and improve 

with experience. But unfortunately it was not to be. He worked 

very hard and tried to meet all the requirements of the job but 

I'm afraid he was not leadership material and his public image 

was not good, particularly his television appearances. It was 

affecting the party's electoral support and morale. So when a 

move was made against him I found myself compelled to support it. 

It was personally very upsetting to me and I remember shedding a 

tear or two because we had been friends for about a quarter of a 

century and I knew how hurt he would be but I also knew it had to 

be done in the party's interest. He never forgave me and I 

suppose you could say several years later he paid me back because 

I understand he was instrumental in my getting the three year 

endorsement instead of the six year endorsement for the 1983 

election. 

RJ Does that mean he was a vindictive person? 

ELLIOTT [Pause] Cohn [pause] Cohn was, I would say, his own 

worst enemy. He could have been a minister or a Speaker in the 

Burke Government if he'd comported himself differently. But 

unfortunately he allowed his bitterness towards his colleagues 
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and his attacks on them to destroy his chances. I think it was a 
great pity because there's a lot of substance to him and he had a 
lot of experience and knowledge to contribute. 

RJ Did you support Ron Davies at the time when Cohn 
Jamieson was deposed in February 1978? 

ELLIOTT Yes I did. Unfortunately Ron, who as you said was to 
succeed Cohn when the spill occurred was also not a success as 
party leader. While he had a bit more polish than Cohn he lacked 
his other strengths. Although I've heard Ron make some very good 
speeches, his image was not that of a strong leader and the 
party's fortunes continued to wane I'm afraid. Although my 
friendship with Ron also spanned a quarter of a century I didn't 
have the same crisis of conscience when the time came for a spill 
because I felt that he'd been prepared to replace Cohn and 
therefore if his colleagues were not satisfied with him he should 
be prepared to resign gracefully. I had the unenviable task of 
chairing the meeting when the spill against Ron occurred because 
I had been elected to the chair in 1978. I might say it was a 
terrible meeting. Everybody knew it had to happen including those 
who remained loyal to Ron but they gave me a very hard time in 
the chair, constantly calling points of order and trying smart 
tactics to question the validity of the meeting. However I 
remained firm in my belief that the meeting was held in 
accordance with the rules and a majority of caucus agreed with me 
and at that time Brian Burke was elected the leader. That was the 
meeting in September 1981. Ron was naturally hurt and angry but 
he behaved in a fairly dignified way and gained the respect of 
his colleagues for it so he was given a portfolio when we became 
the government in 1983. 

RJ What did you think of Brian Burke succeeding Ron 
Davies? 

ELLIOTT Once again I supported the change. My relationship with 
Brian has always been an uneasy one. We never enjoyed the same 
close relationship that I had with Cohn and Ron over the years. 
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We came from two different moulds I suppose you could say, two 
different eras in the party. For example when I went to work for 
the party in 1952 Brian was only five years of age. He was only 
eight when the split occurred at Hobart. He grew up the son of 
Tom Burke and idolised his father and I spent those same years 
with Joe Chamberlain, his father's adversary, and I had a great 
regard for Joe. So we see history from a different perspective I 
suppose. I think that's fair enough but I think it does tend to 
cloud his judgment sometimes. I was not impressed for example 
with his gratuitous attack on Joe Chamberlain on television the 
night of the 1986 election. I thought it was a bit uncalled for 
and insensitive to Mrs Chamberlain who was still alive, and the 
other members of Joe's family. Brian and I don't see eye to eye 
on a number of things including policy issues and dealings with 
people or the way things are done. 

However be that as it may I have a great admiration for the 
performance and achievements of the Burke Government. It has in 
my opinion been an excellent government with a very good record 
in many areas. If you just look at women's issues for example and 
what has happened in respect to equal opportunity legislation, 
the appointment of equal opportunity officers in government 
departments, the establishment of WIRE, [Women's Information 
Referral Exchange], the establishment of the Women's Advisory 
Council, the Domestic Violence Task Force and the commitment to 
do something about the recommendations for that. There's been 
other social reform like abolition of capital punishment and the 
reform of the sexual assault laws, electoral reform, local 
government electoral reform. There's been good industrial 
legislation passed. There's been the enlarging of the franchise 
of the State Government Insurance Office. The government I think 
has a good employment record. Now you can't do all these things 
unless your party's in government and the party is not acceptable 
to the electorate unless you have a credible leader and Brian is 
certainly that. He is articulate and intelligent and he works 
very hard and as a result his image is good and this is reflected 
in the votes for party candidates. 
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RJ Whilst you were a member how frequent were your party 
meetings and did the members of the Legislative Council ever meet 
separately from the joint House meetings, joint caucus? 

ELLIOTT When parliament is sitting caucus meets at least once a 
week. There may be cause for a special meeting but the normal 
meeting time is every Tuesday. When Parliament is not sitting 
it's once a month, at least once a month. Council members met on 
the first sitting day of the week, on the Tuesday after the 
caucus meeting but before the House sat, to talk about tactics in 
the House, talk about the orders of the day for that particular 
day or any matters or motions that the party would be introducing 
in the House that afternoon. So that it was only a sort of 
informal meeting of Council members with the leader and deputy 
leader to talk about tactics, that's all. But it was not a 
separate caucus meeting, if I can put it that way. 

RJ You have already referred to the fact that it was Labor 
Party policy to see the abolition of the Legislative Council. 
You have made very clear that you went into that House feeling 
very strongly that that was the right thing to do and in fact in 
your time as a member you brought that view to people's 
attention. This year we've had reform, electoral reform, passed 
through both Houses which will see changes to the Legislative 
Council. Has that changed your view? 

ELLIOTT [Pause] The important thing is to ensure that when 
legislation is passed that there is adequate scrutiny and 
adequate time for public discussion and for the public to be 
informed about what is being proposed. I don't think the present 
system has provided that. [Pause] I think that, as I said 
earlier, there are times when legislation is rushed through 
without proper scrutiny. I think it's quite possible to achieve a 
sensible democratic system by having a unicameral parliament with 
a strong committee system. There's nothing wrong with having a 
second House I suppose to enable there to be a second look at 
legislation but you're either going to have it rubber stamped.... 
Under our present party system you're either going to have it 
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rubber stamped or the situation that has occurred in the past and 
is still occurring that the opposition has the numbers to 
obstruct the legislation not because it's undesirable but purely 
on ideological grounds because they don't like it. They're not 
the government but they've got the power to stop it. Now thinking 
about it since I've left Parliament I am inclined to think that 
an enlarged unicameral parliament with an effective committee 
system, standing committees, that will carefully scrutinise 
legislation before it's finally passed is probably better than a 
bicameral system. 

RJ You have already expressed some of this Lyla but just 
sum up for me what sort of experience it was for you to be a 
member of Parliament. 

ELLIOTT I think I'd like to say it was a privilege, first of 
all to be in a position where I could raise matters publicly that 
were of great concern to me both in the chamber and in the caucus 
room and to participate as a member of the Labor team whether in 
opposition or in government. So that was a privilege. I enjoyed 
very much my contact with people in the electorate. I very seldom 
came in contact with people who gave me a hard time. I was very 
impressed with the number of people in the community who were 
prepared to work for those less fortunate than themselves. I was 
always very grateful for the friendship and the support of people 
in the rank and file in the Labor movement and the trade union 
movement. I got a great kick out of my association, for example, 
with organisations like the Association for Industrial Blind. I 
had some very good friends in that organisation. I used to enjoy 
my visits to places like Midland Workshops where I felt I had an 
affinity with the workers up there. I think that was 
reciprocated; we got on pretty well. Also with people like those 
who work in Lockridge, the senior citizens. People who joined me 
in establishing services like the ones I've mentioned previously. 
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I won't go into them again but people who are prepared to give of 

their time in a voluntary capacity to establish services for the 

benefit of others. So I feel that it was a privileged position 

and I don't regret any of the work involved. I think that I was 

well and truly rewarded. 

END OF TAPE TWELVE SIDE TWO 
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TAPE THIRTEEN SIDE ONE 

RJ I know it's very difficult for one to be objective when 

it comes to evaluating yourself, but you did say at the beginning 

of your parliamentary career, "I was more worried about whether I 

was going to be able to perform as a member."1  At the end of it 

how satisfied were you that you had been able to perform? 

ELLIOTT Let's say I feel that I performed to the best of my 

ability. I feel that I did tackle the job in a conscientious way. 

I am aware of my inadequacies, but laziness is not one of them. 

So I think that I made a contribution, perhaps not as much as I 

would have liked but I think everything is relative and if I 

compare myself to other members perhaps I was.... I feel that I, 

compared to other backbenchers, made a reasonable contribution. I 

think I should qualify it by saying towards the end of my term I 

was feeling very tired and I had a couple of periods of illness 

in '80 and 1 83 which affected my performance. Both occurred when 

I was overseas and it took me a long time to get over them. So 

that affected my performance and ultimately the 1 83 illness might 

have been responsible for me slowing down towards the end of that 

term. I think it's difficult to objectively judge oneself; you 

must leave this to others to do so. 

RJ For the record I will attach a copy of your farewell 

speech to the Legislative Council to this transcript, with your 

permission.2  What sort of emotions did you feel as you stood 

there making that speech? 

ELLIOTT To begin with a bit of frustration because nobody was 

listening [laughs] because something was happening in the 

chamber. I forget what the issue was but to begin with people 

didn't realise that it was my last speech so no one was taking 

1 This transcript, p.137. 

2See pp  263-265. 
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much notice. So it was a bit sad particularly as it was the last 

time I was going to stand up on my feet in the chamber. However 

someone finally got the message and the chamber quietened down 

and listened. I was pleased about that because it is an important 

moment I suppose, on an occasion like that. It is a sad moment 

and one that you want to share with other members that you spent 

such a lot of time with on both sides of the House really. So 

that's about all I could say really. 

RJ Any farewells to you as a member both within the 

Parliament and outside of it? 

ELLIOTT Yes there were a few. Firstly Clive Griffiths towards 

the end of the session was gracious enough to have all the 

members in to farewell those of us who were retiring at that 

time. The parliamentary party also had a dinner for retiring 

members. The State Executive had a function for us.' There have 

been several ALP Branch functions that have been held to farewell 

US. So I greatly appreciated each of those. I thought that was a 

very nice thought on the part of the people who organised them. I 

suppose I felt a bit sad at each of them and wondered whether I 

was doing the right thing at the time, whether I had done the 

right thing because I still had so many friends in the Labor 

Party and still have. But I greatly appreciated the gesture that 

was made by each of those groups. 

-------------------- 
'At the function, Brian Burke said Lyla Elliott "had been an 
assiduous worker, who had made an immense contribution by her 
specialist knowledge and her contacts with women's 
organisations." In reply Lyla Elliott said, "I worked hard as a 
politician, but that's the least a public servant should do, 
particularly when others in the party do it for no reward." Labor 
Voice, July-August, 1986. She also received a certificate from 
the Labor Party acknowledging her 15 years service as a member of 
Parliament, a copy of which is attached (P. 266) 
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RJ Any acknowledgement from your constituents? 

ELLIOTT In the form of letters? 

RJ Yes, saying farewell. 

ELLIOTT Yes, I received a lot of letters and cards which I 

thought were very nice not only from constituents but from 

organisations I'd been associated with like the Family Planning 

Association and others. I forgot to mention that the Labor Women 

had a very nice function too, a luncheon. 

RJ There was controversy over the selection of the 

candidate to replace you. There was Gillian Kaub who was favoured 

to maintain the numbers of women and Tom Butler who was said to 

be favoured by Brian Burke.1  Do you know anything of that 
process? 

ELLIOTT Yes. In fact I was the one who talked Gillian into 

standing. I tried to repeat what Ruby had done and that is to 

ensure that I was replaced by another woman. I felt that Gillian 

agreed with me so far as party philosophy was concerned. In other 

words she was to the left. She was a person with wide experience 

in the trade union movement. She'd been a member of the party 

for many years. She had a lot of respect in the women's movement. 

I thought she would make an excellent contribution as a member 

and so I approached her and asked her if she would stand. What I 

didn't realise, of course, was that the party was looking for a 

seat for Tom Butler who was the president of the party. He and 

Peter Dowding who was the member for the North Province and 

wanted to move into the metropolitan area, both had their eye on 

the seat of Maylands. Of course, when I indicated that I was not 

going to stand, this gave the party the opportunity to organise 

one seat for Peter and direct Tom towards my seat or the seat 

that I'd held so this solved the dilema for them as to who got 

what seat and Tom became a candidate. 

-------------------- 
1 WesternMail, July 13-14, 1985. 
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It was Tom versus Gillian. It is true that Brian Burke put his 

weight behind Tom. I actually campaigned for Gillian with some of 

the branches to try to get her some support and amongst party 

people on the executive. It's not that I had anything against 

Tom, in fact he was another old friend of mine from way back and 

I did not know of his interest in the seat when I talked Gillian 

into standing for it. However he was successful. He got the vote 

on the executive. I suppose being president would carry a lot of 

weight and so he became the member. I was sorry for Gillian. I 

would have liked to see a woman and Gillian in particular to have 

won the seat. However I must say that Tom has been a good member. 

I am very pleased with the relationship he's built up in the 

electorate with the people in the organisations there. I believe 

he's working very hard as an electorate member. So it's turned 

out okay as far as I'm concerned. 

RJ If someone knocked on your door tomorrow and said, "We 

would like to endorse you for a nice safe Labor seat in this 

area," (if there is such a thing which I don't think there is), 

how would you react? 

ELLIOTT I really don't know. I'd think twice about it. I 

wouldn't reject it outright but I don't think I'd get endorsed 

actually. 

RJ Yes, but regardless of that, just from your own point 

of view. 

ELLIOTT Well it would depend on the time, the circumstances and 

my commitments but I think to be realistic there are so many 

young people coming on. There is competition for the seats. I 

don't belong to any faction. I've always resisted joining one of 

the factions although I consider myself to the left. I think it's 

very sad that the party's been compartmentalised into three 

different factions which makes if difficult when it comes to 

selection ballots and decisions at conferences and executive 

meetings. So I think that as I don't belong to any faction, and 

you have to these days to get the support I believe in selection 
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ballots, you have to commit yourself to one or another faction, I 
don't think I would be a starter for any seat as far as 

selection's concerned. 

RJ During your time in politics there was a family day 

care scheme established and it's called the Lyla Elliott Family 

Day Care Scheme in acknowledgement to your contribution to it. 

How does it feel to have something named after you? 

ELLIOTT I was very flattered, a bit embarrassed to begin with 

but a backbencher doesn't have many landmarks to leave behind. 

You don't open many buildings or projects so there aren't many 

brass plaques. I think I've only got one that was the Lockridge 

Senior Citizens' Centre which I opened. It is flattering to have 

a scheme named after you particularly one which I feel means a 

lot to women who need child care. 

RJ As a result of your experience in a career and as a 

member of Parliament did you find over those years you changed 

any of your opinions about the role of women in society? 

ELLIOTT I suppose I was one of many women whose opinions or 

attitudes were influenced by some of the campaigns that commenced 

in the early seventies by the feminist movement. I always felt I 

held fairly enlightened views about equal opportunity for women, 

equal pay, equal rights to education, the rights to employment 

opportunities and things like this. I don't think it was until I 

started reading some of the feminist writers and listening to 

what the feminists had to say in the early seventies that I 

appreciated the sex stereotyping that had gone on in previous 

times and that the thinking of a lot of women had been due to 

nurture rather than nature, that women weren't necessarily 

prepared to stay at home and become housewives, that perhaps they 

did want to go out into the workplace. I always felt that they 

should have the opportunity to do this but I suppose.... As I 

said it was not until the 1970's that I developed the thinking 

that women had been prevented from [pause] grasping a lot of 

opportunities if I can put it that way because of being 
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conditioned into thinking that their place was in the home. I 

think I was subject to that conditioning too. I hadn't been in 

that position because I hadn't married, but I think many women 

were probably conditioned to think that their place was as a 

mother and housewife and they should stay in the family home and 

look after the children and the husband and be a good wife 

whereas with the seventies we saw the era when women were told 

you don't have to do this, you can become architects and 

engineers and doctors and politicians and whatever you like. You 

don't have to stay in the home. Yes I did undergo a change in 

thinking myself. 

See even today you find that there is discrimination in people's 

attitude to women. For some reason they think it's alright for 

women to become professionals if they've got families. It's 

alright for them to become doctors and politicians and what have 

you but when it comes to the less skilled occupations in 

factories and offices and places like this you still have those 

who say that married women shouldn't be there taking the jobs of 

younger girls, they should be home looking after their kids. I 

think that's an unfair attitude really. I think everybody should 

have the right to self-fulfilment whether that be in a profession 

or in some other paid occupation or in the home whichever they 

choose. They shouldn't be judged on their decision to be in any 

of those occupations. 

RJ You didn't marry until 1976 when you married Edwin John 

White. Why did you not marry before that? 

ELLIOTT Well I suppose you could say the right man hadn't come 

along. 

RJ So it wasn't any desire to be a career woman or 

whatever. It was just.... 
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ELLIOTT No, no, no. 

RJ You would have married sooner if someone had been 

suitable? 

ELLIOTT Yes, yes. I think I was always a bit of a romantic and 

I always imagined that a woman wasn't fulfilled unless she was 

married, I wouldn't go so far as to say had a family. I would 

have had a family had I married at a younger age certainly but I 

felt that by the time I was married it was a bit late to start 

having a family so I chose not to. But I am glad that I waited. 

RJ Why Lyla? 

ELLIOTT Because I've got a very good husband and I'm very happy 

with him. 

RJ Do you wish you had had children? 

ELLIOTT Yes I think a woman does miss a lot by not having 

children of her own. I get a lot of pleasure out of my brother's 

children and out of Jack's grandchildren. But there are times 

when I wish that I had married.....I mean that I'd met him in 

earlier years and we were able to have a family. 

RJ Lyla you saw the State Labor Party in operation very 

closely, more closely than most, and of course, you also saw the 

Parliamentary Labor Party in operation. I wondered whether your 

experience with the parliamentary wing changed any of your views 

about how the State party should operate and the sort of 

relationship it should have with the parliamentary party. 

ELLIOTT I don't think so. I think there's a good working 

relationship between the parliamentary wing and the State 

Executive. I think it's important for the parliamentary party to 

sometimes be reminded that it is only a branch of the Labor 

movement and that it's not the supreme governing body of the 

party. I think this is something that I've always strongly 
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believed in that the policies of the party and the strength of 

the party come from the rank and file and from the union movement 

and that the parliamentary party must not act as an independent 

body but always have regard for the fact that it is an integral 

part of the Labor movement and subject to the policy making of 

State conferences and of the State Executive. I appreciate that 

when in government, governments can't always be subject to the 

whims of the State Executive, if I can put it that way, but I 

think that the parliamentary party should always take note of the 

decisions adopted by the lay party both at executive and 

conference level and not act in direct opposition to any 

decisions that are adopted at those bodies. 

RJ One thing that we've missed along the way, and there 

could well be others, you were secretary of the WA Branch of the 

Australian Labour Parliamentarians for Peace and Justice. What 

was that group in aid of? 

ELLIOTT Well there were a few of us, Fred McKenzie, David 

Parker and myself who felt that as State parliamentarians we 

should be making a greater contribution to the cause of 

international peace and justice and that perhaps we could do this 

by forming a branch of this in Western Australia. There are other 

branches in Canberra and other States. Unfortunately politicians 

are busy people and they've got enough committee meetings to 

attend to as it is and so I'm afraid we were pushing up hill a 

bit getting people along to meetings. We were able to get a 

number of them interested enough to join but when it came to 

holding meetings they were all very busy with other activities. 

So unfortunately I found it a bit pointless trying to pursue it. 

RJ What have you done since you retirement from politics? 

ELLIOTT There are a couple of government committees that I have 

been asked to chair. The first one that I became involved with 

was the Home and Community Care Advisory Committee which is the 

committee set up to advise the State minister who has 

responsibility for this joint commonwealth State programme called 
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the HACC programme. Each State has a State Advisory Committee I 

understand so one was set up in this State and I was asked to 

chair it and that has involved quite a bit of work. The other 

government committee was the Consultative Committee on 

Residential Child Care which I was asked to chair, so I took that 

one on. I have retained an interest in the family day care scheme 

in Morley that bears my name, I've continued to be president of 

that. I was also asked to join the management board of Nulsen 

Haven which I accepted. I still retain an interest in the Labor 

Party and have been involved in State and federal elections since 

I left Parliament, doorknocking and manning polling booths, 

scrutineering, this sort of thing. 

RJ What do you consider your greatest disappointment in 

life? 

ELLIOTT Well I don't know whether you could say it was my 

greatest disappointment but something that I regret is that I 

wasn't better educated, that I didn't go on to tertiary 

education. Quite frankly I'm seriously thinking of doing 

something along these lines but I've got to be accepted as an 

adult student first. I've got to get over the hurdle of passing 

that exam. If I do that, well then I will be enrolling for some 

tertiary study. 

RJ What in? 

ELLIOTT Well the course is called behavioural studies but I 

shouldn't be telling you this because I mightn't pass the exam 

and get in. But it's a BA in behavioural studies. Now I say that 

with a certain amount of trepidation in case I don't make it but 

that's my intention at the moment. 
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RJ What is the thing that you are most glad that you've 

done in your life? 

ELLIOTT Married my husband Jack. 

END OF INTERVIEW 

END OF TAPE THIRTEEN SIDE ONE 
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1976 CHAMBERLAIN LECTURE 
GIVEN BY THE HON E.G. WFJITLAM, Q.C.,M.P. 

AT THE CONCERT HALL, PERTH, W.A. 
7 JUNE 1976 

It is an honour to he invited to give the first 

Chamberlain lecture in Joe Chamberlain's presence and in the city 

where he served the party for most of his life. He was the 

secretary of the Western Australian branch for a quarter of a 

century - the most gifted, the most astute, the most dedicated, 

and in his own way the most charismatic politician of his State 

and his generation. A product and a representative of the 

party organisation, he was better known throughout Australia 

during the period of his active life- than any elected politician 

from this State with the possible exception of Sir Paul Hasluck. 

No Western Australian since Curtin himself exerted a more 

significant influence on his party in Western Australia and 

beyond, or achieved greater eminence as a national figure. 

I pay tribut.tonight to Joe Chamberlain's great service 

to the party and the Lqbor cause. His f1rst great achievement 

was to make the partylaform me-&ningful. He ensured that 

committees prepared recommendations for party conferences in advance, 

that debate was more relevant and informed, and the platform 

more balanced and authoritative as a result. His other great 

achievement was to preserve the unity of the party in this State, 

and to strengthen our unity as ,a national party, during a period 

of great danger and turbulence for the Labor movement During the 

split and in its aftermath he was one of the great stabilising 

and unifying influences-in the party. 
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EXTAT He trod a difficult and perilous course in helping to keep u NL V 

together, but his loyalty to the Labor movement, to his colleagues, 
to the parliamentary leadership and not least to his own high 
principles never wavered. When he first became secretary of 
the Western Australian branch in 1909 the party was already entering 
on a long period of national, eclipse. Labor State Governments 
were to come and go in this State as elsewhere - but there was 
to be no Fedora].  Labor Government for 23 years. It did not 

arrive until well after Joe Chamberlain ceased to he a Federal 
office bearer or tha party, but I have no doubt that but for his 
work, his influence and his personality the election of a Federal 
Labor Government would have taken much longer to achieve. 

I have chosen tonight to speak of electoral reform and 
electoral democracy, and the subject has a particular relevance 
to Joe Chamberlain's career and experience. During the long years 
from 1956 onwards Labor was kept out of office largely through the 
ability of the DLP to manipulate the electoral systerii in favour of 
the conservative parties. No one knows better than Joe Chamberlain 
how the electoral laws of the Commonwealth worked cruelly and 
consistently to te ad\antageof Labor's oppnohts It would be 
absurd to suggest that thi 1i.e ause of all our problems; but 
one way or another electoral injustice, gerrymanders, malapportionment, 
distorted boundaries and archaic electoral laws have denied Labor 
office in the past and continue to do so. Labor's struggle is not 
solely against our political opponents but against the political system. 
We shall never achieve our full strength as a political movement or 
omen our battle for social reform until we win the battle for 
electoral dniocracy. It is a cause - somewhat academic and technical 
in its details but profoundly important in principle - that I have 
espoused for more than 20 years in public life. It is centralto 
everything that Joe Chamberlain foughi Co ' and that I shall continue 
to fight for. it is a battle that must be won. 
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17 FEB 1985 OFFICE OF THE PREMIER 
DEPARTMENT OF THE PREMIER AND CABINET 

197 ST. GEORGE'S TERRACE, PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6000 

TELEPHONE. 09 420 9444 TELEX: AA 95078. 

11 February 1986 

Ms Lyla Elliott, MLC 
Parliament House 
Harvest Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 

Dear Lyla 

I am in receipt of the final Report of the Domestic 
Violence Task Force. 

I would like to extend my personal thanks to you for 
your excellent work as Chairperson of the Task Force. 
The Report is a credit to your efforts and a reflection 
of your commitment to working for the interests of the 
community, particularly to improve the situations of 
those who are less advantaged. 

This Report marks the completion of a long and 
distinguished career in Government and will serve as a 
token of your dedicated service to the people of 
Western Australia. 

Yours sincerely 

BRIAN BURKE, MLA 
PREMIER 



MY NEW YEAR WISH. 

Goodbye to 1974 - a most unhappy year. 

For many it brought tragedy, disaster, 

hunger, fear. 

The vicissitudes of nature wrought great 

havoc in our land, 

And man's cruel inhumanity was hard to 

understand. 

Because of his corruption and his selfishness 

and greed 

We still saw nations starving, in dire 

poverty and need. 

Oh, to see a world in which there's no more 

senseless war, 

Where injustice is eliminated and there are 

no poor, 

Where children have an equal chance in life 

with one another, 

Where all men never hesitate to call each 

other "brother". 

Though my hopes of seeing this eventuate are 

few, 

That, all my good reader friends, is my New 

Year wish for you. 

--LYLA ELLIOTT 

Published in the Sunday Independent, March 2, 1975. 
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THE AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY 

(Written as a toast to the Labor Party, 1976) 

In the 1890's or therabouts when things were 

pretty tough 

The working man put down his foot and said "I've 

had enough!" 

For far too long my mates and I have slaved from 

dawn to dark 

The pay is small, conditions bad, the future's 

pretty stark 

This country's run by men of wealth of 

selfishness and greed, 

ve'll have a Party of our own so all men shall 

be freed - 

From exploitation, fear of want and hatred of 

their neighbour. 

The Party to achieve all this is hereby 

christened "Labor". 

And so was lit in those dark days a light upon 

the Hill 

That light, to better all mankind, is brightly 

burning still. 



The Labor Party has endured through good 

times and through bad. 

Its governments have proved to be the best 

this country's had. 

It's made mistakes, it's had its splits and 

problems down through history. 

But that it's grown from strength to strength 

is really no great mystery. 

The Labor Party represents Australians as a 

whole, 

Particularly the little man, the children 

and the old. 

It remedies injustices wherever they are 

found. 

Its policies have always proved progressive, 

fair and sound. 

And so, all my good Labor friends, let's 

drink a toast that's hearty - 

To the greatest movement in the land, the 

Australian Labor Party. 

Lyla Elliott, M.L.C. 
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THOUGHTS OF A VIETNAMESE MOTHER. 

(Written at the time of the Vietnam War) 

My poor tortured country, why must you 

suffer so? 

But I am lucky, I still have my house, my 

husband, my baby 

Our simple little house. 

You have seen love - love between man and 

woman. 

Love for our baby. 

You give us shelter from the rain, the sun; 

What would we do without you? 

What is that? No, no, please let it not be us. 

Run, run, to safety. 

Don't cry my baby, 

The thunder has passed and we shall return 

home. 

Smoke, flames, confusion, screams of pain. 

Oh, God, where is our home? 

Where will we sleep, eat, shelter? 
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But I am lucky, I still have my husband, 

my baby. 

My dear husband. 

You love us so, as you love your country. 

You provide for us, you work hard in the 

fields all day. 

We laugh together, cry together. 

How I would miss you were you not here. 

What is that? They have come as we feared; 

Soldiers, rifles. 

What are they saying? 

We know nothing of what they speak. 

Why won't they believe you? 

Stop, stop, he is innocent. 

Oh, God, no, no. 

They shot you, my beloved husband. 

You are not dead, you must not be dead 

I love you so much. 

Why don't you speak to me? 

Oh the pain in my heart. 

How can I live without you? 
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But I must live for my baby. 

My sweet baby. 

What pleasure you have given us 

Such a tiny nose, tiny fingers, tiny toes. 

May you always remain innocent of suffering, 

free from pain. 

Hush, my baby, we have left the village and 

travel far away. 

What is that? More thunder, blinding flashes. 

The sun has fallen from the sky. 

My baby! Burning, suffering. 

No, God, no. Help save my baby from this 

agony. 

Let me die, give me the pain. 

My baby is dead. 
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Lyla Elliott. 
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ELECTORAL REFORM AND 
ABORIGINES 

lION. LYLA ELLIOTi (North-East Metro-
politan) [3.21 p.m.]: Sonic 14 years ago I had 
the privilege of making my maiden speech in 
this Chamber when I moved the Ad-
dress-in-Reply at the opening of the 
Twenty-seventh Parliament of Western 
Australia. In that maiden speech I advocated 
electoral and parliamentary reform, and a bet-
ter deal for Aboriginal people. As part of that 
better deal I suggested kibbutzim style develop-
meat for the people who did not want an urban 
lifestyle. I guess it was my version of land rights 
at the time. I had seen how successful the 
kibbutzim in Israel were, and knowing how ira-
portant land was c our indigenous people I 
thought it was the answer. 

That was over 14 years ago and we still do 
not have electoral or parliamentary reform, 
and very few Aboriginal people have realised 
their dream of settling on the land of their an-
cestors. I am more than a little sad that I shall 
be leaving the Parliament before these two vital 
issues have been resolved. I say this because 
one change is necessary before we can claim 
true democracy in this State, and the other is 
necessary before a race of people can regain 
their pride, their health, and their full place 
alongside the wider community. 

A DIFFICULT ROLE 

I have found during the past 14 years that, 
contrary to popular belief, the life of a member 
of Parliament is not easy. It can involve long 
hours, hard work, frustration, and disruption to 
one's family life. It can also be very stressful. 
This is particularly so for a person like myself 
who has always found public speaking difficult. 
However it can be both educative and 
rewarding. Looking back through some of my 
speeches reminded me that I had to become an 
instant expert on such things as effluent dis-
posal at Midland Abattoirs, steel-jawed rabbit 
44430-2 

traps, rubbish disposal, the economics of the 
charcoal iron industry, and do-it-yourself fu-
nerals. 

A REWARDING ROLE 

If I were to be asked what I found most 
rewarding about serving as a member of the 
State Parliament I think I would say two things. 
The first is the very great privilege denied to 
other people in the community, and that is ac-
cess to a forum in which one can publicly raise 
any issue or any injustice that one feels strongly 
about. This has given mc cause for great satis-
faction. 

Over the years I have been able to raise 
hundreds of issues concerning my electorate or 
the community generally. Sonic of these related 
to the problems of women, such as equal oppor-
tunity, rape, domestic violence, and family 
planning. Others included child welfare, care of 
the aged and mental health patients, a better 
deal for disabled people, animal welfare, and 
nuclear disarmament. 

The other rewarding aspect of being a mem-
ber has been the electorate work. In addition to 
enabling me to help solve a lot of constituents' 
personal problems, it has brought mc into con-
tact with hundreds of wonclerl'ul, selfless people 
in the community who devote a great deal of 
their time and energies in a voluntary capacity 
to improving the quality of life of others in this 
State. 

TIlE i'ONKIN AND BURKE 
GOVERNMENTS  ENTS 

For the greater part of my term the Labor 
Party has been out of office. However, I want 
to say that I was particularly proud to be here 
in the days of the Tonkin Government and for 
the first term of the Burke Government. There 
is no doubt in my mind that the present 
Government will be returned with an even 
greater majority at the next election. It has 
been a magnificent Government with an out- 
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standing record in virtually every field of hu-
man endeavour. I am particularly proud of its 
achievements in the areas of social law reform, 
women's issues, industrial relations, job cre-
ation, housing, and education. It has shown 
imagination and brought a fresh approach to 
Government administration and regional de-
velopment. At the end of its first term I believe 
it can rightly claim to have made an enormous 
contribution to the well-being of Western 
Australians as a whole. 

SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
A lot of problems are still to be tackled by the 

State, but the solution to many of them will 
only be achieved in conjunction with the Fed-
eral Government because of the financial im-
plications. I refer in particular to the growing 
number of people living in poverty. The State 
Government can ameliorate the situation with 
concessions in the services it provides, but the 
major solution lies in the macro-economic poli-
cies of the Federal Government. 

VIOLENCE 
One area where the State can make import-

ant changes for the better is that of violence in 
the home. As members will be aware, the 
Government earlier this year set up a task force 
to investigate the extent and nature of domestic 
violence in Western Australia and to make 
recommendations on the way in which the laws 
and services should be changed to better re-
spond to the needs of victims. A great deal of 
hard work has been done by the members of 
the task force, and we are soon to present our 
report and recommendations to the Govern-
ment. I earnestly hope and request that that 
report will be released to the public and that 
the recommendations will be implemented as 
quickly as possible. 

There is in fact a great need to look at the 
causes of violence in all its forms in our society 
and to try to remove some of those causes. I 
dealt with this during the debate on the Acts 
Amendment Sexual Assaults Bill, and I will not 
repeat what I said then other than to say that I 
believe it is one of the most serious social issues 
facing us, and it should be tackled on a broad 
front, starting with child abuse and violence 
against women. 

NUCLEAR WAR 
The worst form of violence, of course, is war 

and the ultimate is a nuclear war, which would 
destroy us all. I therefore do not want to leave  

this Parliament without once again adding my 
insignificant voice to the many thousands of 
people throughout Australia, and indeed 
throughout the world, who are calling, in fact 
begging, for an end to the insane nuclear arms 
race. Two of the papers presented to the 
ANZAAS Congress in Melbourne in August 
this year dealt with a very sad result of the 
tension created by the super powers' struggle 
for nuclear supremacy. It is one that is often 
overlooked, and that is the effect it is having on 
children. One of the speakers, a senior lecturer 
in psychology at La Trobe University, said that 
77 per cent of Australian children expected a 
nuclear war which they did not expect or wish 
to survive. How can we expect our young 
people to develop responsible, caring attitudes 
when they are living constantly in the shadow 
of the threat of extinction? The most important 
human motivation is the ability to dream—not 
only about one's own future but about a better 
world for everybody. If we take this away, what 
is left? Despair, cynicism, and a feeling of 
hopelessness. 

TERRIFYING 

The possession of nuclear weapons has not 
prevented war. Since World War II there have 
been 105 major wars, causing an estimated 16 
million deaths, mainly among civilian popu-
lations. The terrifying thing is the very real 
possibility that one day one of these wars, or a 
computer failure, or human error, will lead us 
into a nuclear conflict. 

We know that on two occasions the world 
was on the brink of a nuclear war; firstly during 
the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, and secondly 
during the Yom Kippur War in 1973 when the 
North West Cape base was put on full alert, 
without the knowledge of the Australian 
Government. On at least five occasions 
misreading of radar brought the world super 
powers close to the use of nuclear weapons. 

The world is placing great hope in the meet-
ing this week between the leaders of the two 
nuclear super powers, Mr Reagan and Mr 
Gorbachev. Should this meeting fail to produce 
any glimmer of hope for a reduction in tension 
between the United States and the Soviet 
Union, or a willingness to negotiate arms re-
duction, I believe the time has arrived for the 
rest of the world, including the countries in the 
Eastern Bloc, to start putting pressure on these 
two countries in a practical way—that is to say 
to both the USSR and the USA, "We do not 
want to be part of your dangerous power game 
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which is placing the entire world in such jeop-
ardy; we do not want your bases on our soil or 
Your warships in our waters''. Unless some 
positive, drastic steps are taken to force a halt 
in the madness of military nuclear technology, 
all the efforts of the nations of the world to 
improve the lot of their peoples will be just a 
waste of time. 

.JOE CHAMBERLAIN AND RUB\ 
HUTCFIISON 

Finally, before I conclude my remarks. I take 
the opportunity to place on record my 
appreciation to a number of people. If I have 
been able to make a contribution in some small 
way through serving as a member of this Parlia-
ment, I have two people to thank more than 
any others. They were the late Joe Chamber-
lain, for whom I worked for some 18 years, who 
helped to shape my views as a democratic 
socialist, and the late Ruby Hutchison who 
talked me into standing for her seat when she 
retired in 1971. Both these people in my 
opinion were outstanding servants of the Labor 
movement who deserve proper recognition for 
the role they played in Labor's history, particu-
larly during the dark days of McCarthyism of 
the 1950s and 1960s, when the Australian 
Labor Party was under attack by extreme 
right-wing forces in this country. 

LABOR MOVEMENT FRIENDS 
But there are others I would also like to 

thank: Firstly, my friends in the Labor move-
ment, both in the Parliament and outside. 
Having served at most levels of the Labor Party 
since 1952 has afforded me the great oppor-
tunity of meeting hundreds of people over the 
years, many of whom became good friends. I 
am particularly grateful to all those who, de-
spite all the difficult and discouraging years in 
Opposition, have retained their faith in the 
party and continued to support it and the can-
didates endorsed by it, including me. 

PARLIAMENTARY COLLEAGUES AND 
STAFF 

Mr President, many verbal fights take place 
in both Chambers of this Parliament between 
the members of the three parties. We get angry 
with each other at times and sling a lot of in-
sults, but I express my thanks to the members 
of the Opposition parties, particularly you, Sir, 
for the many kindnesses and courtesies shown 
to me outside the House. It is always a surprise 
to new members, I think, when they come here  

and learn that the members of the other parties 
do not have two horns and a tail after all, and 
that they really can be quite nice human beings 
despite their adherence to the wrong ideology. 

Another group of People I want to thank is 
the staff of Parliament House. The courtesy 
and standard of service from all departments in 
this building is outstanding. I refer to the 
Clerks and staff of both Houses, particularly 
this Chamber, liansarci, the Library, the dining 
room, the other attendants, and our very 
pleasant telephonists. I express my 
appreciation to them all for helping to make 
my job at lot easier. 

ELECTORATE SECRETARIES 
I now pay a special tribute to the people who 

share many of the burdens placed upon mem-
bers by the demands of their constituents, and I 
refer to the electorate secretaries. I will never 
understand how members survived in the days 
before the advent of electorate secretaries. Of 
course, life was not so hectic then. There did 
not seem to be the demands on members that 
we see today. Parliament, for example, sat for 
much shorter periods, said less and did less. In 
1955 11ansard consisted of 2 311 pages; last 
year it was 7 351, 

Strangely enough, I think that despite the 
fact that members did less work in those days 
and serviced their electorates less it is sad but 
true to say they probably had more respect 
from the public. However, be that as it may, I 
am sure all members would wholeheartedly 
agree with me that life in Parliament today 
would be impossible without those dedicated 
people in their offices. 

I have been blessed with excellent secretaries 
who have been loyal, hard working and ef-
ficient. My present secretary Mrs Alma 
Whitehouse, with her happy nature and intense 
loyalty and conscientiousness, is a pleasure to 
work with. So I would like to place on record 
my sincere thanks to Alma and her 
predecessors for their invaluable assistance to 
me over the years. 

Finally, I take the opportunity—I know it is 
a little early, but this might be my last oppor-
tunity in this House—to wish all members, 
staff, and their families all the best for the 
coming festive season, a peaceful 1986—State 
election notwithstanding—and to those mem-
bers who are retiring with me, may they have a 
long, happy and healthy retirement. 

[Applause.]  
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